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ABSTRACT
The thesis examines the work and contribution of Robert Magliola, a lay Catholic
theologian specializing in Derridean Deconstruction, in the field of Buddhist-Catholic
dialogue. The thesis proposes that Magliola’s dialogue based on “founding and
irreducible differences,” which departs from the “common ground” model of dialogue,
can help break the impasse encountered by the Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand.
In his new book, Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Difference: How Some ThoughtMotifs From Derrida Can Nourish The Catholic-Buddhist Encounter, Magliola proposes
that certain Derridean “thought-structures” can be adapted to address proselytization,
misrepresentation, syncretism, etc.—issues that have blocked dialogue efforts in
Thailand. In light of this, the thesis explains how: (1) Magliola appropriates Derrida;
(2) Magliola uses his own brand of Deconstruction, known as Differentialism, in
Buddhist-Christian dialogue; and (3) Differentialism can be appropriated in the Thai
context, to foster dialogue of life, action, religious experience and doctrinal exchange.
This is in line with Pope Francis’ call for theological reflection to follow “the movement
of the logic of God” from the “peripheries to center to peripheries.”
The thesis finds Differentialism to be especially useful in exposing logocentric
formulations or mindsets in various texts that impede dialogue, and in fostering an
environment conducive to Buddhist-Catholic encounters. In line with Dialogue and
Proclamation, it helps prepare Catholics, “to learn and to receive from and through others
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the positive values of their traditions” while “keeping their [own Catholic] identity
intact.”
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Jesuits are called in a special way to be “brave and expert rowers” of the Church,
especially in times when “it is not easy to move forward, to continue the journey.”1 As a
Jesuit who joined the Thai region, this writer feels called in a particular way to help
promote Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in the predominantly Buddhist country.
Historically, in Thailand, interreligious dialogue has been regarded suspiciously
by Buddhists as a pretext for proselytization. This fear was confirmed when some
Buddhist monks intercepted a Vatican document instructing Catholics to use dialogue as
preparation for evangelization and conversion.2 In the 1980s, tensions reached fever
pitch when Catholics involved in interreligious dialogue received death threats. During
this time, radical Buddhist monks used newspapers and other print media to attack the
Church for attempting to use Buddhist motifs or terminologies in Catholic churches or
liturgies, claiming that Catholics were trying to entice Buddhists. Even seemingly
innocuous events or ways of expressing Catholic identity were seen as a threat. For
1

Pope Francis, “Address of Pope Francis, Celebration of Vespers and Te Deum on the Occasion of the
Bicentennial of the Re-establishment of the Society of Jesus,” Church of the Gesù, September 27, 2014.
Vatican Archive, https://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2014/september/documents/papafrancesco_20140927_vespri-bicentenario-ricostituzione-gesuiti.pdf.
2

See, for example, Venerable Phra Sobhon-Ganabhom’s A Plot to Undermine Buddhism (Bangkok:
Siva Phorn, 1984) and the Group of the Defendants of Security of Buddhism’s The Catholic Plot against
Buddhism: Classified Excerpts from the Bulletin of the Secretariat for Non-Christians (Confidential
Publication of the Vatican) and Some Interesting Evidences and Data (Bangkok: Group of the Defendants
of Security of Buddhism, 1986). According to royal scholar Prof. Kirti Bunchua, interviewed by author,
Bangkok, Thailand, May 22, 2014, the first Bulletin of the Secretariat for Non-Christians, contains the
speech of its first prefect talking about dialogue as a means for conversion.

2

example, the airing of Archbishop Michael Michai Kitboonchu’s elevation to the College
of Cardinals in 1983 was denounced as a cheap ploy to help the Catholic Church gain
more converts.3
As a result, the Catholic Church in Thailand opted to “lie low,” avoiding
encounters and possible confrontations with Buddhists. While there have been some
initiatives to revive dialogue, the Thai Church has preferred to maintain the status quo.4
On the part of the Society of Jesus in Thailand, the death of Jesuit Father Agustin
Moling was a serious blow to local Jesuits’ involvement in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue.
The Society is hoping for a revival of this apostolate and is banking on Father Paul
Kriangyot Piyawanno, who was mentored by Jesuit Father Aloysius Pieris when the
former was doing his doctorate in Buddhism in Sri Lanka.
As a Jesuit, this writer feels called to contribute in a small way given his previous
work in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue before joining the Society. Now, as a fourth-year
theology student, this writer is inspired by the Asian Theological Program5 of Loyola
School of Theology to “revisit” his M.A. Philosophy thesis written he entered the Society
in Thailand.6 The thesis tried to push Aloysius Pieris’s dialogue based on difference even
further by using the “differential approach” of Robert Magliola, an Italian-American
3

Siriwan Santisakultarm, “Changes in the Catholic Way of Life,” in Belief In Media: Cultural
Perspectives on Media and Christianity, by Peter G. Horsfield, Mary E. Hess, and Adán M. Medrano.
Retrieved January 8, 2012 from
http://books.google.com.ph/books?id=XopB3_db0jAC&lpg=PR6&ots=2vey3I1U_i&dq=Siriwan%20Santi
sakultarm&pg=PR24#v=onepage&q=Siriwan%20Santisakultarm&f=false
4

Kirti Bunchua, interviewed by author, Bangkok, Thailand, May 22, 2014.

5

Loyola School of Theology, “Vision and Mission, Asian Theological Program
http://www.lst.edu/about-us/vision-a-mission.
6

Jaime Rivera, “A Differential Approach to the Christian Understanding of Buddhist Detachment”
(Master’s thesis, Assumption University, Thailand, 2008).
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scholar who was then teaching in Thailand. Differential approach here refers to
Magliola’s appropriation of Derridean Deconstruction in Catholic theology, Buddhist
studies, interreligious dialogue, hermeneutics/continental philosophy.
It has been seventeen years since this writer’s foray into scholarly BuddhistCatholic dialogue. Since then, this writer has joined the Society of Jesus and studied
Theology (STB) at Loyola School of Theology. Meantime, Magliola has written a lot
more, developing his notion of dialogue based on difference in his books and journal
articles.
Within this time frame too, the Society of Jesus has expressed more definitively
its commitment to dialogue. For example, in 2008, the 35th General Congregation of the
Society of Jesus responded to the invitation of Pope Benedict XVI to “build bridges of
understanding and dialogue with those who do not belong to the Church”:7
In an era of complex social, cultural and religious challenges, the Pope asks us to
faithfully help the Church. This fidelity demands serious and rigorous research in
the theological field and in dialogue with the contemporary world, cultures and
religions. What the Church expects from us is sincere collaboration in the search
for the full truth to which the Spirit leads us, in full adherence to the faith and the
teaching of the Church. This help and this service are not confined to our
theologians; they extend to all Jesuits, called to act with great pastoral sensitivity
in the variety of our missions and apostolic work. They are manifest also in the
institutions of the Society as a characteristic of their identity.8
It is in the above spirit that the proposed thesis will examine ways to promote
Buddhist-Christian dialogue in Thailand.
7

Pope Benedict XVI, “Address of His Holiness Benedict XVI to the Fathers of the [Thirty-Fifth]
General Congregation of the Society of Jesus,” Clementine Hall, February 21, 2008. Vatican Archives,
https://w2.vatican.va/content/benedict-xvi/en/speeches/2008/february/documents/hf_benxvi_spe_20080221_gesuiti.html.
8

Society of Jesus, GC35. Decree 1 “With Renewed Vigor and Zeal: The Society of Jesus Responds to
the Invitation of the Holy Father,” in http://www.sjweb.info/35/documents/Decrees.pdf. Italics supplied.
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Statement of the Problem
This thesis proposes and will attempt to demonstrate that a lay Catholic
theologian specializing in Derridean Deconstruction and actively involved in BuddhistChristian dialogue like Robert Magliola has much to contribute to the Church’s BuddhistCatholic dialogue in Thailand. Apropos it seeks to answer the following questions: What
specifically are Magliola’s contributions to the Church in the area of interreligious
dialogue (in particular Buddhist-Christian dialogue)? How are they useful for the Thai
Church?
To answer the first question, the study will examine Magliola’s writings, in
particular, those relating to Differentialism (Magliola’s appropriation of Derridean
Deconstruction) that he uses to foster Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. That Magliola
principally uses Derridean Deconstruction to foster Buddhist-Catholic dialogue can be
gleaned from the title of Magliola’s new book: Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Difference:
How Some Thought-Motifs from Derrida Can Nourish the Catholic-Buddhist Encounter.9
As for the second question, the study will explore how Magliola’s Differentialism
can break new ground or help break the impasse of Buddhist-Christian dialogue in
Thailand. It will try to explore possible differential readings, paying particular attention
to thoughts that decenter or move “from the peripheries to center to peripheries.”10 The

9

Robert Magliola, Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Difference: How Some Thought-Motifs from Derrida
Can Nourish the Catholic-Buddhist Encounter (Kettering, Ohio: Angelico Press, 2014), hereafter FURDD.
10

Magliola says he is sometimes happily astounded by Pope Francis’ “deconstructive” words and
behavior. The pope’s statement about peripheries to center and peripheries is an example of reversal, the
first step in “classic” Derridean deconstruction, according to Magliola. The pope “‘deconstructs’ that
institution’s (the Gregorian’s) “centrism” by insisting that according to the “logic” of God, ‘evangelical
form . . . reaches the center from the periphery and returns to the periphery’ (rather than vice versa).” See
Magliola, FURDD, 139.
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latter is an allusion to “the movement of the logic of God” operating in the Church and
highlighted by Pope Francis in his address to the theology faculty and students of the
Pontifical Gregorian University.11 It also refers to the ongoing development or movement
(from peripheries to center to peripheries to center and so on) in philosophical and
theological reflection. According to Pope Francis, “The good theologian and philosopher
has an open, that is, an incomplete, thought, always open to the maius of God and of the
truth, always in development.”12
This brings us to an important underlying question behind Magliola’s experience
of being in the peripheries. It is also a question that is in the minds of many Catholics
involved in interreligious dialogue: “To what extent are my ideas, speech/writing and
actions faithful to Christ, or in line with the Magisterial teachings?”13

Scope and Limitations
Scope
As mentioned in the preceding, this thesis seeks to answer two main questions:
What specifically are Magliola’s contributions to the Church in the area of interreligious
11

Pope Francis, “Address of Pope Francis to the Community of the Pontifical Gregorian University,
Together with Members of the Pontifical Biblical Institute and the Pontifical Oriental Institute,” Paul VI
Audience Hall, 10 April 2014. Vatican Archive,
https://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2014/april/documents/papafrancesco_20140410_universita-consortium-gregorianum.html.
12

For Magliola, being aware that “texts never really ‘close’ and come to a perfect rest within
themselves” is one of the hallmarks of Differential thinking. Cf. Magliola, FURDD, 1.
13

Gavin D’Costa, professor of Catholic theology at the University of Bristol, affirms in reference to
Magliola’s new book: “He is radical as well as profoundly faithful to his own Catholic background.” The
quote appears on the back cover of FURDD.
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dialogue (in particular Buddhist-Christian dialogue). How are they useful for the Thai
Church? To answer these questions, one needs first to understand Differentialism, and
then examine how Magliola uses it to foster interreligious dialogue. In light of this, this
thesis will first provide an exposition of Differentialism or how Magliola appropriates
Derrida. It then demonstrates how he uses “Derridean thought-motifs” or “Derridean
thought-structures” for interreligious dialogue. In the course of the discussion, it is hoped
that Magliola’s contributions to the Church’s dialogue with Buddhism will become
apparent.
Magliola’s latest book is touted for reversing the common ground model for
dialogue. Apropos one may ask the following questions: Does Magliola break new
ground? In what way does Magliola provide a philosophical framework for dialogue
based on differences? What does it mean exactly to dialogue based on ‘founding and
irreducible’ differences?
The exposition of Magliola’s thought in this study draws mainly from his books:
Derrida on the Mend (abbrv. DOM),14 On Deconstructing Life Worlds (abbrv. ODLW or
in other citations as DLW),15 and Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Difference: How Some
Thought-Motifs from Derrida Can Nourish the Catholic-Buddhist Encounter.
Magliola’s other works, as well as other books, articles, reviews that talk about
Magliola, may be cited insofar as they clarify or shed light on the subject matter. Worth

14

Robert R. Magliola, Derrida on the Mend (West Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue University Press, 1984);
New edition (Purdue University Press, 2000-2010); re-issued, 2013-; Taiwan reprint (Taipei: Shu-Lin,
1984).
15

Robert R. Magliola, On Deconstructing Life-Worlds : Buddhism, Christianity, Culture (Atlanta, Ga.:
Scholars Press, 1997), 226 pp.; (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000-).
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mentioning is Buddhisms and Deconstructions.16 The book developed out of a panel on
“Buddhism, Deconstruction and the Works of Robert Magliola” during the 23d annual
conference of the International Association for Philosophy and Literature.
As for “usefulness” in the Thai context, this thesis will attempt to apply some of
the Derridean thought-motifs or thought-structures in actual cases. By doing so, the
thesis hopes to demonstrate how Differentialism can break new ground or help break the
impasse that the Buddhist-Catholic dialogue has encountered in Thailand.
At first glance, some of Magliola’s important writings seem to fall under Buddhist
studies or Catholic theology rather than interreligious dialogue. These include his
research on the similarities between Madhyamika Buddhism and Derridean
Deconstruction, and his Differential treatment of conciliar formulations of the Trinity. A
closer examination would reveal, however, that they figure prominently in Magliola’s
Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. They help prepare17 or pave the way for,18 and/or have
important implications for Magliola’s dialogue based on difference.19 In this thesis, such
16

Jin Y. Park, Buddhisms and Deconstructions, Afterword by Robert Magliola (Lanham, Md.:
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2006), Kindle edition.
17

It should be noted that among the prerequisites of interreligious dialogue are: (1) being grounded or
knowing about one’s own religion; (2) and to the extent possible, knowing about the other’s teachings or
doctrines, values, rituals, way of life, etc. Additionally such knowledge “needs to be tied to theological
reflection.” See Yves Raguin, Dialogue of Communities of Faith in Asia: Workshop Discussion Guide,
FABC Third Plenary Assembly, FABC Papers, no. 33e (Hong Kong: FABC, 1982), 2 and FABC Office of
Ecumenical & Interreligious Affairs (OEIA), A Glimpse of Asia: 30th Anniversary First Bishops’ Institute
for Interreligious Affairs (BIRA), FABC Papers, no. 131 (Hong Kong, FABC, 2010), 12,14, 23.
18

Magliola’s work on the Trinity opened the dialogue between him and Masao Abe, which will be
discussed anon.
19

For example, according to Magliola, his treatment of Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Annex Two of
FURDD “depends on the relationship between Buddhist impersonality and non-entitativeness (the
unconditioned) and Catholic impersonality (as a characteristic of the Trinitarian relations) and nonentitativeness (God as in se unconditioned).” For Magliola these Buddhist formulations and the Catholic
formulations, are “different but very related.” Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, October 30,
2014.
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writings also serve another important purpose. They show or clarify how Differentialism
works, or demonstrate the many ways Magliola uses Derridean Deconstruction.
Limitations
Since this study focuses on Magliola, the writings of Jacques Derrida, other
deconstructionists, Buddhologists, theologians, and others in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue
not treated by Magliola are considered beyond the scope of the thesis. When the need
arises, some “external” sources may be cited, however, to explain further or clarify points
raised by Magliola.
Magliola’s writings in French and Italian are beyond the scope of the thesis as this
writer does not have the facility in those languages. Other references are limited by what
is available in the libraries of Arrupe International Residence, Ateneo de Manila
University, and Loyola School of Theology.
As a Catholic doing research in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue, this writer
acknowledges his limitations in talking about or speaking on behalf of the Buddhist
partner in dialogue. Thus, much of this thesis’s treatment or analysis will delve into the
Catholic side of the dialogue-- for example, in terms of disposition or attitude,
examination of doctrines as preparatory to dialogue, etc.20 This treatment is in line with
the objectives of the thesis, that is, examining Magliola’s contribution to the Church in
the area of Buddhist-Catholic dialogue.

20

Cf. Jaime M. Rivera, unpublished philosophy Master’s thesis, “A Differential Approach to the
Christian Understanding of Buddhist Detachment” ( Assumption University, Thailand, 1998). As can be
gleaned from the title, it treats Buddhism at length although in the context of leading Christians to a better
understanding of “Buddhist Detachment.”
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Significance of the Study
The importance of the study owes in part to the person of Magliola. For many
years now, he has been actively involved in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue and has written
quite extensively in Continental Philosophy/Postmodernism/Deconstruction,
Buddhology, and Catholic Theology. These give him a rare if not unique vantage point in
helping to overcome the obstacles to dialogue in Asia in the postmodern era. It is worth
noting that respectable Buddhist and Christian scholars,21 not to mention influential
thinkers of our time have recognized his work.22
The significance of the study owes in part to the importance given to dialogue
with cultures and religions. For example, Gaudium et Spes speaks of a plurality of
cultures and the need to engage in “dialogue with the world and with men of all shades of
opinion.”23 Nostra Aetate meanwhile “exhorts” Catholics to “recognize, preserve and
promote the good things, spiritual and moral, as well as the socio-cultural values found”
in the followers of other religions.24 Dialogue and Proclamation is more emphatic:
“While keeping their identity intact, Christians must be prepared to learn and to receive
21

See for example blurbs appearing on the dust jacket of Derrida on the Mend. John H. Nota, S.J. calls
it “a great achievement,” and Frederick J. Streng “a brilliant and dynamic cross-cultural analysis.” See also
endorsements on the back cover of On Deconstructing Life Worlds and FURDD.
22

Paul Ricouer on the dust jacket of Derrida on the Mend calls it “not only original and bold, but also
plausible and extraordinarily illuminating.” Jacques Derrida himself praises On Deconstructing Life
Worlds: “Your profundity, your boldness, and your independence amaze and impress me,” excerpted from
a letter to Magliola that was later published, FURDD, 189.
23

Vatican II, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World (Gaudium et Spes, henceforth
GS), 7 December 1965. Vatican Archive, http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/
ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-ii_const_19651207_gaudium-et-spes_en.html (accessed December 8,
2013).
24

Vatican II, Declaration on the Relation of the Church to Non-Christian Religions (Nostra Aetate,
henceforth NA), 28 October 1965. Vatican Archive,
http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-ii_decl_19651028_nostraaetate_en.html (accessed December 8, 2013).
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from and through others the positive values of their traditions.” 25 It added that “sincere
dialogue” requires “mutual acceptance of differences, or even of contradictions.”26 In all
the above cases, however, faithfulness to Christ and Church teaching is demanded.
Apropos, one may ask-- Is such a dialogue (fraught with contradictions) possible? What
philosophical or logical framework can be used?
Magliola himself points out: “Catholic thinkers, it seems to me, have so far lacked
a thought-structure enabling them to properly allocate Catholic and Buddhist values
(including truth-values) in terms of dialogue.”27
While significant, Magliola recognizes the challenge of understanding or
accepting such thought-structures:
Of course I am well-aware that many Catholics in particular shall greet with
consternation, not to say skepticism, the proposal that any good can come from
the movement called French deconstruction (which they stereotype as “just
another anti-religious postmodernism,” but I dare to hope that some of them will
find themselves properly convinced by the applications themselves. . . . I am
well-aware—as previously indicated—that, in particular, philosophers exclusively
formed in, and convinced by, the mainstream Greco-Roman philosophical
tradition or its descendants and off-shoots, may consider Derridean thought to be
“nonsensical.”28
In this regard, it is important to bracket certain stereotypes surrounding Derrida
and Deconstruction that may influence the reading or reception of Magliola. Derrida had
said the “most widely held misconception” about him is that he is a “sceptical nihilist
25

Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue, Dialogue and Proclamation: Reflection and
Orientations on Interreligious Dialogue and the Proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, 19 May 1991.
Vatican Archive,
http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/interelg/documents/rc_pc_interelg_doc_19051991_
dialogue-and-proclamatio_en.html (accessed December 8, 2013), no. 49. Italics supplied.
26

Ibid., no. 41.

27

Magliola, FURDD, 24-25. Italics supplied.

28

Ibid., 28, 37. Italics supplied.
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who doesn't believe in anything, who thinks nothing has meaning, and text has no
meaning.” 29 Such criticism, of course, cannot be hurled at Magliola, a Catholic
theologian who is often accused by secular Postmodernists of towing the line of the
Magisterium.30 As E. H. Jarow points out: “Practitioners of ‘secular deconstruction’ have
often engaged in their own form of exclusivism, all too easily dismissing any and all
notions of religiosity as logocentric . . . and the efforts of the academy to marginalize his
[Magliola’s] work have been considerable.”31
Another stereotype that may put off readers concerns the readability of texts on
Derridean Deconstruction that Magliola appropriates. In terms of readability, “anyone
who has worked with the writings of Jacques Derrida knows that it can be both incredibly
stimulating and extremely frustrating,” noted Steven Shakespeare. He describes Derrida’s
style as “difficult,” “complex,” “convoluted,” and “obscure.” 32 Some scholars have
similarly found Magliola’s writings to be difficult, even “tedious.”33 Magliola says his
style depends on the content and readers. For many years, his readers were comprised
mainly of specialists or those familiar with the writings of continental philosophers and
Derrida. On the other hand, Magliola intended FURDD for a wider audience outside
29

As cited by Steven Shakespeare, Derrida and Theology, Kindle edition (London: T & T Clark,
2009), Kindle Location, 44-46. In his defense Derrida said: “That's stupid and utterly wrong and only the
people who haven't read me say this . . . Anyone who reads my work with attention understands that I insist
on affirmation and faith and that I'm full of respect for the texts I read.”
30

See for example: Steven Shakespeare, Derrida and Theology, Kindle edition (London: T & T
Clark, 2009), Kindle Location, 2371-74 and Mark C. Taylor, “Orthodox-Y (–) Mending,” review of Robert
Magliola’s Derrida on the Mend, Thought 61, no. 240 (March 1986): 179.
31

E. H. Jarow, “Zen Flesh, Bones, and Blood: Deconstructing Inter-Religious Dialogue,” in
Buddhisms and Deconstructions, ed. J. Y. Park (Lanham, Md.: Rowman& Littlefield Publishers, 2006),
Kindle edition, 228.
32

Shakespeare, Derrida and Theology, Kindle Location 282.

33

See, for example, Leonard Orr, review of "Words in Reflection: Modern Language Theory and
Postmodern Fiction/Derrida on the Mend," Modern Fiction Studies 32, no. 2 (Summer 86 1986): 351.
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academe and considers it more readable. 34 Still, according to John V. Apczynski
referring to FURDD, “the exploratory and probing nature of this work do not render it
suitable for beginning students; but for advanced students with some awareness of
continental thought and of the practice of shared Buddhist-Christian dialogue, it should
be helpful stimulus.”35
It is hoped that the following observation made by Clayton Koelb will not only
highlight the significance of Magliola’s work but provide “helpful stimulus” to readers to
understand his work, as the next chapters will try to explain. Koelb said in reference to
Derrida on the Mend: “Robert Magliola has written a hard book, one that demands
patience and attention. It will not reward casual reading. Those who give it the care it
deserves, however, will find in it one of the most daring and stimulating works belonging
to a rising wave of scholarship which seeks to find new contexts for deconstruction.” 36
Methodology
The study involves mainly library research (reading books, journals, articles
written and published by Magliola and scholars). However, it also makes use of
interviews, focus group discussion, observations, and personal reflections from my
experience of living in predominantly Buddhist Thailand.

34

Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, August 24, 2014. According to Magliola ODLW is
designed according to Derridean style games--floating graphic traits and the like. “Unfortunately,” he said
“not one American philosopher even saw/recognized this . . . the American philosophers only look for
‘ideas’ expressed on the semantic level.”
35

John V. Apczynski, “Review of Robert Magliola’s Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Difference: How
Some Thought-Motifs from Derrida Can Nourish the Catholic-Buddhist Encounter (Kettering, OH:
Angelico Press), 2014, in http://catholicbooksreview.org/2015/magliola.html, accessed April 7, 2015.
36

Clayton Koelb, review of “Derrida on the Mend” by Robert Magliola, Comparative Literature 38, 4
(Fall, 1986): 366.
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The thesis will have six chapters. The first chapter provides the background of the
study and presents the problem, scope and limitation, significance of the study,
methodology, and “definition” of key terms.
The second chapter provides an exposition of Differentialism or Magliola’s
appropriation of Derridean Deconstruction to foster Buddhist-Catholic dialogue.37 It
provides the theoretical framework for Magliola’s brand of dialogue and explains many
technical terms that will be used in succeeding chapters. 38 For example, Magliola
advocates the use of the following Derridean thought-motifs in Buddhist-Catholic
dialogue: “(1) pure difference (rather than some entitative ground or other holism)39 as
“founding”; (2) time/space double-binds; and (3) purely negative reference as appointive
of “samenesses.”40 Chapter two unpacks the meaning of these terms within the
framework of Differentialism and shows how they are related to other terms used by
Magliola.41 “Magliola’s exposition of Derrida has been acclaimed as the best in

37

This chapter builds on the theoretical framework of Differentialism in Rivera, “A Differential
Approach to the Christian Understanding of Buddhist Detachment.”
38

E.g., Signifier/signified/verbal sign, Dédoublemént or doubling, Negative Reference/ Pure Negative
Reference, Dissémination, Dénégation, Derridean X (stroke, counter stroke and formation-asdeconstructed), Placement “under erasure,” Tetralemma, etc.
39

It cannot be emphasized enough that in order to understand Differentialism, one has to understand
Logocentrism/Holism first since Differentialism deconstructs or exposes the ruptures of Logocentrism.
40

This enumeration is from Magliola, FURDD, 22.

41

Chapter two functions in the same way as the Foreword of FURDD that supplies a theoretical
framework for Magliola’s Differentialism. However instead of simply repeating what Magliola says in the
Foreword, this thesis will base the exposition on the more detailed or technical treatments in DOM, with
added clarifications from ODLW and FURDD. The exposition in the Foreword is simpler and caters to a
wider, non-academic audience (e.g., people involved in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue at the grassroots
level). The latter is more heuristic and provides greater opportunities for analysis and appropriation in the
Thai context.
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English.”42 Apropos this thesis makes an effort to allow Magliola to speak for himself.
Quotations are used advisedly to preserve Magliola’s nuanced treatments that may have a
bearing on Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand.
It is important to note that concerning Derridean strategies, Magliola appropriates
mostly from the early- to early-middle phase of Derrida. This phase focuses more on the
“microscopic treatments of text (treatments of both epistemology and stylistic traits)”
rather than the later phase that “treats things on the grander scale almost exclusively-politics, social structure, religious structure and the like.”43 Thus, many of the terms, as
the reader will notice, derive from linguistics.
After explaining Differentialism, the thesis in the third chapter exposits how
Magliola uses them for Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. For example, Magliola
straightforwardly advocates the use of Derridean thought-structures (e.g., Derridean
“chiasm” in joint meditation sessions) to foster “dialogue of religious experience.”44
Magliola’s differential take on the Conciliar formulations of the Trinity will be included
insofar as it, in the words of Magliola, “opens up doors to ‘Buddhist’ mindsets that value
‘impersonality’ and positive ‘emptiness.’”45
Concerning Magliola’s comparison of Madhyamika Buddhism and Derridean
Deconstruction, it is worth noting that Magliola’s treatment of Buddhist-Catholic

42

Joseph S. O’Leary, “Review of Derrida on the Mend.” Japanese Journal of Religious Studies, 12, 4
(December 1985), 362-63.
43

Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, August 24, 2014. Magliola observes that there is a
strong tendency for Derridean scholars to reject or be critical of official Church teachings. This has
contributed to the negative reputation of Deconstruction/Postmodernism in Catholic circles.
44

See Magliola, FURDD, 117-22.

45

Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, June 3, 2015.
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dialogue in Annex two of FURDD “depends on the relationship between Buddhist
impersonality and non-entitativeness (the unconditioned) and Catholic impersonality (as
a characteristic of the Trinitarian relations) and non-entitativeness (God as in se
unconditioned).” For Magliola, these Buddhist formulations and the Catholic
formulations, are “different but very related.” 46
Like chapter two, chapter three also uses direct quotations to allow Magliola to
speak for himself. This is done not only to highlight the importance of what is being said
but precisely to demonstrate or give readers a sense of how Magliola appropriates from
Derrida to foster dialogue.47 It is important to note at this juncture that Deconstruction
involves close reading of texts. In line with this, some important “texts”48 that have a
bearing on Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand will be treated at length in chapters
three and five.49 Examples include Flannery O’Connor’s short story “Temple of the Holy
Ghost” that Magliola uses to broach his notion of “Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm.”
Capping the chapter is an exposition of Magliola’s dialogue based on differences
in FURDD. It begins with Buddhism and Catholicism appraising each other, as
preparatory to dialogue.50 This is in line with recommendations by interreligious dialogue

46

Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, October 30, 2014.

47

The decision to use direct quotations owes in part also to the highly nuanced treatment or
complexity of some of Magliola’s writings. For some of these important texts, paraphrasing runs the risk of
oversimplifying or even misrepresenting Magliola.
48

Their importance owes in part also to their ability to demonstrate how Differentialism works.

49

Chapter five examines the thought/writings of a Thai scholar as counterpoint to Magliola.

50

As pointed out earlier, among the prerequisites of interreligious dialogue are: (1) being grounded or
knowing about one’s own religion, and to the extent possible, (2) knowing about the other’s teachings or
doctrines, values, rituals, way of life, etc.
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Church documents for dialogue partners to be grounded in one’s religions and to know
the other.
In the course of explaining what Differentialism is and how Magliola applies it,
this thesis hopes that Magliola’s contributions to the Church in the area of BuddhistCatholic dialogue shall become apparent.
Purportedly the Derridean thought-motifs advocated by Magliola allow for a
dialogue based on difference that does not reduce to common ground or lead to
syncretism. Apropos, one may ask: How else can Magliola’s framework or strategies
break the impasse of Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand? This question brings us to
the next section.
If chapters two and three exposit Differentialism and how Magliola uses it to
foster Buddhist-Catholic dialogue, chapters four and five explore the usefulness of
Differentialism in the Thai context.
Chapter four provides background information to help readers understand the
history and nature of the current impasse of Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand.
Chapter five looks at specific cases and analyzes how Differentialism can help the
Thai Church overcome obstacles to Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand. It examines
“problematic” areas that cropped up during interviews and focus group discussion
conducted by this researcher. These “case studies” are intended to ground or
contextualize usefulness of Magliola in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand. An
attempt will be made to examine the possible contribution of Magliola to the different
areas of dialogue: dialogue of life, dialogue of action, dialogue of doctrinal exchange and
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dialogue of religious experience.51
Related questions worth pursuing are: How is Magliola useful for Thai Catholics
struggling with their Catholic identity in a predominantly Buddhist country? In what way
can Catholics whose spouse, parents or children are Buddhists benefit from Magliola’s
writings?
Chapter six provides a conclusion and/or summary based on the main problem of
the thesis: What specifically are Magliola’s contributions to the Church in the area of
interreligious dialogue (in particular Buddhist-Christian dialogue). How are they useful
for the Thai Church? It will also suggest topics for future research.
Definition of Terms
Pertaining to forms of Dialogue:
a) Dialogue of life pertains to people striving to live in an open and neighbourly
spirit, sharing their joys and sorrows, their human problems and
preoccupations.
b) Dialogue of action pertains to Christians and others collaborating for the
integral development and liberation of people.
c) Dialogue of theological/(doctrinal) exchange pertains to specialists seeking to
deepen their understanding of their respective religious heritages, and to
appreciate each other's spiritual values.
d) Dialogue of religious experience pertains to persons, rooted in their own
religious traditions, share their spiritual riches, for instance with regard to
prayer and contemplation, faith and ways of searching for God or the
Absolute. 52

51

Cf. Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue, “Dialogue and Proclamation.”

52

Pontifical Council for Inter-Religious Dialogue, Dialogue and Proclamation, no. 42.
http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/interelg/documents/rc_pc_interelg_doc_19051991_
dialogue-and-proclamatio_en.html
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Pertaining to Deconstruction:
While the next chapter discusses Deconstruction and Derridean strategies
appropriated by Magliola,53 the following are provided to facilitate the readers’
preliminary understanding:54
Deconstructive strategy itself involves: “examination of surface, discovery of the
quasi-hidden clue, and the pursuit of the clue to find out a deeper (usually nonapparent) meaning.”55
Deconstruction involves a complex of strategies whereby any holism can be
disassembled and its less apparent or hidden “subtext” made more apparent;56
Deconstruction . . . does not negate holistic structure but rather, depends on it:
deconstruction exposes the shortcomings of a formulation but refuses to supply a
substantive formulation in its place;57 The deconstructive aim, throughout, is to do
no more than turn the pertaining holism against itself (the holism’s presumptions
against themselves, etc.), thus generating a better ad hoc “clue” as to how lifeworlds go on.58
What is often egregiously misunderstood 59 is that Derridean deconstruction does
not negate or deny that which is deconstructed.60
“Holism” is taken here in a broad sense, as synonymous with the tacit or overt
assumption of a “wholeness” of any kind. “Whole” means “free of defect,”
“lacking nothing belonging to it.” A “whole” is “complete” (“filled up,” “not
lacking anything necessary to it”) and “comprehensive” (“grasped [totally]
53

For example, Pure Difference as “founding”; Time/Space Double-Binds; (3) Purely Negative
Reference as appointive of “samenesses.”
54

Unless otherwise indicated the “definitions”/clarifications below are from FURDD.

55

Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, August 24, 2014.

56

Magliola, FURDD, 161. Italics supplied.

57

Ibid., 160. Italics supplied.

58

Ibid., 153.

59

N.B. Deconstruction of Conciliar teachings on the Trinity does NOT “deconstruct” God!

60

Magliola, FURDD, 152. Italics supplied.
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around”). Its formulation or process or methodology stays “within its frame” (“is
framed”) in this sense and thus is “consistent” (“standing fixed in unity”).
“Consistency” is marked by “harmony, regularity, and steady continuity
throughout.” Ideals of holistic systems are often “equilibrium” and at least an
underlying “self-identity” (see Webster’s Third International Dictionary for the
preceding definitions.)61
“Differential” is a term I use to describe adjectivally that which differs from
logocentrism. J.F. Lyotard used the notion of differend, and Derrida uses
difference/différance so I deploy the phrase “differential” to “label” Magliola’s
[my] deployment of differing/deferring. Insofar as I mean ‘differential’ to
describe what differs from logocentrism, it is a broader term which includes pure
negative reference, etc.62

61

Magliola, FURDD, 151.

62

Postmodernism class lecture, Graduate School of Philosophy and Religious Studies, Assumption
University, Bangkok, Thailand, 1996.

CHAPTER II
LOGOCENTRISM AND DECONSTRUCTIVE MANEUVERS:
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR DIFFERENTIALISM
AND DIALOGUE BASED ON DIFFERENCES

This chapter supplies the theoretical framework for Differentialism that Magliola
applies to foster Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. It provides an exposition of the many
concepts and theories that make up Magliola’s dialogue based on differences.63
As pointed out earlier, Magliola appropriates mainly from Derrida’s early- to
early-middle phase. In this phase, says Magliola, Derrida “devotes much time to the
deconstruction of logos (Gk. ‘Reason,’ ‘rationality’), the ‘foundation’ of ‘coherent’
thought.” Later he would deconstruct other “coherences” (e.g., formal logic and the
‘principle of non-contradiction’ (‘whatever is, is’).64
For Derrida/Magliola, Deconstruction/Differentialism functions as a radical
critique of logocentrism or holism. Before discussing how Magliola uses Derridean
strategies in Buddhist-Christian dialogue, it is important to understand what logos,
logocentrism, and differentialism mean. The exposition that follows is all from Magliola
except for the introductory sections that tackle Logos/Logocentrism.

63

The chapter is propaedeutic not only to Chapter Three that demonstrates how Magliola uses
Differentialism for dialogue but also chapter five that attempts to apply Differentialism to the Thai context.
64

Magliola, FURDD, 138.
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Logocentrism
Logos
Logocentrism derives from logos65 which in Greek thought is the principle of
divine reason and creative order. The Greek word logos has many meanings and can be
roughly translated as “‘word’, ‘speech,’ or discourse, ‘knowledge’, ‘account’, or
‘reason.’”66
Heraclitus was the first to develop a philosophy of Logos. For him, Logos was a
“universal mind, responsible for the harmony and order of the world, a mind which
permeated everything but which most people were unaware of or did not understand.”67
Over time, Logos became more associated with the divine and was used to refer to the
“intelligibility of the cosmos, to the possibility of knowing and expounding the rational
principles which govern it.”68
For Plato, Logos was part of the World of Ideas that the Demiurge-Artificer used
to form and order the universe. Thus, the whole cosmos bears the marks (harmony and
numerical relationships) of this Logos. It is important to point out, however, that:
Plato principally used the concept of Logos according to its meaning of
‘discourse’ and ‘reason,’ though assigning to it a character of transcendence, both
in its aspect of defining each thing (to give meaning to something by enumerating
65

This section is important not only for understanding Logocentrism and Differentialism. It sets the
stage for the differential treatment of Divine Logos (e.g., in Immanent Trinity and economy of
salvation/creation) and the Mystery of God as Chiasmus in succeeding sections.
66

S. Keltner, “Phallogocentrism,” in The Edinburgh Dictionary of Continental Philosophy, ed. John
Protev (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2005).
67

In the words of Giuseppe Tanzella-Nitti, “Jesus Christ, Incarnation and doctrine of Logos,” in
INTERS – Interdisciplinary Encyclopedia of Religion and Science, ed. G. Tanzella-Nitti and A. Strumia,
www.inters.org.
68

This writer found the exposition of Tanzella-Nitti, professor of Fundamental Theology at the
Pontifical University of the Holy Cross in Rome, most helpful for the task at hand. Most of the explanation
of Logos here is from this article.
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its elements), and in its predicative aspect (showing or demonstrating its
agreement with the truth).”69
For Aristotle, Logos was the origin of the field of logic that analyzes rational
discourse and on the basis of which all knowledge and/or their schools are founded and
organized. By the third century (C.E.), stoic philosophers combined Heraclitus’ and neoPlatonic thoughts, and Logos became a central, dominant force in Greco-Roman
philosophy. As Tanzella-Nitti points out:
If in Plato’s thought such a principle of intelligibility (the Logos) necessarily
remains transcendent and ideal, according to the doctrine of the Stoics it is
completely immanent in matter. The use of the word lógos thus starts to be
consolidated in the different fields of philosophy: in Logic, it indicates the rules of
discourse, in their interior dialectics (Gr. lógos endiáthetos) and in their exterior
rhetoric (Gr. lógos prophorikós); in physics, the divine active principle present in
things, a seminal, creative intelligibility that mixes itself in all the elements in the
form of potential seeds (Gr. spermatikoì lógoi; Lat. rationes seminales); in ethics,
the law against which one’s behavior is measured in order to live according to
nature. Logos, Artificer of creation and Soul of the world all become synonyms
referring to God.70
From the above, one begins to understand how the dominant Western tradition
influenced by Greco-Roman thinking became “logocentric” or centered on logos.
Take, for example, Logic indicating the “rules of discourse” above.71 Today logic
formally refers to the “rules of entailment such as the law of identity (A is A),
noncontradiction (A is not not A), and excluded middle (either A or not A).”72 One can
see the influence of Plato and Aristotle’s thoughts on contemporary thinking–how they

69

Ibid.

70

Ibid.

71

Logic will figure prominently in the succeeding sections.

72

“Logic,” in A Dictionary of Philosophy of Religion, ed. Elsa Marty and Charles Taliaferro (New
York: Continuum, 2010). Logic will figure prominently in attempts to apply Differentialism to the Thai
context later.
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appropriated Logos as discourse and reason, how they defined an entity (logic of
presence), how people today have a sense of what is “logical” or “reasonable.”
From the above too, one begins to have a sense of why holism, as earlier defined
by Magliola, is identified with logocentrism. Speech or discourse that does not follow
Logic’s “rules of entailment” is considered outside the frame of logic (used in other
frames to define an entity/formation). It is not “whole” or “free of defect.” It lacks
something that should belong to it (e.g., consistency or harmony). The notion of holistic
systems in equilibrium and having an underlying “self-identity” is of course grounded in
the law of identity of logic.
Having clarified the above, this study now provides a more detailed or formal
exposition of logocentrism, from a generic to a more technical sense used by Magliola.

Logocentrism
The Edinburgh Dictionary of Continental Philosophy gives the following
description of logocentrism: “Derrida uses the term ‘logocentrism’ to describe the
organisation of language, meaning and truth according to a logic of presence in which
being is present to the subject and representable by language. It is the dominant logic of
the history of Western metaphysics by which difference is excluded in favour of
identity.”73
The definition is consistent with the preceding discussion, namely that language,
meaning, and truth are organized according to the Logos. It is by virtue of these

73

Keltner, “Phallogocentrism.”
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patterns/rules of organization that language, meaning, and truth are expressible and
intelligible. Recalling Plato’s appropriation of Logos:
Plato principally used the concept of Logos according to its meaning of
‘discourse’ and ‘reason,’ though assigning to it a character of transcendence, both
in its aspect of defining each thing (to give meaning to something by enumerating
its elements), and in its predicative aspect (showing or demonstrating its
agreement with the truth).”
From the above one has a better grasp of how and why the law of identity and its
expression (X=X or X is X)74 is central to how meaning is created, language is expressed,
and truth verified.75 In this context, too, one better understands what is meant by “logic of
presence”76 (something “is”77; A=A or A=B) and how it privileges the law of identity
over difference. It is important to note that the law of noncontradiction, excluded middle,
etc., are just different ways of expressing identity. Even the expression X is not Y, to
make sense, needs to be understood within the framework of the law of identity. X is not
Y may mean X is totally not Y, which reduces to X=X and Y=Y.
Because identity is privileged over difference, the difference, say, between X and
Y may be defined in terms of another identity. For example, the difference between hot
and cold is lukewarm (the difference between X and Y is Z). It should be pointed out
also, however, that because identity is privileged over difference, most differences never
come to mind and are regarded as a non-entity/non-existing/absent. For example, one
normally does not think of the difference between lukewarm and hot.78 Difference exists,
74

Also X = Y or X is Y. In linguistics the technical term for “=” or “is” copula.

75

Alternatively how meaning/language/truth are expressed and understood.

76

In other contexts, “metaphysics of presence” or “philosophy of presence” is used.

77

N.B. The word “is” is a verb-to-be, expressing being.

78

Using temperatures, of course, is another frame of reference.
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is, or is present only when it can be conceived and expressed, for example as another
entity (e.g., Z=Z, which is neither X nor Y). In this sense, logocentrism is said to be
“entitative.”
What follows is a more technical exposition of Logocentrism from the writings of
Magliola. It introduces certain technical terms, for example, signifier/signified/copula
from Saussurean linguistics that Derrida and Magliola appropriate in analyzing
logocentric formulations and in deconstructing them.
Logocentrism according to Magliola
Provisionally, according to Magliola, logocentrism may be understood as any
concept/ “experience” taken as “closed” or “framed.” In this sense, it is something with
an inside/outside, with a center, which is complete/whole79 such that some-thing is, or “it
is what it is.”
In Saussurean linguistics, truth (organized/patterned according to this logocentric
thinking) is a frame-concept with two mutually facing elements, the signified and
signifier. It is a tradition which is entitative, grounded, as it were, on a 'philosophy of
presence.' It is dependent on the expression 'is' (i.e., the copula) to express itself
(whatever is, is—the "principle of identity").80 Thus even absence, to make sense, has to
be taken in terms of presence ('is' not.) Moreover, truths (for them to be true) are
necessarily expressed/asserted. Such expression may initially be in the mind (as an inner
voice), expressed in speech (as the uttered word) or writing (as the written word.) In this
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sense "there is no thinking that is silent." As it were, the "unsayable is also unthinkable."
And in so far as (appropriating Descartes' cogito here) the uttering/naming is done by a
thinking "I"81 (the signifier signifying the signified is in turn signified by the "I
utterance"), the principle of self-identity is said to reduce to the principle of personal selfidentity ('I am I') in which the "originating factor recognizes itself as itself by or through
its own expression."82
It is perhaps in this sense that logocentrism is best understood in terms of how
signification operates in language (at least in the European tradition as qualified by
Magliola). It should be emphasized, however, that signification does not limit itself to,
say, the mechanics of uttered sound ('phone') and writing ('graph'). Magliola in Derrida
on the Mend 83 clarifies:
Thus to study the principle of identity, that is how things are self-identical
("whatever is, is") is to study language. When “I” identify a thing as self-identical,
the formula is, "I" identify you as a such-and-such"' (and the identification is a
binary combination of "originating factor" and "expression," of "signified" and
signifier", no matter whether understood in a narrower or broader sense.)84
Logocentrism defined
It is in this sense, therefore, logocentric/logocentrism is technically understood as
"being centered on a truth as logos." Logos is “a truth defined as the expression or
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something by enumerating its elements), and in its predicative aspect (showing or demonstrating its
agreement with the truth).
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'signifier' of an originating factor or 'signified' no matter what that factor may be."85 The
originating function of the signified expressing itself by means of the signifier which
mirrors it86 may be graphically represented as follows:
Signified ! Signifier
The graphical representation of logocentrism may be extended87 to look like a
glorious emanation, according to Magliola.88 At the center (the innermost) is the initial
signified, the emanating rays are the lexic chains of signifiers which in turn are signified
by other signifiers. At the rim are the "last" identifications of all lexic chains closing the
system:
OUTWARDS
Signified !

signifier/partial signified

RIM
! signifier

It is in this sense that Magliola says any concept/'experience' taken as 'closed' or
‘framed’ with an inside/outside, with a center, which is complete/whole—with its parts
adequately accounting for itself (reflexivity) and/or parts (i.e., the signifier mirroring the
signified) is logocentric.89 Magliola gives the following example:90
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the Logical Investigations.
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In its most classic form, logocentrism posits a 'transcendental signified' (or
absolute Origin) whose 'voice' (or transcendental signifier) is so immediately and
essentially 'proximate' to its 'other half' (its 'originating factor', that is, the Origin),
that the two 'halves' constitute a supreme identity. In Patristic and medieval
theology, for example, the supreme Identity is God, whose internal working
involves an originating factor (Pater, or Genitor, God the Father) and a voice
(Filius, Genitus, the only-begotten Logos or "uttered Word," God the Son). This
Logos is the imago Patris, the perfect expression of God the Father. This Logos is
begotten but not created . . . God the Father, as originating factor is eternally
"begetting" God the Son.91
Logocentrism and the Tetralemmas
Magliola uses the tetralemmas or the so-called “four-cornered logic" as a tool for
analyzing holisms and doing deconstruction. The following attempts to summarize
Magliola’s exposition in the way tetralemmas try to represent or approximate logical
formulations.
“Tetralemma presents four assertional forms (lemmas), called the ‘four possibles’
. . .which together are regarded as exhaustive of propositional possibility:
(1) X is Y,
(2) X is not-Y,
(3) X is both Y and not-Y, and
(4) X is neither Y nor not-Y.”92
Mention has been made of how the first two lemmas are logocentric. Just to
recapitulate, X is Y ! X is X (Reflexivity), clearly is logocentric in so far 'is' is the
copula that functions as the mirror through which the signified knows itself (its identity).
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“What is” (holism/be-ing) is considered inside the circle of signification. By being inside
the circle, it is identified as such or “that something” being defined.
Concerning the second lemma “X is not-Y,” it is just another way of looking at
“X is Y.” In the concentric model, that which is 'not,' is outside the circle of signification.
Even though it is negative in form, it is still entitative in so far as it is identified as/by
something it is not.
Apropos, Magliola points out:
Holistic structures can have many permutations—positive/negative, polar,
symmetrical, dialectical, and many other forms of latent equivalency (thus
“relativism,” for example, is modernist because it presumes a latent equivalency
of values). Even “infinity” can be such a formulation when it is understood to
mean the absolute negation of “finitude” (or vice versa).93
As for the third lemma (X is both Y and not-Y), Magliola qualifies that the
lemma can be understood in the distributed and undistributed senses, and in both cases
they are logocentric:
In the distributed/universal version of the third lemma, ‘both Y and non-Y' [both
Y and not-Y] means 'both totally Y and totally non-Y' so that Y and non-Y come
together into a mystical (sometimes called 'paradoxical') unity, a closure . . . In the
undistributed/non-universal version of the third lemma, ‘both Y and non-Y’
means 'partly Y and partly Non-Y, so that these two parts come together into a
mathematical/logical unity, a closure.94
Also:
[In the undistributed version of the third lemma] 'X is both Y and not-Y' means
'All X is partly Y and partly not-Y', which is indeed reducible to two particular
propositions, 'Some X is Y' and ‘Some X is not-Y.' 95
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Just to reiterate, the holism in the distributed sense of the third lemma is that of a
mystical/paradoxical unity. In the undistributed sense of the third lemma, it is a
mathematical unity/the whole formed by complements.96
According to Magliola, the fourth lemma can also be understood in the distributed
and undistributed senses. The distributed sense is logocentric while the undistributed
sense is differential. As Magliola points out thus:
In terms of the 4th lemma discussion, Derrida in “Dénégations”97 (564;32) does
not favor the distributed version (as in the case of Plato's hyper, the sur- which
absolutely transcend, escapes, the Y of 'neither Y nor non-Y'); rather, Derrida
favors [the undistributed version] that which oscillates between escape-from-Y
and some open-ended entrammelment in Y (so that 'neither Y’ means non-Y, but
'nor non-Y’ means some entanglement in Y.)98
He adds further:
'Neither Y nor not-Y in the undistributed sense means that Other remains Other
('neither Y' = not Y), but Other is also somehow entrammeled in Y ('nor not-Y'=
not not-Y.) And this 'oscillating' version of the fourth lemma is not a reduction to
the third lemma (=both Other and non-Other'): it is less closed, framed, totalistic,
than the third lemma, whether the third lemma itself be distributed or
undistributed, and thus not reduce to it.99
Magliola in his 2014 book expounds on this exposition of the negative
(distributed) and positive (undistributed) sense of the fourth lemma as follows:
In the negative fourth lemma, “x neither is nor is not y” means x is not at all either
y or non-y, so x totally escapes or transcends y and non-y: x = -(y and -y). In the
positive fourth lemma, “x neither is nor is not y” means x is not y but x is also not
96
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non-y, so x is somehow entrammeled in y: x = -y and -(-y). The Buddhist website
“Twelve Links: Notes from Samsara” gives the following example of positive
tetralemma: “The self is neither real nor not real (neither ultimately real nor
completely nonexistent).” Especially as Orientals deploy it, this open-ended but
fragile entanglement of x in y can be very subtle. (For example, to say “x is not
not-correct” sends a differing and more subtle message than to say “x is correct”
or even “x is not wrong.”)100
Of all the lemmas then, the undistributed sense of the fourth lemma is considered
differential rather than logocentric in so far as the signification does not close into a
unity—it is less framed/closed.
Having clarified what logos and logocentrism mean and briefly introduced
Deconstruction/Differentialism, this study now provides a more thorough exposition of
Deconstruction/Differentialism. It includes a technical definition of Deconstruction that
uses terms from the preceding discussion on Logocentrism and the Tetralemma. It also
presents various theories relating to Deconstruction/Differentialism, as well as practical
approaches for actually doing it (e.g., signs that signal a possible differential reading of a
‘text’.) The terms presented below are important insofar as Magliola uses them in his
Buddhist-Catholic dialogue writings.
Derridean Deconstruction/Differentialism
Deconstruction/Differentialism, as mentioned in the previous chapter, functions in
Derrida as a radical critique of the logocentrism. The following quotes by Vincent
Descombes101 and Derrida102 show Derrida’s dilemma and approach to beating
logocentrism or reason at her own game:
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[Speaking of the absolute nature of the order of reason] It is finally impossible to
speak against reason, good, meaning, or truth. For all one can say about the true
or the good is this: it is true that the true is true, it is good that the good is good. If
we wish to maintain the contrary (it is not true that the true is true), we are merely
challenging an appearance of the truth; if we were to say, paradoxically, 'It is bad
that the good is good,' we would simply be justifying the existence of evil by the
most classic theodicy. . . . To speak in order to say nothing (whether we approve
reason, which can forego our approval, or whether we address our criticisms to it
in a highly reasonable manner)—this dilemma is Derrida's point of departure.
Whereas later in his career Derrida works this dilemma by way of what he calls
'denegation', in his early phase he deconstructed Reason using reason. In the following
quotation from Writing and Difference,103 Derrida is seen as hatching a plot which will
enable him, as it were, to defeat the Master (i.e., Reason) in his own game. “It [reason] is
only to itself that an appeal against it can be brought, only in itself that a protest against it
can be made; on its own terrain, it leaves us no other recourse than to stratagem and
strategy.”104
Before going into some of these different strategies, it might be helpful to
understand in more detail what is meant by Deconstruction as a radical critique of
logocentrism.
Derridean Deconstruction ‘Defined’
In Derrida on the Mend, Magliola describes deconstruction as follows:
From the start, I had taken Derridean deconstruction in its most technical sense, as
(1) the tracking of the thought-processes of a putative logical sequence; (2) the
exposing of flaws in that sequence, and of the cosmetic repairs deployed to
conceal them; (3) the pursuit, no matter what, of the more logical conclusion
102
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which the cosmetic 'fix' had blocked' and-if the larger logical frame of reference
requires-(4) the placement of this more logical conclusion' under erasure105
(postmodernism—as I practice it—is largely a de-scription of these 'alternative
conclusions under erasure').106
Elsewhere Magliola gives the following helpful explanation:
Derridean thought maintains that the holistic “surface” or “face” of a “body”
functions to conceal the real cause of the body. Deconstruction uncovers this
hidden cause, and the “trail” to it is marked by some defect, some faille (“fault”)
that the (apparently) intact surface disguises or “cosmeticizes” so the body
appears “whole.” In short, bodies—no matter what the kind--are not really
wholes: they are broken, and the disguised break in the surface marks the trail.
What is more (less), the real cause of the body is itself somehow “there” but “not
there,” what Derrida calls a trace, “trace.”107
How do the above relate to the discussion on logocentrism? It should be recalled
that conventionally, the theory of signified-signifier is such that signifier mirrors
the signified (represented as signified ! signifier). While investigating some
cases which seemed to depart from signification in the above sense,108 (e.g., a
signifier is forgotten but later is rediscovered,109 research from infant psychology
showing that the exchange between sense and utterance is a complicated
dialectic),110 Derrida came upon the workings of what he calls dédoublement
(doubling), that will help show or explain the flaws of logocentric formulation.

Dédoublement
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In dédoublement, the signifier, as Magliola explains, actually "'doubles back' upon
the signified, and alters the signified, so that one can say the signified equally mirrors the
so-called signifiers."111 Another way of putting this is to say that "the so-called signifier
can rebound . . . and splits or make 'half' the so-called signified into a signifier."112 Here
the signified actually performs two functions, either/simultaneously as signified or/and
signifier.
Derrida, however, would later deconstruct even this bivalent function of the
signified (i.e., the sign can function in one situation as signifier and another as signified),
in favor of the signified acting as signifier.113 In doing so, he was able to end up with
language as “pure signifiers” only, and in the process was able to dismantle the signifiersignified relationship.
This, as it were, casts the direction of signified and signifier in reverse order
(signified"signifier). The signifieds would now line the rim, and the signifier would be
at the center, causing the model to implode. As Magliola explains thus:
If signifieds ring the rim and have been "outermost" in each link of the many
chains leading to the rim, the innermost end of each link is a signifier and more
importantly, the center itself is a signifier. But such a situation is absurd! A
signifier cannot be center. First of all, how can an initial signifier “mirror,” as it
must by way of its specific function, the countless signifieds ringing the
circumference? By definition, a signified can be mirrored or signified, by multiple
signifiers; but by definition a signifier cannot mirror multiple signifieds. For an
initial signifier to do so is for it to fragment in all directions, to “explode and
disperse.” And at the circumferential rim, signifieds deprived of a "center" within,
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both implode. . . . and "float loose." The linguistic model is no longer closed, but
"spread," randomness, drift.114
Dissémination
Derrida/Magliola refers to the random drift of pure signifiers as described above
as dissémination. Given a particular text, for example, dissémination would imply that its
meaning is no longer restricted to what the author intended. It opens itself up to numerous
possibilities. This does not mean to say however that Derrida is advocating relativism in
as much as meaning (fractured though it may be) is still determined by the workings of
language as a mode of signification. As Derrida notes thus:
The word khora already existed in the Greek language as it is caught up in the
web of its usual meaning. Plato did not have another. Together with the word,
there are also grammatical, rhetorical, logical, and hence also philosophical
possibilities. However insufficient they may be, they are given, already marked by
that unheard trace, promised to the trace that promised nothing. This trace and this
promise always inscribe themselves in the body of a language, in its vocabulary
and syntax, but one must be able to rediscover the trace, still unique, in other
languages, bodies, negativities.115
Suffice it to say, that language whatever form it may take in signification
(whether by saying, writing, etc.), by its nature, already subverts intention. As Magliola
puts it, "the ‘law’ of writing overwhelms authorial intention (‘the spider is always
unequal to the web it has produced’."116 It should be recalled, for example, that in
doubling, the signifier returns a 'differential same' and not the 'self-same'. Dissémination,
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therefore, as its etymology implies, is "seeding out" of pure signifiers.117 In Derrida's later
phase, as Magliola observes, dissémination would take on more—becoming 'the law of
aberrant reinscription' as operating in dénégation (this will be discussed ahead).
Pure Negative Reference
In so far as the signified is coerced to, as it were, act like a signifier (i.e., ringing
the rim), the signified is crossed out, or put under erasure.118 Eventually, pure signifiers
would also have to be put under erasure too inasmuch as logic, within the parameters of
which Derrida operates, necessarily pairs a signifier with a signified. Crossing out,
therefore, is one way by which Derrida expresses what would otherwise be impossible
formulae. X'd over, the concept which the words represent can still be apprehended, and
as Magliola points out, is "somehow one of the closer approximations of the 'way things
are’."119 However, as such, it is only tentative/provisional. It is important to note that
putting something under erasure does not employ reductio ad absurdum such that what is
under erasure does not lead to an affirmation of non-presence (e.g., as in Mystical
Theology, etc.).
Apropos, another important deconstructive maneuver is l'effacement or Absolute/
Pure Negative Reference. As mentioned, the Western philosophical system is grounded
on the “theory of presence” and as such, difference is expressed in positive terms.
Signifiers and signifieds, however, do not function this way but are differentiated from
each other by negative reference (e.g., the present is not the past). Derrida, however, is
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said to "radicalise" this logical principle by making negative reference absolute. As
Magliola clarifies, "no nucleus of identity survives the process; the nucleus is effaced."120
In terms of signified-signifiers, defining by absolute negative reference leaves only a pure
signifier because "it only signifies what it is not,121—a case in which there are no
signifieds—just pure signifiers. That which survives pure negative reference but cannot
be an identity, Derrida calls différance, which is otherwise known as Derridean trace.122
Différance
The term différance is actually a word invented by Derrida. It explains by way of
illustration, the differences that cannot be named or differences which one knows but
cannot put a finger on. This kind of difference which, for the lack of expressing itself
except by way of differentiating itself from something 'it' is not, is nevertheless signalled
by this lack. Magliola supplies this example: “What is the "name" of the "between," the
"difference" between the sounds "a" [as in cat] and "ä" [as in father]? Yet do we know
either sound in any way besides its difference from the other sound and from the
remaining range of possible sounds?”123
As Derrida points out, a Frenchman unless signalled by contextual clues cannot
distinguish—just by hearing—between the graphic 'e' and 'a' in différence and différance.
The reason for this is, in either case, what is voiced out is the 'ä' sound. In so far as the
difference between 'e' and 'a' (as used above) cannot be heard, Derrida considers this lack
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("a" lost in the phonic form) as prototypical of what constitutes all difference.124
Différence/ Différance would again figure prominently, but this time in Derrida's
treatment of the verb form différer, which in French can both mean "to differ' and "to
defer". Granting that negative reference is the only means of definition, then classical
self-identity becomes self-differing and self-deferring. Self-differing and self-deferring in
the above sense can be gleaned from the signified-signifier relationship explained in the
previous sections. In this case, though, Derrida would say that there is a delay
(infinitesimal as it may be) in the way the expression (nomen) mirrors the originating
factor. In this sense, the delay subverts the notion of a self-identical element,125 which in
the light of the theory of presence, is thought to be spatially and temporally present to
itself. As Magliola points out:
Derrida has argued that Western philosophy and language postulate a selfidentical moment of 'pure presence', but that such a condition, such a state of
affairs, never occurs in reality. Even when describing 'past' and 'future',
logocentrism (the deceptive myth of presence) implicitly relates to them as if
presence had never become past, and as if the future had already arrived.(A better
approximation of what really 'goes on', Derrida has argued, recognizes that there
is a 'loss' (or an ‘extra', for these words are just defective struggles to 'name')
which always thwarts total presence (a presence mythically and falsely ascribed,
par excellence, to the spoken word).126
The basis for the above is the all-important passage of Derrida, as follows:
Différance is what makes the movement of signification possible only if each
element called "present," appearing on the stage of presence, is related to
something other than itself, but is retaining . . . the mark of the past element and is
already letting itself be hollowed out by the mark of its relation to the future
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element,–the trace relating no less to what is called the future than to what is
called the past, and constituting what is called the present by this very relation to
what is not, to what it absolutely is not; that is, not even to a past or future
considered as a modified present. . . .
In order for it to be, an interval must separate it from what it is not but this
interval that constitutes it in the present must also, with one and the same stroke,
divide the present in itself, thus dividing along with the present, everything that
can be conceived on its basis, that is, every being,–in particular, for our
metaphysical language, the substance or subject. This interval, dynamically
constituting and dividing itself, is what could be called spacing, time's becomingspatial–or space's becoming-temporal (temporalizing.) And it is this constitution
of the present, as an 'originating' and irreducibly nonsimple and therefore, in the
strict sense, non-originating, synthesis of marks of retention's and protention's
traces, that I propose to call protowriting, prototrace or differance.127
Magliola's use of the word 'thwart' is significant inasmuch as pure negative
reference128 does not require/end up with a Transcendental Present129 to justify what
otherwise would be a contradiction. For indeed, how can the modified presences share
the space with presence as present (as non-modified-presence)?
The deconstruction of the present caught in the space-time double-bind described
above can be graphically represented as present (present-under-erasure or present X’d
over). The sign of X is used because calligraphically, writing an X involves a stroke and
a counter-stroke. The positioning or setting up of the “formation” for deconstruction, in
this case, the present, is the stroke. The second step, the actual deconstruction that results
in the “formation-as-deconstructed” (present-under-erasure) is the counter-stroke.
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For Derrida, any différance is a 'conductal thread' which (even when crossed or
X’d) operates as a better 'clue' to 'ongoing life' than anything a logocentric theory can
provide.
Différance Originaire
Before proceeding to the next important deconstructive maneuver of Derrida, it is
important to clarify what is meant by différance originaire. Mention was already made of
how, in view of spacing and temporality, present is present (or for that matter something
is something) in so far as it can point to something other than itself to distinguish itself
by. The present, for example, bears the mark of the past, which it uses to identify itself.
However, considering that all pasts were once presents, it is necessary to conceive of a
past that never was present, or which never was, for all presents to be: an absolute past.
This absolute past (which Christians refer to as God) is the différance originaire referred
to by Derrida. If one were to consider it another way, when a person is born, he is, as it
were, a being-thrown-in-the-world where language already is. In the same way that the
present necessitates an absolute past, language necessitates 'a prior', the originary
différance which in Christianity is seen as "the prior difference making possible the
'naming' of beings and their negations." 130 For Derrida, who does not want to refer to
originary différance as God, it is "the prior difference enabling no and not-no talk in
language."131
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Différance originaire is especially important in light of the discussion of
dénégation below.

Dénégation
In the discussion of the tetralemma above, mention was made about how Derrida
in his essay “Dénégations”132 favors the undistributed version of the fourth lemma over
the distributed version.133
In the said essay, Derrida speaks about the 'secret' of negative theology and
declares that there are things that are better left unsaid (so as not to misrepresent them).
There comes a point, however, when one must speak—because that which nothing should
have, could never have been said about—already left its trace. Sometimes it is, or rather,
it becomes necessary to speak even if speaking violates the sanctity of not speaking.
Derrida speaks of the dilemma of not speaking about the “Unsayable” in Negative
Theology as follows:
How not to divulge a secret? How to avoid saying or speaking? Contradictory and
unstable meanings give such a question its endless oscillation: what to do in order
that the secret remain secret? How to make it known, in order that the secret of
the secret—as such—not remain secret? How to avoid this divulgence itself?
These light disturbances underlie the same sentence. At one and the same time
stable and unstable, this sentence allows itself to be carried by the movements
which here I call denial (dénégation), a word that I would like to understand prior
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“Comment ne pas parler – Denégations.”
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Cf. Undistributed sense of the fourth lemma. It may be recalled that according to the undistributed
sense of the fourth lemma, “x neither is, nor is not y.” This means that x is not y but x is also not non-y, so
x is somehow entrammeled in y: x = -y and -(-y). Here x continuously oscillates between escape-from-Y
and some open-ended entrammelment in Y.
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even to its elaboration in the Freudian context.134 This is perhaps not easy and
assumes at least two preconditions: that the chosen examples extend beyond both
the predicative structure and the onto-theological or metaphysical presuppositions
which sustain psychoanalytic theorems.135
There is a secret of dénégation and a dénégation of the secret.136 The secret as
such, as secret, already separates and establishes a negativity, it is negation which
de-nies itself. It de-negates itself. This dénégation does not come upon it by
accident, it is essential and originary (originaire).137
It is in the above sense that Magliola speaks of dénégation as a negation that
continually undoes/negates itself. This continual negating of itself, the negation of
negation, the no-ing of no as 'not-no' (undistributed sense of the fourth lemma) is
distinguished from 'no' or negation of something about which nothing can be said
(distributed sense of the fourth lemma that totally escapes speech/representation). The
latter is still a logocentric formulation.
For Derrida, the apophatic teachings of negative theology—esoteric (the secret) or
exoteric (the philosophical)—are said to double-bind into each other (represented as χ)
except that their intersection is neither of the two modes (as in a symploke) (as in the case
of the undistributed sense of the fourth lemma). Dénégation means 'denial', but doublebound to it is dénégation as 'backing off from denial.'138
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Speaking is thus seen in terms of the 'mark' or trace as follows:
Derrida's genius in "Dénégation" is to show how différance originaire is mixed
into all ad-hoc differences by the very fact it is constitutive of them:139 différance
originaire enables and thereby 'marks' a vast range of 'actualities', from grammar
on the one hand all the way over to negative theologies on the other.140
It is here that Derrida's dissémination (from his early phase) becomes 'law of
aberrant reinscription'—recurring situationally but with a difference.141 It is not
straightforward subversion since the reinscribing of the return of the possibles is
asymmetric. Dénégation thus is seen as off-rational (as deconstructed reason) rather than
rational, and deploys/makes possible the use of emotion, passion, etc., what one
encounters in day-to-day life, in doing deconstruction.
Law of aberrant reinscription/asymmetry/dissymmetry
To understand aberrant/asymmetric/dissymmetric reinscription one has to go back
to the notion of dissémination as the random drift of pure signifiers. When the direction
of signification is reversed (as in doubling), the signifiers at the rim are thought to be
reinscribed at the center. However with many signifiers, as it were, pushing and pulling
at one another to be at the center, there becomes no center. The be-ing being defined or
the formation/so-called entity is said to lose its center or identity. It leaves traces or marks
of the pushing and pulling, the difference between floating signifiers. Instead of a
symmetric circle/logocentric whole, what is left are traces or marks that appear in random
shifts and dissymmetry.
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Derrida and Magliola respectively use the Catch-22 situation and the image of a
Möbius strip to describe aberrant reinscriptions that come in the form of binds/doublebinds.142
In the Catch-22 situation, A necessarily thwarts B, and B necessarily thwarts A.
Magliola emphasizes that while A and B thwart each other, they do not annul each other.
“Each necessarily causes the other to veer from its objective. For each, a negative interval
or differential opens up between target and result.”
In the case of a Möbius strip, the erratic sliding (or pushing and pulling) “between
the necessary and that which it necessarily drives” is said to cause the negative interval or
differential. The negative differential, “by/what how much is missed, and what/how much
is missed by A and B, respectively, is unpredictable and disproportionate in each
instance.” In the Möbius strip situation, this is because “there is always less or more of
necessity, or conversely—less or more of counter-necessity.” Depending on what type or
how the lack or negative differential came to be, there are different kinds of double-binds.
In this case, trace is “‘that which does not fit’, ‘that which does not match’, ‘that which is
left-out’, but which–by virtue of this lack–generates what ‘goes on.’” 143
Magliola also describes the nature of the law of ‘aberrant reinscription’ as
follows:
(In the law of ‘aberrant reinscription’) ‘dissemination” becomes the dissipating of
decidability (the dis- here = ‘in several directions’), so that–like the case of a
teletype machine out of whack –the aberrancy introduced within the limits of the
machine brings about a random but inevitable return of several ‘possibles’, and
these ‘possibles’ are asymmetric to each other. In the ‘history’ of any text, the
142
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unleashed forces of signification–blind and aberrant but limited–inevitably crisscross again and again at several disparate nodes, and these nodes are, each of
them double-binds (or at least involved in double-binds.)144
For Magliola a bind, in the loose sense, refers to the logic of a dilemma: either
option is conclusive against the agent. Strictly speaking, he means the Catch-22
situation. Double-binds, on the other hand, are two intersecting binds. Both bind and
double-binds are represented by two lines cutting across each other.145
According to Magliola, Derrida talked about many kinds of double-binds. It is
worth pointing out that in his latter stage, Derrida talked about a double-bind in terms of
acting and not acting, which is relevant to Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. This double-bind
can be expressed as: “Despite the dilemma that is the “bind,” the agent cannot not-act.
The agent cannot not-act because (1) to not-act is also conclusive against the agent and
(2) there is an irrefragable moral imperative (the ‘call of responsibility’ at a given time
and place) to act.”146
Having made the important qualifications above, the following section discusses
the three Derridean thought motifs that Magliola proposes for Buddhist-Catholic
dialogue: “ (1) pure difference (rather than some entitative ground or other holism) as
‘founding’; (2) time/space double-binds; and (3) purely negative reference as appointive
of ‘samenesses.’”147
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Derridean thought motifs proposed for dialogue
The three thought models are actually elaborations of what have already been
discussed earlier: Pure Negative Reference, space/time double-binds in the section
Différance.
In Derrida’s deconstruction of the present, mention has already been made of how
Western philosophical tradition and language postulate a self-identical moment of ‘pure
presence’ that actually never occurs in reality.148 The first thought model, pure difference
(rather than some entitative ground or other holism) as “founding,” can be gleaned from
Magliola’s take on Derrida’s critique of presence:
The “present” (the ‘phenomenon’ or ‘life-formation’) is no more than the marks
(marks have no ‘body’ of self-identical meaning) constituting/constituted by what
the “present” absolutely is not. . . . The “present” (the ‘phenomenon’ or ‘lifeformation’) is a “synthesis of marks” appointed by “protowriting, prototrace, or
differance.” . . . The “present” . . . is not a true synthesis as philosophy
traditionally defines it because it is not really a unitary or holistic assemblage. . . .
What we call the “present” or the phenomenon is in fact “irreducibly nonsimple”
because it is constituted (“appointed”), in this context, by pure negative references
to the past and pure negative references to the future. . . . “Marks” or “traces” are
purely relational rather than substantive because they mark sites only by
indicating what they are not).149
Concerning the second thought model (space/time double-binds), Magliola points
out that the word “present” can refer to a time-formation or a space-formation. In a way,
this is indicative of the way time and space are double-bound in the present.150 It may be
recalled that the present “is”151 defined in negative reference to the past or future.152 For
148
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such definition to hold, a space or interval (no matter how infinitesimal) must divide the
present, as already mentioned “along with everything that can be conceived on its basis,
that is, every being, in particular, for our metaphysical language, the substance or
subject” from what it is not (in the case of present, the past, and the future). Derrida
describes this interval as dynamically constituting and dividing itself or crossing itself out
as time’s becoming-spatial (“spacing”) and space’s becoming temporal
(“temporalizing”). Negative references of time are caught in a double-bind with negative
references of space. In this sense, they are thwarting each other.
As Magliola153 explains further:
Even space and time are double-binded/bound (time/space): they necessarily
undo, deconstruct each other: they defer (space precludes one-point-only-ness,
time precludes one-moment-only-ness), and they iterate (non-one-pointedness and
non-one-momentness pull at each other, deconstruct each other, deflect each
other). Thus, différance devolves, ‘goes on.’154
Elsewhere Magliola155elaborates on the space/time double binds, this time
introducing “knots”:156
The so-called temporal traces of retention/protention are “with one and the same
stroke” pulled contrariwise by spatial traces, forming a kind of ‘knot’. . . . These
double-bound not’s are knots that are “irreducibly nonsimple,” so they are
152
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“non-originating.” Knots ‘on their face’ assume the appearance of lifeformations, of samenesses, of the ‘here and now’, but--in fact--purely
negative relations ‘are constitutive of’ knots. What is more (less?), it is
crucial for us to recognize that Derrida intends—as he necessarily must,
given the logic involved—that (negative-) time/space double-bind and its nonentitative appointment of sameness is paradigmatic for the ‘arising’ of all
‘phenomena’. Pure difference founds sameness.157
For Magliola, not just speech or written text, but “everything” that “is” (i.e.,
significations/representations/phenomena) carries the mark of time/space double-bind
and its non-entitative appointment of sameness.
This idea has actually been broached and treated in the previous sections on
différance originaire and dénégations. What accounts for the return of the differential
same (i.e., not the self-same) is the incessant flux of time (present becoming past, future
becoming present, etc.–the spacing of time.) The deceptive myth of presence makes us
believe that things go on (in real life) as they “are” in every present moment. In real life,
however, “dissemination” becomes the dissipating (dis = in several directions) of
decidability. The reason for this is people cannot decide whether they are experiencing

the past or the present, or whether they are experiencing the present or the future.
Memory and anticipation come into play causing a difference in the repetition of what
is being signified or experienced in the so-called present.
Related to this are “program” and “diagram” that Magliola uses to explain the
return of the differential, same, not the self-same.
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his analysis of the switch in an electrical circuit that perception, the appearance of phenomenon by way of
stimuli, is caused precisely by pure difference.
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Citing Derrida’s example of the heliotrope158 Magliola elaborates:
The heliotrope, because its face follows the diurnal course of the sun, is a
metaphor for ‘effect’, and ultimately for the ‘logocentric’ closing of meaning into
a circle, into identity, into the self-same. Derrida’s emblematic flower
deconstructs the convention because in the procreative order its “double,” its
‘seed’, cannot come around in a circle of perfect duplication. Instead, the seed
(=effect) shifts forward in what can be called ‘differential’ repetition: each
flower/seed is the intersection of the ‘chance’ of its individual fate (‘program’)
and the genetic code (‘diagram’) of its species. The theory of logocentric causeand-effect—that is, of effect mirroring cause in the ‘self-same’—is displaced by
way of the ‘differential same’, the ‘sameness’ which is not identity.”159
Elsewhere Magliola, in reference to program and diagram, talks about the Cross.
As may be recalled, the word khora existed before Plato. Its “trace and promise” is
inscribed in “its vocabulary and syntax” yet open to possibilities of being rediscovered in
“the trace, still unique, in other languages, bodies, negativities.” Similarly the cross, too,
existed as a sacred symbol before Christianity (e.g., in Ancient India and the Near
East).160 As an instrument of punishment in the Roman Empire, it symbolized evil: the
heinous crimes committed and cruelty of the crucifixion. For Derrida, this evil
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“programmed (by chance) into the limited but possible permutations of the Cross” would
be aberrantly reinscribed in history (e.g., the Nazi Swastika in “all its horror.”).161
Thus, Magliola points out: “All signs, and afortiori, all texts, are in this sense
foredoomed to unleash—according to the ‘range of play’ in the limited but disparate
possible means—waves of recurrence which activate these meanings.” Regarding the
Nazism/anti-Semitism above, he adds:
Those verses in the New Testament, for example, which lend themselves to
(semantically) possible anti-Semitic readings, will sooner or later come round to
be activated as such, just as their other possible moments of meaning will sooner
or later be activated. And these disparate ‘nodes’ of interpretation will repeat, in
staggered waves, down through the centuries.162
Magliola, of course, is not saying that Christians should not do anything in the
face of such evil. Double-bound into such situations is the moral imperative to carry
one’s cross to help or save others.
By now, the attentive reader may have noticed that the first thought motif163and
the third thought motif164are related. They are, as it were, two sides of the same coin. The
difference is a matter of emphasis, according to Magliola:
By the first thought-motif, I mean the "founding" from the side of the pure
difference. By the third thought-motif, I mean to put the emphasis on the
"samenesses." . . .In other words, an "appointing" has that which "appoints,"
namely "pure difference (or "purely negative reference"), and that which is
"appointed," namely, "samenesses."165
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The word “appoint” is also used advisedly by Magliola:
I choose in English the verb “to appoint” to distinguish the operation being
described here from Hegelian aufheben (which Derrida shows to be residually
“substantive”) or any other substantialist mechanism. Derrida often “plays” in a
Talmudic way with the French noun point, two of whose primary lexical senses
are “period” (the punctuation mark) and “hole” (of a strap, etc.). To “punctuate”
(ponctuer [Fr.] < punctus [Lat.]) by means of a “period” is to perform a nonsubstantive operation: the puncture or bodiless “hole” accomplishes the
punctuation. Thus, the verb “to appoint” befits Derrida’s philosophical proposal in
the passages I am quoting, namely, that the “present” is accomplished by purely
negative references.166
For Derrida, difference precedes oneness.
Practical Considerations: Deconstruction as Detection of Glitch167
There is another Derridean thought motif that Magliola mentions categorically168:
deconstruction as “detection of glitch.” It may be recalled that Magliola defines
deconstruction as “‘detection of the ‘glitch’ that appears on the surface, but that--in the
interests of ‘holism-at-all-costs’--is often overlooked. The ‘glitch’ leads to a further
‘truth,’ often a profound one.”169
Here particular attention is given to uneasy, unsettling or unnerving feelings
accompanying such “glitches” in the text. For Magliola such feelings signal possible
differential or deconstructive reading of the given text.
It is worth noting that ‘glitches’ can come in many forms, for example,
binds/double binds (and after being X’d over, with différance). Glitches can come in the
166
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form of impasse or aporia that confounds or bewilders. Apropos Magliola qualifies:
“Derridean ‘glitches’ are not just exposures of a ‘not-knowing,’ but in their specific
engineering accomplish ad hoc their own veiled emission of truth. In short, in these
cases, ‘glitches’ arise as a concrete impasse generated in at once a spectacular/blinding
fashion by what is already defined and we know to be true.”170
Glitches can also manifest as dissymmetry. Phenomenologically dissymmetry or
being unbalanced can be very unsettling or unnerving to the logocentric mind accustomed
to balance and symmetry. For Magliola, dissymmetry or being unbalanced “unsettles by
virtue of its is-not-ness.” In the context of deconstruction it “signals the inadequacy of
‘humanist’ harmony, balance, and other holistic ideals if they are left to stand purely and
simply as such.”171
Sometimes holisms, especially if they are so glaring, can serve as clues instead of
the glitches themselves per se. As Magliola points out: “Any formulation that is so
constructed that it can claim to enclose all of its subject-matter tends to be too glib to be
true, indeed, too merely ‘human’ and prideful to be true.”172 Here glaring holisms and
the unsettling feelings they elicit have a heuristic or practical value in the way they signal
a possible differential reading.
A good example that Magliola uses to illustrate deconstruction as detection of
glitch is his treatment of George Herbert poem’s “The Altar.”173 He considers his analysis
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of the poem as an “‘emblematic example’ of how my kind of deconstruction works when
treating a subject that is already true-as-it-stands. My point is that it is ‘true as it stands’
but contains more ‘truth’ than is apparent from the ‘face’ of the declared truth.”174
In the said poem, the words are formatted in such a way that they form the shape
of an altar. Spaces between the words (not the usual one space but two, three or more)
resemble cracks on the surface of the altar. Even the title of the poem is flushed a little to
the left. All of these, of course, are intentional on the part of the author to help the reader
uncover the hidden message that relates the broken altar to the author’s/the reader’s
broken heart. As Magliola points out, “the holistic appearance of the altar bears hidden
signals of its own real brokenness, and these signals point to the sub-text that is the
Christian’s hope.”
It is interesting to note that because of the logocentric drive for balance/harmony,
editors who printed the poem in later anthologies changed its format. They adjusted the
spaces and titles to conform to accustomed standards of grammar/layout (i.e., one space
between words only, centering of blocks of texts, including the title). Ironically, even the
typesetter of the journal that published Magliola’s article also made the same changes in
the interest of symmetry.175
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CHAPTER III
MAGLIOLA, DIFFERENTIALISM AND
BUDDHIST-CATHOLIC DIALOGUE
This thesis will now provide an exposition of how Magliola uses Differentialism
to foster Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. It begins with a brief introduction on how Magliola
got involved in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. It then discusses Magliola’s major works
that pertain to or pave the way for Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. It is hoped that this
chapter will demonstrate how Differentialism works in actual situations.
Dialogue between Contemporary Philosophy and
Buddhism: setting the stage for
Buddhist-Catholic Dialogue
Robert Magliola obtained his doctoral degree in 1970, specializing in
phenomenology and hermeneutics. After the publication of his first book,176 however, his
interest shifted to Deconstruction, Buddhism, Buddhist-Christian dialogue, although
phenomenology and hermeneutics continue to bear upon his writings.
According to Magliola, it was actually a Purdue University colleague who first
introduced him to Zen Meditation in 1972. This led him to explore Buddhist meditation
in its various forms, for example, Tibetan and Theravada variants. After a period of study
176
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and practice over many years under well-established meditation masters, he was certified
to teach meditation.
A major turning point in Magliola’s life came in 1979 when he obtained a yearlong research grant to study the possible intersections between Derridean deconstruction
and Madhyamika Buddhism founded by Nagarjuna.177 This eventually led to the
publication of his second book Derrida on the Mend, considered pioneering by many
scholars. 178 As Joseph S. O’Leary points out in his review of Derrida on the Mend: “As
far as I know, Magliola is the first person to study Derrida in a Buddhist perspective, and
he does this with a higher degree of speculative engagement than has been attained in
similar studies of Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, and Bergson. . . . Magliola’s exposition of
Derrida has been acclaimed as the best in English.” 179
Apropos, this chapter will try to let Magliola speak for himself. It will highlight
some of the technical terms explained in the previous chapter to show how
Differentialism works. As pointed out earlier, while Madhyamika Buddhism and the
Trinity fall under Buddhist Studies and Catholic Theology, respectively, Magliola’s
differential treatment of them paved the way for or have a bearing on Magliola’s dialogue
based on differences.
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Pure Negative Reference in Derrida and Nagarjuna
In Derrida on the Mend, Magliola first explains Derrida. He then presents
Nagarjuna’s thought and relates it to Derridean deconstruction. According to him, “Pure
Negative Reference” is a concept that both Nagarjuna and Derrida use. Up until that time
no one had studied the similarity before.
Magliola describes this discovery after years of doing research in
phenomenology, hermeneutics, Buddhism, and adapting Buddhist meditative forms in his
prayer life as a Carmelite tertiary:
One be/wildering day several strands crossed: I found that Derridean
deconstruction and Nagarjunist Buddhism, the former to dismantle the principle
of identity, the latter to dismantle an entitative theory of dharmas, resorted to the
‘same’ logical techniques. But in the Nagarjunist ‘text’—as rational and
off/rational discourse and as meditative experience—there is an ‘excess’, a
‘surplus’, which continues dissémination and still ‘preserves’ organic theories. . . .
Thus, I could reinstate organic theories of philosophy, literary theory and
criticism, and so on, while introducing ‘differentialism’ which liberates and bears
bliss.180
Magliola in the “Afterword” of Buddhisms and Deconstructions181 would still
hold that the main contributions of Derrida on the Mend are the “comparisons of
Derridean and Nagarjunist deconstruction of the principles of ‘identity’ and ‘personal
identity’” and “the comparison of Derridean dissemination and Nagarjunist dependentarising.”182
To recapitulate on the side of Derrida, “pure negative reference” is merely the
accumulation of negative references or is-nots. What people think as real inherent entity
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evaporates, or in fact, was never there as an inherent entity in the first place. The
"inherent entity" is really a mentally postulated "sameness." The is-nots demonstrate the
inherent entity is not really so because even the smallest particle of it can be defined only
by affirming it is-not the so-called "particles" next to it. No matter how small the particle,
one can dissolve it by the is-nots, so there is an infinite retreat of is-nots or to use a more
"vertical" metaphor, a bottomless descent. The deconstruction of ‘definition by negative
reference’ ends up with a debris-thesis of ‘pure negative reference.’ X’d over, this leaves
a clue or awareness that “goings on,” what appear as entities, are entitatively empty and
purely differ from each other.183
The deconstruction of entitative causality ends up with ‘pure effect’ (‘pure
signifier’/‘signifier alone’/‘effect alone’). X’d over, this leaves a clue or awareness of
happenings/goings-on as an “erratic stream” of pure effects. They ‘appear’ erratic,
according to Magliola, because they violate the expectations of entitative causality. 184
Of course, Derrida would affirm these statements only for the phenomenological
order—the "world" of the human, which is the only world he recognizes. Magliola points
out thus that even “practical reality” can be subject to deconstruction. For example,
common sense experience of what personhood means—what is inside and outside—
becomes problematic. Epistemology and ontology get tangled up; it is difficult to
distinguish between the two.
On the side of Nagarjuna, pure negative reference can be gleaned from the
following steps exposited in the Mūlamādhyamakakārikās (the master-work of
183
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Nagarjuna, henceforth MK).185 The first step, according to Magliola, is to reduce all
entitative or logocentric thought to dilemma: “In the pivotal MK 1:6, for example,
Nagarjuna concludes “Neither non-Ens nor Ens186 can have a cause.” So what is the
cause for? On the other hand, if there is not entity at all (i.e., no effect), what’s the use of
postulating a cause of any kind?” The next step is “not to eliminate the debris of this
negation, but to regard the ‘fall-out’ as a ‘conductal thread.’”
What is left of the deconstruction of entitative causality is ‘everything is pure
cause’ or ‘everything is pure effect.’ Nagarjuna chooses ‘pure effect’ or ‘effect alone’ as
conductal clue since Buddhism has already given a clue (i.e., Doctrine of Dependent
Origination or dependent arising taught by the Buddha). As Magliola elaborates:
The ‘true’ state-of-affairs is that happenings devolve forever as if each happening
were a pure dependency, a ‘pure effect.” . . . Nowhere is there an entitative cause,
neither within the happening nor outside the happening. Happenings are devoid
(śūnya) of self-nature, and as Nagarjuna also shows—devoid of entitative transfer
or continuance.
The next step incorporates Nagarjuna’s interpretation of impermanence, that is,
so-called identity and time are actually born totally anew at every moment: 187
Then comes his [Nagarjuna’s] stroke of genius. If one combines ‘impermanence’
in this utterly pure sense with the doctrine of ‘relatedness’ (Buddhist causality),
the only relatedness possible is pure negative reference. Any happening is purely,
totally not (like) any other, but therefore, necessarily, this difference, this relation
which is pure is not, is constitutive of (i.e., establishes, appoints, raises) the
happening.
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Magliola also cites Nagarjuna’s notion of the Two Truths in comparing Derrida
and Nagarjuna.188 Nagarjuna submits there are two truths, saṃvṛiti-satya (the
‘concealing’, the world-ensconced truth) associated with saṃsāra (cycle of birth, decay
and death marked by suffering) and paramrātha-satya (the supreme truth) associated
with nirvāṇa (Buddhist bliss, etc.). He asserts, however, that the limits of nirvāṇa are the
limits of saṃsāra and that “between the two, also there is not the slightest difference
whatsoever.”189 According to Magliola, Buddhist commentators have long held that
saṃvṛiti-satya is not a contrivance/unconditional falsehood or not categorically invalid.
For them, Nagarjuna was emphasizing that the ‘two truths’ “both frequent the same
‘going-on’: saṃvṛiti-satya frequents the ‘going-on’ as phenomenal, and paramārthasatya frequents the ‘going-on’ as devoid.”
From the above Magliola proposes:190
My claim in its regard has been that Derrida’s ‘logocentrism’ approximates the
Nagarjunist notion of saṃvṛiti-satya, and Derrida’s ‘differentialism’ (‘pure
effect’, ‘pure negative reference’, etc. approximates—at least conceptually—the
Nagarjunist notion of paramārtha-satya. That there is for Nagarjuna only one
‘going on’ (see MK 25:20) ensures the notion of Derridean trace, since the
world—ever differing and deferring—is thereby marked.
With regard to trace, Magliola emphasizes that for Derrida:
All human going-on is ‘textuality,’ is Writing . . . The going-on is Writing
because it is always a bearer of traces, always marked, and it is traced, marked
because each ‘moment’ is purely different. To constitute by difference involves
necessarily a preemption of an entitative same: it is to deny an unmarked field, a
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unitary or totalitarian field, be it spatial of temporal; to defer and differ is to mark
time, mark space.191
In his review of Derrida on the Mend, Clayton Koelb192 remarks that the section
dealing with “Nagarjunist Buddhism, is crucially important . . . but it is also the most
difficult, dealing as it does with materials and even persons wholly alien to most of
us.”193
It is important to note that Magliola distinguishes between void and devoid:
In French, Derrida sometimes plays off the meaning of the prefix dé-(English de-)
in its meaning “to be apart from,” “to reverse” (these senses derive from its Latin
etymon). In my own analogous usage, adopted for a long time already in my
work, “devoid” signifies “away from voidness,” a voidness complected or spotted
with lack-of-voidness (so it is a “mixed voidness,” if you will). The adjective
“void” I reserve for any state of pure emptiness.194
When X’d over, Sunyata is not simply devoid because for Magliola it is a trace: it
is marked, or seen as a “conductal thread” leading to “dependent arising”:
The term and concept śūnyatā come ‘under erasure’, i.e., they can be helpful but
they are not to be equated with how śūnyatā actually ‘works’. Somehow, śūnyatā
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is involved with ‘traces,’ is ‘marked’: happenings still happen yet not within
closure, not even intuitive or centric mystical closure. Happenings are not a
question of plenum or of void. Happenings are marked but empty: they are
devoid.195
Pure Negative Reference as Applied to Conciliar
Notions of the Trinity
After showing how Nagarjuna and Derrida deconstruct identity/personal identity,
Magliola then attempts to trace the activity of pure difference in the relations among
Persons in the Most Holy Trinity. As explained earlier, an effort will be made to allow
Magliola to speak for himself. This is to develop familiarity with Magliola’s important
texts, preserve Magliola’s nuanced treatment of such texts, and demonstrate how
Magliola uses Pure Negative Reference to deconstruct holisms to foster dialogue.
The latest iteration of this differential treatment is taken from Magliola’s new
book and provided below:
It is because of the “internal voiding oppositions” between the Persons, that each
of them is a Person (hypostasis). So stipulates the Council of Florence, which
defines that “everything is one” in God “except where an opposition of
relationship [relationis oppositio] occurs.” Each of the Persons as a Person is
constituted only by oppositional relation between the Persons. Whatever would be
common to the Persons belongs to the Unity instead. The oppositional relations
between the Persons are “voiding” in two senses-- (1) the Persons quā Persons
are, strictly speaking, void (empty) of whatever is ascribed by Scripture to more
than one Person (these ascriptions belong to the Unity instead); and (2) the
Persons are defined exclusively by purely negative reference (so the Father is only
Paternity, the Son is only Filiation, and the Holy Spirit is only Passive Spiration:
that is, the Father is constituted as Father because and only because He purely isnot the Son, and mutatis mutandis, the Son and Holy Spirit likewise are defined
by what they purely are-not). 196
As for the trace or conductal thread, Magliola explains:
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Precisely because the Trinitarian hypostases (Persons) by definition must be
defined oppositionally, the “one principle” (Father and Son) that spirates the Holy
Spirit can neither be real (or it would be a Fourth Person) nor the Divine Unity
(that by definition does not have distinction or relativity). Thus, this Magisterial
bind, this glitch, generates the theological notion of the virtual status of the active
spiration. While the Church has not officially defined this virtuality, it has defined
the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son as “from one
principle” and its other official definitions pertaining to the Trinity and the Unity
necessarily generate the neither-nor status of the “one principle” as described
above. My “Derridean” suggestion is that on this count the active spiration, as
neither Divine Personhood nor Divine Unity, somehow emits a veiled clue to
some special difference between Personhood and Unity (of course all the while
still remaining absolutely one-and-the-same Divine Nature, again by
definition.)197
In light of the above, Magliola proposes:
Divine Unity is “devoid” (a mixed or impure voidness) because the Unity holds
all the definitions of God except what is unique to each hypostasis. The Divine
Unity is “impersonal” in that the anthropomorphic is strictly excluded (nor is God
gendered, as the Catechism reminds us ). For the same reason, it must be said the
Tri-une God (the Divine Unity and the Trinitarian Persons consubstantially
united) is “impersonal,” excepting of course the human nature of Jesus Christ that
is hypostatically united with His Divine nature.
Magliola believes that the above notions, especially relating to impersonality and
‘positive emptiness’ or non-entitativeness, can provide an opening for Christianity’s
dialogue with Buddhism. These notions also invite Christians to be open to nonlogocentric thinking as far as their faith is concerned. Recalling that non-logocentric
thinking can be unsettling, Magliola proposes:
What I have long contended is that Christianity must learn (and ‘test’, as St. Paul
says (1 Thes. 5:21) that which is ‘uncomfortable.” For example, that ‘God’—as
Raimundo Pannikar and Karl Rahner 198 remind us—is impersonal as well as
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personal. Indeed, that ‘God’ is sometimes frighteningly impersonal and that this
impersonality double-binds into Divine personality in erratic, ever-altering ways
that do not close into logocentric unity. (Which, by the way, is not at all to say
that God is not a loving God.) That such a God is not encompassed, is not
captured by either the formula or experience of a ‘unifying source’ is unsettling
for most Christians. 199
Differentialism and Buddhist-Catholic Dialogue:
Dialogue with Masao Abe
In his third book, Magliola continues to talk about a differential notion of the
Triune God. This time, however, he engages Masao Abe, a Zen practitioner, and
philosopher of the Kyoto school, in response to “Kenotic God and Dynamic Sunyata.”200
In the said essay, Abe applies the Buddhist notion of śūnyatā to what he considers a
Christian understanding of God. In turn, Magliola tried to show that the Catholic
Church’s understanding of the relationships among the Persons is not the same as Abe’s.
Magliola’s exposition is important because it clarifies Differentialism. For
example, Magliola emphasizes that Deconstruction does not end up with an
entitative/logocentric notion of God. He distinguishes between his application of the
Derridean X on the Trinity and Abe’s use of the Heideggerian X. The exposition is also
important because it demonstrates the usefulness of the tetralemmas in classifying or
identifying logocentric and differential formulations.
Before going to Magliola’s, exposition it is worthwhile to summarize Abe’s main
points about the kenosis of Christ/God. First, he speaks of Christ’s kenosis in terms of
the Incarnation. He cites Philippians 2:5-7: “Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the
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form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself,
by taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men.” In his view, such
kenosis applies to the total divine person of Christ. The emptying out is not only at the
level of appearance but substance. It is through this total kenosis that the Second Person
of the Trinity “negates himself and dialectically affirms himself as the Christ.” In light of
this, Abe formulates his paradoxical “Doctrine of Christ’s Kenosis.” He expresses it as
follows: “The Son of God is not the Son of God (for he is essentially and fundamentally
self-emptying): precisely because he is not the Son of God he is truly the Son of God (for
he originally and always works as Christ, the messiah, in his salvational function of selfemptying).”201
Abe then proceeds to talk about the “totality of God’s kenosis,” applying the
emptying out to the One God. He argues that the basis of Christ’s kenosis is God’s will.
One can infer from this statement that kenosis is grounded on the nature of God as love.
In light of this, Abe comes up with a similar doctrine of the kenosis of God. He expresses
it as follows: “God is God, not because God had the Son of God take a human form and
be sacrificed while God remained God, but because God is a suffering God, a selfsacrificial God through total kenosis.”
Finally, Abe applies the Buddhist notion of śūnyatā to the kenosis of God. He
said, “Only through total kenosis and God’s self-sacrificial identification with everything
in the world is God truly God. Here we fully realize the reality and actuality of God
which is entirely beyond conception and objectification.” He slightly recasts his
201
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formulation of the kenosis of God as follows: “Concerning faith in God, I affirm that God
is not God (for God is love and completely self-emptying); precisely because God is not a
self-affirmative God, God is truly the God of love (for through complete self-abnegation
God is totally identical with everything, including sinful humans).202
Readers may remember śūnyatā (emptiness) from the previous section on Derrida
and Nagarjuna. Magliola203 emphasizes that Nagarjuna’s radical deconstruction of
absolutes refuses to replace what is X’d over with a more ‘positive’ non-rational
Absolute.204 According to him, Abe is heavily influenced by the Prajnaparamitan
literature and later Mahayanists205 who “maintained that Nagarjuna’s Buddhism was
incomplete, and required the formulation of ‘positive’ śūnyatā (understood . . . as
‘transcending’ conventional positivity/negativity) as a fulfilment.”206 This can be gleaned
from Abe’s formulation of śūnyatā: “Sunyata is fundamentally non-Sunyata—that is,
Sunyata with an ‘X’ through it (Sun-X-yata). That is the true and ultimate Sunyata. This
means that the true Sunyata empties not only everything else but also empties itself.
Through its self-emptying it makes everything exist as it is and work as it does.”207 As for
‘X,’ Abe qualifies it as follows:
Just as the attachment to being must be overcome, the attachment to emptiness
must also be surmounted. Accordingly, however, important the notion of Sunyata
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may be in Buddhism, following Martin Heidegger, who put a cross mark ‘X’ on
the term Sein, thus rendering it as Se-X-in, in order to show the unobjectifiability
of Sein, we should also put a cross mark ‘X’ on the Sunyata, and render it Sun-Xyata.208
While expressing appreciation for Abe’s attempt to bridge Christianity and
Buddhism through kenosis/ śūnyatā, Magliola expressed some reservations. “He is
advancing a version of Yogacara too commodious of the logocentric ‘Absolute’ and of
‘oneness,’ both of which values are already indigenous to traditional
Christianity/Judaism, and this publication is untimely, in that western history is entering a
deconstructive moment.”
Concerning Abe’s use of ‘X’, Magliola clarifies that Derrida himself deconstructs
the Heideggerian X. He emphasizes: “The double-bind of Derrida’s X does not/cannot
signal the unobjectifiable ‘presence’ of an “ultimate.” For Derrida, any ‘ultimate,’ would
be asymmetrically but doubly bound into its ‘traces’ in the ‘other-than-ultimate.’”209
Technically speaking Abe’s formulas of the doctrine of kenosis of Christ/God are
paradoxical unities that correspond to the third lemma formation and not the
undistributed sense of the fourth lemma. Abe’s totalizing treatment has led him to have
an erroneous view of God, at least from the Christian perspective, as obviously God is
not “identical with everything including sinful humans.” It may be recalled that
concerning kenosis or emptying out, Magliola’s application of Pure Negative Reference
applies to the Persons but in line with dogmatic/Conciliar formulations.
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Magliola emphasizes that there is a difference between Derrida’s notion of
ongoing alterity/differential Buddhism’s (Nagarjuna’s) prajñapti210 of ‘change’ and the
logocentric/centric Buddhism’s prajñapti of ‘cessation’ of Abe. As pointed out, one way
of demonstrating that the double-bind of Derrida’s X is not logocentric is the Catch-22
situation: A and B thwart each other; they do not annul each other.
Magliola while pointing out the difference between Abe and Nagarjuna on the one
hand and Abe and the Catholic Church on the other, also calls attention to différance
originaire. It may be recalled that from the previous chapter that it is necessary to
conceive of an absolute past: a past that never was present, or which never was for all
presents to be. This absolute past, which Christians refer to as God, is the differánce
originaire referred to by Derrida. Apropos, in contrast to the totalizing or logocentric
treatment of Abe, différance originaire has the following characteristics:
Différance originaire, be it discussed in the largely grammatological terms of
Derrida’s early phase, or the largely apophatic terms of “Dénégations,” is always
entrammeled, entangled (1) in an ad hoc situational difference, whichever one
happens to be happening at the time, and even (2) in the empty traces which ‘it’
(there is no self-identical ‘it’, of course) is singularly ‘then and there’ constituting.
Especially in Derrida’s later work, the gesture of the X is enhanced to mean
precisely a double-bind, whatever the double-bind happens to be in the given
situation, but this double-bind writes under erasure the ‘finite’ insubstantiability,
the non-totalizing devoidness of the given situation. This is no less so in terms of
différance originaire as ‘prior’ (otherwise we are back to Immanuel Kant again),
as well as absolute logocentric unity, even a ‘unity of opposites’. ‘Prior’ doublebind asymmetrically and arhythmically211 doublebinds with the situational ad hoc
double-binds it constitutes (otherwise, how can it be a ‘double-bind’?). Even
‘prior’ double-bind—doublebound into chance, randomness, ‘spottiness’ in space
and time—disseminates. (Catch word—‘One never has it all at once’.) Thus the
ever erratic going-on. (Prajñapti for Nagarjunist pratītya samutpāda, I say.)212
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The above has important implications for dialogue as will be seen ahead.

Off-rational Differentialism
So far the preceding sections have demonstrated how Magliola appropriates from
Derrida’s early phase that uses reason to deconstruct holisms. The next sections will
demonstrate Magliola’s appropriation of Derrida’s later phase that is more off-rational.213
Apropos, the present section looks at three areas where Magliola demonstrates
this kind of differential reading of texts: (1) writing/texts that mimic life’s dénégations;
(2) double-binds in Magliola’s own life; and (3) the recurring theme of “out-ofplaceness” or not fitting in / being a “misfit” in this world.
The first demonstrates how texts can have subtexts that thwart the text. The
second shows how events/situations in real life can be open to differential reading.
Looking at his own life as a text, Magliola examines how the binds/double-binds in his
life open up to Buddhist and Catholic differential readings. This in itself is one
contribution to Buddhist-Catholic dialogue that Magliola will develop further as will be
seen in succeeding sections. The third rather lengthy exposition challenges society’s
(logocentric) drive to attain/maintain and ‘idolize’ holism at all costs. It challenges value
systems or ways of looking at people, things, situations that demand “wholeness” of them
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at all costs. As a Catholic theologian, Magliola proposes an alternative way of looking at
such people, events or happenings. He talks about this in light of his work on the Trinity
and Mysterium of God-as-chiasm in reference to Flannery O’Connor’s short story “A
Temple of the Holy Ghost.”
Rhetorical Style: Mimicking Life’s Aberrant
Reinscriptions,--in Writing
One of the unique features of On Deconstructing Life Worlds is its use of a
“rhetorical” style appropriated from Derrida. In this book, Magliola enumerates some of
the rhetorical devices Derrida uses in his essay “Dénégations.”214 For example, Derrida
would break or shift narrative identity by changing the pronouns (e.g., first person
singular, first person plural, impersonal). He/the narrator also quotes other voices, who in
turn quote other voices, incorporating them “in a patchwork.”215 ‘Derrida’ would also
say something in the footnotes to subvert something in the body of the text. The footnotes
would sometimes even subvert the boundary between footnotes and the body by making
cryptic ‘appearances’ above the line. “Float they do up in the main text, where they
‘appear’ unexpectedly at several points,” Magliola remarks. Sometimes Derrida would
also intentionally say something in one part that double-binds with something in another
part of the essay. Lastly, Derrida also makes use of trace-words and trace-phrases “which
neither mean nor do not mean what they mean in his other texts.”
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In the following, Magliola talks about some of the rhetorical devices he uses in
On Deconstructing Life Worlds:
Following Derrida’s lead, in DLW, I sometimes deploy ‘floating graphic traits’ as
a device, and I do so in order to stylistically ‘act-out’ subtle recurrence.216 In the
case of double-binds, I sometimes cryptically inscribe them into DLW’s (On
Deconstructing Life Worlds) ‘textual body’ in the French postmodern literary
manner, as when—for example—the Index acts-out my treatment of Glitch in the
theology of the Trinity (glitch-in-holism as fertile, as ‘clue’ to how God works,
DLW, 175-190) by an apparent ‘glitch’ or typographical error in the Index entries
for “Generating” and “Glitch.”217
Published in Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Differences is Derrida’s personal letter
to Magliola.218 In it, Derrida expresses appreciation for Magliola’s appropriation of
floating graphic traits (such as the “tr”) for which Magliola provides the following
explanation:
A graphic trait is a consonant cluster treated as an element, independent of
whatever meaning-unit it happens to constitute when it joins with a vowel; thus,
for example, “transfer,” “intransitive,” “train” (all from Lat. trans,“across”), but
also “tree”) (from ME<OE) and “tref” (from Yid. < Heb.). For Derrida, floating
graphic traits act-out that which wends219 the way between meaning and nonmeaning. In ODLW, I deploy them to represent the mysterious recurrences that
some Catholics sense in their personal lives—recurrences that seem to signal a
divine meaning, but a meaning somehow hidden from rational explanation or
interpretation. I took care to design ODLW in such a way that some Buddhists,
reading the “same” text, may construe the recurrences to represent the elusive and
obscure unfolding of personal karma in their lives. For the Catholic, the uncanny
can represent the hidden workings of divine providence. For a Buddhist, the
uncanny can represent the hidden exactitudes of karma.220
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Of course, the above stylistic traits, which manipulate language-use in uncanny
ways, are not used just for style purposes or to appear avant-garde. They help the reader
see how texts are deconstructed in the same way happenings/recurrences uncannily
deconstruct Life-Worlds. They mimic, as it were, how “dénégations” become aberrantly
inscribed in writing (as texts on a page) and Writing (texts of Life-Worlds). As Magliola
explains further:
The style (as well as the semantic, of course) is an attempt to enact the density of
phenomenological life, and specifically in its character of frustration, i.e., how—
on the experiential level—life seems to ‘cross itself out’, giving with one hand
and taking with another. Double-binds can function, according to Buddhism, as a
clue to the nature of saṃsāra, since saṃsāric life is frustrating until it is truly
recognized/ frequented as devoid. According to Catholic Christianity, doublebinds are caused by the Fall, but can function in our lives as the personal
crucifixion whereby—in/with/through Christ—ourselves and the world can be
transformed into Easter-glory. In DLW, on the stylistic level the residue or ‘trace’
of the ‘erased under-text’ mimes those subtle recurrences in life which can
sometimes serve to signal, no matter how obscurely, life’s subtextual
purposefulness. These recurrences ‘fall short of perceptible meaning but are too
much for mere chance’. For a Buddhist, they can represent the ‘unfathomable’
turns of personal karma (only advanced adepts can recognize precisely how their
karma influences their life-events), and for a Christian, they can represent the
hidden designs of God’s providence.221
Life-Worlds as Texts
It is in this sense that Magliola would say in reference to his autobiography in the
first part of his On Deconstructing Life World: “my life, itself, for decades, was a
Buddhist-Christian dialogue.” In said book, Magliola talks about the bitter frustrations,
many in the form of double-binds in his life.
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For Magliola, these double-binds demonstrate, whether from the Christian or
Buddhist perspective, how life can ‘fall apart’.
From what readers may consider “abstract” deconstructions (Derrida, Nagarjuna,
Trinitarian theology), Magliola brings them down to real life. As he points out, for
example, “Trinitarian theology is not a merely ‘abstract’ exercise, but is cross-inscribed
into my concrete meditative-life, my prayer-life, and all my bodied experience. . . . I
hasten to add that for a good number of the many Buddhist monks I know . . . doctrines
of anicca/anitya and śūnyatā, far from being merely abstract, are inscribed as praxis.”222
What follows are important quotations that will figure in succeeding
treatments/applications.
Relating life’s double-binds with Buddhist and Christian teachings, Magliola
emphasizes:
A truly liberating Buddhism, no matter whether it be a ‘nirvāṇic’ or a
‘Bodhisattvic’ Buddhism, teaches that double-binds are a choice opportunity to
recognize all saṃsāric life (including a so-called prosperous/long-lived /‘fulfilled’
saṃsāric life) is duḥkha (‘unsatisfying’, frustrating) in-the-long-run because of
attachment. Catholic Christianity teaches that double-binds are a blessing (though
they may not seem so at the time) because they are a choice opportunity to (1)
shatter egoism, and (2) participate in Christ’s redemptive suffering. In Christian
terms, DLW affiliates crucifixion with Christ’s call, “If anyone wishes to come
after me, let him deny himself and daily take up his cross [chiasm, double-bind,
crux], and follow me” (Lk 9: 23; Mk 8: 34), though any reader is free to draw
responsible yet different conclusions from/about DLW’s text: the opaque density
of the text is like phenomenological life’s opacity, yielding to disseminating
interpretations. The teaching that Christians can participate in Christ’s redemptive
act, i.e., that they can have the honor of joining their (technically superfluous)
suffering with His (perfectly efficacious and infinitely sufficient) suffering, in
order to save others, has been historically the heart of Roman Catholic spirituality,
and has distinguished it in particular from the Reformation churches (which
believe the teaching impugns Christ’s efficacity). The Catholic interpretation
222
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draws largely from Colossians 1:24, “Now I rejoice in my sufferings for your
sake, and in my flesh I fill-up what is lacking in Christ’s afflictions for the sake of
his body, that is, the church.” The teaching is of special interest here because it
seems to intersect so incisively the Mahāyāna teaching of Bodhisattvic
compassion (most Mahāyānists affirm all human beings are on the road to
becoming Bodhisattvas).223
In relation to Christians’ participation in Christ’s redemptive act, Magliola has
this to say about Christification:
Christ is understood to give Christians, out of His generosity, the privilege to
throw in their lot with Him, i.e., to participate in the redemptive act, though
Christ’s infinite merit alone suffices to save humankind. The co-participation of
Christians is superfluous but enables them to be alteri christi (‘other christs’),
that is, to be transformed more thoroughly into Christ. According to Roman
Catholicism, grace does not ‘cover-over’ the believer from the outside, but
transforms her/his very nature. Christification is a union in/with Christ which I
think can be better ‘talked about’ in terms of Derridean chiasm than it can in
terms of ontic/ontological philosophy. Christification crosses Tibetan Vajrayānist
‘identification with the deity’ (‘deity-yoga’) in intriguing ways (though there
remain significant differences between them).224
In On Deconstructing Life Worlds, Magliola presents both Buddhist and Christian
perspectives, noting that “God does NOT summon everyone in this life to Catholic truth,
or even Christian truth . . . He sends His grace how He wills.”225 He clarifies, however,
that personally he subscribes to the Catholic position, as in the case for example of
why/how things fall apart:
Ultimately things fall apart for an orthodox Catholic in several ways. Things are
dependent absolutely on God's essence, presence, and power in order to exist.
Things are nothing of themselves. Also, as Aquinas argues, all things FAIL to
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reflect God-in-se ("God as He truly is, God "in Himself") ADEQUATELY at all.
Things DO point to God (when understood rightly) but FAIL to mirror God.226
Apropos, Magliola by showing a “glitch” in the Conciliar formulations of the
Trinity, also points to the inadequacy of logocentric explanations (e.g., the Fall) as to why
we experience “glitches” in life.227
Out-of-Placeness/being Marked by the Cross
Mention has already been made of how the “cross” is aberrantly inscribed in
history and into the binds/frustrations of daily life. Magliola expounds on this by
introducing what he calls “Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm” which appears to be connected
to the “divine glitch” or bind in his treatment of Trinitarian theology. He uses Flannery
O’Connor’s short story “A Temple of the Holy Ghost.” What follows is Magliola’s
treatment of the story. 228 It emphasizes how attention to details is crucial for doing a
differential reading of texts. Some of the details will figure prominently in succeeding
chapters.
In “A Temple of the Holy Ghost,” a hermaphrodite working in a “freak” show—
by a bizarre twist (I submit “Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm” as différance inscribed in
creation) —“becomes the very emblem of God’s Divine out-and-indwelling.”229
During the said freak show, the hermaphrodite first shows his male organ only to
the men in the audience, who are separated from the women and children by a black
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curtain. The women could not see but can hear the freak saying, “God made me this way
and if you laugh He may strike you the same way. This is the way He wanted me to be
and I ain’t disputing His way. . . . I never done it to myself nor had a thing to do with it
but I’m making the best of it.” After a long silence, the hermaphrodite did the same thing,
this time, showing her female organ to the women.
The main protagonist, a child who is not named, hears about the freak show from
her two cousins, Susan, and Joanne. “The child felt every muscle strained230 as if she
were hearing the answer to a riddle that was more puzzling231 than the riddle itself. ‘You
mean it had two heads?’ she said. ‘No,’ Susan said, ‘it was a man and woman both.232 It
pulled up its dress and showed us. It had on a blue dress.’”233
It is important to note that O’Connor is a prominent Catholic writer and
apologist.234 And for those familiar with her work, “for the discerning,” in the words of
Magliola, “the scriptural references are unmistakable.”235 For example, after hearing from
her cousins about the freak show, the child falls asleep and dreams of the hermaphrodite
proclaiming, “I am a temple of the Holy Ghost.”236 The same child near the end of the
story accompanies her cousins back to their convent school. They arrive just in time for
230
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Eucharistic Adoration evoked earlier in the story.237 As the priest started to bless the
people, Magliola points out, “the girl’s subconscious at once identifies the crossgendered monster and the Divinity-in the monstrance: ‘. . . when the priest raised the
monstrance with the Host shining ivory-colored in the center of it, she was thinking of
the tent at the fair that had the freak in it.”238 “The freak was saying, “I don’t dispute hit
(sic). This is the way He wanted me to be.”239
Apparent in the above are the allusions to the temple, both to the Old Covenant
Temple and Christ as the New Temple.240 According to Magliola, “Allusions to the
shechinah, Divine Presence241 ‘showing’ in the Holy of Holies, are super-imposed upon
New Testament allusions, —to the Christ (the ‘only Temple’ of the New Covenant),
[and] to the (Holy) Spirit.” Allusions to Christ and the Holy Spirit can be seen in the
Eucharistic adoration scene. As Magliola points out, “The ‘host’ or consecrated Bread
(through which form God dissimulates)—the shechinah of the New Covenant-- is
‘exposed’ and ‘exhibited’ in a golden receptacle (called the ‘monstrance,’ from L.
monstrare, to show). Christ is concealed/revealed: He is self-concealed under the form
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of Bread, and thus dissimulates, yet He is really the Bread, and thus self-reveals.”242
Aside from Divine Presence, there is also another important allusion made in the
Old and New Covenant Temples: “other Christs.” In the story, “other Christs” are not
just the followers of Christ or the faithful. In at once a spectacular/blinding fashion,
coming by what is already defined and we know to be true,243 “other Christs” are those
who in a special way are marked/aberrantly inscribed with the cross. As Magliola points
out, “Marked with Christ’s Chiasm, they are outcasts, ‘freaks’, monsters (from L.
monstrare, to show).”
Crucial for seeing how dénégation works or how différance is aberrantly
reinscribed are two details in the story. The first concerns the hermaphrodite as a freak or
“monster,” and the crucified but glorious Christ in the monstrance. Both monster and
monstrance have the same etymological root; that is from the Latin, monstrare, to show.
While “freak” rather than “monster” is used in the story, “monster” nonetheless is a word
frequently used by O’Connor. Magliola considers it to be one of O’Connor’s trace words.
Second, the reinscription of the image of the cross is important. To be true followers of
Christ, one must take up the cross of Christ. In the story, they are marked by the cross
during the benediction. As pointed out by Magliola, “Raising the monstrance on high,
the priest moves the host in a giant ‘sign of the Cross’ over the adoring faithful, blessing
them, marking them, in and into God’s Chiasm.”244
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These are not empty gestures: Christ in the host and Christ in the “monster”
challenge characters in the story. During the benediction, “the child began to realize that
she is in the presence of God” and implored God to help her “not to be so mean.” On the
other hand, the “monster” was never to be seen again. At the end of the story, the
characters learn that “some of the preachers from town gone out and inspected it (the
freak show/fair) and got the police to shut it down.”
For Magliola, the main emphasis of “A Temple of the Holy Spirit” is “out-ofplaceness.” He makes the bold assertion: “Logocentrism, in which all-and-everything is
proper, is ‘in place’, is not by itself our script (or God’s script.)”245
In highlighting the cross or chiasm, Magliola is emphasizing that awareness or
experience of God as double-bound, “deconstructed/not logocentric,” as “Mysterium of
God-as-Chiasm” reveals a “God leading us to sacred Double-Binds.” Thus when people
encounter double-binds or are caught in a double-bind, they are encouraged to suspend
judgment as the child in the story (“not to be mean”) or have faith as the hermaphrodite:
“I don’t dispute hit (sic). This is the way He wanted me to be.”246 They are also asked to
open their eyes and have the wisdom to see that “the hermaphrodite is the shechinah:
God is the Bind/Double-Bind.”247 Finally, they are asked to love “monsters,” even
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criminals.248 In the rather cryptic words of Magliola quoting O’Connor: to “Love. ‘Jesus
thrown everything off balance.’” 249
Logocentrically and differentially “A Temple of the Holy Ghost” mirrors God’s
preferential option for displaced people, Magliola notes. Thus “I must always choose in
the best interest of the world’s suffering Displaced — no matter how or where they
suffer. Eventually, as Mother Teresa of Calcutta shows, I may be called to suffer grievous
Displacement, in order to better join the all-and-everything which is truly chiasmic, truly
displaced.”250
It is important to note that the notion of “Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm” is rooted
in how we differentially have access to God. As Magliola points out:
The knot for Christians is the Crucifixion (that we all experience one way or
another) which--when experienced properly--can become Radiant for us. ALSO,
the purely negative relationships that characterize the Church's definitions of
God's immanent Life as the Tri-Unity constitute (speaking in human terms) a
KNOT . . .a KNOT characterized by negative references. In short, the Church
accesses the Tri-Unity as a KNOT.251
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While Magliola talks about daily crosses or crucifixions, he does not talk about
why people have to bear such crosses or the cause of such suffering in relation to
“Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm.” He does cite from the Catechism of the Catholic Church
(henceforth CCC) no. 389, that mentions two important points linking Original Sin and
Jesus/God. First: “The doctrine of original sin is, so to speak, the ‘reverse side’of the
Good News that Jesus is the Savior of all men, that all need salvation, and that salvation
is offered to all through Christ.” Second: “The Church, which has the mind of Christ [see
1 Cor 2:16], knows very well that we cannot tamper with the revelation of original sin
without undermining the mystery of Christ.”252
Pertinent to Buddhist-Catholic dialogue, he urges the Church to consider looking
at crosses/crucifixions in terms of “the motif of non-entitativeness,” which he points out,
is “crucial for Buddhists.” “The Church, in my opinion, must address, absorb, and
transform this notion [of non-entitativeness]” associated with “the salubrity of
fracture.”253 He advocates this especially in light of the following important observation:
Occidental thought has been more than once seduced by a facile and complacent
holism. . . . In general, European theology has identified lack-of-wholeness
exclusively with the consequences of Original Sin, and healing has been taken to
mean, almost always, the restoration of wholeness. But cannot fracture-inwholeness also be a clue to God, a “trace” of God in this sense? (Though a clue,
of course, that is necessarily “under erasure,” i.e., under the sign of the X, in that
it is no more than a trace that will someday cede for us before the divine reality.)
In fact, it seems to me that these two understandings, brokenness as flaw and
brokenness as divine trace, can in many ways be one-and-the-same. Let us
remember the theology of the felix culpa (the “happy fault”). “From all eternity”
the God of Mystery willed a scenario whereby God the Son would be broken and
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rise gloriously broken, and thus save creation from Original Sin. Somehow,
beyond our ken, this scenario is a sign of God.254
Magliola255 notes that the Scholastics tried to account for lack-of-wholeness by
looking at the limitations of creatures (effect). They don’t attribute lack-of- wholeness to
God (cause) itself. He proposes, however, “(C)an it not be, sometimes, that lack-ofwholeness in the effect reflects lack-of-wholeness in God?” Magliola emphasizes that
here we are talking “only of the human concept of ‘wholeness’and its adequacy.” He
urges readers to consider: “Sometimes, lack-of-wholeness as a human concept may be a
better clue to God’s nature than what human beings understand by ‘wholeness.’” 256
Magliola himself does not elaborate on how “brokenness as flaw and brokenness
as divine trace, can in many ways be one-and-the-same.” He does not expound on how
the divine glitch relates to the glitches that people experience in daily life, apart from
what he mentions above (e.g., felix culpa and CCC no. 389).
What follows is my own interpretation of how “Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm”
relates to glitches in the world and our daily life. It draws from “Mysterium of God-asChiasm” being identified with the cross-gendered “monster,” and the striking (even
unnerving) words uttered by this “freak” or “monster” in Flannery O’Connor’s story:
“God made me this way,” and “This is the way He wanted me to be.”
There are many ways of accessing differentially this Mysterium of God-asChiasm. In the context of signification, one can say that God is love, and God
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expresses/signifies this love to an ‘other’, as seen in the Conciliar teaching on the mutual
and abiding love of the Trinity. Creation is an expression of God’s love, and the highest
expression of this love is the Incarnation culminating in the passion, death, and
resurrection of Jesus Christ.
According to Magliola, one of the highest expressions of Divine Love,
represented in Christianity by the cross, has left traces/marks on the body of Christ.257
Magliola proposes that Christ’s wounds that are retained after He resurrected from the
dead are traces of the “mysterium of God-as-Chiasm.” These marks are: “the cleft in the
side, the four punctures, the back hatched-in-blood, the hatched xxx-crownlet on the
brow.” I proffer that creation, in so far as it is an expression of God’s love, also bears this
mark. Put another way insofar as these marks, as it were, are somewhat/already
aberrantly inscribed in God/Creator/Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm (at least to the extent
that human beings have formulated it), creation somewhat/already aberrantly bears the
marks also. This notion would be developed more fully in succeeding sections, as this
thesis unravels or traces divine traces in particular contexts. Suffice it to say at this
juncture that while the Trinity is totally a mystery,258 God allows us to understand this
mystery “via the traces of his Trinitarian being in his work of creation.”259
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As a Catholic deconstructionist exposed to Buddhist deconstruction, Magliola
considers it his vocation to read and write about these Divine traces/marks. For him, this
involves or may result in the dismantling of the logocentric frame of the ‘I’ that
reads/writes: “Forgetting myself I shall read their holy braille in the darkness.
Eventually, God-willing, neither I nor not-I shall read/write.”260
Differential Reading of Scripture
It is in the above context that Magliola advocates a differential way of reading
Scripture in addition to logocentric reading. Magliola himself has published articles on
this, for example, Psalm 110261 and Isaiah 66:13262 to name a few.
In FURDD, his latest book, Magliola proffers three scenarios that lend well to
possible differential readings. In his view, (1) inter-Gospel variants from the same
narrative stock,263 (2) problems of textual/redactional/recensional criticism, and (3)
exegetical cruxes can serve as jumping boards to readings that work much like Christian
gong’ans or koans.264 He emphasizes: “What is crucial to understand in this regard is
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that—if the phrases or stories are to function properly as gong’an—possible historicocritical resolutions to their posed ‘problems’ are to be bracketed-out.”265
Earlier in ODLW, Magliola talks about the historico-critical approach:
For me, scientific/historical research functions to abet differential readings of
Scripture, and not to ‘validate’ Scripture. Scriptures bear two negatively entangled
truths. The logocentric truths of Scriptures are born of and confirmed by ‘boththe-inside-and-not inside’ of human beings, not the ‘outside.’ Scriptures’
differential truths, which deconstruct the logocentric truths, are read/written by
‘neither-the-inside-nor-the-not-inside.’ (This does not mean logocentric truths are
‘untrue.) Because there is not only one,
there is not only one,
there is not only one,
there is not only one.
There is not and there is only one.266
Magliola notes that while historical-critical reading is valuable, it is also
worthwhile to explore other ways of reading Scripture, for example, one that makes use
of allegorical reading or the Oriental “both-and”/“neither-nor” ways of thinking.
Apropos, Magliola has long contended that scriptural words are “designed to instruct us
progressively,” citing St. Gregory of Nyssa’s principle that “the language of God’s
revelation is accommodated to our capacity to understand.”267 As western history enters a
deconstructive moment, he expressed hope that Catholics will be more open to Buddhist,
South/East Asian and/or non-logocentric modes of thinking. After all, Catholicism
subscribes to a developmental theology. Of course, this is in line with Dialogue and
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Proclamation’s call for Catholics to “learn and receive from” the “positive values” of
other religions. It also resonates with the thinking of the Synod of Asian Bishops who
asserts: “Catholic truth can be served by a borrowing of concepts and ideas which are
particularly Asian, all the while remaining faithful to the Catholic faith.”268
Where possible Christian art and other non-verbal forms of communication
insofar as they relate to Sacred Scripture also open up to differential readings. For
example in FURDD, Magliola uses the icon of “The Virgin with Three Hands” to
illustrate his point. 269 With regard to non-verbals, Magliola (citing 1 Corinthians 13:8–
13), talks about love. Human or “mediated” knowledge will pass away. It is the
“theological virtue of love, deconstructing merely human knowledge, (that) enables the
beatific experience of God as Goodness and Truth.”270
It is in the above context that Magliola says, “I shall read/pray the Scriptures
prayerfully,

deconstructively,

differentially,

so

I

can

sift

more

of

God’s

displacements.”271
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Dialogue based on difference
After explaining how Magliola appropriates Derrida and the different ways
Differentialism can be deployed/adopted/adapted,272 this thesis now looks at Magliola’s
attempt to dialogue based on differences,-- in FURDD.
Of all Magliola’s books, FURDD, as the full title suggests, focuses on dialogue
based on difference between Catholics and Buddhists. In the book, Magliola devotes a
whole section (Part One) explaining Buddhism to Christians and Christianity to
Buddhists, and how Buddhists regard Christianity and vice versa. Insofar as dialogue
involves “speaking” and “listening,” Magliola quotes extensively from authoritative
Buddhist and Catholic sources to allow them to speak for themselves as well as to give
readers a chance to “listen” to their teachings.273 Readers are forewarned that what
follows are several of these quotations. They are included here advisedly to highlight the
pressing need for dialogue partners to listen to the “other,” as quite often there is a
tendency to focus only on what one wants to say to the other.274 They are also included
to emphasize the need for dialogue partners to be aware of \knowing doctrinal or
272
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dialogical positions that foster or hinder dialogue since without this knowledge true
dialogue is not possible.275 A number of the quotations also have a bearing on the task at
hand: assessing the usefulness of Magliola’s work for Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in
Thailand. At this juncture one can say that putting together the relevant doctrines and
dialogical positions in a kind of handbook for dialogue is useful in itself.
Samenesses and Irreducible Differences
The main reason for the first part is to show how the two religions radically differ
at the bottom. Whatever common ground the two religions might have is actually nonentitative; they are just a synthesis of marks of pure difference. For Magliola, it is
important that each recognize that sameness in Buddhism and Christianity is appointed
by differences.
For example, whatever similarities Buddhist and Catholic meditation or chants
may have,276 upon closer examination, redound to Pure Difference: Other-help and Selfhelp. The goal of meditation in Christianity is God, whereas, in Buddhism it is
recognizing that the self is non-entitative. In the words of Magliola:
When we seek for a ‘ground-in-common’, a ‘self-identical foundation’, that
establishes the samenesses of Buddhist and Catholic chant, whatever we may find
proves to be a synthesis of marks in turn, until we meet the most ‘founding’ (in
Derrida’s differential sense) irreducible differences, and the most ‘founding’
275
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irreducible difference turns out to be, even here, precisely that between Buddhist
‘self-power’ and Catholic ‘other-power’. In official Buddhist teaching, Buddhist
chant, in the ultimate sense, is directed towards a liberation understood to be
independent of any “Creator-God” (the notion of an absolute Creator-God is
regarded as a mere “fabrication”). Catholic chant, instead, is ultimately directed
towards Another, a Creator-God who is the salvific source.277
The same may be said of the happenings that we experience in the
phenomenological world. For a Christian believer, everything is created and sustained by
God. Without God, everything will cease to exist. For a Buddhist, everything is pure
effect. There is no first cause, such as the God of Christianity, for example.
Both Buddhists and Christians believe that individual wrongdoings have negative
consequences for a person and for which he/she has to undergo purification. In
Buddhism, however, this process happens within the framework of karmic retribution for
which the individual is solely responsible (N.B.- self-help). In Christianity, purification is
seen in the context of a loving or forgiving God.
Similarly, Magliola points out, regarding charity common in both religions:
“Both Buddhism and Catholicism, when they are being true to themselves, promote
material and spiritual assistance to the needy, and thus can (and do) cooperate in many
socio-cultural and even religious projects. But this is not to gainsay in the least that these
very ‘samenesses’ are established by more profoundly different teachings on sufferingand-justice.”278
Magliola devotes whole sub-sections to explain Self-Power in Buddhism and
Other-Power in Catholicism. He does the same for “Same-Power” (of Mahayana and
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Vajrayana Buddhism) and how “Same-Power” differs from the “Creator” distinct from
Creation in Catholicism. What sets Magliola apart from those who merely explain the
doctrines is Magliola’s differential treatment.
Magliola also discusses other pure differences between Buddhism and
Catholicism, although less “founding” than Buddhist ‘self-power’ and Catholic ‘other
power.’ These include: “a cycle of temporal rebirths of karmic effects” for Buddhism and
“one temporal birth/death for each individual” for Catholicism. For readers unfamiliar
with Buddhism it is worth noting:
Buddhism’s rebirth is not of a ‘soul’ per se but of karmic effects which have an
affinity for each other, and these through a series of links (Skt. nidāna) can
generate a ‘sentient being’ both ‘like and unlike’ the preceding sentient being
which died and caused the pertaining karmic effects to be reborn. There can be
countless thousands upon thousands of rebirths (kamma [Pali] or karma [Skt.],
literally “action,” = ‘law of cause and effect’) and liberation is achieved by a
gradual or sudden elimination of the attachments which keep the karma going.279
Buddhists and Christians Appraising Each Other
As for showing how Buddhism and Christianity appraise each other, one of
Magliola’s intentions is to create awareness of the tendency toward exclusivism or
inclusivism. In religion, exclusivism refers to the rejection of the other’s doctrinal
paradigm, or regarding the other’s paradigm as false. Inclusivism meanwhile refers to a
religion accommodating, but only in its own terms, the doctrinal paradigm of the other.
For example, “the accommodation, depending on the religion in question (the ‘true
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religion’), allows the possibility of ultimate beatitude to the religionists of the other
religion, but not because of what is doctrinally unique to the other religion.”280
As an example of Buddhist exclusivism, Magliola cites Gunapala Dharmasiri, 281
who rejects, like all educated Buddhist do, belief in a Creator-God. According to
Dharmasiri, such belief is illogical and unscientific, and he considers it a major
impediment to liberation. For Buddhist inclusivism, Magliola quotes three renowned
monks: Buddhadasa Bhikkhu, the Dalai Lama, and Thich Nhat Hanh.
For Buddhadasa Bhikkhu,282 Jesus is one of the great teachers of “truth” and so
Christians can attain some level of liberation even if they remain in their religion. “Truth”
of course is understood in Buddhist terms and Jesus is considered one of the preachers of
Dhamma. Thus, for him, Matthew 6:3—“Seek first his (God’s) kingdom and his
righteousness, and all these things shall be yours as well” -- means “But seek first the
kingdom of truth and of morality.”283
In Buddhadasa’ view, the world’s religions seem to differ on the outside and
appear to be the same in the way they teach all followers to be good and unselfish.
However, the ultimate reality of these religions is that they are all empty. In this context
Buddhadasa says:
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[O]ne who has attained to the ultimate truth sees that there is no such thing as
religion! There is only reality . . . Call it what you like—dharma or truth—but you
cannot particularize that dharma or truth as Buddhism, Christianity, or Islam. . . .
The label ‘Buddhism’ was attached only after the fact, as it was in Christianity,
Islam, and every other religion. None of the great religious teachers ever gave a
name to their teachings; they just went on teaching throughout their lives about
how we should live.284
For the Dalai Lama, Catholics too can attain liberation (while remaining
Catholics) to the extent that they experience God as the unconditioned or emptiness. This
implies that such a person would subsequently be born as a Buddhist, who realizes that
his/her true nature is emptiness. Apropos, Magliola remarks: “We should note that our
ongoing thesis is again confirmed, viz., that a founding difference between Catholicism
and Buddhism is that Catholics affirm an ineluctable distinction between God and other
beings, and Buddhism affirms self-power (which, in Mahayana and Vajrayana, is
understood in terms that we are calling Same-power).”285
“Same power” is also reflected in the teachings of Thich Nhat Han, who sees
karma as conditioned by “spiritual ancestry.” According to him, one is a Christian
because he/she has Christ as an ancestor. Similarly, one is a Buddhist because he/she has
the Buddha as an ancestor:
Jesus is one of the many spiritual ancestors of Europeans. You may not consider
yourself a Christian, but that does not prevent Jesus from being one of your
spiritual ancestors because your great-grandfather might have been a good
Christian. He has transmitted to you the seed, the energy, the love, and the insight
of Jesus. If you do well, you will be able to help this energy to manifest within
yourself. There are those [descendants of Christians] who think that they don’t
have anything to do with Christianity. They want to leave Christianity behind, but
284
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in the body and spirit of these people Jesus may be very present and very real. . . .
A Buddhist is someone who considers the Buddha as one of his spiritual
ancestors. . . . If you are a Buddhist, you have the Buddha as an ancestor.286
He adds:
A Christian is a continuation of Jesus Christ: He is Jesus Christ, and she is Jesus
Christ. . . . A Buddhist is a child of the Buddha, he is, and she is, a continuation of
the Buddha. . . . So it is true to say that when the Buddhist meets the Christian, the
Buddha is meeting Jesus. They do it every day. In Europe, in America, in Asia,
Buddha and Christ are meeting each other every day.287
Of course in Christianity, while the followers of Christ are regarded as other
Christs, they are not the Christ. Christianity makes a distinction between Jesus and his
followers, between God and creation. On the other hand, an enlightened Mahayana
Buddhist is one who recognizes that his/her “true-self” is Buddha nature. His or her
ultimate reality, like the Buddha’s, is the same Absolute Unconditioned.
For both the Dalai Lama and Thich Nhat Han, it is not necessary for a Christian in
the present life to convert to Buddhism. The Dalai Lama would assert that Christians can
study any aspect of Buddhism to supplement his/her spiritual growth without changing
religion. There is no conflict between the Buddha and Christ because they are “real
brothers . . . within me. . . . Buddha and Jesus are two brothers who have to help each
other.”288 This has implications for service to the poor and the needy. Of course, Magliola
would point out that Thich Nhat Han looks at Jesus from a Buddhist perspective. For
Thich Nhat Han, Jesus is “analogous to that of an Emanation-Body (nirmāṇakāya) of a
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Buddha, which forms in order to teach the way to healing, to compassion and wisdom,
and eventually to full enlightenment.”289
On the side of Christianity, Magliola presents how the Church’s position shifted
from exclusivism to inclusivism over the centuries. “Extra Ecclesiam nulla salus”
(Outside the Church, no salvation) expressed the Church’s exclusivist position for several
centuries. It has acquired a positive interpretation that no longer excludes non-Christians
from heavenly beatitude. “Re-formulated positively, 290 it means that all salvation comes
from Christ the Head through the Church which is his Body.”291 Interpreted this way,
non-Christians can be saved by Christ through the Church even if the person may not be
aware of it. As qualified by the Catechism of the Catholic Church:
Those who, through no fault of their own, do not know the Gospel of Christ or his
Church, but who nevertheless seek God with a sincere heart, and, moved by
grace, try in their actions to do his will as they know it through the dictates of
their conscience—those too may achieve eternal salvation.292
Still the Church has “the obligation and also the sacred right to evangelize all
men."293 Magliola cites some scriptural passages that lend to the Church’s inclusivist
stance. For example, Romans 2:14-16 states:
When Gentiles who have not the law do by nature what the law requires, they are
a law to themselves, even though they do not have the law. They show that what
the law requires is written on their hearts, while their conscience also bears
289
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witness and their conflicting thoughts accuse or perhaps excuse them on that day
when, according to my gospel, God judges the secrets of men by Christ Jesus.294
1Timothy 2:1-4 meanwhile speaks of God’s desire for all men to be saved:
First of all, then, I urge that supplications, prayers, intercessions, and
thanksgivings be made for all men, for kings and all who are in high positions,
that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life, godly and respectful in every way.
This is good, and it is acceptable in the sight of God our Savior, who desires all
men to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth.295
With the Second Vatican Council, the question of whether non-Christians can be
saved was settled definitively. Lumen Gentium declares: “Nor shall divine providence
deny the assistance necessary for salvation to those who, without any fault of theirs, have
not yet arrived at an explicit knowledge of God, and who, not without grace, strive to
lead a good life.”296
Gaudium et Spes likewise declares:
Pressing upon the Christian to be sure, are the need and the duty to battle against
evil through manifold tribulations and even to suffer death. But, linked with the
paschal mystery and patterned on the dying Christ, he will hasten forward to
resurrection in the strength which comes from hope.
All this holds true not only for Christians, but for all men of good will in whose
hearts grace works in an unseen way. For, since Christ died for all men, and since
the ultimate vocation of man is in fact one, and divine, we ought to believe that
the Holy Spirit in a manner known only to God offers to every man the possibility
of being associated with this paschal mystery.297
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Together with such pronouncements, “baptism of desire,” “implicit faith,”
“invincible ignorance” and other inclusivist vocabulary became part of the Church’s
teachings and/or deposit of faith.298 The Catechism of the Catholic Church (no. 1260), for
example, would state in relation to the above quotation from Gaudium et Spes:
Since Christ died for all, and since all men are in fact called to one and the same
destiny, which is divine, we must hold that the Holy Spirit offers to all the
possibility of being made partakers, in a way known to God, of the Paschal
mystery." Every man who is ignorant of the Gospel of Christ and of his Church,
but seeks the truth and does the will of God in accordance with his understanding
of it, can be saved. It may be supposed that such persons would have desired
Baptism explicitly if they had known its necessity.299
Thus, not only can Buddhists be saved; they also have a role in the economy of
salvation. Magliola cites the “Communication” of the Federation of Asian Bishops
Councils (FABC) in preparation for the 1970 synod (Nos. 14-15): “We [Asian bishops]
accept them [Asian religious traditions] as significant and positive elements in the
economy of God’s design of salvation. . . . How can we not give them reverence and
honor? And how can we not acknowledge that God has drawn our peoples to himself
through them?”300
This is in line with Nostra Aetate, the Declaration on the Relation of the Church
to Non-Christian Religions, which states:
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Buddhism in its various forms testifies to the essential inadequacy of this
changing world. It proposes a way of life by which men can, with confidence and
trust, attain a state of perfect liberation and reach supreme illumination, either
through their own efforts or by the aid of divine [i.e., super-mundane] help. So,
too, other religions which are found throughout the world attempt in their own
ways to calm the hearts of men by outlining a program of life covering doctrine,
moral precepts and sacred rites. . . . The Catholic Church rejects nothing of what
is true and holy in these religions. She has a high regard for the manner of life
and conduct, the precepts and doctrines which, although differing in many ways
from her own teaching, nevertheless often reflect a ray of that truth which
enlightens all men [italics and boldface mine].301
Twenty-five years after Nostra Aetate, the Pontifical Council for Interreligious
Dialogue, Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples would reiterate:
From this mystery of unity [of all mankind], it follows that all men and women
who are saved share, though differently, in the same mystery of salvation in Jesus
Christ through his Spirit. Christians know this through their faith, while others
remain unaware that Jesus Christ is the source of their salvation. The mystery of
salvation reaches out to them, in a way known to God, through the invisible action
of the Spirit of Christ. Concretely, it will be in the sincere practice of what is good
in their own religious traditions and by following the dictates of their conscience
that the members of other religions respond positively to God's invitation and
receive salvation in Jesus Christ, even while they do not recognize or
acknowledge him as their savior.302
Magliola emphasizes that the shift toward inclusivism is possible because the
Catholic Church “ascribes to a theory of ‘developmental theology’: the Holy Spirit, in
and through the evolving and often confused circumstances of concrete history, is
gradually bringing the Church to an ever more mature understanding of the depositum
fidei.”303
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It is important to remember that for Catholics, being inclusive is done on the
Catholic Church’s own terms– it is Jesus or God alone that saves. For Buddhists, being
inclusive is done on Buddhism’s own terms. For Magliola, that Buddhists and Christians
know each other’s doctrines and inclusivist tendencies is important. In general, Catholics
do not know much about Buddhism, and Buddhists do not know much about
Catholicism. Sometimes Buddhists and Catholics do not even know the teachings of
their respective religions. Because of this, erroneous beliefs can pass on the side of one
religion to another. For example, according to Magliola, “Many Buddhists seem to think
that Catholicism consigns Buddhists to punishment in the afterlife on grounds of ‘false
belief,’ whereas in fact the Catholic Church affirms that Buddhists can indeed attain
heavenly beatitude.”304 As pointed out earlier, the Church teaches that God does not
“deny the helps necessary for salvation to those who, without blame on their part, have
not yet arrived at an explicit knowledge of God and with His grace strive to live a good
life.”305
It cannot be emphasized enough, according to Magliola that “God does NOT
summon everyone in this life to Catholic truth, or even Christian truth. . . . He sends His
grace how He wills.”306 Magliola repeats this in FURDD:
If God has willed that all persons be saved but has not sent the opportunity of
Christian conversion to all, how can we not conclude that God wills those good
Buddhists in this latter category to live, flourish, and die as good Buddhists?
That God--at least for now--wants Buddhism to be the setting for millions of good
and noble people in the world? (This does not mean Catholics should not witness
to the Catholic faith, and even--on the proper occasions and in a courteous way-304
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consider it their duty to preach Catholicism to Buddhists, and to teach it mightily:
but it does mean that Catholics would do well to remember that God alone sends
the grace of conversion when and to whom He wills; Catholics should not “play
God” nor so anthropomorphize God that a profound respect is lost for the Divine
Wisdom and Mystery. Catholics should do all that they--on their own part--can do
to further Christ’s Kingdom, but then they should have the humility to leave the
rest to God’s Providence).307
Concerning Buddhism and other religions having a role in the economy of
salvation, Magliola cites Dominus Iesus’ inviting theologians to study the matter:
(T)heology today, in its reflection on the existence of other religious experiences
and on their meaning in God's salvific plan, is invited to explore if and in what
way the historical figures and positive elements of these religions may fall within
the divine plan of salvation. In this undertaking, theological research has a vast
field of work under the guidance of the Church's Magisterium. The Second
Vatican Council, in fact, has stated that: “the unique mediation of the Redeemer
does not exclude, but rather gives rise to a manifold cooperation which is but a
participation in this one source.”308
Taking a cue from the above to explore--under the guidance of the Magisterium-Magliola quotes two Church documents. The first is Dialogue and Proclamation from the
Pontifical Council for Inter-Religious Dialogue. It declares: “While keeping their identity
intact, Christians must be prepared to learn and to receive from and through others the
positive values of their traditions. Through dialogue they may be moved to give up
ingrained prejudices, to revise preconceived ideas, and even sometimes to allow the
understanding of their faith to be purified.”309 The second is from Instrumentum laboris
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of the Synod of Bishops, Special Assembly for Asia (1998).310 According to the
document, most Asian bishops “agree that Catholic truth can be served by a borrowing of
concepts and ideas which are particularly Asian, all the while remaining faithful to the
Catholic faith as presented in Sacred Scripture and the Church’s Tradition [emphasis
mine].”311
These quotes provide Magliola the rationale for writing Facing Up to Real
Doctrinal Difference:
As a Catholic who has long worked in Buddhist-Christian dialogue, and who has
long worked and published both in French deconstruction and in Buddhist
Studies, I have noted already for a long time that (most surprisingly) a Derridean
“take” on difference, when inculturated into a Catholic frame-of-reference, can
satisfactorily coordinate two aims clearly mandated in the above citations,
namely, (1) cultivation of a mind-set “prepared to learn and receive” from
Buddhism, and at the same time, (2) ongoing fidelity to authoritative Church
teaching (i.e., to the Magisterium). For orthodox Catholics, such a coordination of
learning on the one hand and doctrinal perseverance on the other seems
particularly difficult to manage when dialoguing with Buddhists because
Buddhism rejects the notion of an eternal Creator-God and affirms such teachings
as serial re-birth. Catholic thinkers, it seems to me, have so far lacked a thoughtstructure enabling them to properly allocate Catholic and Buddhist values
(including truth-values) in terms of dialogue.312
Being aware of core differences and acknowledging the tendency towards
inclusivism open fertile ground for dialogue and help minimize ill feelings. According to
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Magliola, Pope Benedict XVI’s warnings against relativism and syncretism313 were
welcomed by many of the Buddhists at the conferences he attended. The Buddhists
objected to the “obfuscation of Buddhist doctrines often undertaken in the name of either
a foundational ‘common ground’ or a spurious version of inclusivism.”314
A Differential approach,315 at least, would help people become aware of how
logocentrism is operative in the formulation of doctrinal truths and adoption of inclusivist
positions. It allows people to be open to other possibilities (e.g., undistributed sense of
the fourth lemma) that are neither relativist nor syncretic.
Implications for Buddhist-Catholic
Practice and Relations
In the past when Buddhists and Christians have come together, there has been a
tendency to focus on what is the same and gloss over the differences. Differences, when
they do come to the fore, often generate “unsettling” or ill feelings because doctrinal
truths or inclusivist claims thwart each other. Differences need not be seen as obstacles
to dialogue, however, as they can actually open new ground for Buddhist-Catholic
encounters. Understandably as a Catholic theologian and Christian partner in dialogue,
Magliola devotes more time to discuss the Catholic position.
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Chiasm and positive overlap
Magliola, aware of magisterial protocols for joint meditation sessions, proposes
the following scenario that focuses on differences and yet avoids syncretism and
relativism. Before or after and if possible during the joint meditation session, Buddhists
are asked to send thoughts of loving kindness to their Christian counterparts. They are
specifically asked to wish or imagine that the Christians become free of inordinate
attachments and one day attain liberation. In a similar way, Christians are asked to pray
for Buddhist meditators that they may be open to God’s grace and attain salvation.
The intentionalities of these experienced meditators can be seen as crossing each
other or forming a chiasmus. For example, the Christians’ intentions for the Buddhists’
may be seen as a text for the Christian meditators. Since Christians are mindful of the
Buddhists’ wish for them, the Buddhists’ intentions become the subtext that thwarts the
Christian meditators’ text or intentions. One can imagine the same scenario for the
Buddhist meditators. The Buddhists’ intentions for Christians comprise the text of the
meditation. Underneath it are the Christians’ intentions as subtext that thwarts the
Buddhist meditators’ intentions.
As Magliola elaborates thus:
The Buddhist and Catholic meditators mutually realize that they in their good will
are “intending” eventual beatitude for their counterparts in the other religion, but
they also realize that Buddhist and Catholic understandings of beatitude contradict
each other (as do also their understandings of the path to beatitude). . . . One can
say . . . that the mutual wishes for the beatitude of the dialogic “other” positively
overlap, i.e., positively coincide insofar as they wish the good of the other. This
“sameness” means “co-extension” and not merger or unity or identity, since pure
differences between Buddhist beatitude and Catholic beatitude are what appoint
whatever sameness there is.316
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Explaining in a more technical sense: 317
This chiasm is best described in terms of an adapted form of what can be called a
Derridean chiasm, where each of two contradictory ‘texts’ is reinscribed in
modified form as the subtext of its respective contradictory . . . In Derridean
terms, each Buddhist and each Catholic has ‘inscribed’ under her/his ‘text’ (or
lodged within her/his ‘text’, if you will) a ‘subtext’ which is the contradicting
image of the other religion’s good-willed intentions for her/him.
This notion of a subtext thwarting a text has actually been broached in previous
sections that talk about Deconstruction, especially its definition, the Derridean X (stroke,
counter stroke and formation-as-deconstructed) or putting things under erasure. It may
be recalled, for example, that deconstruction involves a complex of strategies whereby
any holism (the “text”) can be disassembled and its less apparent or hidden “subtext”
made more apparent.318 The actual dismantling or deconstruction depends on the situation
or the type of “text”/ “subtext.” As pointed out in the discussion on double-binds/
denegation, the text and subtext thwart but do not negate each other. In the joint
meditation session described above, the good-willed intentions of Buddhists and
Catholics thwart but do not negate each other. In this sense, they are said to cross each
other or form the figure of an X. This, in turn, relates to the Derridean X as well as
double-binds and dénégation that talk about aberrant reinscription of texts into other
sub/texts.
Magliola provides the following table summarizing these texts/sub-texts319:
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Table 3.1. Chiasm and Joint Meditation Based on Difference

Magliola gives four reasons to justify his treatment of the above chiasm. First, in
his view, it is better to be aware of differences rather than not being aware of them. One
can add that in such a scenario, there is no hidden agenda that Buddhists or Catholics can
accuse each other of. Second, “it better enables Catholics and Buddhists to be more
discerning of what is really going on, and thus to be more sensitive and more charitable
to each other.” Third in reference to Dominus Iesus, Magliola submits that it may help
Catholic theologians to be open to God’s inspiration. Fourth, the chiasm allows the
Catholics to develop empathy for the intentionality of the other without reducing to
common ground doctrinally.
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Double-bind
A person who is committed to his/her faith would generally either regard the
other’s teachings to be false or accommodate to the other’s religious
paradigm.320 For a number of people, however, such accommodation can be quite
unsettling. Contradictory views thwart each other, and people experience a kind
of bind. Some Christians have been known to revise Christianity’s core teachings
in the interest of “pluralism,” “unity,” and “equality,” but at the expense of
divinely revealed truths. For example, Magliola objects to some views expressed
by Paul Knitter,321 who glosses over core differences to reach a common ground
(e.g., “Interbeing” and “one, universal Spirit”).322 At the other end of the
spectrum, there are others who have balked at differences and no longer wish to
engage in dialogue.
In Magliola’s view, not acknowledging difference is also not acting:
I propose that for the Catholic dialogist, to “settle-for” such revisionism and to
merge with it, is ironically not-to-act. This refusal to act is “conclusive against the
agent” in its own right, because—legitimate development of Catholic doctrine
aside—it would require violations of divinely revealed truths as the Church
understands them. For the Catholic dialogist, this refusal to act is a refusal to
acknowledge, to face, the reality of the bind, the reality of Buddhist/Catholic
doctrinal contradiction. I argue that the very earnestness and mutual love and
320
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respect demanded, and indeed to an extent generated by Buddhist-Christian
dialogue lead the Catholic nowadays to an irrefragable moral imperative —the
imperative to acknowledge irreducible difference.323
Additionally, he said that Catholic dialogists and theologians have the
responsibility to discern in the face of such differences how the Holy Spirit is bringing
the Church to an even more mature understanding of the deposit of faith. Many times the
Church rediscovers something that has been in her tradition all along (e.g., God wishing
to save everyone as seen in the cited scriptural passages.)
Spatial relationships
The preceding has talked about how the intentionalities of Buddhists and
Catholics positively overlap during joint meditation sessions. Apart from “positive
overlap,” Magliola also talks about other “spatial relationships” to help people visualize
the dynamics of dialogue based on differences, namely negative overlap and overlap-inthe-obverse. Positive overlap, negative overlap, overlap-in-the-obverse all happen in
what Magliola calls “field-in-common.” Simply put, “field-in-common” represents the
common territory of the two parties; in the preceding case, it is the joint meditation
session. “Field-in-common,” like positive overlap in the case described, is also appointed
by pure differences. “Negative overlap” meanwhile represents “those areas where the
parties fall short, that is, do not occupy, the field-in-common. The deficits or defaults of
the parties overlay each other. That is, they ‘negatively coincide’ in this sense.”324
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Magliola devotes time to talk about overlap-in-the-obverse. He describes it as
follows: “Overlap-in-the-obverse pertains here to that relation between Buddhist and
Catholic dialogue-partners where exposure to (and even familiarity with) the
teachings/practices of one’s counterpart in the other religion can stimulate the revival of
dormant but important analogous teachings/practices in one’s own religion.”325
Magliola cites Aloysius Pieris, who asks Buddhists to share their reflections or
express through the arts what they have learned about Jesus from reading the Gospels. In
the process, according to Magliola, “Buddhists revisit the counterpart, but dormant
features of their own Buddhist tradition and show the Catholics what they have neglected
or refused to see in their own Catholic tradition.”326
Citing another example of overlap-in-the-obverse, Magliola points out that it is a
common practice among Mahayana Buddhists to identify themselves with the Buddha.
They constantly remind themselves that their “true nature” is not distinct from the
“Buddha nature.” Magliola draws the following analogy:
Those Chinese Buddhists who, having recognized their “true self,” realize it is the
Buddha who is “looking out through their eyes” and thus behave accordingly, are
analogous to Catholic Christians who, recognizing they have put on the “new
nature” (lit., ton kainon anthrōpon, “the new man,” Eph 4:24), realize Christ is
looking out through their eyes and behave accordingly. But how many Catholic
priests in their sermons even urge Catholics to treasure their role as alteri Christi,
“other Christs” who, consciously, kindly, prudently, allow Christ to act through
them in every encounter (every encounter) throughout the day?327
It is interesting to note that while the Church speaks about Christians being alteri
Christi and Jesus’s saying in Matthew 25:40, it is quite uncommon for Christians to
325
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imagine Christ looking through their eyes. Matthew 25:40 reads: “Truly, I say to you, as
you did it to one of the least of these my brethren, you did it to me.” For example, during
Francis’ pastoral visit to the Philippines, the pope met with some 40 local Jesuits. Local
media asked the president of the Ateneo de Manila University, Jesuit Father Jose Ramon
Villarin, what he considered the most striking words of the pope during the meeting.
Father Villarin said, “'That when Christ looks at the poor, he is looking at himself.'”328
Matthew 25:40 is cast in a new light because people normally see Christ in the “least of
these brethren,” but not in the beholder.
This insight, of course, has implications for Buddhist-Christian dialogue.
Magliola emphasizes that while remaining distinct from creation, God is present not just
in people but in all things by way of the Divine ‘essence, presence, and power’.329 (See
Acts 17:28; Rom 11:36; Col 1:17, etc.)330 In a “fuller way,” God is present in human
beings made in the image and likeness of God, and “most fully and intimately in the
“Mystical Body of Christ” (See Rom 12:5; 1 Cor 6:15, 12:27; Eph 4:4-6, 15, 16; 5:30;
Col 1:18; 2:19, etc.).331 That God is present in and looks at the believer through the eyes
of others, and is even present in inanimate objects, has long been in the tradition of the
Church. Magliola cites St. Ignatius of Loyola’s “Finding God in all things.” Concerning
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Christ looking at us through other people’s eyes, Magliola cites St. Patrick’s Breastplate
prayer as an example. Part of it reads: “Christ in the heart of every man who thinks of me,
Christ in the mouth of everyone who speaks of me, Christ in every eye that sees me,
Christ in every ear that hears me.”332
Magliola suggests apropos the Buddhist understanding of “Buddha nature,” that
overlap-in-the obverse can be beneficial to Catholics. “The problem . . . is that nowadays
most of all, the daily moment-by-moment practice of this noble teaching is so widely
ignored. Catholics can be enormously edified by the counterpoised Buddhist moment-bymoment practice (and to this edification, I can give personal witness).”333
Tetralemmas
Magliola proposes that tetralemmas can serve the Church in the area of
“developmental theology.” “The time may now be upon us to develop an Oriental
flowering of this same Public Revelation [in deposit of faith]. Just as Greek logic abetted
Catholic theology in its early movement into Hellenistic culture, the Indian tetralemma
may abet Catholic theology in a Catholic movement eastward.”334 To illustrate, he
provides several applications of the fourth lemma. As pointed out earlier, that God can be
both personal and impersonal is a truth that can be demonstrated through the use of the
fourth lemma “x neither is nor is-not.” This overlaps obversely with Buddhist
“impersonality.”
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Magliola also proposes that the Church’s understanding of grace 335 can be served
by the fourth lemma, both in its positive/undistributed sense as well as
negative/distributed sense. The problematic of grace and free will can be presented
according to the positive/undistributed sense of the fourth lemma as follows:
“(A) human being neither determines nor does-not-determine” her/his salvation,
in the sense that a human being certainly does not determine her/his own salvation
but on the other hand does not not determine her/his own salvation (somehow
her/his free choice is present and necessary in the process). The human being, as
the recent Catechism of the Catholic Church puts it, is justified by the “grace of
God,” and “Grace is favor, the free and undeserved help that God gives us . . . ”
(no. 1996), but on the other hand, the human being does not not determine her/his
salvation, because “The soul only enters freely into the communion of love” (no.
2002).336
For Magliola, that “God does it all but still the human being freely does it” is a
paradox that confounds the human mind. This paradox can also be presented in the
context of the negative/distributed sense of the fourth lemma as follows:
The mysterium to which the paradox points, without of course in any way solving
it, is expressible as the negative version of the “neither-nor”: “a human being
neither determines nor does-not-determine her/his salvation” means, in this
version, that the mysterium of how the paradox happens transcends the framework
of the question posed, that is, the framework of the human definition(s) of
“determining/not-determining.”337
According to Magliola, it is quite common in Oriental thinking to use both the
undistributed and the distributed senses together. “I would ask Western theologians to
335
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entertain the notion that this Oriental way of proceeding not only can ‘speak well to the
Oriental mind-set,’ but also can contribute to the ever-maturing theology of the universal
Church.”338
The fourth lemma can also be applied to the Church’s understanding of human
beings as partakers of divine nature. Magliola proposes that while God transcends all
creation:
Nonetheless, Scripture reveals that grace makes us “partakers [koinōnoi,
“sharers”] of divine nature” (2 Pet 1:4), so that “we shall be like” God for “we
shall see him as he is” (1 Jn 3:2). “Grace is a participation in the life of God”
(CCC 1997), and celestial beatitude brings grace to full flower so there is “perfect
communion with God” (# 2550). In short, the paradox is that we are forever
distinct from God but still somehow like God through “sanctifying grace,” what
the Catechism also calls “deifying grace” (# 1999). My suggestion here is that,
while the negative version of the neither-nor does not seem well-suited to express
this paradox, the positive version suits it very well indeed: to wit,-- the “graced”
person is definitely not God but somehow is not not-God either. Perhaps in the
future this formulation, maybe even in a much more developed form, can
fruitfully serve the Church in the Orient and the Church Universal.339
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CHAPTER IV
SITUATING BUDDHIST-CATHOLIC DIALOGUE
IN THE THAI CONTEXT
This chapter provides background information on the history and nature of the
current impasse afflicting Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand. It helps situate
Magliola’s dialogue based on difference and assess its significance in the Thai context.
This chapter is divided into two major sections. The first part provides general
information relating to Christianity in Thailand. It also talks about events in history that,
for better or for worse, shaped Buddhist-Catholic relations in the kingdom. The second
part talks about the current status of Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand.
Context of Buddhist-Catholic Dialogue in Thailand340
Thailand is a predominantly Buddhist country. Buddhists comprise 96.4 percent
of the population, while Muslims, Christians, and others comprise 4.6 percent,
0.7 percent, and 0.1 percent, respectively.341 Buddhism permeates every aspect of Thai
society. This is evident in rituals marking important milestones, for example, birth,
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marriage, death, not to mention festivals, state ceremonies, etc. Today freedom of
religion is guaranteed by the constitution. However, the king must be a Buddhist.
Buddhism first came to what is now Thailand in the third century B.C. The great
Indian emperor Asoka sent missionaries who established notable Buddhist colonies such
as in Nakon Pathom, 50 kilometers west of Bangkok.342 Around A.D. 1100, the
Suryavarman dynasty of Cambodia that ruled much of present-day Thailand introduced
Mahayana Buddhism mixed with Brahminism. Mahayana Buddhism did not flourish,
however, owing to the dominance of Theravada Buddhism. On the other hand,
Brahminism gained a foothold and continues to permeate Thai Buddhism and culture to
this day.343
After the influx of Mahayana Buddhism came the third and fourth waves of
Buddhist missionaries, from Burma and Ceylon respectively. Burmese kings propagated
Theravada Buddhism in the north. In the thirteenth century, King Parakramabahu of
Ceylon was instrumental in spreading what he considered a “pure” form of Buddhism in
neighboring countries. His efforts, for example, calling a Buddhist council to strengthen
and reform Buddhism, attracted foreign adherents who studied Buddhism in Ceylon.
Among them were Thai monks, who together with missionaries from Ceylon, later
established a Buddhist colony in Nakhorn Srithammarat, in the south of Thailand.
Then came a major turning point in the history of Buddhism in Thailand—the
beginning of the unique relationship between Buddhism and Thai monarchy. In 1271,
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King Ramkhamhaeng met the Buddhist missionaries in Nakhorn Srithammarat. He
invited them to his capital at a time when the Sukhothai dynasty, a forerunner of the
modern Thai kingdom, was flourishing. Not only did the king embrace and become a
patron of Buddhism; he also required all of his subjects to become Buddhists.344 Since
then, every Thai monarch has been a Buddhist. Some of the Thai kings, among them the
grandson of King Ramkhamhaeng, even entered the monkhood in rites presided over by
the Buddhist patriarch from Ceylon.345 As for the subjects, most followed the religion of
their king.
In the sixteenth century, the Portuguese arrived bringing with them Christianity.
Two Dominican priests came in 1554 as chaplains to the Portuguese settlers. Other
missionaries followed: the Franciscans in 1583, the Jesuits in 1606 and the missionaries
of the Paris Foreign Mission Society (MEP) in 1662.346
The first missionaries learned the local language. However, their efforts did not
bear much fruit. For one, conversion required permission from the king. During that time
also, Christians lived in ghettos. The priests could only preach in these segregated areas.
Additionally they were allowed to convert only foreigners. Still, some local people
converted, but they had to move to the Christian quarters. Converts severed ties with their
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families whom they considered idol worshippers, resulting in them being disowned by
the parents and siblings.347
In the 17th century, as Siamese interest in the West grew, King Narai sent envoys
to France to establish diplomatic relations.348 This paved the way for the Church to enjoy
royal patronage. The king gave lands and supported the building of churches. He granted
freedom to people to choose their religion and allowed missionaries to preach freely. He
developed a close relationship with Jesuit missionaries, who lent their expertise to the
construction of forts, city walls, and reservoirs in Bangkok, Nonthaburi and Ayutthaya.349
In the meantime, the Thai royals sent their children to study European languages
and sciences with the missionaries.
With the growing influence of the Europeans came suspicion and distrust among
people close to the king. In 1688, Phra Phetracha, a commander of the elephantry,
usurped the throne through a coup d'état. By that time, however, the king was already
seriously ill and died a few days after the uprising. Phra Phetracha ruled with an iron fist
and expelled all French from the kingdom. The Christians who remained suffered
religious persecution.
After the death of Phra Phetracha, diplomatic relations between the kingdom and
France were restored. Not long after, however, King Tai Sra (1708-1732) ascended the
throne, and the second wave of Christian persecution began. Missionaries were
347
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imprisoned and tortured. They were also forbidden to use Thai and Pali, the language of
Buddhism. Additionally, they were forbidden to evangelize the Thais, Mons, and Lao
people.350 These restrictions were lifted only during the reign of King Mongkut (Rama
IV).
Before Prince Mongkut ascended the throne in 1851, he was a monk for twentyseven years. At some point, he was the abbot of a Buddhist temple not far from where
Jean-Baptiste Pallegoix, a Paris Foreign Mission Society priest, lived. The two developed
a close friendship with Pallegoix teaching the prince Latin and western sciences. Prince
Mongkut, in turn, taught Pallegoix Thai and Pali.
In the meantime, however, Christians were earning the ire of Buddhists for not
attending state ceremonies led by King Rama III. From the time of the earliest
missionaries, Thai Catholics distanced themselves from “superstitious” and “idolatrous”
practices in the country.351
Making matters worse, Pallegoix, who became titular bishop of Mallus and vicar
apostolic of Eastern Siam, published a book in 1846 that cast Buddhism in a negative
light. The book titled Pudcha Wisachana (questions and answers) declared Christianity to
be the only true religion and depicted Buddhism as a false religion.352 The book sparked
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outrage and caused deep divisions between Buddhists and Christians.353 The government
halted the distribution of the book and expelled missionaries who refused to join royal
ceremonies infused with Buddhism and Brahmanism that the Christians considered
idolatrous. King Rama III also forbade the use of Thai and Pali in giving religious
instruction, and even their talking about Buddhism.354
More than 150 years before the publication of Pudcha Wisachana, a book with
the same title was actually published by Louis Laneau, a Frenchman and titular Bishop of
Metellopolis and apostolic vicar of Siam Louis.355 The book was intended for
missionaries as catechetical materials for instruction of the faithful. However, it caused
deep divisions when it was discovered by Buddhists. This prompted Bishop Laneau to
totally burn copies of Pudcha Wisachana.356
According to Father Peter Niphon Sarachit, a Thai Salesian priest:
With the publication of Pallegoix's Pudcha Wisachana in 1846, in which
Buddhism was again sharply criticized, the relationship between the Buddhists
and the Catholics seemed to have been broken. The criticism in fact involved a
direct attack against Buddhism, such as: a) Buddhism is not a true religion.
b) The Lord Buddha is neither worth venerating nor taking as abode of refuge.
c) The Buddhist teachings on spirits, sin, heaven, etc., are but fakes. d) The
Buddhist Bible has no firm foundation. e) The Buddhist precepts are absurd and
thus the prescriber can be said to be out of his mind.357
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Unfortunately, Bishop Pallegoix’s book was published again during the time of
MEP Bishop Jean-Louis Vey (1894-1897). The publication proved to be ill-timed as it
came on the heels of the Franco-Siamese war and treaty in which Siam agreed to cede
Laos to France. Around 60 years later in 1958, a French priest, Father Peroudon, also
published Bishop Pallegoix's controversial book. In the words of Father Niphon:
This last publication caused so widespread a reaction among the Buddhist faithful
that the government ordered the confiscation of the books, the closure of the
Assumption Press which published it and finally summoned the priests
responsible to give account. The Pudcha Wisachana has brought not only
religious conflict, but above all a heartache that has touched the very depth of the
Thai people. The cut has indeed gone so deep that a complete cure would be
hardly possible.358
After Prince Mongkut ascended the throne in 1851, he allowed missionaries who
were expelled from the kingdom to return. About ten years later, he granted freedom to
all of his subjects to practice any religion.359 He also allowed Christian missionaries to
evangelize freely in the kingdom. These developments can be attributed in large part to
the deep friendship he had with Pallegoix, who helped him gain an appreciation of
Christianity. King Mongkut’s son continued his father’s policies when he ascended the
throne as King Chulalongkorn in 1868.
Several decades later, the Catholic Church in Thailand would experience major
setbacks. In the 1940s, Christians suffered from the fallout of the Franco-Thai war. The
Catholic Church was identified with the French because of the strong influence of the
Paris Foreign Mission Society and the French bishops/clergy in the country. It was a
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time when Thailand had just lost more territories to the French and a wave of nationalism
surged throughout the country.
The nationalist and dictatorial rule of Prime Minister Plaek Phibunsongkhram
instigated people to attack Thai Catholics for allegedly being French spies. Churches and
religious houses were burned, Catholics were arrested or barred from entering Church
properties. Thai Buddhists were urged to boycott Catholic businesses and to disassociate
themselves from them. Among the slogans pushed during this period was: ‘To be Thai
is to be Buddhist; to be Buddhist is to be Thai.’360
This period produced the Blessed martyrs of Thailand. Seven Catholics -- a lay
catechist, two nuns, three teenagers, and a 59-year-old woman—were asked by local
police to renounce their faith to prove their allegiance to the country. They refused and
were summarily executed in Mukdahan, northeastern Thailand, on December 19-26,
1940.
About four years later Father Nicolas Bunkerd Kitbumrung, a Thai of Chinese
descent, was accused of spying for the French. He was arrested a few days after ringing
Church bells to summon people for Mass at a time when public meetings were
prohibited. He was sentenced to fifteen years in prison and died on January 22, 1944.
Church officials accused prison guards of sending him to the tuberculosis ward so that he
could contract the illness and die because he was preaching to the prisoners. The seven
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martyrs and Father Bunkerd were beatified on October 22, 1989, and March 5, 2000,
respectively.361
The trauma experienced by Catholics in the 1940s was exacerbated by threats
made against Catholics in the 1980s. Buddhist hardliners accused Catholics of using
interreligious dialogue and inculturation as pretexts for proselytization. The Buddhist
Group for Protection of Buddhism, for example, published leaflets as well newspaper and
magazine articles warning people against the Catholics’ interreligious dialogue. At
around the same time, Thai royal scholar Professor Kirti Bunchua and St. John’s
University vice chancellor Chainarong Monthienvichienchai received death threats.362
According to the Thai World Federation of Buddhists (WFB), a moderate group,
the Buddhist Group for Protection of Buddhism represents the minority view although its
“aggressive” tactics grab the attention of mainstream Buddhists.363 Still WFB secretarygeneral Prasert Ruangskul expressed concern because Catholics use the “wrong
approach” and are “too eager and insensitive to others’ beliefs.” For example, he said
Buddhists object to Catholics referring to the Buddha as a spokesperson for God.
"Buddha did not preach the existence of God . . . How then can he be called the
spokesman of God?"364
361
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Buddhists also see an inconsistency in the Catholics’ past and present behavior.
He said Catholics invite Buddhist monks to take part in interreligious activities though
not long ago they treated Buddhists as followers of the devil or sinners. In light of this
Ruangskul said that while the WFB respects other faiths, it does not want the
organization to be a forum for Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. "People of other religions
should not try to mix their faiths with ours. . . . I think we can live in harmony if we do
not interfere in the religions of each other."365
A senior Buddhist monk on the Buddhist Ecclesiastical Council said on condition
of anonymity that Catholics need to examine themselves and review past efforts before
proceeding further since not all Buddhist groups are open to dialogue. "Catholics should
not be over-eager. They should await the guidelines of their God rather than rely on their
own wisdom,"366 he pointed out. Because of the volatile situation then, the Commission
for Inter-Religious Dialogue (CIRD) of the Catholic Bishops Conference of Thailand
decided to send people to study Buddhism in Sri Lanka.367
At present, the Thai Constitution requires the government to protect the five
recognized religions: Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, and Sikhism. The king
himself carries the royal title “Upholder of All Religions.” In line with this, the
government through the Religious Affairs Department, “annually allocates funds to
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finance religious education and to construct, maintain, and restore monasteries, mosques
and churches.”368
With the support of the monarchy, the Catholic Church in Thailand gained some
foothold. Missionaries established schools and hospitals that contributed to the growth of
the Church and the country. Other milestones include the establishment in 1971 of the
Lux Mundi Major Seminary and the National Catechetical Center in Samphran. The
Catholic Office for Emergency Relief and Refugees (COERR) was also established as the
Church’s social arm in 1979. The Thai Missionary Society (Missiones Exterae
Thailandiae) was also founded in 1992 to serve neighboring countries and indigenous
groups in northern Thailand. The Development Centre for the Blind, under Royal
Patronage, was entrusted to the Salesians in 1978. The Church through the Catholic
Mass Media Organization of Thailand can locally transmit Catholic television programs
as well as via satellite.
Still the percentage of Catholics remains small. There are many reasons for this.
One main reason, according to Venerable Nicholas Thanissaro, is the “unintelligibility of
the (Christian) message.” Writing an article for the Journal of Asian Mission, the
Buddhist monk said, “The message of Christian missionaries was unintelligible both in
terms of vocabulary and the concepts expressed. . . . Missionaries failed to listen to native
people on their own terms, seeing them rather as objects of religious conquest.” 369
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Buddhist-Catholic Dialogue Today

Today Buddhist-Catholic dialogue is still considered at an impasse.370 Buddhists
are hesitant to engage in dialogue, citing fears of proselytization and misrepresentation of
Buddhism by Christians. 371 Catholics, on the other hand, prefer to distance themselves
and keep a low profile because of past traumatic experiences. 372
As pointed out by Father Niphon:
If, even today, people make "contact" and are proud of it, one has to understand
that this contact is limited to the decorous and peaceful presence of some officials
at the Christian ceremony of opening a school, or some similar event, and, on the
other side, the presence of some Christians at Buddhist events of the same nature.
This kind of purely formal contact does give some "face," but it only confirms
Thais and Buddhists alike in their opinion that the Church is trying, as it has
always tried, to create a good impression in order to strengthen its influence.373
It is worth noting that shortly after the Second Vatican Council, the Catholic
Church in Thailand established organizations to push interreligious dialogue.374 The
Secretariat for non-Christians was established in 1964. Its name was later changed to the
Commission for Interreligious Dialogue. In 1975, the commission collaborated with the
Thai government to found the National Council for Interreligous Affairs aimed at
fostering understanding and cooperation among the five recognized religions.
In 1982, the Church founded the Religious and Cultural Research Center (RCRC)
primarily for the study of Buddhism. Its research fueled the activities of the Buddhist370
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Christian Commission for Inculturation and Interreligious Dialogue, which was later
denounced by Buddhists. The Buddhists saw the commission’s work of introducing
Pali/Buddhist words into Catholic liturgy, the adaptation of Buddhist motifs in the
Church’s design and architecture, among others, as strategies to weaken or destroy the
identity of Buddhism and to convert Buddhists to Christianity.
Dialogue of Life
Dialogue of life pertains to people striving to live in an open and neighborly
spirit, sharing their joys and sorrows, their human problems and preoccupations.
In Thailand Buddhists and Catholics encounter each other every day: in schools,
in the workplace, in public spaces such as the public market, when commuting on buses
and tuk-tuks,375 etc. They interact without knowing people’s religious affiliation: who is
a Catholic and who is Buddhist. A Catholic, for example, would have good relations with
a Buddhist because they are classmates in school, officemates or neighbors.
For Dialogue of Life, this section attempts to look more closely at encounters
where people are conscious or aware of the others’ religious identity. Admittedly many of
these encounters, as pointed out by Father Niphon, are formalities that fall short of real
dialogue.376 Every year, for example, Buddhist, Catholic, Islamic, and other religious
representatives would gather at state-sponsored “interreligious” events to pray for and/or
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celebrate the king or queen’s birthday.377 Some Catholic schools, too, would invite
Buddhists monks from a nearby temple to grace school events or functions.

Some dioceses like Nakhon Ratchasima try to be creative. Parishes invite
Buddhists to “festive agape-lunch” and friendly soccer matches that cap patron saints’
celebrations.378
The Catholic Commission for Inter-religious Dialogue and Christian Unity
(CIDCU)379 also tries to organize events, but these are too few and far between. All areas
of collaboration featured on its website are ecumenical in nature. 380 Of the six news
items, only one involves Buddhism. It is a government initiative inviting Buddhists,
Christians, Muslims, etc. to help Buddhist monks suffering from the cold spell in the
Northeast of Thailand.381
A major impediment to Dialogue of Life is the way Buddhism is closely
intertwined with Thai culture. This will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Dialogue of Religious Experience
Dialogue of Religious Experience is also fraught with difficulties. It may be
recalled that Dialogue of Religious Experience refers to encounters where “persons,
rooted in their own religious traditions, share their spiritual riches, for instance with
regard to prayer and contemplation, faith and ways of searching for God or the
Absolute.”
The Thai Catholics’ reluctance to engage in Dialogue of Religious Experience
may be traced to an exclusivist mindset they inherited from the time of early
missionaries. From a young age, Thai Catholics are taught to disassociate themselves
from the “idolatrous” practices of the Buddhists. This has been codified in guidelines
telling Catholics what they can and cannot do while attending Buddhist or non-Catholic
weddings, funerals, rituals, ceremonies, or celebrations.382 Catholics are urged to
distinguish between Thai culture per se and aspects of culture and tradition associated
with Buddhism/animism/Brahmanism that may be contrary to Catholic teaching.
Catholics, for example, are prohibited from lighting incense for or making
offerings to Buddha images. They are also prohibited from doing the triple prostration383
before Buddha images. They are also discouraged from offering food to the monks. After
giving food, Thai Buddhists normally lower their bodies or kneel down with some
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pouring water from a small flask to the ground while the monk recites a Buddhist
chant.384 Some documents distinguish between “active participation” and “passive
participation.” For example, Catholics are urged NOT to “make offerings” (i.e., give food
and other provisions to Buddhist monks) during the funeral of their Buddhist family
members (as in the case of disparity of cult marriage). Instead of taking an “active” role,
they should delegate the act of offering to the monks to Buddhist relatives.
Catholics too are urged to discern whether their actions would shock or cause
grave scandal to people or other Catholics.
Another difficulty faced by Thai Catholics concerns the nature of Buddhism. In
Thailand Buddhism is not just a religion, it is a way of life. As pointed out in a World
Mission article, “Buddhism in Thailand penetrates all aspects and dimensions of life. Thai
culture and history are so mingled with Buddhism that in the eyes of many they are one
and the same thing.”385 In light of this, the Church tried to modify Thai customs or do
away with non-Catholic elements so that the rituals are in line with Catholic religious
paradigms.386
For example, the Loy Krathong Festival,387 one of the most enchanting of all Thai
festivals, has Buddhist, animist, and Bhramanism elements. During the festival, Thais
384
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loy (float) the krathongs (floating ornamental lotus shaped baskets made out of a slice of
banana trunk, banana leaves and an assortment of flowers, often with a candle, incense,
and coin) as a way of paying homage to water spirits. Reflecting the influence of
Bhramanism, people float the krathong as a way of thanking or making amends to the
goddess of water Phra Mae Khongkha (in Thai พระแม่คงคา) or literally the goddess of the
Ganges. Following the example of the Nang Noppamart legend, people also float the
krathong as a way of paying homage to the Buddha and getting rid of inordinate
attachments. In line with this, strands of hair and nail clippings are put inside the
krathong as a symbol of attachments they want to part with. The releasing of the
krathong is normally accompanied by wishes to be liberated from attachments and
negative emotions.
The Catholic Church has tried to Christianize the festival by inserting Christian
messages in the symbols and rituals. Some have used the festival to promote the message
of stewardship in Genesis and Catholic Social Teachings. Some have appropriated it in
teaching about baptism: “Baptism, the cleansing with water by the power of the Living
Word (Cf. Eph 5:26) washes away every stain of sin: original and personal; makes us
share in God's own life (Cf. 2 Pet 1:4), and His adopted children (Cf. Rom 8:15); and
through Baptism, one is reborn in water and Spirit (Cf. Jn 3:5).”388
Another example of the way the Catholic Church has Christianized meanings and
symbols is the Wai Khru ceremony. Every year schools organize the ceremony as a way
of showing respect or honoring their teachers. Students wai (bow reverentially in Thai
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style)389 to their khru (teachers), and present a bouquet of santan flowers (a symbol of
sharp wit), eggplant blossoms (a symbol of humility), Bermuda grass (a symbol of
resilience) to which are tied joss sticks and a small candle. Additionally, according to
Saint Paul de Chartres Sister Marie Monique Rungruangkanokkul,390 citing Kenneth E.
Wells’s Thai Buddhism: Its Rites and Activities:391
An image of Buddha, candles and incense are placed on the altar. A set of school
books are put on a small table beside the altar. When a teacher lights the candles
on the altar, all stand up, both hands together raised to chin level, and recite in
Pali worshipping the Three Gems. Then the Chant of |Veneration of teachers
follows and the delegates give the bunch (of flowers) to each teacher with a
formal gesture of respectful action.392
The ceremony may also include a song honoring teachers. 393 It is interesting to
note that in such ceremony replete with Buddhist elements, “the few non-Buddhist
students sit at the back row and only participate with the presentation of the flowers at the
end of the ceremony.” 394
Sister Rungruangkanokkul, whose congregation runs several Catholic schools in
Thailand, said the ceremony in Catholic schools is the same as described above except
that the Buddha image is replaced by a crucifix and the Pali chant is replaced by the Our
Father.
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Dialogue of Action
Dialogue of action pertains to Christians and others collaborating for the integral
development and liberation of people. Perhaps nowhere is dialogue of action more
relevant than when disasters strike and affect people regardless of religions.
In 2011, the worst floods in 40 years inundated most parts of Thailand. Bangkok,
for the most part, was saved because the government controlled the runoff flowing down
from the north through the Chao Phraya river and estuaries past Bangkok to the sea.
Government wrangling in the capital resulted in the neglect of provincial areas that have
been flooded for months. Alarm bells only started ringing when the floods from
upcountry posed a real threat to Bangkok and its surrounding industrial and techno parks.
The decision to save Bangkok at the expense of provincial areas reflected the widening
social divide and the long-standing policy of privileging the capital and other urban
areas.395
A year later in 2010, the Red Shirts, a group comprising mostly of poor villagers
from the north and northeast, held protest demonstrations in Bangkok’s main financial
and tourism district. Most were supporters of ousted Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra
who became popular among the rural poor for his forty Baht healthcare and 1 million
Baht per district income generating schemes.
The almost two month-long demonstration escalated into violent clashes between
395
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the Red shirts and the military. News of the arrest of Red shirt leaders sparked a wave of
arson, rioting, and looting of thirty-five buildings that represented the power and wealth
of Bangkok’s ruling elite—posh commercial establishments, banks, civil and government
buildings. The civil unrest claimed the lives of eighty-six people and injured more than
two thousand.
The civil unrest provided an opportunity for the country’s religious groups to
gather together. A month and a half after the turmoil, the Catholic Commission for
Justice and Peace organized an interreligious forum on the theme “Understanding the
Inequality in Thai Society.” Phra Paisal Visalo, a prominent Buddhist monk, talked
about Buddhism’s message of non-violence. 396 Winai Sama-oon, an Imam, and Islamic
member of Parliament, criticized the State for not “dealing with the difference and
diversity in communities with love and truth,” which in turn breeds injustice. Father
Phichan Chaiseri, the chaplain of the Justice and Peace Commission, gave a talk on Pope
Benedict XVI’s encyclical Caritas in Veritate. He criticized politicians for claiming to
serve the people, but actually, just working for their own self-interest. “This is not right.
The Pope said the government should be virtuous,” he said.
Normally Catholic clergy and Religious are prohibited from addressing public
rallies or publicly commenting on politics.397 In the past, those who did so were
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criticized398 by conservatives who think that clergy (both Catholic and Buddhist) have no
place in politics. For them, politics is the realm of lay people. Thus, for the most part,
parishes organized prayers for peace and the like.
In the case of Father Chaiseri, it is important to note how the Church employed
strategies to speak publicly while maintaining a low profile, given the Thai Church’s
history and her status as a religious minority. For example, the forum was held in a
controlled environment: the venue, organizers, the media who covered the event were
all Catholic. It provided a “proper” or safe venue for airing one’s religious and political
views. Thus, Father Chaiseri did not hesitate to talk about Caritas in Veritate to
Buddhists and Muslims. At the same time, he can talk about the political situation
because he is not alone—other notable religious leaders do so also. While Fr. Chaiseri
criticized politicians, others did also and with even greater intensity. Only veiled
references to the ousted prime minister were made. Thus, the forum allowed religious
representatives to express their views while effectively “sharing” the responsibility (or
possible blame) for joining such an event on the heels of the political/civic unrest.
On the one hand, one can argue that the Church is applying prudent measures or
the “precautionary principle” that requires “comparison of the risks and benefits foreseen
for the various possible alternatives, including the decision not to intervene.”399 On the
other hand, one can argue that the Thai Church by adopting overly prudent measures is
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not prophetic enough.400 On a positive note, the decision to air one’s views together with
representatives of other religions, though cautionary, can be lauded for fostering
solidarity and interreligious dialogue.
Some Thai Catholics envision a more sustained Dialogue of Action. One Thai
Catholic journalist and photographer, Panithan Kitsakul, expressed this view in his
commentary for UCA News titled, “Thai floods reveal ’social injustices.”401 While
acknowledging Catholics’ quick response to disasters, he lamented that Catholics mostly
only focus on relief operations. At the height of the flooding, COERR—the Catholic
Office for Emergency Relief and Refugees—mobilized volunteers in the Bangkok
Archdiocese to help.”402
He called on Catholics to be involved in “reconstruction work, rehabilitation, and
long-term psycho-social care.” He also urged the Church to work with the government
and other religious groups, for example, to provide interest-free loans, as the Islamic
Bank of Thailand did in 2004 when the tsunami struck.
The above may be seen as paradigmatic of the way interreligious gatherings
happen or ‘go-on’ at the national level. It may be recalled that in Thailand, religious
leaders normally gather at state-sponsored events, for example, to celebrate the king’s or
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queen’s birthdays. Interreligious collaboration spurred by disasters and crises are even
fewer and far between.403

Dialogue of Theological or Doctrinal Exchange
As pointed out earlier, Dialogue of theological/doctrinal exchange pertains to
specialists seeking to deepen their understanding of their respective religious heritages,
and to appreciate each other's spiritual values. In Thailand mistrust from negative
encounters in the past and insufficient knowledge of the other’s religious paradigm have
formed a vicious cycle impeding not just dialogue of theological exchange but other
forms of dialogue.
“Insufficient knowledge of Buddhism and the Thai culture” has always been a
cause of problems for Christians when relating to Buddhists in Thailand, according to
Sister Rungruangkanokkul.404 This “deep and persistent mutual ignorance” which
translates to “mutual lack of understanding goes back practically to the beginnings of
Christianity in Thailand,”405 added Father Niphon.
This problem seriously impacts Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand
considering that knowledge of one’s and the other’s religious tradition is a prerequisite
for dialogue. The Federation of Asian Bishops’ Conference (FABC) has been
highlighting this in formation programs for Asian bishops way back in the 1980s. For
403
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example one of the Workshop Discussion Guides used during the FABC’s Third Plenary
Assembly held in Thailand enumerated the following prerequisites for dialogue:
1. A very clear knowledge and awareness on the part of the Church of its
characteristics in matters of faith, doctrine, cult, and so on. Without such a
solid foundation, there is no dialogue possible.
2. A sincere recognition of the specific characteristics of the doctrine of the other
religions. This attitude will eliminate any polemic attitude in dialogue. The
aim in not to compete, but to understand each other.
3. A theology of salvation which can make possible such an understanding.
4. A concrete training in the ways of dialogue on different levels: theological,
liturgical, pastoral, etc.406
In 2009, thirty years after the first Bishops’ Institute for Interreligious Affairs
(BIRA) training program, the FABC lamented that dialogue has not trickled down to the
grassroots level. “More emphasis (needs to) be given to full interreligious participation at
all levels. . . . too few people participate so there is minimal impact on society,” the
document marking the anniversary said. It noted that interreligious dialogue efforts have
focused mainly on scholars or religious leaders. “The concerns of ordinary believers are
not expressed. The effects of these types of gatherings need to reach the grassroots.”407
The FABC Office of Ecumenical and Interreligious Affairs (OEIA) that drafted
the document said Asian bishops are aware of the obstacles to dialogue:
Misconceptions, prejudices, lack of knowledge, and fears are obstacles to
dialogue. Indifference or skepticism to dialogue is caused by the fear that
dialogue will dilute religious conviction and zeal, and that it will lead to
conversions. Fear is based on history, ethnic roots, and the minority-majority
relationship of domination. Dialogue must be affirmed and encouraged, and it is
406
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necessary that people be firmly grounded in their own faith and practice. While
religion is meant to be a force for harmony in society and not a cause of conflict,
there is a concern that exclusivist and extremist trends can lead to violence.408
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CHAPTER V
SIGNIFICANCE/USEFULNESS OF MAGLIOLA’S DIFFERENTIAL
APPROACH TO BUDDHIST-CATHOLIC DIALOGUE
IN THE THAI CONTEXT
The thesis will now examine possible applications of Magliola’s ‘dialogue based
on difference’ in the Thai context.
As broached earlier, Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand is currently at an
impasse. Since the arrival of Christianity, Buddhists have been wary of proselytization.
Catholics, meanwhile, are concerned about syncretism and relativism and so have also
been wary of engaging in dialogue. This writer submits that Magliola’s dialogue based on
difference can help resolve this impasse since it avoids proselytization and syncretism
while keeping identities intact. Additionally in line with Dialogue and Proclamation’s
call, it helps prepare Catholics in Thailand to “learn and to receive” from the positive
values of Buddhism and other religions.
In order to assess the relevance of Magliola, this chapter will attempt to show its
usefulness in the different areas of dialogue.409 To ground the discussion, it looks at
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It may be recalled that Dialogue of life pertains to people striving to live in an open and
neighbourly spirit, sharing their joys and sorrows, their human problems and preoccupations. Dialogue of
action pertains to Christians and others collaborating for the integral development and liberation of people.
Dialogue of theological/(doctrinal) exchange pertains to specialists seeking to deepen their understanding
of their respective religious heritages, and to appreciate each other's spiritual values. Dialogue of religious
experience references where persons, rooted in their own religious traditions, share their spiritual riches,-for instance, with regard to prayer and contemplation, faith, and ways of searching for God or the Absolute.
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particular issues or problem areas that cropped up during interviews and a focus group
discussion this researcher conducted in Thailand. These “case studies” aim to show how
unsettling feelings signal possible differential readings, and the different approaches one
can take depending on the situation.
Dialogue of life
Dialogue of life pertains to people striving to live in an open and neighborly
spirit, sharing their joys and sorrows, their human problems and preoccupations.
According to Father Boonlert Sangkusonnaiphasutha (henceforth Father
Boonlert),410 who teaches interreligious dialogue and missiology at the Lux Mundi Major
Seminary, real Dialogue of Life does happen. In rural or remote parts of northern
Thailand, for example, Dialogue of Life is an everyday reality. For example, Buddhists,
Christians, and animists gather every morning to pray before going to the rice fields, said
Father Boonlert, a Chiang Mai diocesan priest. In the evenings, people also gather to pray
and talk about issues concerning their village or community. When people experience
good harvest or crop failure, when there’s a drought, when their teenage children are
involved in some vice, when couples marry, when babies are born, people fall sick or
die, religion naturally becomes part of the conversation. Unlike people in towns and
cities, people in remote villages see no problem joining their friends’ or neighbors’
religious celebrations or festivals. One important reason for this is that most of the
villagers are members of the same clan. They have common ancestors or are relatives
410

Father Boonlert Sangkusonnaiphasutha (
), interviewed by
author, Chiang Mai, Thailand, May 12, 2014. This thesis follows the convention in Thailand to refer to
people by their first name rather than last name. Primarily this is done for easy reference since Thai
surnames tend to be long and quite difficult to remember especially for the non-Thais.
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either by consanguinity or affinity. Also, their sense of community is very strong because
they have been doing things together (e.g., farming), celebrating milestones together,
helping each other for a long time, etc.
This does not mean that encounters deemed as mere “formalities” by Father
Niphon are useless. A special bond is formed whenever a Catholic school or group
invites Buddhist monks from a neighboring temple to a school function or vice versa. The
same applies to parishes which invite Buddhists to parish feasts and soccer matches. Such
bonds also spur people to engage in Dialogue of Action,-- for example, to help each other
in times of floods or other calamities.411
What follows is a rather lengthy “case study” showing how Magliola can possibly
be useful for dialogue of life in the Thai context. It shows how paying attention to
unsettling feelings can lead one to follow a (differential) trail that “reaches the center
from the periphery and returns to the periphery” rather than vice versa. Put another way,
it shows how uncomfortable situations that people tend to dismiss as not central (so in
this sense, regarded as peripheral) can lead one to examine core teachings or values in a
different or unexpected way. In a number of cases, the uncomfortable/unsettling/
gnawing feelings can be “traced” to “glitches,” which according to Magliola “arise as a
concrete impasse generated in at once a spectacular/blinding fashion by what is already
defined and we know to be true.”412
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Santa Agustilo, interviewed by author, Chiang Mai, Thailand, May 13, 2014.
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The impasse revolves around a dialogue of life experience of Father Boonlert.413
The unsettling feelings from that Buddhist-Catholic encounter prompt this thesis to
examine “Catholic priest” identity vis-à-vis “Buddhist monk.”414 This, in turn, leads to
the deconstruction of or the discovery of ruptures in verbal signs associated with
“Catholic priest” as they also generated unsettling feelings. Following the differential
trail, the case, for example, looks into the difference between common and ordained
priesthood, “head” and “body” as they pertain to priesthood, the difference between
christological and ecclesiological notions of Christ’s priesthood, etc. With the terms X’d
over, priesthood and the associated verbal signs are seen in a new, non-entitative light.
Hopefully, they will help prepare local Catholics to “receive and learn” from Buddhists,
and examine the way they view aspects of their faith, not to mention their disposition or
way of doing dialogue. The preceding is intended to help readers navigate the long
section that follows.
Going now to the first case study, Father Boonlert talked about one incident in
which he was invited to a non-Catholic school function. A Buddhist monk was also
invited, and when Father Boonlert arrived, the monk was already seated. It is customary
in Thailand for monks, especially those holding high positions in such function, to have
their heads higher than everyone else’s.415 This is done by letting the monk sit either on a
413

Father Boonlert Sangkusonnaiphasutha, interviewed by author, Chiang Mai, Thailand, May 12,

2014.
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It should be noted, however, that owing to the scope and limitations pointed out in chapter one,
most of the discussion that follow pertain to the Catholic partner in dialogue.
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Seating position reflects status or hierarchy in Thai society. Cf. A. Brand, "Merit, Hierarchy and
Royal Gift-giving in Traditional Thai Society," Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde (1975): 111,
JSTOR Journals, EBSCOhost (accessed February 10, 2015). See also
http://www.thaiworldview.com/bouddha/bouddha3.htm
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chair or cushion placed on a raised platform while others sit on the floor. If chairs are
provided for all, the raised platform is set up in such a way that the monk’s head is higher
than everyone else’s.
Seeing no chairs, Father Boonlert said he decided to sit on the floor. “Even if I
wore a cassock I didn’t care,” he said. Father Boonlert was aware that his action would
unsettle people, especially Catholics because it seemed to signify that a Catholic priest is
“lower” than a Buddhist monk. An individual in the same situation would either sit on the
floor like everybody else or politely excuse himself.416 Either way, his action would be
unnerving.417
Certainly for most Thai Catholics, the floor is not a place for a Catholic priest in
such a situation. At the very least, organizers of the event should have provided a chair
for him. After all, both are ordained and guests at the event. In this sense, they are of
equal status and should be treated accordingly.418 It is worth noting that even in a purely
Catholic gathering, lay people would feel uncomfortable “talking down” to a priest (e.g.,
416

According to Father Boonlert, the question of whose head should be higher became an issue during
Pope John Paul II’s visit to Thailand in 1985. The pope was supposed to meet with Supreme Patriarch
Somdet Phra Ariyavongsagatanana in a Buddhist temple. However according to Thai Buddhist protocol,
the supreme patriarch’s head should be higher than the pope’s when both are seated. (N.B. In official
functions, even the supreme patriarch’s head is higher than King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s.) Church officials
in Thailand were concerned about this, and consulted the Vatican. “It was okay with the pope,” Father
Boonlert said, so the visit pushed through on May 10, 1984. See the video “Pope John Paul II visits
Buddhist Temple” YouTube, Flash video file. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZl4R1WwUzY
(accessed March 12, 2015). The pope sat on a chair on a raised platform while the supreme patriarch sat on
a cushion on a raised platform, and it appears that the supreme patriach’s head is slightly higher than the
pope’s. Following protocol, the supreme patriarch also did not stand up to greet or shake hands with the
pope.
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It may be recalled that in a number of cases unsettling feelings signal a possible differential
reading.
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N.B.-- Buddhists, of course, may disagree. What is presented here is the position held by many
Thai Catholics. If it were not an issue, Father Boonlert would not have spoken of “unsettling” feelings.
Also, as pointed out in the above footnote, the same issue surfaced during Pope John Paul II’s 1984 visit to
Thailand.
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the lay person is standing while the priest is sitting down). Thais would normally bend
their knees or position their bodies lower when talking to a person with higher rank or
status, reflecting their place in society. The same holds true for the wai or Thai
greeting.419 Normally the person of lower stature would initiate the wai and the person of
higher stature would return the wai, but with the hands positioned lower to indicate the
other person’s lower position. People wai to monks but monks never return the wai, a
sign of their place in the hierarchy. It is worth noting that a “Buddhist monk is treated
respectfully even by the king.”420
Tangentially, as a matter of custom, Buddhist monks in Thailand do not eat at the
same table or together with lay people. Even Buddhist monks invited by Father Boonlert
to teach Buddhism at Lux Mundi Seminary normally ask for separate eating
arrangements. Father Boonlert recounted that for the monks “we (Catholic priests) are
like lay people even though we are priests.”421
Going back to Father Boonlert’s case of sitting on the floor, not only Catholics,
but some Buddhists also felt uneasy. Father Boonlert said that not long after he sat down
on the floor, one teacher came and offered him a chair: “The Buddhist monk asked him to
do it.” Father Boonlert said he was surprised and touched by the kind gesture.
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Peansiri Vongvipanond, "Linguistic perspectives of Thai culture." In Workshop of Teachers of
Social Science, Bangkok, Thailand. Retrieved from http://thaiarc.tu.ac.th/thai/peansiri.htm 1994. See also a
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That Father Boonlert’s sitting on the floor could make people feel uneasy— what
it means or signifies— brings to the fore the issue of signification and identity.
Identity of Buddhist Monk/Catholic Priest422
Buddhist clergy are highly respected in Thailand. As pointed out by A. Thomas
Kirsch: “The Sangha stands as the proximate exemplar and symbolic center of Buddhism;
the monk stands at the apex of the Thai religious and social order. . . . Once ordained, the
monk must act with sobriety and restraint; and he must be treated—even by parents,
siblings, and closest friends with the special forms of respect reserved for monks.”423 In
light of this, “no one should stand over, or be positioned higher than, a monk.”424
Catholic clergy meanwhile are no less respected by the Catholic faithful by virtue
of their being representatives of Christ, alter Christus or someone who acts in persona
Christi.425As the Catechism of the Catholic Church (CCC, no. 1552) points out: “The
ministerial priesthood has the task not only of representing Christ — Head of the
Church — before the assembly of the faithful, but also of acting in the name of the whole
Church when presenting to God the prayer of the Church, and above all when offering the
Eucharistic sacrifice.” Additionally, CCC 1548 says:

422

It is worth keeping at the back of the reader’s mind the discussion relating identity and
logocentrism (e.g., A=A, inside and outside, dissémination, etc.).
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Kirsch, A. Thomas. “Complexity in the Thai Religious System: An Interpretation.” Journal of
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Cf.“Thai Church Leader Calls on Priests to Serve the People,” Ucanews.com, October 26, 2005,
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In the ecclesial service of the ordained minister, it is Christ himself who is present
to his Church as Head of his Body, Shepherd of his flock, high priest of the
redemptive sacrifice, Teacher of Truth. This is what the Church means by saying
that the priest, by virtue of the sacrament of Holy Orders, acts in persona Christi
Capitis: (Cf. LG 10; 28; SC 33; CD 11; PO 2; 6). It is the same priest, Christ Jesus, whose
sacred person his minister truly represents. Now the minister, by reason of the
sacerdotal consecration which he has received, is truly made like to the high priest
and possesses the authority to act in the power and place of the person of Christ
himself (virtute ac persona ipsius Christi). Pius XII, encyclical, Mediator Dei: AAS, 39 (1947) 548.
Christ is the source of all priesthood: the priest of the old law was a figure of
Christ, and the priest of the new law acts in the person of Christ. (St. Thomas
Aquinas, STh III,22,4c.)

There are, of course, other dimensions to being a priest aside from the spiritual or
cultic: for example, the social dimension. Whether or not priests properly take on these
roles according to their priestly identity is another matter altogether. As pointed out by
Father Niphon: “With his unquestioned social prestige in the communities, the priest is
brought into everything and intervenes in everything. The diversity of his role lies more
in matters of civil or social organization . . . than in theology and in interpreting the signs
of the times.”426 Under this patronage system, the priest offers benefits such as cheap
education for the children and in exchange gets cheap labor and material benefits from
the people. According to Father Niphon, “this system not only puts the priest in a place
where he does not belong, but it exposes him to ‘corruption’ by the material privileges
that derive from it and so makes him insensitive to the real needs of the people.”427
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Ibid. Paul Philbert noted that prior to Vatican II it was taken for granted that each Catholic priest
was “the lord of his parochial domain.” Paul Philbert, “Issues for a Theology Priesthood: A Status
Report,” in The Theology of Priesthood, ed. Donald Goergen and Ann Garrido (Collegeville, Minn:
Liturgical Press, 2000), 3. Italics supplied.
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Suffice it to say at this juncture that helping or providing material assistance,
especially to the needy, is part of a priest’s identity.428 Acting in the person of Christ, the
Good Shepherd, the priest is himself a shepherd or pastor, protecting and leading his
flock to verdant pasture. As Jesus gave food to the hungry, priests are also expected to
exercise “pastoral charity.”429
Pope John Paul II emphasizes, however, that a priest is not merely a social worker
or community leader:
The presbyter participates ontologically in the priesthood of Christ. He is truly
consecrated, a "man of the sacred," designated like Christ to the worship that
ascends to the Father and to the evangelizing mission by which he spreads and
distributes sacred realities--the truth, the grace of God--to his brothers and sisters.
This is the priest's true identity; this is the essential requirement of the priestly
ministry in today's world too.430
The above of course are relevant insofar as they relate to Father Boonlert’s
identity as a priest: his nature/ontology/relationship with Christ and his role/mission/
relationship with his flock and other people present. One may wonder and ask the
following questions: In what way does Father Boonlert participate ontologically in the
priesthood of Christ in the given situation? Father Boonlert was not celebrating Mass. In
this case, should he just be considered like any lay person (and sit on the floor like other
428

Cf. Presbyterorum Ordinis: “Priests have a special obligation to the poor and weak entrusted to
them, for our Lord himself showed that he was united to them, and their evangelization is mentioned as a
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laypeople)? After all, only the priest celebrating Mass is acting in persona Christi
Capitis. A Catholic priest that neither celebrates nor concelebrates Mass “receives it or, at
least, participates in it as a baptized person,”431 that is, like other baptized persons in the
congregation. Also, by definition, is not a Catholic priest a priest for Catholics only?
What is the implication of this in the case of Father Boonlert—where the situation
involves Buddhists?
While some may consider the above to be “hairsplitting” or “overthinking,” the
questions are related to important discussions in the history of the Church; and the
questions have a bearing on Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. They may also be used to trace
logocentric attempts to maintain holisms.432
It is important to point out that the nature and role of priests are not as “cut-anddried” as many regard them to be. Historically, they have been the subject of intense
discussions within the Church. For example, ontology and the social/cultic role of priests
mentioned by Pope John Paul II above were at the center of the two great conciliar
debates on priesthood during the Second Vatican Council.433 The first debate was about
“the nature of priesthood.” The “second great conciliar debate,” which prompted
Presbyterorum ordinis to be reviewed seven times, “dealt with the ‘style’ of priests. Here
style refers to the way by which they should conduct themselves. It could be a
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‘missionary’ style, dedicated to social works, to evangelization. It could also be a
‘cultural’ style dedicated to the “administration of the sacraments and adoration.”434 That
“social works” was aligned with “missionary style” and “evangelization,” and “cultural”
style with worship is interesting and will be taken up later.
It is important to explore what “Catholic priest” means in order to assess whether
the Catholic priests above were in their rightful or proper place, that is, acting according
to their identity. As pointed out by Magliola, unsettling feelings often signal a differential
reading. Differential readings, in turn, open up in a variety of ways depending on the
situation and the reader.435 It is hoped that a differential reading of “Catholic priest” will
generate, in the words of Magliola, a better ad hoc “clue” as to how life-worlds go on.
What follows is an attempt to do a differential reading beginning with the verbal sign
“Catholic priest.”
Deconstruction/Differential Reading
of “Catholic Priest”436
Applying Derrida’s early to middle phase deconstruction of epistemology
appropriated by Magliola, “Catholic priest” is taken as a verbal sign comprising
spoken/written words (the signifier, that which signifies) and its corresponding
434
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“concept,” “idea,” or “notion” (the signified, that which is signified).437 “Verbal signs,”
in turn relate, to “referents,” which according to Magliola are “non-linguistic and exist in
the actual world,” although there are “many modes of actuality: the empirical, the
imaginary, the mathematical, the supernatural, etc.”438
As a verbal sign, “Catholic priest” would normally evoke in readers or listeners an
idea of what a Catholic priest is, for example, descriptions that CCC 1552 and CCC 1548
give. Thus, the written and/or spoken words “Catholic priest” together is the signifier.
The signified is the primary concept: “a person by ‘virtue of the sacrament of Holy
Orders, acts in persona Christi Capitis.’” The primary concept has several other
correlated concepts because “sacrament,” “Holy Orders,” “act,” “Christ,” “head”
themselves are written and spoken words that signify something.
For example, according to CCC 1084, “sacraments” are “perceptible signs (words
and actions) accessible to our human nature. By the action of Christ and the power of the
Holy Spirit, they make present efficaciously the grace that they signify.” According to
CCC 774, sacraments are also “the signs and instruments by which the Holy Spirit
spreads the grace of Christ the head throughout the Church which is his Body.”439
As for “sacrament of the Holy Orders” the perceptible sign is the ordination ritual
that “consists in the bishop's imposition of hands on the head of the ordinand and in the
bishop's specific consecratory prayer asking God for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit
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and his gifts proper to the ministry to which the candidate is being ordained.”440 As for
ordination and consecration, CCC 1538 qualifies, “Ordination is also called consecratio,
for it is a setting apart and an investiture by Christ himself for his Church. The laying on
of hands by the bishop, with the consecratory prayer, constitutes the visible sign of this
ordination.” As for “grace,” according to CCC 1581, the sacrament “configures the
recipient to Christ by a special grace of the Holy Spirit, so that he may serve as Christ's
instrument for his Church.” The “grace” conferred is an “indelible spiritual character
and cannot be repeated or conferred temporarily” (CCC 1582). As for “act” and “serve”
as a verbal sign, CCC 1592 qualifies “service for the People of God” as “teaching (munus
docendi), divine worship (munus liturgicum) and pastoral governance (munus regendi).”
“People of God” meanwhile is also a verbal sign signifying the idea of a people set apart
by Baptism. By virtue of Baptism, the People of God also shares in the priesthood of
Christ known as “common priesthood,” which is distinguished from the ordained or
ministerial priesthood. As pointed out in Lumen Gentium no. 10: 441
Christ the Lord, High Priest taken from among men,( Cf. Heb. 5:1-5) made the new
people "a kingdom and priests to God the Father"(Rev. 6:1; cf. 5:9-10). The baptized,
by regeneration and the anointing of the Holy Spirit, are consecrated as a spiritual
house and a holy priesthood, in order that through all those works which are those
of the Christian man they may offer spiritual sacrifices and proclaim the power of
Him who has called them out of darkness into His marvelous light (Cf. 1 Pt.2:4-10).
Therefore all the disciples of Christ, persevering in prayer and praising God (Cf.
Acts 2:42-47.) should present themselves as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to
God (Cf. Rom. 12:1). Everywhere on earth they must bear witness to Christ and
give an answer to those who seek an account of that hope of eternal life which is
in them (Cf 1 Pt. 3:15).
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Though they differ from one another in essence and not only in degree, the
common priesthood of the faithful and the ministerial or hierarchical priesthood
are nonetheless interrelated: each of them in its own special way is a participation
in the one priesthood of Christ. The ministerial priest, by the sacred power he
enjoys, teaches and rules the priestly people; acting in the person of Christ, he
makes present the Eucharistic sacrifice, and offers it to God in the name of all the
people. But the faithful, in virtue of their royal priesthood, join in the offering of
the Eucharist. They likewise exercise that priesthood in receiving the sacraments,
in prayer and thanksgiving, in the witness of a holy life, and by self-denial and
active charity.
One can actually continue to see where the lexic chains lead. For example, the
verbal sign “Jesus Christ” is linked to "Logos” and “Lord of the universe.”442 Ordination
meanwhile is linked to these important concepts: “Holy Spirit,” “grace,” and “indelible”
mark.443 “Logos,” in turn is linked to God the Son, which in turn is linked to the
important concepts of “unity of God the Father and God the Son” and the union of
Christ’s divine and human nature or “hypostatic union.” These verbal signs meanwhile
signify the Trinity. Appropriating Magliola, one can say that the Catholic Church gives
an assurance that the above notions are “properly and truthfully linked to phonic/graphic
pattern, the signifier or name,” ‘Catholic priest’. The “signified” (the concepts) of the
verbal sign “Catholic priest” “accurately mirror the reality of Catholic priest.” What
Differentialism or Deconstruction proffers, however, is that all verbal signs are marked or
fissured (see dédoublement, dissémination, dénégation, etc.). What is important, as
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a solemn prayer of consecration asking God to grant the ordinand the graces of the Holy Spirit required for
his ministry. Ordination imprints an indelible sacramental character.
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mentioned, is that these marks or fissures serve as ad hoc clues. Magliola actually
demonstrates this for the verbal sign “Divine Logos.”444
The way they function as “clues” depends on the way they are exposed or
unraveled. For example, it can be demonstrated that the signifier does not actually mirror
the signified: there is a difference between the two. Usually, one experiences this
difference either as a loss or surplus. However, one cannot put one’s finger on this
difference, which Derrida/Magliola calls différance. It may be recalled that for Magliola,
différance generates a “quasi-hidden clue that helps one to find a deeper (usually nonapparent) meaning.”445
Examining the lexic chains of “Catholic priest,” two significant differences come
to mind: (1) the difference between “common priesthood” and “ministerial/ordained
priesthood”; and (2) the difference between “People of God” and those who are not
444
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God has providentially designed these inspired and inerrant signs to both stand firm and be split open:
thereby, God intends to lead us, as the epistle to the Hebrews says of scriptural signs, to ever greater
“maturity” (Heb 6:1) in interpreting that which it calls the logia (literally “oracles,” Heb 5:12) of God.
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“People of God.”446 In both cases, “consecration” sets people apart. Consecration in
Baptism sets “People of God” apart from the rest of humanity. Consecration during
ordination sets the priest and other ordained apart from the rest of the People of God.
The act of demarcating or setting apart is what creates meaning. Without this
demarcation, one cannot speak of priesthood, whether common or ordained priesthood.
Common priesthood vs. ordained priesthood
It is important to note how Negative Reference operates and appoints samenesses
here. As pointed out by Peter Fink: 447 “Differences that are named must be understood in
light of this relationship, rather than exclusively, or even against each other.” He employs
a useful analogy to illustrate this point. The difference between husband and wife is
“established within a more fundamental union between them. . . . Each is constitutive of
the other,” he said. The difference is not simply in exclusive terms that the husband is not
the wife, and the wife is not the husband. Rather a husband is husband to wife, and the
wife is wife to husband. In the same way, Fink proffers that the priesthood of the
ordained is to priesthood of the baptized, and the priesthood of the baptized is to
priesthood of the ordained. Both share in the fundamental unity of the priesthood of
Christ manifesting in these two ways and constituting their priesthood.
Apropos, one may ask: What about the ordained priest and other (baptized)
Catholics in Father Boonlert’s situation? Also is it proper to think of Father Boonlert’s
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The difference between “People of God” and not “People of God” will be treated in the section
“Dialogue of Action.”
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Peter Fink, “The Priesthood of Jesus Christ in the Ministry and Life of the Ordained,” in Priests:
Identity and Ministry, ed. Robert Wister (Wilmington, Del: Michael Glazier, 1990), 71-103.
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own priesthood in terms of both his common priesthood and ordained priesthood? What
are the implications of this?
Following the “differential trail” of signification, breaks in the logocentric
formulations of “Catholic priest” begin to emerge. Most revolve around “ontology,”-how the priesthood of the baptized and priesthood of the ordained actually represent
Christ or participate in Christ’s own priesthood. An important notion related to the verbal
sign “head,” which will be treated in more detail later, is “grace” or “indelible spiritual
character” conferred or “ontological change” that happens during ordination. An
examination of how “ontological change” generates unsettling feelings may prove useful
or have some heuristic value in Father Boonlert’s case above.
In re of unsettling feelings, David Coffey in “The Common and the Ordained
Priesthood” 448 cites critics who call attention to the “illogicality” of the second paragraph
of Lumen Gentium no. 10.449 According to them, “it is impossible for A and Β to
participate ontologically in C without being essentially the same and therefore, if
different in any way, different only by degree.”450 He adds:
Perhaps this explains the sense of frustration that is engendered by the teaching in
some quarters. . . .The teaching is sometimes seen as little more than a ploy for
maintaining a rigid distinction of clergy and laity and thereby reinforcing clerical
control in the Church. It is apprehended as a throwback from the conciliar
ecclesiology of the People of God to the preconciliar theology of a perfect—and
therefore strongly regimented— society. (italics mine)451
448

David Coffey, “The Common and the Ordained Priesthood,” Theological Studies 58 (1997): 20936. The article is based on Coffey’s inaugural lecture he gave when he assumed the Presidential Chair in
Theology at Marquette University.
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It reads: “Though they differ from one another in essence and not only in degree, the common
priesthood of the faithful and the ministerial or hierarchical priesthood are nonetheless interrelated: each of
them in its own special way is a participation in the one priesthood of Christ.” Italics supplied.
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Ibid, 251.
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According to Coffey, the “problem” historically was “christological references”
that referred to ordained ministers as acting in the person of Christ or another Christ “has
had the effect of lifting the ordained priesthood out of the ecclesiological framework
altogether and situating it in the christological framework. This did not have to happen
because of the christological reference, but it is what happened in fact.”452
One such christological reference is Presbyterorum Ordinis, no. 2 which states:
“[Through the Sacrament of Holy Orders] priests, by the anointing of the Holy Spirit, are
signed with a special character and are conformed to Christ the Priest in such a way that
they can act in the person of Christ the Head.” 453 According to Coffey, 454 the authors of
Presbyterorum Ordinis, no. 2 and subsequent magisterial texts that refer ordained
priesthood to the headship of Christ, for example, Pastores dabo vobis,455 assumed that
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Coffey, “The Common and the Ordained Priesthood,” 224.
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Italics supplied. According to Coffey, Ibid., 211, this “does not occur in Lumen gentium apart from
a passing and theologically insignificant reference in no. 28”: They exercise their sacred function
especially in the Eucharistic worship or the celebration of the Mass by which acting in the person of Christ
and proclaiming His Mystery they unite the prayers of the faithful with the sacrifice of their Head and
renew and apply in the sacrifice of the Mass until the coming of the Lord the only sacrifice of the New
Testament namely that of Christ offering Himself once for all a spotless Victim to the Father. . . .
Exercising within the limits of their authority the function of Christ as Shepherd and Head, they gather
together God's family as a brotherhood all of one mind (70*) and lead them in the Spirit, through Christ, to
God the Father.
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Catholic Church and John Paul II, Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation to the Bishops, Clergy and
Faithful on the Formation of Priests in the Circumstances of the Present Day (Pastores Dabo Vobis,
henceforth PDV), 25 March 1992, Vatican Archive, http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-paulii/en/apost_exhortations/documents/hf_jp-ii_exh_25031992_pastores-dabo-vobis.html, (accessed 3 January
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ordained priesthood is “intelligible immediately in ‘christological’ terms.” 456 However he
points out:
(R)eflection shows that this assumption cannot be correct. For the headship of
Christ as exercised in the only place where it can be exercised, namely the
Church, is clearly an ecclesial function, and therefore statements about it, even
ones invoking Christ the priest, whether they be magisterial or simply theological,
are directly ecclesiological and only indirectly christological. This becomes
obvious when one inquires about the christological nature of the common
priesthood, a subject on which, significantly, the council was silent.
“Head” vs. “Body” as verbal signs.
Appropriating Magliola, I suggest that one reason for this glitch (ordained
priesthood inadvertently escaping the ecclesiological framework) and the Church being
silent about the christological nature of the common priesthood is the glitch in the way
“head” and “body” function as verbal signs.

Linguistic Problems.
Merriam-Webster, for example, defines “body” as “the main part of a plant or
animal body especially as distinguished from limbs and head.” However “body” can also
mean a person’s “whole physical self” that includes the head.
456

E.g., PDV, no. 22: Hence Christ stands "before" the Church and "nourishes and cherishes her"
(Eph. 5 :29), giving his life for her. The priest is called to be the living image of Jesus Christ, the spouse of
the Church.(49) Of course, he will always remain a member of the community as a believer alongside his
other brothers and sisters who have been called by the Spirit, but in virtue of his configuration to Christ,
the head and shepherd, the priest stands in this spousal relationship with regard to the community.
"Inasmuch as he represents Christ, the head, shepherd and spouse of the Church, the priest is placed not
only in the Church but also in the forefront of the Church."(50) In his spiritual life, therefore, he is called to
live out Christ's spousal love toward the Church, his bride. Therefore, the priest's life ought to radiate this
spousal character, which demands that he be a witness to Christ's spousal love and thus be capable of
loving people with a heart which is new, generous and pure—with genuine self—detachment, with full,
constant and faithful dedication and at the same time with a kind of "divine jealousy" (cf. 2 Cor. 11:2) and
even with a kind of maternal tenderness, capable of bearing "the pangs of birth" until "Christ be formed" in
the faithful (cf. Gal. 4:19). Italics supplied.
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Interestingly also, Merriam-Webster defines “head” as the upper part of the body.
However, it is also synonymous with “person” itself (e.g., “a person with respect to
mental qualities” <let wiser heads prevail> and “person, individual” <count heads>).
Insofar as the head represents a person’s higher faculties, the head signifies the whole
person. As pointed out by Merriam-Webster, the head is also the “seat of intellect” or
signifies “mental or emotional control.” Related to this, head also means “director” or
“leader” of a group or institution. It can also mean “the place of leadership, honor, or
command <at the head of her class>.” (Henceforth for reference purposes and to facilitate
the discussion, body [underlined, lowercase ‘b’] will be used to refer to body that
excludes the head. Meanwhile Body [underlined, uppercase ‘B’] will be used to refer to
body that includes the head.)
Understanding how “head” can figure in various disséminations and dénégations
is important. It points to how a priest acting in the person of Christ as head, and
ontologically sharing Christ’s priesthood as head, can disséminate and dénégate within
the ambit of Church teaching itself457 but also in the Thai context. As mentioned earlier,
Thais give particular attention to the head, as pointed out by Peansiri Vongvipanond:
Almost everything in the Thais' perception is situated in a hierarchical system.
People can be "high" or "low" according to their age, family background,
occupation or professional rank and whether they are Buddhist monks or
clergymen in other religions. . . . Not only humans are placed in hierarchy. Body
parts are also assigned "thii tam" (lit. low place) and "thii soong" (lit. high
place). Head and face are considered higher than other parts of the body. A study
of metaphor in Thai reveals that there are more terms and more metaphorical
457

For example, Coffey’s view that “the headship of Christ as exercised in the only place where it can
be exercised, namely the Church, is clearly an ecclesial function” may be taken for granted in purely
Christian milieu. It may, however, generate unsettling feelings in Catholics living with people of other
religions and who ponder the headship of Christ differently (vis-à-vis other religions) or differentially. This
topic will be taken up in “Dialogue of Action,” ahead.
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expressions for head and face than for other body parts. This may perhaps explain
why no Thai cares to have his head touched and they feel offended when a person
points at something to them with his foot.458
Continuing to examine the rupture in the verbal sign “Catholic priest,” Coffey
distinguishes between ecclesiological references and christological references to the
priesthood of Christ. This writer submits that ecclesiological references take body in the
first sense: the body that becomes or is part of Christ’s Body. Jesus is signified as the
head who takes the Church, his bride, as his own body, which he in turn directs and
nourishes/sustains. In christological references, however, the immediate reference is to
the whole person of Christ (e.g., as can be gleaned from his priestly ministry in the
Gospels rather than the ecclesiological representation in the Pauline letters). Here the
whole person of Christ is better represented as Body rather than body.
This is the reason, according to Coffey, why the Church is silent or does not speak
about the christological nature of the common priesthood. The common priesthood is
immediately always taken in the ecclesiological sense, that is, the body, which by itself
cannot represent the whole person of Christ. On the other hand, the ministerial
priesthood, which is identified with Christ’s headship, can do this if the frame of
reference shifts from ecclesiological to christological. Of course, as pointed out by
Coffey, christological references redound to ecclesiological references. After all, the head
cannot survive by itself just as the body cannot survive without the head. Apropos, it is
important to note what has been linguistically shown by the dictionary definitions above
and what we experience in day-to-day life: the head/face by itself can signify or identify
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Vongvipanond, "Linguistic perspectives of Thai culture." Italics supplied.
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the person, whereas the body usually cannot.459 News of the first head transplant surgery
planned for 2017 also bears this out. 460 The identity of the person whose head will be
transplanted is assumed to be the identity of the person after the surgery (i.e., with head
and body from two different persons), not the identity of the person who will donate the
body.461 Apropos, while the Church refers to the ordained as representing Christ the
priest who functions as head (e.g., use of the verbal sign “Christ the head”), there is no
direct reference to the non-ordained representing Christ the priest who functions
independently as body. In other words one cannot find in Church documents the verbal
sign “Christ the body.” Body is always in reference to the Head, as can be gleaned from
the verbal sign “Body of Christ,” “body of Christ” or “Christ’s Mystical Body”).462
According to Coffey, the “reticence” of the Second Vatican Council on the
christological nature of the common priesthood was “deliberate.” “The council wanted to
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Unless one has a famous or recognizable body. For example, people today can identify Kim
Kardashian (reality show star) from looking at her body alone.
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According to news sources, an Italian neurosurgeon will attempt the world’s first head
transplant in 2017. The head of Valery Spiridinov, a Russian man with a rare disease that is destroying his
body, is planned to be transplanted to a donor body (e.g., person who has just died from a massive head
injury). It is interesting to note that after the surgery, the identity of the transplanted body is assumed to be
that of Spiridinov (showing the primacy of the head).
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Some ethicists have asked why the identity should be Spiridinov and not the identity of the donor
body. See Debra Goldschmidt, “Are human head transplants coming soon?”
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/04/03/health/italian-neurosurgeon-says-human-head-transplant-will-happen-intwo-years/ See also Quassim Cassam, “Will a head transplant create a new person?”
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/06/23/opinions/conversation-head-transplant/
Cf. In Mary Shelley’s novel, Victor Frankenstein combined body parts from various corpses to create
a new person which is referred to in the novel as “creature,” “it,” and “monster.” This “monster” is
popularly known as Frankenstein.
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Cf. In the following Magisterial documents, for example, one finds references to “Christ the head”
but not “Christ the body”: AA, CL, LG, MC, MD, and PDV.
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avoid imagery belonging to the theology of the Mystical Body, and to use language
directly fitted to the title and dominant idea of the chapter “The People of God.”463
The “out-of-placeness” of ordained priesthood in Church documents.
The “out-of-placeness” or difficulty in placing or locating ordained priesthood in
the schema of head/body of Christ can also be gleaned from doing a close reading of
Church documents that talk about priesthood.464
For example, one encounters it in Mediator Dei (MD), which discusses priesthood
and “hierarchy” in the Church. 465 On the one hand, priests along with other baptized
Christians are identified with or considered members of Christ’s Mystical Body (i.e.,
body), apart from the head.466 On the other hand, they are identified with Christ the head
apart from the other baptized.467 To wit: “He is God's vice-gerent in the midst of his
flock precisely because Jesus Christ is Head of that body of which Christians are the
members.”468
So one may ask, in the body-head schema, is the “place” of the ordained priest in
the head or the body? The treatment here is similar to the one taken by Coffey. In
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Coffey, “The Common and the Ordained Priesthood,” 211.
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It may be recalled that Coffey talks about the “illogicality” of the second paragraph of Lumen
Gentium, no. 10, and the frustration engendered by the teaching.
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Catholic Church and Pius XII, Encyclical Letter of Pope Pius XII on the Sacred Liturgy (Mediator
Dei, henceforth MD), 20 November 1947, Vatican Archive, http://w2.vatican.va/content/piusxii/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-xii_enc_20111947_mediator-dei.html (accessed 3 January 2015).
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In the same way, according to MD no. 43, baptism sets apart the baptized from “those who have not
been cleansed in this purifying stream and consequently are not members of Christ.”
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MD, nos. 39-40.
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Coffey’s treatment, however, ordained priesthood escapes the “Christological” or
ecclesiological framework whereas in this treatment the question is more nuanced.
That the “place” of the ordained priest in the head-body framework is a subject of
contention (read: frustration and unsettling feelings) is apparent in the way Mediator Dei
speaks of it while defending the primacy of ordained priests. It asserts amid claims that
ordained priests are no different from or equal to the laity, or that laity have priestly
power: “It is superfluous to explain how captious errors of this sort completely contradict
the truths which we have just stated above, when treating of the place of the priest in the
Mystical Body of Jesus Christ.”469
Here it is important to note that “hierarchy” owes primarily not to the authority,
function or role assigned to priests, not even grace/power (that is extrinsic to their nature)
imparted during ordination, but to ontology. As Mediator Dei points out:
Ordination “not only imparts the grace appropriate to the clerical function and
state of life, but imparts an indelible ‘character’ besides, indicating the sacred
ministers' conformity to Jesus Christ the Priest470 and qualifying them to perform
those official acts of religion by which men are sanctified and God is duly
glorified in keeping with the divine laws and regulations.”471
Mediator Dei is categorical in expressing the superiority of the ordained priest
over non-ordained priest:
(W)e deem it necessary to recall that the priest acts for the people only because he
represents Jesus Christ, who is Head of all His members and offers Himself in
469
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Elsewhere in MD, no. 43, this indelible character is described as being “marked with the indelible
sign ‘conforming’ them to Christ the Priest, and that their hands alone have been consecrated ‘in order that
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our Lord Jesus Christ.”
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their stead. Hence, he goes to the altar as the minister of Christ, inferior to Christ
but superior to the people.[83] The people, on the other hand, since they in no
sense represent the divine Redeemer and are not mediator between themselves
and God, can in no way possess the sacerdotal power. The rest of the faithful,
however, do participate in the oblation but only in a limited sense.472
Nonetheless all members actually can “become daily more like to their divine
Head” through “active and individual participation” in the “sacrifice of the cross”
“especially by means of the sacraments and the eucharistic sacrifice.” 473 However, this
becoming like Christ or being conformed to Christ as Head is understood in the generic
sense. It is different from the ontological change that happens during ordination where
the priest becomes conformed to Christ specifically as priest-head. It is also different
from the ontological change that happens during baptism where the baptized become
“incorporated into the Church” that Jesus takes as his own body, becoming “members of
Christ,” and in Christ the only Son becoming “sons of God.”
As Mediator Dei puts it, still using the head and body imagery: “Through this
active and individual participation [in the Sacraments especially the Eucharist], the
members of the Mystical Body not only become daily more like to their divine Head, but
the life flowing from the Head is imparted to the members, so that we can each repeat the
words of St. Paul, "With Christ I am nailed to the cross: I live, now not I, but Christ liveth
in me" (Hebrews 5:17).
From the above one can see at least four ways of becoming like Christ: (1) In
Baptism, becoming members of the Church/Christ’s own body; (2) In Holy Orders, the
priest becomes conformed to Christ as Head; (3) Participation in the Eucharist, members
472
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become more like Christ as the life of the divine Head is infused in them;
(4) Participation in the Eucharist and other Sacraments, not just the life of Christ is
infused to transform, being “nailed to the cross: I live, now not I, but Christ liveth in me.”
From the above one can see that determining the place of the priest in the
Mystical Body of Jesus Christ is not cut-and-dried. One may ask: If the ordained priest is
inferior to Christ but superior to the laity, is the neck area a better representation of the
place of the ordained priest, considering that the neck is at the upper part of the body and
that it links the body with the head?474 This image, however, somewhat detracts from
ordained priesthood being referred to the headship of Christ, unless one considers the
neck as part head as well as the body. This will be treated momentarily in the discussion
of the “bond” between Catholic priests and Christ.
John Paul II’s post-synodal exhortation on the formation of priests, Pastores
Dabo Vobis or PDV, emphasizes that an ordained priest “will always remain a member of
the community as a believer alongside his other brothers and sisters who have been called
by the Spirit.” 475 Yet by virtue of the Sacrament of Holy Orders he is configured in “a
new and special way to Jesus Christ the head and shepherd” 476 by the Holy Spirit and
becomes a sacramental representation of Jesus Christ—the head and shepherd.477
Describing the “place” of the ordained priest, it points out, "Inasmuch as he represents
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Christ, the head, shepherd and spouse of the Church, the priest is placed not only in the
Church but also in the forefront of the Church."478
Pastores Dabo Vobis provides the following description of Christ that may be
construed as escaping the ecclesiological frame of head and body: “Christ stands ‘before’
the Church and ‘nourishes and cherishes her’ (Eph. 5 :29), giving his life for her.”479
Interestingly it also somewhat describes bishops and ordained priests,480 while being
members of the body, as standing “before” the Church like Christ as will be explained
shortly:
The apostles and their successors, inasmuch as they exercise an authority which
comes to them from Christ, the head and shepherd, are placed—with their
ministry—in the fore front of the Church as a visible continuation and
sacramental sign of Christ in his own position before the Church and the world, as
the enduring and ever new source of salvation, he "who is head of the Church, his
body, and is himself its savior" (Eph. 5:23).481
It is interesting to that the New Oxford Dictionary of English defines forefront as
“the leading or most important position or place.”482 Other leading dictionaries give the
same definition. Merriam-Webster for example defines forefront as “the most important
part or position” or alternatively “foremost part or place.”483 Foremost in turn is defined
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The statement applies also to priest insofar as they are united with their bishops and derive/share
the priesthood of Christ as head through bishops.
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New Oxford Dictionary of English, 2001 ed., s.v. “forefront.” The online version gives exactly the
same definition. Cf. Oxford Dictionaries, s.v. “forefront,” accessed November 21, 2014,
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/ forefront
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as the “most important” and the “first in a series or progression” or “first rank or position:
preeminent.”484 Cambridge Dictionaries Online meanwhile defines “forefront” as “the
most important or leading position.”485 Forefront does not categorically mean being
physically in front.
“Fore front” as glitch
Attentive readers may have noticed a glitch/difference in the writing of forefront
as “fore front” in PDV no. 16 §6, at least in the English version as quoted above. A
reader upon seeing it would think of it as a typographical error or misspelling of
“forefront.”486 It should be noted “fore front” is not considered standard English, except
perhaps when it is used as a proper noun.487 However if one were to examine the glitch
at face value, “fore front” could serve as a differential clue that points to a better
approximation of what really 'goes on'.
In trying to understand “fore front” one can look at the meaning of individual
words. For example, “fore” as an adjective means “situated or placed in front” as in “the
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fore and hind pairs of wings.”488 Meanwhile “fore-” as a combining form when added to
nouns may mean “situated in front of” as in forecourt, or “the front part of” as in
forebrain. It terms of time, it could mean “preceding or going before” as in forefather.489
According Oxford Dictionaries, “fore” not only means “placed or situated in front” but it
can also mean “before,”490 where “before” is defined as a preposition, conjunction or and
adverb that means “(d)uring the period of time preceding (a particular event, date, or
time).”491
Apropos “fore front” may mean “in front of the front” so one can imagine
ordained priests standing before, in front of, or even facing the Church, effectively
escaping the ecclesiological reference of head and body. They effectively escape the
ecclesiological reference of head and body because how can a person stand in front of
oneself? The statement describes ordained priests as being at the “fore front” of the
Church, of which it is a part. It does not say at the “fore front” of non-ordained faithful
only, but at the “fore front” of the Church.
Tracing back to the original Latin text may provide clues to the intended meaning
of “fore front.” “Forefront” appears four times in the English translation of the
document, that is, in no. 16 §2, no. 22, no. 27, and no. 74.492 The text in no. 22 is actually
488
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the same as 16 §2, which draws from Proposition 7 of the Synod of Bishops’ II Ordinary
General Assembly on the theme "The Ministerial Priesthood and Justice in the World.”
Nos. 27 and 74, meanwhile, derive from 16 §2. For easy reference, the Latin and English
texts of PDV 16 §2 and other texts with forefront/fore front are provided below:
Table 5.1.1. Latin and English PDV Texts with Forefront/Fore front
Ref:

Latin

English

No. 16
§2

Quatenus repraesentat Christum Caput,
Pastorem et Sponsum Ecclesiae, sacerdos
non tantum in Ecclesia, sed etiam erga
Ecclesiam ponitur.

Inasmuch as he represents Christ the head,
shepherd and spouse of the Church, the priest is
placed not only in the Church but also in the
forefront of the Church.

No. 22

Quatenus repraesentat Christum Caput,
Pastorem et Sponsum Ecclesiae, sacerdos
non tantum in Ecclesia, sed etiam erga
Ecclesiam ponitur.

Inasmuch as he represents Christ, the head,
shepherd and spouse of the Church, the priest is
placed not only in the Church but also in the
forefront of the Church.

No. 27

Haec eadem exigentia sacerdotes pertingit,
neque ob eam dumtaxat causam quod et
ipsi in Ecclesia sunt, sed qui in Ecclesia
quodammodo praesunt, quatenus Christo
Capiti et Pastori configurantur, instructi
praeterea atque missi ad ministerium per
Ordinem collatum, caritate denique
pastorali muniti.

This same demand is made anew to priests, not
only because they are "in" the Church, but
because they are "in the forefront" of the Church
inasmuch as they are configured to Christ, the
head and shepherd.

No. 74

Debet sacerdos crescere in conscientia
arctae communionis qua cum Dei populo
coniungitur: se videlicet non esse «coram»
Ecclesia, sed praesertim «in» Ecclesia:
esse fratrem inter fratres.

The priest should grow in awareness of the deep
communion uniting him to the People of God: He
is not only "in the forefront of" the Church, but
above all "in" the Church. He is a brother among
brothers.

It is interesting to note that the Latin text in Nos. 16 §2 and 22 does not make use
of a word that means “forefront” in the sense of being in an important position or being
preeminent. However it does make use of “erga,” a word that expresses a position “right
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against or next to.”493 The preposition is also used to introduce the object of a persons’
feelings or actions and means “towards, for, to.” 494 In a vaguer sense, it can also mean
“in relation to . . . in consideration of.”495 As used in the PDV no. 16 §2, it evokes a
physical position of a priest being/appearing/standing before a group of people or a priest
being placed towards a group of people.
The Latin text in no. 27, on the other hand, uses a word that is closer to the
meaning of “forefront” in the sense of leading position. Praesunt or praesum means “(1)
to be in charge of, be in control of; take the lead in, to be preeminent in.”496 It is
interesting to note that praesum has other definitions that this thesis may find aberrantly
reinscribing later: “(3) out of line with, contrary to (w. persons as obj.), so as to dissent
from, at variance with; (4) to perform, enjoy, etc., before the due time, anticipate.”
The Latin text in no. 74 makes use of the word “coram” in place of “forefront.”
According to the Oxford Latin Dictionary, coram is used in reference to two persons or
parties and means “face to face.”497 Relevant to the context of no. 74, coram as a
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Oxford Latin Dictionary, 1968 ed., s.v. “erga.”

494

Ibid.

495

Ibid. Cf. Cassell’s Latin-English, English Latin Dictionary, 1987 ed., s.v. “erga”: “towards, in
relation to.”
496
Oxford Latin Dictionary, 1968 ed., s.v. “praesum.” Praesum also means (3) out of line with,
contrary to b(w. persons as obj.), so as to dissent from, at variance with. (4) to perform, enjoy, etc., before
the due time, anticipate.
497

Or alternatively, “without intermediaries, in person.” Coram also means, when used with verbs of
perceiving, “in one’s own or another’s presence, before one’s own or another’s eyes.” Oxford Latin
Dictionary, 1968 ed., s.v. “coram.”
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preposition means “before” or “in the presence of, before.”498 Coram actually is the same
word used in PDV no. 16 §6 that was rendered “fore front” in English as shown below:
Table 5.1.2. PDV texts with Coram
Ref:

Latin

No. 16
§6

Apostoli autem eorumque successores,
cum potestatem non suam sed a Christo
Capite et Pastore receptam habeant, locum
coram Ecclesia occupant — per suum
ministerium — quod non nisi signum et
continuatio sacramentalis et visibilis est
Ipsius Christi, qui coram Ecclesia et
mundo unus auctor et origo est Salutis;
Salutis scilicet permanentis et semper
novae, cum unus sit «ipse salvator
corporis».

English
The apostles and their successors, inasmuch as
they exercise an authority which comes to them
from Christ, the head and shepherd, are placed—
with their ministry—in the fore front of the
Church as a visible continuation and sacramental
sign of Christ in his own position before the
Church and the world, as the enduring and ever
new source of salvation, he "who is head of the
Church, his body, and is himself its savior" (Eph.
5:23).

Interestingly the Italian translation499 makes use of “di fronte” in PDV nos. 16 §2,
16 §6, 22 and 27, making no distinction, unlike the Latin version that uses erga, praesunt
and coram. Di fronte means “opposite, facing, in front of.”500 PDV no. 74, however,
uses the Italian word “davanti” which means “in front” or “opposite” of.501 Neither di
fronte nor davanti gives the connotation of priests being placed in an important or leading
position as the English “forefront.” The meaning is actually closer to “fore front”
(appearing in no. 16 §6 of the English translation) as suggested above.

498

Ibid, Def. no. 3: “ (as before.its sb.). prep., w. abl.) In the presence of, before. a (preceding its
sb.). b. (following its sb.)”
499
The Italian version can be accessed at the Vatican website at http://w2.vatican.va/content/johnpaul-ii/it/apost_exhortations/documents/hf_jp-ii_exh_25031992_pastores-dabo-vobis.html .
500

Collins Italian-English Dictionary Online, s.v. “di fronte,” accessed November 21, 2014,
http://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/italian-english/di-fronte . See also in the same dictionary
“fronte.”
501
Collins Italian-English Dictionary Online , s.v. “davanti,” accessed November 21, 2014,
http://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/italian-english/davanti
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Following the differential trail—paying attention to “fore front” versus
“forefront”—leads to a more nuanced treatment of priests being “placed not only in the
Church but also in the forefront of the Church.” Certainly examining the differences in
the official Latin, as well as Italian texts, provides contextual clues.502 There is more to
ordained priests being members of the Church and leaders than what “forefront” denotes.
Apropos, one may ask: what does “fore front” in the sense of being in front of,
opposite to, or facing others in the Church possibly mean? One image that comes to
mind, that is, one that logocentrically fits the notion of a priest who is a member of the
Church yet facing the Church, is a priest facing the congregation during Mass.
The conundrum of a priest being in two “places” at the same time, is remedied
when considering that a priest who neither celebrates nor concelebrates Mass “receives it
or, at least, participates in it as a baptized person.” 503 This reasoning, however, considers
individuals (not ordained priests collectively) and the function or cultic role of priests. It
disregards other aspects, for example, ontology. 504 Be all that as it may, the reasoning
accommodates the notion of mutuality of the priesthood of the ordained and priesthood of
the baptized expressed by Peter Fink as cited earlier.505 It may be recalled that according
to Fink, the priesthood of the ordained is to priesthood of the baptized, and the priesthood
of the baptized is to priesthood of the ordained. Both share in the fundamental unity of
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Cf. Magliola’s use of inter-Gospel variants from the same narrative stock in doing Differential
reading of Scriptures as discussed in previous sections.
503

David Coffey, “The Common and the Ordained Priesthood,” Theological Studies 58 (1997): 232.
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N.B. The Mass celebrant and other priests participating in the Mass as baptized persons all
experienced the same ontological change during their ordination.
505

Fink, “The Priesthood of Jesus Christ in the Ministry and Life of the Ordained,” 71-103
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the priesthood of Christ manifesting in these two ways and constituting their priesthood.
Differences “must be understood in light of this relationship, rather than exclusively, or
even against each other.”506 One has a sense of this relationship in PDV no. 74: “He is
not only ‘in the forefront of’ the Church, but above all ‘in’ the Church. He is a brother
among brothers.”
As for a Differential take on the texts, it is worth remembering that Magliola
appropriates from Derrida’s early- to early-middle phase and focuses on the “microscopic
treatments of text (treatments of both epistemology and stylistic traits).”
Recalling the important text of Derrida:
Différance is what makes the movement of signification possible only if each
element called "present," appearing on the stage of presence, is related to
something other than itself, but is retaining . . . the mark of the past element and is
already letting itself be hollowed out by the mark of its relation to the future
element,—the trace relating no less to what is called the future than to what is
called the past, and constituting what is called the present by this very relation to
what is not, to what it absolutely is not; that is, not even to a past or future
considered as a modified present.507
Briefly recapitulating relevant points on Deconstruction, the deceptive myth of
the presence makes one think that there is a self-identical moment of ‘pure presence’
(A=A), but this actually never occurs in reality. A=A is actually constituted by negative
references of space and time.508 It is not really a unity or holistic assemblage. A is A
because A is not C, D, E, and so on. The “present” (signaled by the entitative verb to be
“is”), is no more than the marks constituting/constituted by what the “present” absolutely
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Ibid.

507

As cited by Magliola, FURDD, 29.

508

As it were, the traces are marked but empty. Cf. Difference between void and devoid.
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is not: the past and future. “Marks” or “traces” are purely relational rather than
substantive because they mark sites only by indicating what they are not. Differentialism
considers the present constituted by these space/time intervals as dynamically
constituting and dividing/crossing itself, and along with it everything that can be
conceived on its basis. This crossing out manifests as time’s becoming-spatial
(“spacing”) and space’s becoming temporal (“temporalizing”). Negative references of
time are caught in a double-bind with negative references of space. In this sense, they are
thwarting each other. Once again as Magliola puts it:
Even space and time are double-binded/bound (time/space): they necessarily
undo, deconstruct each other: they defer (space precludes one-point-only-ness,
time precludes one-moment-only-ness), and they iterate (non-one-pointedness and
non-one-momentness pull at each other, deconstruct each other, deflect each
other). Thus différance devolves, ‘goes on.’ 509
Recapitulating how the above applies to the PDV and other texts, the magisterial
texts speak of or attempt to create in the minds of readers a self-identical moment of
‘pure presence’ (A=B, which redounds to A=A), in terms of the place of the ordained
priests vis-à-vis that of Christ’s.
The previous discussion talked about this in the context of the head-body scheme.
Attempts were made to show that the ordained priest shares the same ontological
space/or, as it were, is placed in the same location (i.e., head) as Christ’s. After following
the differential trail, however, one discovers that a better approximation of how this
“happening” goes on is that the ordained priest is in neither the head nor not-head. This
can be considered more open-ended than saying that the ordained priest is both in the
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Magliola, “Afterword,” in Buddhisms and Deconstruction, 231.
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head and the body, or to say that the “place” of the priest is in dialectical tension between
the head and the body. Here “neither head or not head” may refer to the body, the Body,
or even other bodies. The subtle way by which the frame of reference shifts may be
considered a logocentric sleight of hand that leaves feeling people uneasy, as Coffey
pointed out earlier, or taking for granted or sweeping under the rug such unsettling
feelings.
The ‘place’ of ordained priests vis-à-vis
Christ’s in PDV No. 16§6
In the current discussion, the focus is on the place of ordained priests vis-à-vis
Christ’s in terms of being in the “fore front” of the Church. The place of the priest being
“in” the Church yet at the “fore front” of the Church notwithstanding, this writer submits
that there is a difference between ordained priests’ being in the “fore front” of the
Church, and Christ’s being “before” the Church. Glitches or breaks in the text can
provide clues in discovering what these differences are.
Signification (A=B; A=A; B=B). As pointed out earlier, a logocentric reading
speaks of or creates in the minds of readers a self-identical moment of ‘pure presence’
(A=B, which redounds to A=A). For example, PDV no. 16 §6 presents both ordained
priests and Christ standing in front of or facing the Church. The location or place of
ordained priests (A) is the same as the place or location of Christ (B). As it were, they
are “situated” at the same place/location (A=B reduces to A=A). Logically/
logocentrically, one can imagine this “happening” after the Resurrection or the Institution
of the Church. As Karl Rahner points out: “In Jesus of Nazareth we have the living God
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of the living Spirit and of grace. The Church is nothing else than the further projection of
the historicity and visibility of Jesus through space and time.”510
Unsettling feelings. The presence of “fore front,” however, generates unsettling
feelings, making one wonder: “Why is it ‘fore front’ and not ‘forefront’? Is it a
typographical error? Is it intentional? Is it an aberrant reinscription? What possibly
could it mean?” Investigating the matter leads to the discovery of different words used in
place of or relating to “fore front,” for example: “forefront,” and “before” in the English
text; erga, coram, praesunt in the Latin text, and “di fronte” and “davanti” in the Italian
text. It is important to recall at this juncture that the Latin text used in 16 §6 is coram
which means “in the presence of, before” or “face to face.” It does not use “praesunt”
which means “to be in charge of, be in control of; take the lead in, to be preeminent in.”
One can argue that if A=B or A=A, then “fore front” technically can be used in
place of “before.” Anyway, in the original Latin text coram is used in both instances.
Likewise one may argue that “before” can also be used in both instances as can be seen
below:
The fact is, however, that the actual English text uses two words: “fore front” and
“before.”511 This prompts one to ask: What is the difference between using these two
terms as opposed to one? What is the difference between “fore front” and “before”?
Does it make a difference?
510

Karl Rahner, “The Church as the Subject of the Sending of the Spirit”, in Theological
Investigations vol. 7 188-89 as cited by Timothy Costelloe, "The Catholic Priest Today- Who is He?: A
Theological Reflection," Australasian Catholic Record 87, no. 2 (April 2010): 131-45.
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The English text uses “fore front” and “before” at least on the Vatican website and at the time of
the writing of this thesis.
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This writer proposes that yes, there is a difference, and it does make a difference.
As a glitch, “fore front” opens itself up to differential readings in myriad ways,
disséminating and dénégating situationally depending on how one approaches the text.
For example, looking at the various words used to represent or relating with “fore
front,”one realizes that “fore” can actually mean “before.”
Table 5.1.3. PDV No. 16§6 Latin and English text
Ref:
No. 16
§6

Latin

English

Apostoli autem eorumque successores,
cum potestatem non suam sed a Christo
Capite et Pastore receptam habeant, locum
coram Ecclesia occupant — per suum
ministerium — quod non nisi signum et
continuatio sacramentalis et visibilis est
Ipsius Christi, qui coram Ecclesia et
mundo unus auctor et origo est Salutis;
Salutis scilicet permanentis et semper
novae, cum unus sit «ipse salvator
corporis».

The apostles and their successors, inasmuch as
they exercise an authority which comes to them
from Christ, the head and shepherd, are placed—
with their ministry—in the fore front of the
Church as a visible continuation and sacramental
sign of Christ in his own position before the
Church and the world, as the enduring and ever
new source of salvation, he "who is head of the
Church, his body, and is himself its savior" (Eph.
5:23).

Possible text when “fore front” is used in
both instances

The apostles and their successors, inasmuch as
they exercise an authority which comes to them
from Christ, the head and shepherd, are placed—
with their ministry—in the fore front of the
Church as a visible continuation and sacramental
sign of Christ in his own position in the fore
front the Church and the world, as the enduring
and ever new source of salvation, he "who is head
of the Church, his body, and is himself its savior"
(Eph. 5:23).

Possible text when “before” is used in both
instances

The apostles and their successors, inasmuch as
they exercise an authority which comes to them
from Christ, the head and shepherd, are placed—
with their ministry—before the Church as a
visible continuation and sacramental sign of
Christ in his own position before the Church and
the world, as the enduring and ever new source of
salvation, he "who is head of the Church, his
body, and is himself its savior" (Eph. 5:23).
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According to Oxford Dictionaries, “fore” or “’fore,” as a preposition, is also the
“nonstandard form of before,”512 where “before” is defined as “(d)uring the period of
time preceding (a particular event, date, or time.)”513 One cannot emphasize enough that
“fore” and “before,” like “present,” 514 can also refer to a time-formation or a spaceformation. As such “fore” and “before” can also be indicative of the way time and space
are double-bound in the present manifesting in time becoming-spatial and space
becoming-temporal.
Dédoublement/Doubling. As “fore” takes on a new meaning (from space
formation to time formation), “fore front” doubles back to “before,” but no longer in the
sense of being “’in front of’ the front” (a space formation), but “prior to” or “preceding”
(a time formation). In light of this, the return of the differential same alters the meaning
or sense of the phrase: “Christ in his own position before the Church” in PDV no. 16 §6.
From Christ “standing before/in front of the Church,” it can also now mean “Christ
before/prior to the Church.”
Interestingly, and quite uncannily, “before” also contains “fore.” The return of the
differential same (now as time formation), as it were, breaks515 “before” to become, at
least differentially, “be fore” or “be+fore.” This writer proposes that a person who thinks
512

Oxford Dictionaries, s.v. “fore,” accessed November 21, 2014,
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/ fore .
513

Oxford Dictionaries, s.v. “fore,” accessed November 21, 2014,
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/ before .
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It may be recalled that “present” can refer to a moment in time but also being in a certain
place/space at a given time.
515

Attentive readers may have noticed that breaks can be a verb as well as noun. Cf. Deconstruction as
exposing breaks in the body.
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differentially, that is, one who is mindful of signification and how Differentialism works,
would recognize “fore front” as a glitch that may provide a better 'clue' to how
happenings go on. Realizing that “fore front” is actually a better representation than
“forefront”516 opens one to the possibility that “before” can also be broken up to become
“be fore” (in the same way that “forefront” became “fore front”) and that “be fore” too
can provide better clues to how happenings go on.
“Fore” and “be” as trace words. Another way of understanding how “before”
can be broken up to “be fore” is thinking of “fore” as a trace word517 that breaks the
surface of texts. Trace words, it may be recalled, are words that bear the marks of
space/time double-binds or attempts to conceal breaks in the holistic “surface”/“face” of a
“body”518 They appear (often repeatedly) in an uncanny or aberrant manner in texts.
What is uncanny about “fore front,” apart from the apparent misspelling,519 is the way it
exposed how the English translation tried to assert the primacy of ordained priests by
using “forefront” (which means important or leading position) even if the original Latin
text uses words that mean only “before” or “in front of” (i.e., coram and erga). If
“forefront” were used throughout, people most probably would not have noticed this
“sleight of hand” (to the effect: passing off “fore front” (in front of) as “forefront”
(leading or important position). “Fore,” as a trace word, surfacing or calling the attention
516

“Fore front” as described above is actually more faithful to the Latin text than “forefront.”
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It may be recalled that Derrida uses trace-words and trace-phrases “which neither mean nor do not
mean what they mean in his other texts.” See Magliola, ODLW, 160-65.
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of readers in an uncanny/aberrant manner as it did, whether it was intentional or
accidental, exposed this break/rupture/fissure in the text that tries to paint the picture or
assert the image of ordained priests being in an important or leading position.
It is worth noting once again at this juncture that trace is “‘that which does not
fit,’ ‘that which does not match,” ‘that which is left-out,” but which—by virtue of this
lack—generates what ‘goes on.’” 520 Like floating graphic traits, they recur situationally
but with a difference, manifesting as aberrant reinscriptions in texts. They “act-out that
which wends the way between meaning and non-meaning.”521 It may be recalled that in
ODLW, Magliola deploys them to “represent the mysterious recurrences . . . that seem to
signal a divine meaning, but a meaning somehow hidden from rational explanation or
interpretation.” 522
With regard to trace as something “‘that which does not fit,’ ‘that which does not
match,” ‘that which is left-out,” it is interesting to note once again that semantically,
“fore” means the same as “before” (A=A, fore=before, fore=fore). Graphically,523
however, they are of course not the same because there is a “be” before the other “fore”:
(fore ≠ be + fore). There is an excess or surplus (“be”) that also functions as a surplus
clue.
This writer submits that “be” can also be a trace word. “Be” in itself is a word that
has many meanings. When combined with “fore,” “be” provides a new differential take
520

Magliola, ODLW, 159-60.
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Apropos it is worth noting that “be fore” or “be+fore” in itself does not have a meaning.
Combining the meaning of “be” and “fore” may provide some meaning but it is not the official meaning of
this non-word, or non-term.
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Magliola, FURDD, 190.
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on the meaning of “before,” apart from “in front of” and “prior to.” “Be,” for example,
can mean “existing,” so be+fore can mean “existing before.” “Existing before” in turn
can mean existing “in front of” or existing “prior to.”
Dissémination/Dénégation. Here more and more we see how dissémination and
dénégation figure in the differential reading of “be fore.” It is interesting to note that “be”
has several meanings as enumerated in the footnote below.524 Of all the definitions given,
one of the most important is “signify” (no. 3.4 below).525 This is because signification
frames or is key to understanding concepts/catchwords pertaining to
Logocentrism/Differentialism (e.g., theory or logic of presence, deceptive myth of
presence, represent, constitute/appoint, take place or “happen,” say, etc.).

524

Definition of Be: 1 (usually there is/are) Exist: there are no easy answers, there once was a man,
there must be something wrong, I think, therefore I am; 1.1 Be present: there is a boy sitting on the step,
there were no curtains around the showers, Are there any castles in this area? 2 [WITH ADVERBIAL]
Occur; take place: the exhibition will be in November, the opening event is on October 16, that was before
the war; 2.1Occupy a position in space: the Salvation Army store was on his left, she was not at the
window; 2.2 Stay in the same place or condition: she was here until about ten-thirty, he’s a tough
customer—let him be; 2.3Attend: the days when she was in school; 2.4Come; go; visit: he’s from Missouri,
I have just been to Thailand, the doctor’s been here twice today; 3 [AS COPULAR VERB] Having the
state, quality, identity, nature, role, etc., specified: Amy was 91, the floor was uneven, I want to be a
teacher; 3.1Cost: the tickets were $25; 3.2 Amount to: one and one is two, two sixes are twelve;
3.3Represent: let A be a square matrix of order n; 3.4 Signify: we were everything to each other; 3.5
Consist of; constitute: the monastery was several three-story buildings; 4 informal Say: when I got there,
they were like “What are you doing here?”; AUXILIARY VERB 1 Used with a present participle to form
continuous tenses: they are coming, he had been reading, she will be waiting; 2 Used with a past participle
to form the passive mood: it was done, it is said, his book will be published; 3 [WITH INFINITIVE] Used to
indicate something due to happen: construction is to begin next summer, I was to meet him at 6:30; 3.1
Used to express obligation or necessity: you are to follow these orders, they said I was to remain on board;
3.2 Used to express possibility: these snakes are to be found in North America, she was nowhere to be seen;
3.3 Used to hypothesize about something that might happen: if I were to lose, if I was to tell you, you’d
think I was crazy were she to cure me, what could I offer her? 4 archaic Used with the past participle of
intransitive verbs to form perfect tenses: I am returned, all humanity is fallen. Oxford Dictionaries, s.v.
“be,” accessed November 21, 2014, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/be.
Italics supplied .
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As pointed out in the preceding sections, “signify” is signaled by the verb to be, “is.”
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It is important to note that like most verbs, “be” inflects according to tense, mood,
person, number, etc. There are eight inflections of “be”: am, are, is, was, were, be, being,
been, five of which do not contain “be” or in no way resemble “be” graphically speaking.
Of the eight, what comes to mind when talking about signification is the inflection “is”
because of the conventional way signification has been represented: A=B, A=A (A is B,
A is A), which is third person, singular. It may be recalled that logocentrism is any
concept/ “experience” taken as “closed” or “framed.” It is something with an
inside/outside, with a center, which is complete/whole526 such that some-thing is, or “it is
what it is.” It is a tradition which is entitative or grounded on a 'philosophy of presence,'
and is dependent on the expression 'is' (i.e., the copula) to express itself (whatever is, is—
the "principle of identity"). 527 Thus even absence, to make sense, has to be taken in terms
of presence ('is' not.)528
Discussing inflections above helps establish how “be” can disséminate in a way
that “be+fore” can become “‘(I) am’+fore” or “(He) was + fore,”etc. as will be seen anon.
Conventionally dictionaries use the word that is being defined in sample sentences to
illustrate its meaning or usage. For example, when Oxford Dictionaries defines “present”
as “existing or occurring now,”529 it illustrates using: “She did not expect to find herself
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Magliola, ODLW, 172.
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Magliola, DOM, 5.
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Incidentally this is what is meant about significations (in this case the second lemma) reducing to
the first lemma formulation. See Magliola, DOM, 104-5.
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This definition coincidentally helps in the understanding of self-identical moment of ‘pure
presence’ (A=B, which redounds to A=A) in terms of time’s becoming-spatial (“spacing”) and space’s
becoming temporal (“temporalizing”) because space = time.
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in her present situation. (emphasis mine)”530 In the case of “be,” however, its various
inflections are used. For example, as pointed out earlier, one of the meanings of “be” is
“to exist.” Oxford Dictionaries illustrates this by using the inflection “am” in a sample
sentence: “I think, therefore I am.” In this sentence, “be” inflects following the person
and tense of “I think”: first person, singular, present tense.
In the same way, this writer argues that the inflections of “be” can take the place
of “be” in “be+fore” of PDV 16 §6. However, the way they are inscribed in the text may
or may not follow grammatical convention. This is (logically) possible if one considers
that “be” in “be+fore” does not function in the conventional way “be” as “verb to be”
does. For example, they are not linked to any subject. The subjects are already linked to
their respective “verbs to be.” The “be” in question is aberrantly linked to “fore.”
“Be+fore” is itself/are themselves trace words or aberrant reinscriptions, which
“do not fit,” “do not match,” etc. As (a) trace it is/they are neither here nor there and but
function/s as (a) clue or conductal thread. Before proceeding, it may be helpful to look
once again at the relevant text from PDV 16 §6:
The apostles and their successors, inasmuch as they exercise an authority which
comes to them from Christ, the head and shepherd, are placed—with their
ministry—in the fore front of the Church as a visible continuation and
sacramental sign of Christ in his own position before the Church and the world, as
the enduring and ever new source of salvation, he "who is head of the Church, his
body, and is himself its savior" (Eph. 5:23).531

530

Oxford Dictionaries, s.v. “present,” accessed November 21, 2014,
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/present .
531

Italics supplied.
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“Christ in his own position (be+fore) the Church and the world” thus can
disséminate to “Christ in his own position (as) (I am + in front of) the Church and the
world.” It can also disséminate to “Christ in his own position (as) (I am + prior) to the
Church and the world,” and so on.
The above have enormous implications on the differential reading of PDV 16 §6
considering that the various meanings or senses of “be” when combined with the
meanings of “fore” generate different ways of understanding PDV 16 §6. Tables 5.1.4.15.1.4.4532 below provide some examples of what “be+fore” could possibly mean when
doing a differential reading. They were generated by combining the meanings of “be”
and “fore” cross-sectionally. Oxford English Dictionaries provides three definitions of
“fore.”
This writer proposes that “fore” can also dénégate as the homonym “for” so there
are four possible dénégations of “fore” corresponding to the second to fifth columns in
the table.533 Oxford meanwhile provides twenty definitions of “be” corresponding to the
20 rows in the table. Cross-sectionally then, the four meanings of “fore” and twenty
meanings of “be” generate at least eighty possible meanings (4 x 20 = 80) of aberrantly
reinscribed “be+fore” in the given text.

532

The tables are split into four to conform with Turabian style.

533

The first column contains the definitions of “be” and sample sentences illustrating the use of the

word.
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Table 5.1.4.1. Sample Meanings Generated from Combining Meanings of “be” and
“fore” (Part 1)
Rows:
Definitions of
“Fore”

Fore: Situated or
placed in front

Fore: Preceding or
going before

Fore: Prior

Fore: For
(homonym)

Be: 1 (usually
: there are no easy
answers, there once
was a man, there
must be something
wrong, I think,
therefore I am

Christ in his own
position
exists/is/will be (I
AM)+ in front the
Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position was (I AM)
+ preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position was (I
AM)/existed + prior
to the Church and
the world

Christ in his own
position was/is/will
be/existed/exists/will
exist (I AM)/+ for the
Church and the world

Be: 1.1 Be
present: there is a
boy sitting on the
step, there were no
curtains around the
showers, Are there
any castles in this
area?

Christ in his own
position is there
/will be there
(present with/
“Emmanuel”)+
placed in front of
the Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position is there
/will be there
(present with/
“Emmanuel”)+
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position was there
(present with the
Father and HS) +
prior to the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position was/is/will be
there (present with
the Father and HS/
“Emmanuel”)+ for the
Church and the world

Columns:
Definitions of
“be”/sample
sentence
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Table 5.1.4.2. Sample Meanings Generated from Combining Meanings of “be” and
“fore” (Part 2)
Fore

Fore: Situated or
placed in front

Fore: Preceding or
going before

Fore: Prior

Fore: For
(homonym)

Christ is/will be
taking/takes his
own position +
’fore/ in front of the
Church and the
world

Christ was
taking/took his own
position
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ has/had
taken his own
position + prior to
the Church and the
world

Christ was/is/will be
taking his own
position+ for the
Church and the world

Christ in his own
position was/is/will
be + (situated) in
front the Church and
the world

Christ in his own
position was/is/will
be +
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world
Christ will remain in
his own position
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ (occupies)
his own position (in
space)
+ prior to the
Church and the
world
Christ will remain in
his own position +
prior to the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position was/is/will be
+ for the Church and
the world

Christ attends* to
the Church and the
world (while)
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ attended
/planned (in his own
position) to attend*
to the Church and
the world + prior to
the Church and the
world

Christ’s plan to attend
to the Church and the
world is not just for
the Father but
+ for the Church and
the world

preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

prior to the Church
and the world

+ for the Church and
the world

Be
Be: 2 [WITH
ADVERBIAL]
Occur; take place:
the exhibition will
be in November, the
opening event is on
October 16, that
was before the war;
Be: 2.1Occupy a
position in space:
the Salvation Army
store was on his left,
she was not at the
window;
Be: 2.2 Stay in the
same place or
condition: she was
here until about tenthirty, he’s a tough
customer—let him
be;
Be: 2.3Attend: the
days when she was
in school;

Be: 2.4Come; go;
visit: he’s from
Missouri, I have just
been to Thailand,
the doctor’s been
here twice today;

Christ will remain in
his own position
+ (situated) in
front the Church and
the world
Christ attends* to
(the Church and the
world) in his own
position
+ situated in front
the Church and the
world
* denegating—
attend: help or care
for
Christ went/is
going/will come or
go to his own
position
+ (situated) in
front the Church and
the world

Christ will remain in
his own position
+ for the Church and
the world
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Table 5.1.4.3. Sample Meanings Generated from Combining Meanings of “be” and
“fore” (Part 3)
Fore

Fore: Situated or
placed in front

Fore: Preceding or
going before

Fore: Prior

Fore: For
(homonym)

Christ’s
identity/nature/role
is his own position
+ (situated) in
front the Church and
the world

Christ’s
identity/nature/role is
his own position
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ’s
identity/nature/role
is his own position
+ prior to the
Church and the
world

Christ’s
identity/nature/role is
his own position
+ for the Church and
the world

Christ in his own
position (has a price)
+ (situated) in
front the Church and
the world
Christ in his own
position amounts to
+ (being situated)
in front the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position (has a price)
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world
Christ in his own
position amounts to
(him)
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position (has a price)
+ prior to the
Church and the
world
Christ in his own
position amounts to
(being)
+ prior to the
Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position (has a price)
+ for the Church and
the world

Be: 3.3Represent:
let A be a square
matrix of order n;

Let Christ be in his
own position
+ (situated) in
front of the Church
and the world

Let Christ be in his
own position +
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Let Christ be in his
own position
+ prior to the
Church and the
world

Let Christ be in his
own position
+ for the Church and
the world

Be: 3.4 Signify:
we were everything
to each other;

Christ in his own
position (as groom)
is + placed in front
of the Church and
the world

Christ in his own
position (as firstborn
from the dead) is +
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position (as groom,
firstborn from the dead,
and Second Person of
the Trinity) is + for the
Church and the world

Be: 3.5 Consist of;
constitute: the
monastery was
several three-story
buildings;

Christ in his own
position (in the
body) is +(di fronte)
the face facing the
Church and the
world

Be: 4 informal
Say: when I got
there, they were
like “What are you
doing here?”

Christ in his own
position was
like/was saying
+ “Face the Church
and the world.”

Christ in his own
position (in the
body/as head of the
body) is +
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world
Christ in his own
position was
like/was saying,
“Go before the
Church and the
world.”

Christ in his own
position (as second
Person of the
Trinity) is
+ prior to the
Church and the
world
+ prior to the
Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position was
like/was saying
+ “I am) prior to the
Church and the
world”

Christ in his own
position was like/was
saying, “(I am) + for
the Church and the
world”

Be
Be: 3 [AS
COPULAR
VERB] Having
the state, quality,
identity, nature,
role, etc.,
specified: Amy
was 91, the floor
was uneven, I want
to be a teacher;
Be: 3.1Cost: the
tickets were $25;

Be: 3.2 Amount
to: one and one is
two, two sixes are
twelve;

Christ in his own
position amounts to
(him being)
+ for the Church and
the world

+ for the Church and
the world
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Table 5.1.4.4. Sample Meanings Generated from Combining Meanings of “be” and
“fore” (Part 4)
Fore

Fore: Situated or
placed in front

Fore: Preceding or
going before

Fore: Prior

Fore: For
(homonym)

Christ in his own
position is/was/will
be + situating in
front of the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position is/was/will
be +
preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position is
being/was
being/will be +
prior to the Church
and the world

Christ in his own
position is/was/will be
+ for the Church and
the world

Christ in his own
position was, is, will
be + situated in
front the Church and
the world

Christ in his own
position has been
+ prior to the
Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position was, is, will
be, has been
+ for the Church and
the world

Christ in his own
position is to be +
situated in front
the Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position was, is, will
be, has been +
preceded before the
Church and the
world
Christ in his own
position is to +
precede/go before
the Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position is to be
+ prior to the
Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position is to be
+ for the Church and
the world

Christ in his own
position is to
+ situate in front
the Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position is to
+ precede/go before
the Church and the
world

Christ in his own
position (as Son of
the Father) is to be
+ prior to the
Church and the
world

for the Church and the
world

+ (situated) in
front the Church and
the world

preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

+ prior to the
Church and the
world

+ for the Church and
the world

+ (situated) in
front the Church and
the world

preceding/going
before the Church
and the world

+ prior to the
Church and the
world

+ for the Church and
the world

Be
Be: AUXILIARY
VERB A1 Used
with a present
participle to form
continuous tenses:
they are coming, he
had been reading,
she will be waiting;
Be: A2 Used with
a past participle to
form the passive
mood: it was done,
it is said, his book
will be published;
Be: A3 [WITH
INFINITIVE]
Used to indicate
something due to
happen:
construction is to
begin next summer,
I was to meet him
at 6:30;
Be: A3.1 Used to
express obligation
or necessity: you
are to follow these
orders, they said I
was to remain on
board;
Be: A3.2 Used to
express possibility:
these snakes are to
be found in North
America, she was
nowhere to be
seen;
Be: A3.3 Used to
hypothesize about
something that
might happen: if I
were to lose, if I
was to tell you,
you’d think I was
crazy were she to
cure me, what
could I offer her?
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Table 5.1.5. List of some pertinent differential readings of (be+fore) for BuddhistCatholic dialogue
Context

Text/Dissemination/
Denegation
Before

Meaning

Before

In front of, facing,

Christ in his own
position before
the Church and
the world

Before

Prior

Christ in his own
position before
the Church and
the world

Be+fore

Be = “exist”, to be
Be = “I am”

Christ in his own
position before
the Church and
the world
Christ in his own
position before
the Church and
the world

Remark/Implication

In front of, facing

Space formation:
Christ in his own position standing in
front of/facing the Church here and
now
- Image is “logical prior” to
Church being the body of
Christ with Christ as head.
Time formation:
Christ in his own position prior to the
Church
- Envisions Christ in his position
before or prior to the
establishment of the Church
Stress entitativeness
Connotes = Divinity, tetragrammaton

Fore = in the
presence of
Fore = prior to
Be (being) + fore (in
the presence of)

Be
(existing/”was”)+fore
(prior to)
Be (exist, future
tense) + fore (in the
presence of)

Christ in his own position being + in
the presence of the Church
-Emmanuel (God with us), Incarnation,
as the promised Messiah in the line of
David, in the Mass (priest,
congregation, sacred species).
Christ in his own position existing +
prior to the Church
-Eternal Logos, OT,
Christ in his own position as I am/God
(past, present, future) + in front of the
Church and the world

Table 5.1.5 above puts together some of the pertinent differential readings of
“be+fore” culled from Tables 5.1.4.1 to 5.1.4.4 for Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. It also
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traces how “before” has disséminated/dénégated from the first sense of the English text
(“before” = in front of, facing) to several senses that break the self-identical moment of
'pure presence' in which the place of Christ “before” the Church and the world is used to
signify the place of ordained priests in the “fore front” of the Church.
That “be” can iterate with a difference, and point to, for example, “I am,” and in
turn to Tetragrammaton, différance originaire, “absolute past,” “pure presence,” This
writer submits, is a divine clue that instructs situationally. One important insight that
can be drawn from this is that while Christ is explicitly stated in the text, Christ/God can
also be embedded or aberrantly reinscribed in the text. One’s attentiveness to unsettling
or uncanny feelings, that there is something that “does not fit,” “does not match,” or “is
left-out,” leads to the discovery of these meanings.
Two important points need to be raised at this juncture. First, contrary to the
widely held perception that Deconstructionists are “sceptical nihilist(s) who (don’t)
believe in anything, who (think) nothing has meaning, and text has no meaning,” 534
Deconstruction actually is very much concerned about meaning/s. Related to this,
Deconstruction is not a relativist, free for all, anything goes kind of movement or way of
thinking that many who associate it with “Postmodernism” purport it to be.535 Following
the differential trail entails a train of thought that is still logical/rational.536 The train of
534

As pointed out earlier, these are misconceptions hurled at Derrida, as cited by Shakespeare,
Derrida and Theology, Kindle Location, 44-46.
535

Cf. Daniel Patrick Huang, “Emerging Global, Postmodern Culture in the Philippines,” Landas 13,
no. 1 (1999): 48–52, and Michael Paul Gallagher, Clashing Symbols: An Introduction to Faith and Culture
(New York: Paulist Press, 1998).
536

Magliola’s own logic/work has been described as rigorous and meticulous.
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thought may be long and winding, even tedious or laborious, but it does offer different,
unique and/or useful perspectives. Second, it cannot be emphasized enough that for
Magliola, any deconstruction is merely ad hoc and points to particular/situational clues
that may help the people see things they have never seen before. It may be recalled that
for Magliola, “’dénégation’ is always entrammeled, entangled . . . in an ad hoc
situational difference.”537 Even after deconstruction (exposing cracks in the truth
formulation and putting the outcome under erasure), the truth claims of the text remain
intact. Going back to PDV 16 §6, Deconstruction does not deny the meaning of “Christ
in his position before the Church and the world” per se but opens the text to differential
readings (that are put under erasure.)
It should be noted that the shift from “before” to “be+fore” is not arbitrary or
done whimsically. It was signaled/prompted/justified by “forefront” becoming “fore
front,” which in turn, came to the fore while tracking, in the words of Magliola, “thoughtprocesses of a putative logical sequence” 538 touching on priesthood (ordained vs.
common priesthood, head vs. body, inside vs. outside, etc.) This differential trail,
meanwhile, can be traced back to a particular situation that generated unsettling feelings.
The case revolves around which position is befitting a Catholic priest vis-à-vis a Buddhist
monk (Read: Priest in the “fore front” of the Church” vis-à-vis Christ before the Church
and the world).

537

Magliola, ODLW, 169.

538

The quote is taken from Magliola’s definition of Deconstruction mentioned in chapter one and is
taken from Magliola, ODLW, 71-72.
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The various meanings of “be+fore” above in many ways generate unsettling or
unnerving feelings. This is because combining the various inflections of “be” and “fore”
defies grammatical convention. Moreover, the “meanings” generated from combining
“be” and “fore” thwart the self-identical moment of ‘pure presence’ described in PDV no.
16 §6. 539
Self-identical moment of “Pure Presence” thwarted by space-time double-binds.
Before proceeding to talk about how the differential readings of “be+fore” deconstruct
the self-identical moment of ‘pure presence’ described in PDV no. 16, it may be helpful
to review self-identical moment of ‘pure presence’ in light of the definition of “present”
broached earlier as “existing or occurring now.”
“Present,” as pointed out earlier also, is unique in the sense that it can refer to a
time formation as well as space formation. For example: At present (time formation) he
is in class. He is present (space formation) in class. “Present” elicits the notion of these
points in space and time converging in the here and now.
So we imagine space and time, as it were, coming together in that one point so
that one can say that that something exists/is/is happening or occurring here and now.
But as Magliola points out this identical moment of “pure presence” where space = time
does not really happen in reality. Space and time defer. Space precludes one-point-only-

539

We have expressed the self-identical moment of ‘pure presence’ in PDV no. 16 §6 as: Priest in the
“fore front” of the Church” vis-à-vis or signifies Christ before the Church and the world. A less simplified
way of expressing it is: Priests/bishops are the visual continuation and sign of Christ in terms of being
placed in the same position (in the fore front of the Church) as Christ (is/is placed) in his own position
before the Church and the world, as the enduring and ever new source of salvation, he "who is head of the
Church, his body, and is himself its savior."
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ness, time precludes one-moment-only-ness. Additionally space and time iterate. Nonone-pointedness and non-one-momentness pull at each other.
By the time one utters the sentence “At present, he is in class” or even thinks of it,
forming an image in the mind, the present moment has already passed, the present
already became past. Looking at it another way, when one says, “At present, he is in
class,” he is actually talking about something that had just passed, in short, something
from the past and just remembering it. Uttering that statement he is also anticipating that
the very next moment (the future) he still is / will be in class. Even if one argues that the
class is one hour, and the person uttering or thinking the statement is before him, or in the
class with him, the word “present” still refers to the here and now. Thus for the
signification to hold, at least as far our minds allow us to construct or imagine a “pure
present,” one would have to utter or think about the statement repeatedly in the course of
the one hour. Still there is a delay in the signification because of the passing of time. In
the same vein, one would also have to anticipate or imagine that the person will remain in
class the very next moment, and would do so moment after moment with every thought
or utterance within the specified time period.
Of course, people normally do not think or go about their day-to-day lives this
way.540 Glitches, unsettling feelings, however, may jolt them into the realization that
what we call “present” is a logocentric construct. The deceptive myth of presence, it may
be recalled, makes us believe that things go on (in real life) as they “are” in every present
moment. However, as Magliola reminds us, “What we call ‘the present’ is erected by the
540

In relation to this point, this thesis will later propose a Catholic way of fostering mindfulness in
day-to-day life.
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pure negative references to the past (as thought and imagined) and to the future (as
conceived/imagined).” 541 He explains further:
What we conventionally named the past once was the present, and indeed, we
ONLY phenomenologically experience the past by making it “present” by
thinking about it, imagining it, etc. In short, we NEVER experience the “past” as
“past”—we think about it, imagine it, in the present! But we need that concept
“the past” to make sense of our experience of thinking/imagining in the “present”
what happened “before” (though we never experience the “before” as “before”).
That concept or “marker” called “the past” must be “absolute past” (for all pasts
were once “presents” and can only be experienced as “present” through the
illusion of thinking/imagining them). 542
Thus in real life, “dissemination” becomes the dissipating (dis = in several
directions) of decidability because people cannot decide whether they are experiencing
the past or the present, or whether they are experiencing the present or the future.
Memory and anticipation come into play causing a difference in the repetition of what is
being signified or experienced in the so-called present.
Indeed, when we are asked to define “present,” we normally refer to it in terms of
time together with or in relation to the past and future. However, we can also think of
present as the opposite of absent (space-formation). Effectively what we are doing is
associating it with something (N.B. an entity) that it is NOT, in order to have a sense of
what it is.
The different scenarios described in tables 5.1.4.1-table 5.1.4.4 may be seen as
thwarting the moment of “pure presence” signified in PDV no. 16 §6, which is taken as
paradigmatic of how the ordained priest stands in the place of Christ as a sacramental
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Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, January 23, 2016.

542

Ibid.
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sign. The reinscriptions are not mere substitutions of the inflections. Some adjustments
have to be me for them to make some sense, drawing from the memory boxes of the past
and jars of hope of the future.543 Since I am a Catholic and this is a Theological Studies
thesis there is an attempt to reconfigure the wording of the reinscriptions to fit or match
“orthodox” Catholic teaching.
The substitutions themselves are not arbitrary but based on clues found in the
differential trail. Apropos one cannot whimsically substitute “be” with “cat,” and “fore”
with “dog” unless a person can justify them by making some meaningful association.
There is a reason behind or (internal) logic in the aforementioned tables that justifies the
change/iteration of the original text “Christ before the Church and the world” to
(1) “Christ be+fore the Church and world” to (2) “Christ be (as) ‘I am” + fore prior to
the Church and world” or (3) “Christ be (being) + fore (in the presence of) + the Church
and the world,” etc. “Internal” is used advisedly because, in real life, people do not
externally write or compile a table like table 5.1.5 The new meanings can be grasped
intuitively, with the mental constructions/iterations happening instantaneously or
automatically. Many times, though, images/reinscriptions flood the mind contributing to
or aggravating the “dissipating of decidability” experienced by people.

543

The wording is stilted and may elicit unsettling feelings. Why memory box and jar of hope?
Actually memory box has a specific meaning: a box used for storing or keeping mementos to mark
milestones in one’s life: birth, wedding, death, anniversaries, etc. See Heta Aali, Anna-Leena Perämäki,
and Cathleen Sarti, Memory Boxes: An Experimental Approach to Cultural Transfer in History, 1500-2000
(Bielefeld: Transcript, 2014). Discovery eBooks, EBSCOhost (accessed January 26, 2016). The book
develops “an understanding of memory boxes as cultural constructions that are involved in the process of
making and disputing memory—but which, simultaneously, are important agents for cultural transfer over
space and time.”
Box + jar of hope may for some evoke the Myth of Pandora’s Box which when placed vis-à-vis or
face-to-face with the Bible’s creation myth may generate unique perspectives about human beings’ origins,
joys and fears, hopes and dreams, and destiny, etc.
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The above raises the question: whose memories and hopes are invoked here?
The Church as the body of Christ is the depository of the body of revealed truth in the
Scriptures and tradition.544 She is the “‘sign’ and living ‘memorial’” of Christ’s
“permanent presence and activity in our midst and on our behalf.”545 In the Scriptures,
one finds the collective memory/imaginative remembering of God in the presence of or
being with his people and their response to God’s word and salvific actions. Of course,
because of the body’s organic constitution, one cannot discount the memories of
individual members of Christ’s body, especially when experiences are shared and become
part of the Church’s collective memory.546
However insofar as the head represents a person’s higher faculties (including
memory) and is regarded as the source of life and nourishment for the body,547 it seems
more logical/proper to think of the memories as Christ’s own memories. These are
Christ’s “memories” of being + in the presence of the Church and the world, memories
that Christ as head imparts or shares with his body, the Church.
Obviously, none us of were around to have a memory of how things were before
the creation of the world and yet we can speak about it, and interestingly, in language
couched after things were created. In this sense, “God before creation” is technically not
before creation, but something brought into our created “now,” “our present field of
544

In other words, the deposit of faith.

545

PDV no. 12

546

A case in point is the 2015 pastoral visit of Pope Francis to the Philippines. While people have their
own stories to tell, they experienced something similar: the Pope as a sacramental sign standing before
them in place of Christ.
547
Cf. Colossians 2:19 – “They have lost connection with the head, from whom the whole body,
supported and held together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to grow.”
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consciousness as a concept,” as Magliola points out.548 If we examine carefully even in
our “now,” God is not phenomenologically available as present, that is, as pure present
that does not require having to make any reference to something other than itself, e.g., the
past or future (including language and concepts) except perhaps to mystics. Because we
are finite beings “the creedal affirmation that God is forever and continues into the future
is also not phenomenologically available to us,” Magliola adds.549
Spacing/Temporalizing in PDV no. 16 §6. Examining PDV no. 16 §6, one
becomes aware of space-time double-binds in the text. Some words because they relate
to time and space signal a possible change in the space/time configuration. An example
is “prior” that takes the place of “before” (to stand in front). From a scenario that is
perceived as happening in the here and now (the original sense of PDV no. 16 §6 that is
seen as paradigmatic of how the ordained priest stands in the place of Christ as a
sacramental sign), happenings from the past, as it were, invade the field of consciousness
of the here and now, crowding it. Past happenings here may refer to something that just
passed, or it could evoke something from bygones past. The same is true for words that
evoke space.
Mention has already been made of how the ordained priest is in the Church as
well as at the fore front of it. However PDV no. 16 §6, also speaks of the place/position
of the ordained in relation to Christ’s. The priest being placed at the fore front is meant
to signify Christ’s own place or position, but with a difference. Looking closely one
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Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, January 23, 2016.

549

Ibid.
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observes: (Observation no. 1) In the Latin version coram is used both to represent the
position of ordained priests as well as Christ’s. In the English version, however, “fore
front” is used to signify the position of the ordained and “before” is used for Christ. Why
the difference? (Observation no. 2) In both the English and Latin versions, the ordained
priest is standing before the Church only. However, Christ’s position is “before” the
Church and the world.
Table 5.1.6.1 . Latin and English text of PDV No. 16 §6
Ref:
No. 16
§6

Latin
Atque per ministeriale sacerdotium
Ecclesia conscientiam sui ipsius in fide
adquirit, se non a semetipsa originem
sumpsisse, sed a Christi gratia in Spiritu
Sancto. Apostoli autem eorumque
successores, cum potestatem non suam sed
a Christo Capite et Pastore receptam
habeant, locum coram Ecclesia occupant
— per suum ministerium — quod non nisi
signum et continuatio sacramentalis et
visibilis est Ipsius Christi, qui coram
Ecclesia et mundo unus auctor et origo est
Salutis; Salutis scilicet permanentis et
semper novae, cum unus sit «ipse salvator
corporis».

English
The apostles and their successors, inasmuch as
they exercise an authority which comes to them
from Christ, the head and shepherd, are placed—
with their ministry—in the fore front of the
Church as a visible continuation and sacramental
sign of Christ in his own position before the
Church and the world, as the enduring and ever
new source of salvation, he "who is head of the
Church, his body, and is himself its savior" (Eph.
5:23).

Unsettling feelings about the use of “fore front” and “before” in place of
“coram.” Why does the English version of PVD use two words “fore front” and
“before” when the original Latin just uses one word “coram”? At this juncture, one
could only speculate on the translator/s’ intention. For example, it could be a matter of
style. Using one or the same word can be monotonous so using two words breaks the
monotony. It could be accidental—the translators were in a hurry. It could be also that
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“fore front” and “before” were used advisedly, with translators being aware of the
difference and wanted the words to evoke specific contextual meanings.
As for the clues that “fore front” and “before” can produce, this thesis has decided
to follow the trail of “be+fore” as tables 5.2.1-5.2.4 already list possible differential
meanings. Suffice it to say that “fore front,” insofar as it elicits “forefront” and its
dictionary meaning, captures the notion of the husband being in a leading position. (Cf.
Ephesians 5:23: “For the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the
church, his body, and is himself its Savior.”)
Differential clues from time. As pointed out earlier, “Christ in his own position
before the Church and the world” can have several differential meanings as presented in
tables 5.1.4.1-table 5.1.4.4 and table 5.1.5. The statement itself is understood as
“happening” in the here and now. Whether it is taken literally (e.g., one can imagine the
glorified, post-Resurrection Christ on his heavenly throne facing the Church and the
world) or metaphorically, in both cases, “Christ in his own position before the Church
and the world” is the signified that “The apostles and their successors . . . are placed . . .
in the fore front of the Church” signifies.
“Before” (in front of, referring to space-formation), but
as logical prior
When “before” shifts from a word referring to “space-formation” to “timeformation,” the text acquires a differential meaning or subtext: “Christ in his own
position before (prior to) the Church and the world.”
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If one examines carefully, though, even “Christ in his own position before the
Church and the world” in the original sense of PDV no. 16 §6—Christ before (i.e.,
facing) the Church and the world may be considered as logically prior to the notion of the
Church as the body of Christ with Christ as the head. Before Christ took the Church, his
bride, to be his body, he was standing before her. This image is implied in Ephesians 5;
the description in PDV no. 22 §4 is more explicit:
Table 5.1.6.2. Latin and English text of PDV No. 22 § 4
Ref:

Latin

No. 22
§4

Propterea dicitur Christus prostare
«coram» Ecclesia, eamque «nutrire et
fovere»,135 vitam pro ea in donum
offerens. Sacerdos ergo advocatur ut sit
imago vivens Iesu Christi, Ecclesiae
sponsi:

English
Hence Christ stands "before" the Church and
"nourishes and cherishes her" (Eph. 5 :29), giving
his life for her. The priest is called to be the living
image of Jesus Christ, the spouse of the
Church.(49) [Appearing in endnote: Apostolic
letter Mulieris Dignitatem (Aug. 15, 1988), 26:
AAS 80 (1988),1715-1716.]

“Before” as “prior”(referring to time-formation)
It is actually possible to think of the above scenario (PDV no. 16 §6, PDV no. 22
§4) as “happening” historically: Christ was “standing” nailed to the cross before (in front)
of Mary, his mother, John and other disciples (the Church), and other bystanders (the
world). Apropos the Church teaches: "The origin and growth of the Church are
symbolized by the blood and water which flowed from the open side of the crucified
Jesus." "For it was from the side of Christ as he slept the sleep of death upon the cross
that there came forth the 'wondrous sacrament of the whole Church.'"550 The same

550

CCC, no. 766.
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teaching is repeated in Sacrosanctum Concilium, no. 5551 and the Catechism for Filipino
Catholics (henceforth CFC), no. 1358, to name a few.552
Another image that comes to mind when considering “Christ in his own position
before (facing/prior to) the Church and the world” is that of Christ before (in front of) the
Church and the world before (i.e., prior to) the creation of the world. Some people may
have problems conceptualizing “Christ in his own position before/prior to the Church and
the world” in this way. For how is it possible that Christ can stand before the world if the
world was not created yet, more so for the Church?
Drawing from our deposit of faith, however, it is actually possible to conceive of
such scenario. The Church, for example, teaches that the Church was “prefigured” by the
Trinity before the creation of the world.553 As CFC 1357 points out: “The Church is
related to each Person of the Blessed Trinity. First, to the eternal Father who ‘resolved to
assemble all those who believe in Christ in the holy Church.’ In the Father’s plan, the

551

Vatican II, Dogmatic Constitution on Sacred Liturgy, (Sacrosanctum Concillium, SC), 4 December
1963, Vatican Archive, http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vatii_const_19631204_sacrosanctum-concilium_en.html (accessed December 8, 2013).
552

Catholic Church: Catholic Bishops’ Conference of the Philippines, Catechism for Filipino
Catholics (Manila: ECCCE Word & Life Publications, 2005).
553

As CCC, no. 778 puts it: “The Church is both the means and the goal of God's plan: prefigured in
creation, prepared for in the Old Covenant, founded by the words and actions of Jesus Christ, fulfilled by
his redeeming cross and his Resurrection, the Church has been manifested as the mystery of salvation by
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. She will be perfected in the glory of heaven as the assembly of all the
redeemed of the earth” (cf Rev 14:4). Italics supplied. It is important to note that many of these
“happenings” correspond to reinscriptions in tables 5.2.1-5.2.4 and table 5.3.
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Church was: prefigured from the beginning of the world.”554 In CCC 759, the Church is
described as “already present in figure at the beginning of the world.”555
The quote/italicized material is from Lumen Gentium no. 2, which elaborates:
The eternal Father, by a free and hidden plan of His own wisdom and goodness,
created the whole world. . . . 2) All the elect, before time began, the Father
"foreknew and pre-destined to become conformed to the image of His Son, that he
should be the firstborn among many brethren".(3) He planned to assemble in the
holy Church all those who would believe in Christ. Already from the beginning of
the world the foreshadowing of the Church took place. It was prepared in a
remarkable way throughout the history of the people of Israel and by means of the
Old Covenant.(1*) In the present era of time the Church was constituted and, by
the outpouring of the Spirit, was made manifest. At the end of time it will
gloriously achieve completion, when, as is read in the Fathers, all the just, from
Adam and "from Abel, the just one, to the last of the elect,"(2*) will be gathered
together with the Father in the universal Church.556
It is important to note that for Derrida/Magliola, signification is not limited to the
written or spoken word. It refers to any body of text, including “life worlds” as Magliola
points out, even thoughts which, as it were, are only uttered in the mind. “There is no
thinking that is silent,” as Magliola puts it. 557 In this sense, thus, it is perfectly valid to
conceive of God as thinking about, conjuring in his mind or “prefiguring” the Church and
the world even before creation, and Christ would be present before them in this way.
554

Italics in the original text.

555

Italics supplied.

556

Italics supplied. Cf. the parallel text in CCC, no. 759:
"The eternal Father, in accordance with the utterly gratuitous and mysterious design of his wisdom
and goodness, created the whole universe and chose to raise up men to share in his own divine life," to
which he calls all men in his Son. "The Father . . . determined to call together in a holy Church those
who should believe in Christ." This "family of God" is gradually formed and takes shape during the
stages of human history, in keeping with the Father's plan. In fact, "already present in figure at the
beginning of the world, this Church was prepared in marvellous fashion in the history of the people of
Israel and the old Advance. Established in this last age of the world and made manifest in the
utpouring of the Spirit, it will be brought to glorious completion at the end of time."
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Magliola, DOM, 6.
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One can go so far to imagine that in the Genesis creation narrative, God’s words,
“Let there be light” and so on were uttered in the Divine mind. This is logically possible
if one considers that sound, voice, mouth, ears are part of the physical world that God
was creating and that creation narratives contain anthropomorphic descriptions of God.558
Related to this, predestination here is taken only in the sense that God knows
everything even before they happen owing to his omniscience and being an eternal being
that transcends time. As our deposit of faith teaches: “To God, all moments of time are
present in their immediacy.”559 “For ‘nothing is concealed from Him; all lies bare and
exposed to the eyes of Him to whom we must render an account’ (Heb 4:l3). This
includes even ‘those things which are yet to come to existence through the free action of
creatures’ (Vatican I, ND 413).”560 It is worth remember though that the expression “to
know everything even before they happen” or any word that we use for that matter is
couched in the language of human beings living in space/time.

558

As pointed out by Patrick Toner, writing for the Catholic Encyclopedia: “(S)ometimes men are led
by a natural tendency to think and speak of God as if He were a magnified creature — more especially a
magnified man — and this is known as anthropomorphism. Thus God is said to see or hear, as if He had
physical organs, or to be angry or sorry, as if subject to human passions.” According to him this is
“perfectly legitimate and more or less unavoidable use of metaphor. The same reasons that justify the use
of metaphorical language justify the use of anthropomorphism, noting that “no Theist of average
intelligence ever thinks of understanding literally the metaphors he applies, or hears applied by others, to
God, any more than he means to speak literally when he calls a brave man a lion, or a cunning one a fox.”
P. Toner, "The Nature and Attributes of God," in The Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 6 (New York: Robert
Appleton Co., 1909) Retrieved January 31, 2016 from New Advent. This point will be developed later
when the thesis returns to the question of creation vis-à-vis Mystery of God as Chiasmus.
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06612a.htm .
559

CCC, no. 600.

560

CFC, no. 343.
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God allows people to exercise their freedom561 and as much as possible allows
creation/nature to run its natural course 562 though He can intervene563 for He is God of
course564 and never ceases to draw people towards Him.565 Apropos no one is destined to
“hell.”566 Our “human faculties” make everyone, not just Christians, “capable of coming
to a knowledge of the existence of a personal God.”567
Unsettling feelings about the “out-of-placeness” of the “world.” As pointed out
in preceding sections, “before” in PDV no. 16§6 not only temporalizes (space’s
becoming temporal) but also spaces (time’s becoming-spatial). When this happens, for
example, “before” flitting between space-formation and time-formation, the text acquires
differential meanings. PDV no. 16§6 not only harks back to Ephesians 5:23 and PDV no.
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CCC, no. 1743: “‘God willed that man should be left in the hand of his own counsel (cf Sir 15:14),
so that he might of his own accord seek his creator and freely attain his full and blessed perfection by
cleaving to him’ (GS 17, #1)”.
562

CCC, no. 1884: “‘God has not willed to reserve to himself all exercise of power. He entrusts to
every creature the functions it is capable of performing, according to the capacities of its own nature. Also
CCC, 1743: "God willed that man should be left in the hand of his own counsel (cf Sir 15:14), so that he
might of his own accord seek his creator and freely attain his full and blessed perfection by cleaving to
him’ (GS 17 # 1)”.
563

For example, the paschal event is considered “the summit of the divine intervention in the history
of Israel.” (ND, 276). Also Christ’s Resurrection is considered a “transcendent intervention of God
himself in creation and history.” (CCC, no. 648).
564

We see this in miracles which are events “caused by a special divine intervention,” and do not
follow the “normal laws of nature” and carry “a religious message for people now and later,” A Concise
Dictionary of Theology, 1991 ed., s.v. “Miracle,” by Gerald O'Collins and Edward G. Farrugia.
565

Cf. CFC’s definition of predestination: “God’s eternal fore-knowledge and will of our salvation.
(Cf. Mt 20:23; Jn 10:29; Rom 8:28-30; Eph 1:3-14.) While safeguarding the primacy of God’s grace, both
God’s universal salvific will (1 Tim 2:3-6) and authentic human freedom must be preserved,” appearing in
the Glossary section.
566

ND, no. 1922.

567

CCC, no. 35.
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22 §4, but to similar “happenings” of a God standing before or among us. Apart from
crucifixion and creation, other “happenings” that come to mind are: the Divine Presence
‘showing’ in the Holy of Holies, shechinah; the Exodus event (e.g., the burning bush and
parting of the Red Sea) and other theophanies;568 “Emmanuel”; Jesus’ life/ministry,
passion, death and Resurrection; the Mass/Eucharist-- the sacred species of bread and
wine, etc. These “happenings” in turn, can be traced back569 to a différance originaire,570
the Absolute Past that makes all significations possible.
Returning now to différance originaire,571 and to the image of God as the
Absolute Past creating/signifying everything, it is important to note that Christ stands
before not only the Church but also the world. Being mindful of the presence of the
“world,” in particular of the image also of “God before the world” gives a different sense
of PDV no. 16 §6.
Possible differential readings in Scripture
Differentially a scriptural verse that harks back to such “happening,” for example,
“Before I formed you in the womb I knew you” (Jeremiah 1:5) takes on a different
568

CFC, no. 707: “Christian tradition has always recognized that God's Word allowed himself to be
seen and heard in these theophanies.” Theophanies (manifestations of God) light up the way of the promise,
from the patriarchs to Moses and from Joshua to the visions that inaugurated the missions of the great
prophets, in which the cloud of the Holy Spirit both revealed him and concealed him in its shadow.
569

At the very least it can be semantically traced back.

570

To review,-- Mention was already made of how, in view of spacing and temporality, present is
present (or for that matter something is something) in so far as it can point to something other than itself to
distinguish itself from. The present, for example, bears the mark of the past, which it uses to identify itself.
However, considering that all pasts were once presents, it is necessary to conceive of a past that never was
present, or which never was, for all presents to be: an “absolute past.” This absolute past (which Christians
refer to as God) is the differánce originaire referred to by Derrida.
571

Magliola himself does not categorically speak of differánce originaire as God. According to him,
however, God can be conceived as the Absolute Past, Absolute Present and Absolute Future.
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meaning.572 It opens the possibility of the “world” having some participation in the text,
for example, as one of those being addressed by God. As to how exactly the “world” can
be accommodated in terms of consecration and prophet-hood as described in the rest of
the verse remains to be seen.573 To some extent or some, this thought may generate
“unsettling” feelings.
What is unsettling about PDV no. 16 §6 is the way “the world” appears as
surplus.574 Christ is before the Church and the world, but when ordained priests take his
place be+fore (fore front) them, the “world” is taken out of the picture, as though it is an
extraneous variable in the equations/relations of Christ--Church, Ordained priest—
Church.
It is as though at some point Christ focuses his attention or gives importance only
to the Church. Reimagining how Christ took the Church to be his bride and his own body
(based on PDV no. 16 §6 and PDV no. 22 §4), one could picture Christ dancing with her,
taking her home to be his wife, and taking care and nourishing her, etc. Meanwhile, the
“world,” which was with Christ and the world at the beginning is, as it were, left on the
dance-floor like a wallflower.

572

It is important to remember that Magliola advocates a differential way of reading Scripture in
addition to logocentric reading. To facilitate this he recommends that possible historico-critical resolutions
to their posed ‘problems’ need to be bracketed-out.”
573

Jeremiah 1:5 RSV/NRSV: “Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, and before you were
born I consecrated you; I appointed you a prophet to the nations.” NIV: "Before I formed you in the womb
I knew (or chose) you, before you were born I set you apart; I appointed you as a prophet to the nations.”
574

“Surplus” here also connotes being extraneous or superfluous.
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Placing oneself in the scene of happenings where Christ stands before the Church
and the world,575 one wonders what Christ’s attitude or disposition toward the “world”
would be? With regard to the first scenario of Christ on the cross, the Church is emphatic
in saying that Christ “died for all (2 Cor 5:15, Rom 8:32).576
All this holds true not only for Christians but also for all individuals of good will
in whose hearts grace is active invisibly [cf. n. 1018]. For since Christ died for all
[cf. Rom 8:32], and since all human beings are in fact called to one and the same
destiny, which is divine, we must hold that the Holy Spirit offers to all the
possibility of being associated, in a way known to God, with the paschal
mystery.577
It is important to recall also the words of Jesus on the cross. The first utterance,
“Father, forgive them; for they know not what they do,” traditionally refers to his
enemies although it could also refer to followers/friends of Jesus (e.g., Peter).
With regard to the second image of Christ before or at the moment of creation, the
Church teaches that “Creation is the first step in God’s plan of salvation for all through
Jesus Christ (italics mine).”578
Yet the Church struggles to understand the “mysterious” relationship between the
“world” and God on the one hand, and the relationship of the “world” and the Church on
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That is, (1) Christ nailed on the cross before his mother, disciples and bystanders and (2) Christ
facing the Church and the world before creation.
576

Italics supplied. Cf. CCC, no. 1741: Liberation and salvation. By his glorious Cross Christ has won
salvation for all men. He redeemed them from the sin that held them in bondage. "For freedom Christ has
set us free."34 In him we have communion with the "truth that makes us free."35 The Holy Spirit has been
given to us and, as the Apostle teaches, "Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom."36 Already we
glory in the "liberty of the children of God." Italics supplied. It is worth noting here that while salvation is
for all, the italicized words all seem to refer to baptized Christians only.
577

ND, no. 1027. Italics supplied.

578

CFC, no. 359. Italics supplied.
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the other within the frame of PDV no. 16 §6. For example, the Church speaks of the
universality of salvation in these terms:
It is granted not only to those who explicitly believe in Christ and have entered
the Church. Since salvation is offered to all, it must be made concretely available
to all.[ . . .] For [ . . .] people [outside the Church] salvation in Christ is available
in virtue of a grace which, while having a mysterious relationship to the Church,
does not make them normally part of the Church but enlightens them in a way
which is accommodated to their spiritual and material situation. This grace comes
from Christ; it is the result of his Sacrifice and is communicated by the Holy
Spirit. It enables each person to attain salvation through his or her free
cooperation.579
This writer suggests that glitches/ruptures/aberrant reinscriptions in Scriptural,
Magisterial, and other texts may provide differential clues.
Differential trail points to lack of thought-structure
A vital clue in examining the participation of the “world” can be gleaned from
no. 16 §6 itself. As pointed, out earlier “Derridean ‘glitches’ are not just exposures of a
‘not-knowing,’ but in their specific engineering accomplish ad hoc their own veiled
emission of truth. As ad hoc clue, one has to view it situationally, that is, in the context
from which the clue emerges. In this thesis’s particular case, looking back at the
differential trail, “fore front” and “be+fore” need to be seen in the context of the place of
the ordained and common priesthood in the ecclesiological (head-body frame of
reference) and Christological scheme discussed by Coffey, or alternatively the body and
Body of Christ.
Technically speaking the Church or body of Christ consists of all baptized
(partakers of the common and ordained priesthood) and this logocentrically fits with the
579

ND, 1168. Italics supplied.
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image in PDV no. 16 §6, that is, Christ standing before his Church as logically prior, or
prior to Christ taking the Church to become his own body.
What is unsettling about PDV no. 16 §6 is the way “the world” appears as a
surplus. One may ask, if indeed the position of Christ and the position of ordained priests
is the same, then why are priests only facing the Church and not the world? Is it possible
that the PDV writers wanted to include the world but did not have the logical framework
or thought structure to fit it into the “head-body” scheme?
It is important to point out that in other parts of PDV, the text speaks of priests
facing not only the Church but also the world. For example, PDV no. 12 says:
Indeed, the priest, by virtue of the consecration which he receives in the
sacrament of orders, is sent forth by the Father through the mediatorship of Jesus
Christ, to whom he is configured in a special way as head and shepherd of his
people, in order to live and work by the power of the Holy Spirit in service of the
Church and for the salvation of the world. . . . Consequently, the nature and
mission of the ministerial priesthood cannot be defined except through this
multiple and rich interconnection of relationships which arise from the Blessed
Trinity and are prolonged in the communion of the Church, as a sign and
instrument of Christ, of communion with God and of the unity of all humanity.(25)
In this context the ecclesiology of communion becomes decisive for
understanding the identity of the priest, his essential dignity, and his vocation and
mission among the People of God and in the world.580
Indeed, it is the role of priests to pray for, serve or show compassion to all people
regardless of religion, especially to those who are most in need.581
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Italics supplied.
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Cf. PDV no. 21: The spiritual life of the ministers of the New Testament should therefore be
marked by this fundamental attitude of service to the People of God (cf. Mt. 20:24ff.; Mk. 10:43-44), freed
from all presumption or desire of "lording over" those in their charge (cf. 1 Pt. 5 :2-3). The priest is to
perform this service freely and willingly as God desires. In this way the priests, as the ministers, the
"elders" of the community, will be in their person the "model" of the flock, which for its part is called to
display this same priestly attitude of service toward the world.
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What follows is an excursus examining “in the presence of” as a privileged sign in
2 Samuel 7:15 that talks about Saul (who was cast out of God’s presence) vis-à-vis the
promised Messiah (who remains forever in God’s presence). It is aimed at exploring
another aberrant reinscription of “be+fore,” this time in a scriptural passage that talks
about the Messiah as listed in table 5.1.5. It demonstrates how “glitch” that generates
unsettling feelings can lead to trails that branch out, pointing to other clues. It hopes to
shed light on why the “world” ends up as surplus/extraneous variable, something to be
used, or if not found useful, removed from one’s presence or relegated to the margins.
“Being in the presence of” as a privileged sign
in 2 Samuel 7:15-16
The notion of the “world” as surplus in PDV no. 16 §6 may signify the Church’s
privileged status over the world.582 However, one may ask. Is it a glitch? Does the text
give a sense or any indication that God removed the world from his presence in the same
way, for example, that Saul fell into disfavor with God and was removed from God’s
presence?
In 2 Samuel 7:15, God tells David through the prophet Nathan: “I will not
withdraw my favor from him [David’s promised heir/the Messiah] as I withdrew it from
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It may be recalled that Christ stands before the Church and the world but the ordained priest, who
stands in the place of Christ, does so in the “fore front” of the Church only. This may signify the Church’s
privileged status over the world since only the Church remains in God’s presence. The world appears to be
removed from God’s presence because the position of the ordained priest is supposed to mirror Christ’s
position. Additionally though in different ways, the priest and the Church represent Christ as head and
body, respectively.
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your predecessor Saul, whom I removed from my presence” (2 Samuel 7:15).583 This
version is actually from the New American Bible (NAB) that is officially used as Mass
readings in the United States, Philippines, and some other English speaking countries. It
is interesting how the wording/meaning differs from the Revised Standard Version
(RSV): “I will not take my steadfast love from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put
away from before you,” and the New American Bible Revised Edition (NABRE): “I will
not withdraw my favor from him as I withdrew it from Saul who was before you.”584
Biblically, “being in the presence of” God implies being favored and blessed by
God. For example: “David counted it a joy to experience the Lord's presence ( Acts
2:25,585 Acts 2:28 ), and Peter described it as the source of blessing for all who place their
faith in Christ ( Acts 3:19 ). . . . He has promised to be with us until he comes again
(Matt 28:20). ”586 On the other hand being removed from God’s presence implies
negative judgment and not being blessed.
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Daily Readings, January 27, 2016, Wednesday of the Third Week in Ordinary Time, Lectionary:
319 from the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops website,
http://www.usccb.org/bible/readings/012716.cfm, accessed January 28, 2016. Italics supplied.
Catholic Church: Congregation for Divine Worship, Lectionary for Mass (Collegeville, MN:
Liturgical Press, 2002).
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Italics supplied.
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Acts 2:25-28 (RSV): ‘I saw the Lord always before me, for he is at my right hand that I may not be
shaken; therefore my heart was glad, and my tongue rejoiced; moreover my flesh will dwell in hope. For
thou wilt not abandon my soul to Hades, nor let thy Holy One see corruption. Thou hast made known to me
the ways of life; thou wilt make me full of gladness with thy presence’.
586

Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical Theology, 2001 ed., s.v. “Presence of God.”
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For example: “The Lord cast his people from his presence ( Jer 15:1;587 52:3).
The Scriptures describe this action as God hiding his face (Isa 59:2 ; Ezek 39:29 ). . . .
The most awful aspect of God's judgment is eternal separation from his presence.” 588
“They shall suffer the punishment of eternal destruction and exclusion from the presence
of the Lord and from the glory of his might” 589 (2 Thess 1:9, RSV).
Thus, when Saul fell into disfavor with God, he was removed from God’s
presence, according to NAB. In the RSV version, however, Saul also fell into disfavor
with God, but God put him away from or removed him from David’s presence.
Interestingly the NABRE version also speaks of Saul falling into disfavor with God, “I
withdrew (my favor) from Saul.” However, it does not give that sense of Saul being
removed, even from David’s presence, as a result of falling into disfavor with God. “I
withdrew it from Saul who was before you” could simply mean that when God withdrew
(N.B. past tense) his favor from Saul, Saul was (N.B. past tense) in the presence of
David. Of course, it does not rule out the RSV meaning altogether.
What is striking about the NABRE text, however, is how “before” temporalizes
(space's becoming-temporal), that is, can flit from a word that means “in the presence of”
to one that can mean “prior.” Thus “I will not withdraw my favor from him as I
587

Jeremiah 15:1-2 (RSV): Then the Lord said to me, “Though Moses and Samuel stood before me,
yet my heart would not turn toward this people. Send them out of my sight, and let them go! 2 And when
they ask you, ‘Where shall we go?’ you shall say to them, ‘Thus says the Lord: “Those who are for
pestilence, to pestilence, and those who are for the sword, to the sword; those who are for famine, to
famine, and those who are for captivity, to captivity.”
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Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical Theology, 2001 ed., s.v. “Presence of God.”
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2 Thess 1:9 (RSV): “They shall suffer the punishment of eternal destruction and exclusion from the
presence of the Lord and from the glory of his might.” “They” here is qualified as “those who afflict you”
(v.6) (because they?/and those who) do not know God and upon those who do not obey the gospel of our
Lord Jesus.” (v. 8)
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withdrew it from Saul who was before (as time-formation) you” can mean: “I will not
withdraw . . . from Saul who was your predecessor” and “I will not withdraw . . . from
Saul who was in your presence.” Of the two, the former in which “before” is taken as
“prior” is less cryptic. The latter, although it says God withdrew his favor from Saul, does
not elaborate on what is meant by “Saul who was before you.” Offhand, if taken as a
space-formation, it could refer to any of the following: Saul’s physical death, the death
of Saul’s sons signifying the end of his royal line, a past reference to Saul who fell into
disfavor with God and was removed from his position as king, to be replaced by David.
What is being invoked here is Magliola’s proposal of doing a differential reading
that temporarily brackets historical-critical investigations of the NAB, RSV, NABRE
versions of 2 Samuel 7:15. A differential approach examines the text as part of a
differential trail, being attentive to possible clues that may appear as ruptures in the text.
Apropos, this section will try to look for clues within each version and examine the
differences among the various versions. Unless necessary, only then will it consult
commentaries and/or findings from historico-critical research.
Removed from God’s presence vs. Removed
from your/David’s presence
The differences mentioned above can be unsettling, and may prompt one to ask:
In signifying disfavor with God, why is there a shift from Saul being removed from
God’s presence to being removed from David’s presence? Does it make a difference for
Saul to be taken away from God’s presence as opposed to him being taken away from
David’s presence? Offhand one can say that being removed from God’s presence is
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worse than being removed from David’s presence. This is based on the meaning of “in
the presence of” mentioned earlier. To be removed from one’s presence means to be cast
off or banished from one’s sight. It implies that the removed person has nothing to do
with the person who removed him. He has no significance or participation in the life or
affairs of the said person. Although the text categorically says the God’s favor was taken
from Saul, falling into disfavor is not tantamount to being removed from God’s presence.
Just being removed from David’s presence leaves open the possibility that Saul still
remains in God’s presence. The image of God removing somebody from his presence
seems out of character for a God who is often described as rich in mercy.590
With regard to “shift,” a question that comes to mind is: Which version should be
considered “first” for one to say that there is a shift from the first to the second or third?
In this particular case, the sequence is according to how the clues were unraveled in the
differential trail.591 In the case of this researcher, the clue came providentially during
Mass.592 This in itself is worth mentioning in light of what has been said earlier that
Liturgy of the Word (during Mass) is one way by which Christ is be+fore the Church and
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E.g., “The Lord is gracious and merciful, slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love”-- Psalm
145:8 (RSV).
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Further justifying the NAB version to be “first,” one can argue that phenomenologically there is a
higher probability that more people will be exposed to the NAB version first since it is the version read
during Mass and/or posted on the Internet as Reading of the Day. Anyway regardless of which version is
first, the fact remains that glaring differences do exist among NAB, RSV, and NABRE texts.
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The notion of “in the presence of” as a sign of “being in God’s favor” in 2 Samuel 7 struck this
writer because it came at a time when the differential trail was pointing to the out-of-placeness of the world
in PDV no. 16 §6. Curious he read other versions and found the discrepancies.
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the world. The way Mass readings can strike/perplex/challenge us can signal/point to
possible differential readings in the scriptural text.593
Glitches in 2 Samuel 7:15-16
Reading once again the story of Saul, David and the prophecy of Nathan about
David’s heir, it appears that the text wants to highlight: (1) the difference between Saul
and David’s heir (the promised Messiah) and (2) the role of Saul/David’s heir as
protector/savior/king who is always favored or always in the presence of God.594
Christians, of course, take David’s heir here to mean Christ, who is contrasted
with Saul. Saul, who fell into disfavor with God, was removed from God’s presence.
Christ who does not fall into disfavor with God is not removed from God’s presence. In
point of fact, the text continues: “Your (David’s) house and your kingdom shall endure
forever before me; your throne shall stand firm forever” (2 Samuel 7:16, NAB).
With regard to the second point, it is important to qualify what Saul and the
Messiah are for David. Insofar as Saul is king, protector and “savior” of God’s people,
then the Messiah too is perceived as king, protector and “savior” although verse 16
presents the latter at a different level.595
The shift in vantage point, from “my presence” (NAB) to “your presence” (RSV),
and within RSV back to “my presence,” this writer proposes, is indicative and/or
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Sometimes this writer finds that in an academic setting, theological research is expected to be
carried out as though everything or the outcome depended on the sheer effort or ability of the researcher to
gather information and analyze, discounting divine intervention/inspiration which can come “aberrantly.”
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The examination is just based on the text per se and the discrepancies, bracketing historico-critical
method data.
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Cf. Theological Dictionary, 1965, s.v. “Messiah,” by Karl Rahner and Herbert Vorgrimler.
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paradigmatic of binds in the way Christ’s/God’s stories or memories are signified from
our vantage point, becoming our stories/memories.596 Traces of this shift break the
surface appearing as glitches or aberrant reinscriptions in the web of significations that
make up our identity as God’s people or Christ’s body.
If one examines closely, the way the signification is presented here is similar to
the formulation in PDV no. 16 §6, except 2 Samuel 7:15 uses the second lemma
formulation. It may be recalled that the signification in PDV no. 16 §6 is expressed as:
Christ in his own position before the Church and the world is signified by the position of
bishops/priest being placed in the fore front of the Church.597 In 2 Samuel 7:15, it is
expressed as: Saul who falls into disfavor with God and taken away from God’s presence
is totally NOT or totally does NOT signify the promised Messiah who remains faithful to
and favored by God and remains (forever) before God’s presence.
The negative reference here applies only to “being in the presence of”: Saul is
removed from God’s presence while the Messiah will NOT be removed from God’s
presence. One would normally expect the person who is present with Saul/David’s heir to
be the same, that is, God (“my presence”) or David (“your presence”).
Since Saul signifies what the Messiah is NOT, then it has implications for the
Messiah and vice versa. If Saul is taken away from God’s presence, the Messiah will not
596

It may be recalled that a question arose over whose memories are made present or invoked
whenever the Church as the body of Christ draws from her deposit of faith. It was suggested that insofar as
the head represents a person’s higher faculties (including memory) and is regarded as the source of life and
nourishment for the body, it is more logical/proper to think that Christ imparts or shares his “memories” of
being + in the presence of the Church and the world with the Church.
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A more faithful rendering as pointed out earlier is: Priests/bishops are the visual continuation and
sign of Christ in terms of being placed in the same position (in the fore front of the Church) as Christ (is/is
placed) in his own position before the Church and the world, as the enduring and ever new source of
salvation, he "who is head of the Church, his body, and is himself its savior."
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be taken away from God’s presence. If Saul is taken away from David’s presence, then
the Messiah will not be taken away from David’s presence. One, however, does not
always find this correspondence in the different versions of 2 Samuel 7:15-16 as
summarized in Table 5.1.7.1 below.
From Table 5.1.6.1, one can make the following observations: (1) there is an
inconsistency between the Jewish Bible and Christian Bibles in terms of signifying the
“place” of the Messiah’s reign/dynasty. In NAB, RSV, NABRE, this is placed eternally
in God’s presence (before God/favorable to God) pointing to the Messiah’s divinity. In
the Jewish Bible, however, the place is before David/God’s people, implying a line of
succession of earthly kings (before you/favorable to you) that will not end. (2) There is
variation in the meaning of “before.” Apropos it is interesting to note that while “before”
in NABRE can refer to time-formation, it could also refer to space-formation. In this
sense “before” is ambiguous. In the Jewish versions, however, not only is “before you”
used in verses15 and 16, verse 15 is carefully worded to avoid any ambiguity, as in
NABRE. One version says: “But My mercy shall not depart from him as I withdrew it
from Saul, whom I removed from before you.” Another version says: But my mercy shall
not depart away from him, as I took [it] from Saul, whom I put away before thee.
That the Jewish Bibles consistently use “before you” in both verse 16 and 17 is
consistent with (and may point to sleights of hand to prop up) the Jewish understanding
of messiah as a human being with a kingdom here on earth. It harkens to the Jewish
people’s hope for a line of succession of earthly kings (before you/favorable to you) that
will not end. In the first version of the Jewish Bible, “But My mercy shall not depart from
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him as I withdrew it from Saul, whom I removed from before you,” from The Complete
Tanach with Rashi's Commentary, the word “from” unequivocally makes “before” a
word that refers to “space formation.” When paired with “you” it gives the sense of the
role of Saul/Messiah as applying to the earthly realm only.
In contrast, however, since for Christians the Messiah is God, it seems
logical/proper for verse 17 to use “before me”/before God to highlight Christ’s divinity
and the mutual abiding love/presence between the divine Persons. Christ, who follows the
will of the Father, is always in the presence of and favored by Father. Here we see a
privileging of the Messiah’s status or relationship with God vis-à-vis David.
Insofar as Christ is fully human and fully divine, it is still proper/acceptable to use
“before you” in verse 15 to highlight Christ being with his people (Emmanuel) as
protector/savior/king. For Christians after all, the promised Messiah is God himself sent
to be present among his people (David’s line).
The Christian wordings above may reflect the sleights of hand employed by
editors to support a Christian interpretation. Contrary to the belief that the Bible is value
free, Scriptures are actually worded/framed according to the agenda of writers, translators
and people who canonize them as authoritative texts. This, of course, does not diminish
their being inspired texts, but rather opens them up to different, new equally valid
meanings, insights, or interpretations.
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Table 5.1.7.1. Variations in the wording of 2 Samuel 7:15-16
Bible version
Hebrew Bible598
Samuel II - II Samuel - Chapter 7

2 Samuel 7:15
But My mercy shall not depart
from him as I withdrew it from
Saul, whom I removed from
before you.
טווְחַסְדִּי לֹא יָסוּר מִמֶּנּוּ כַּאֲשֶׁר הֲסִרֹתִי מֵעִם
:ָשָׁאוּל אֲשֶׁר הֲסִרֹתִי מִלְּפָנֶיך

2 Samuel 7:16
And your house and your
kingdom shall be confirmed
forever before you; your throne
shall be established forever."
עוֹלָם לְפָנֶיךטזוְנֶאְמַן בֵּיתְךָ וּמַמְלַכְתְּךָ עַד
:כִּסְאֲךָ יִהְיֶה נָכוֹן עַד עוֹלָם
ָ

Hebrew Interlinear Bible599

Septuagint (Brenton
translation)600
New English Translation of the
Septuagint (NETS)601
NAB

RSV

NABRE

But my mercy shall not depart
away from him, as I took [it]
from Saul, whom I put away
before thee.
But my mercy I will not take
from him, as I took it from those
whom I removed from my
presence.
But I will not remove my mercy
from him, as I removed it from
those whom I removed from
before me.
but I will not withdraw my favor
from him as I withdrew it from
your predecessor Saul,
whom I removed from my
presence.
but I will not take[a] my steadfast
love from him, as I took it from
Saul, whom I put away from
before you.
but I will not withdraw my favor
from him as I withdrew it from
Saul who was before you.

And thine house and thy kingdom
shall be established for ever
before thee: thy throne shall be
established for ever
And his house shall be made sure,
and his kingdom for ever before
me, and his throne shall be set up
for ever.
And his house and his kingdom
shall be made sure forever before
me, and his throne shall be
restored forever.
Your house and your kingdom
shall endure forever before me;
your throne shall stand firm
forever.’”
And your house and your
kingdom shall be made sure for
ever before me; your throne shall
be established for ever.
Your house and your kingdom
are firm forever before me; your
throne shall be firmly established
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From The Complete Tanach with Rashi's Commentary, English translation of the entire Tanach
with Rashi's commentary, ed. Rabbi A. J. Rosenberg. Retrieved January 30, 2016 from
http://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/15867/jewish/Chapter-7.htm# .
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Based on the Westminster Leningrad Codex with vowels. Retrieved January 31, 2016 from
http://www.scripture4all.org/OnlineInterlinear/Hebrew_Index.htm .
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Brenton Septuagint Translation, 1884. Retireved January 31, 2016 from
http://biblehub.com/sep/2_samuel/7.htm Cf. Lancelot C. L. Brenton, The Septuagint Version: Greek and
English (Zondervan, 1900).
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Albert Pietersma and Benjamin G. Wright. A New English Translation of the Septuagint and the
Other Greek Translations Traditionally Included Under that Title (New York: Oxford University Press,
2007). <http://site.ebrary.com/id/10254367>. Retrieved January 31, 2016 from
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/nets/edition/10-2reigns-nets.pdf .
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forever.

That there are variations in the way 2 Samuel 7:15-16 portrays Saul as being cast
off and the Messiah is not cast off, this writer suggests, is conditioned not just by
personal agenda of the writer or translator, but also a logical frame that makes him think
in terms of either-or.
The same logocentric frame that contributes to the “world” being “removed” from
ordained’s/Church’s presence in the PDV no. 16 §6 is also what necessitates the removal
of Saul, as it were, from the story/life of David. From our human perspective, not only
Saul but all his sons have to die to ensure that no eligible kin can challenge the Davidic
line. Even Jonathan, David’s close friend, became “collateral damage,” being made to
suffer the ultimate sacrifice. As one commentator put it:
Their death was tragic, yet important in God's plan. In taking the logical heirs to
Saul's throne, God cleared the way for David to become the next king of Israel.
We know that if Jonathan had survived he would have gladly yielded the throne to
David (1 Samuel 18:1-4). But the same could not be said of Saul's other sons. God
was also merciful to Jonathan, sparing him the ordeal of having to side with
David against his own brothers.602
The same reasoning justifies the use of “before you” in verse 15. “You” of refers
to David’s line, and there are several groups competing to be considered part of this
lineage. The same reason may apply to the use of “before you” in Christian Bibles such
as RSV and NABRE. Stylistically the wordings appear forced, contrived, or problematic.
They beg the question of why Saul falling into disfavor with God has to be expressed in
terms of being “put away from before you” (RSV) or from “Saul who was before you.”
602

“1 Samuel 31 - The Death of Saul and His Sons,” in David Guzik Commentaries on the Bible.
Retrieved February 1, 2016. http://biblehub.com/commentaries/guzik/commentaries/0931.htm Cf. David
Guzik , Robert L. Deffinbaugh, and Tremper Longman. 1 Samuel Thru 2 Kings: Who Rules You?
(Uhrichsville, Ohio: Barbour Publishing, 2009).
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Tragically one finds this either-or mindset justifying the killing and oppression of people
who vie for the same space overflowing with milk and honey in Scriptures. These, in
turn, are being used to cast off or remove from their presence those who are not part of
the Davidic line/ “other” occupiers of their land.
Tragically but in a more subtle way, such casting off is at work in the Church, not
so much that the Church has the intention to exclude but the logocentric mindset of
“either-or” forces her to choose or privilege one (i.e., keep in one’s presence) over the
other (to cast off from one’s presence).
This writer suggests that this logocentric drive of either-or, which is already
deeply ingrained in the Church’s way of thinking as discussed in chapter two, becomes
stronger when people identify themselves inordinately with Christ’s body rather than
Body, with Christ as head. Forgetting as it were that they are already part of Christ’s
Body, they cling to the idea of being Christ’s body, casting off from one’s presence (N.B.
negative judgment, not being blessed, relegating to oblivion/out of sight, out of mind,
having nothing to do with, having no participation in the life or affairs of, etc.) people
who are perceived, whether consciously or unconsciously, as vying for their place or
threatening their identity of being Christ’s body.
Going back to 2 Samuel 7:15-16, it should be noted that Samuel has to be
removed from David’s presence because following the logocentric framework there can
only be one (true) king. As it were there was not enough space in the frame to
accommodate both of them. One has to choose only one—the line of David or Saul. This
notwithstanding, one may ask: Is God not mighty enough to feel jealous or threatened
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not to let Jonathan live? Was Jonathan’s death really part of God’s “plan,” as suggested
by the commentator above, to ensure that the Davidic line would be safeguarded? One
wonders because God allowed Mephib′osheth, Jonathan’s son to live (2 Samuel 21:7),
and through Mephib′osheth’s son, Mica, Saul’s line continued. (2 Samuel 9:12, 1
Chronicles 9:39-44).
Related to this, did God really will the slaughter of innocent Amalekite infants
and children as commanded in 1 Samuel 15:13?603 Regarding the latter, scholars today
hold that the genocide of Amalekites and Canaanites as portrayed in the Old Testament
are just theological interpretations. While there were battles that resulted in the death of
many, the scenario was not total annihilation or utter extermination as the Scriptures
purport them to be. The more probable scenario was that after the battles the Amalekites,
Canaanites intermingled or were assimilated with the Israelites. The Scripture itself (1
Samuel 28:8; cf. 1 Chronicles 4:43) still speaks of living Amalekites after the so-call
“utter” destruction of Amalekites. The lack of archeological evidence pointing to the
“sweeping conquest of Canaan” also have led scholars to conclude:
The fact that this narrative does not correspond to what we can reconstruct of the
actual history of Canaan offers one great consolation: the blood-curdling report
of the massacre of the entire population of Caananite towns—men, women,
children, and in some cases livestock as well—never happened.604
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And Samuel said to Saul, “The Lord sent me to anoint you king over his people Israel; now
therefore hearken to the words of the Lord. Thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘I will punish what Am′alek did to
Israel in opposing them on the way, when they came up out of Egypt. Now go and smite Am′alek, and
utterly destroy all that they have; do not spare them, but kill both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox
and sheep, camel and ass’” (1 Samuel 15:13, RSV). Cf. Jos 2:10; 6:18, 21, 26; 10:1, 28, 35, 37, 39, 40;
11:11, 12, 20, 21.
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Translation with Commentary (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 2013), 4.
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What is meant by theological interpretation above is that the scriptural passage
needs to be read in the light of God’s will to gather people together to be his chosen
people in order that, at least for Catholics, to save all peoples. This necessitates that the
Israelites are not contaminated by the allegedly wicked, depraved and idol worshiping
people. 605 For the Israelites, the total extermination of Amalekites, therefore, was
considered “a question of national life or death.”606 According to Biblical scholars, part
of the practices of the Canaanites was human sacrifice, especially the sacrifice of
children. Apropos, one commentator proposes a similar justification mentioned earlier
about Jonathan being “spared” from a greater evil. It is better for the Amalekite children
to die under the hands of the Israelites than to be sacrificed, or if they are not sacrificed,
to become wicked idolaters like their kin/forebears.607
One could only speculate about God’s “will” as far the “reported” mass killing of
these children are concerned, regardless of whether it happened or not. It is important to
recall what Magliola said, although not pertaining to this issue directly, that God is not
phenomenologically available as present, that is, as pure present that does not require
having to make any reference to something other than itself. We never experience the
“past” as “past.” We imagine it in the present through, the living, collective memory of
God’s people as contained in our deposit of faith. This necessarily includes ongoing
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The Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 1., 1907, s.v. “Amalec,” by John Francis Fenlon. According to
Fenlon , the “prevailing sentiment at the time” was that the Amalekites were "inhuman and barbarous; a
people with such evil customs deserves no mercy."
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See, for example, James Rochford’s “What about the Canaanite Genocide?” Retrieved January 28,
2016 from http://www.evidenceunseen.com/what-about-the-canaanite-genocide/ .
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interpretations, our own experiences, notions and hopes for the future that crosshatch to
construct what we perceive as entitative realities/pure presence in the here and now.
Given the abuse and killing of so many innocent children today, in a number of
cases in the name of religion, and the discussion above, one could say that God did not
will the killing of innocent children in 1 Samuel 15:13 no more than God the Father
willed the passion and death of Jesus on the cross.
Of course, without denying the passion, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ as a
historical event, one needs to distinguish between God’s will to save all mankind on the
one hand, and the will specifically to let Jesus be tortured and crucified on the cross, on
the other.
This writer submits that the former comes to us more in an unsettling way, such as
aberrant reinscriptions/double-binds that break the surface of the “entitative reality” that
God really willed to massacre the innocent children. That God really wanted to have the
babies killed appears more like a “constructed” reality propped up by reasons justifying
such interpretation (e.g., the massacre/genocide is a just punishment for a really depraved
people; the killings serve a higher purpose of preserving the purity/integrity/identity of
Israel; the massacre saves the children from a worse death/situation, etc.).
Yet if we examine these two cases, and other cases taken up here—the head of
the priest is lower than the monk’s, casting people off, the killing of children and infants,
God willing the torture and death by crucifixion of Jesus—all generate gnawing feelings
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as though God were telling us: “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your
ways my ways”608 (Isaiah 55:8 RSV).
The latter may be seen as corresponding more to the will of the Father from the
perspective of the body of Christ, as can be seen, for example, from Church teachings or
Scriptural passages that suggest that God really willed Jesus to suffer and die on the
cross.609
Today with the development of thought and Biblical scholarship, the Church has
proposed that while God willed for the salvation of all mankind through Jesus Christ, it is
actually Jesus’ “unwavering opposition to the forces of evil” in the social, political,
religious spheres during his time that caused him to suffer and die in that particular way.
As Brian McDermott points out:
God did not want Jesus to be a victim of sinners’ violence but, it would seem,
God did want Jesus, and through Jesus God’s own self, to draw as close as
possible to sinners (and thus, necessarily, to their violence) in the hope of opening
them up to transformation. If Jesus freely chose to be in solidarity with sinners
(as well as the sick, possessed and oppressed), then he would be exposed to all
that they might choose to do to him.610
The latter may be seen as a subtext of the more dominantly held view. (Or if the
latter has become the more dominant view, the former is the subtext). One way of trying
608

One can see Isaiah 55:8 as double-binding with Matthew 16:23 “But he turned and said to Peter,
‘Get behind me, Satan! You are a hindrance[e] to me; for you are not on the side of God, but of men.’”
Jesus may have uttered this, however, because in his view Peter is preventing him from doing God’s will of
saving all mankind, not specifically because Peter is preventing him to die a horrible death.
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Jesus gave both before and after his Passover: ‘Was it not necessary that the Christ should suffer these
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Brian O. McDermott, Word Become Flesh: Dimensions of Christology (Collegeville, Minn:
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to reconcile the two is to consider that at the moment of creation, God who transcends
space and time already knows from the beginning how salvation history will unfold.
Thus, God knows that his will to save all mankind will be fulfilled in that manner, that is,
the passion and death of Jesus on the cross. It in this sense, also to the extent that God
allowed or did not intervene in the unfolding of events, that Jesus’ passion and death on
the cross are considered “willed” by God. The prophecies made about the Passion and
Death of Jesus may also be seen in this light.611 In this sense, the text has a
deconstructing subtext. Together they are put under erasure.
Alternatively one can express the difference between the text and subtext in light
of whose “memories” (language used in deconstructing the present) are drawn (from the
past) and whose visions of the future mutually inscribe (crosshatch/double-bind) to
construct the notion of something happening (N.B. entitative reality/truth
assertion/presence) in the here and now. In light of the preceding discussion one can say
with qualifications of course that the two views,612 respectively, correspond613 to the
“memory” of Christ (as Absolute Past, Present, and Future) and the “memory” of Christ’s
body. A doctrine or Church teaching, for example, makes sense by making negative
references to the past and future. The two, of course, are inseparable. The latter is only
limited by what the Church is able to understand/access/construct as “pure presence” in
the here and now.
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What is proposed is a differential reading of the notions of “prefiguring” in CCC, no. 778 and what
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In our head/body frame and discussion of present as constructed realities in view of negative
relations concerning the past and future.
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Aware of space/time double binds, the Church keeps/safeguards these living
memories in her deposit of faith, but always leaving them open to interpretation as she
continues to draw memories/insights from the past and receive new inspiration and hope
pointing to the future.
Apropos it is important to note what Magliola often emphasizes: the Catholic
Church “ascribes to a theory of ‘developmental theology.’” “The Holy Spirit, in and
through the evolving and often confused circumstances of concrete history, is gradually
bringing the Church to an ever more mature understanding of the depositum fidei,” he
explains, adding St. Gregory of Nyssa’s principle that “the language of God’s revelation
is accommodated to our capacity to understand.”614
With regard to 1 Samuel 15:13, one can say that the context/capacity of the
Jewish people to understand at that particular moment in history made the writers to
“imagine” and include the mass slaughter of men, women infants and children, not to
mention livestock in their narrative (read: removing from one’s presence, the world as
surplus/extraneous variable, “wallflower”). As Alter puts it:
Some reflection on why these imagined mass murders are included in the book
may provide a sense of the aim of the pseudo-historiographical project of the
book of Joshua. The herem, the practice of total destruction . . . was not unique to
ancient Israel, and there is some evidence that it was occasionally carried out in
warfare by other peoples of the region. The question is why the Hebrew writers,
largely under the ideological influence of Deuteronomy, felt impelled to invent a
narrative of the conquest of the land in which a genocidal onslaught on its
indigenous population is repeatedly stressed. . . . Deuteronomy . . . articulates an
agenda of uncompromising monotheism that insists on two principal points: the
614
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exclusive centralization of the cult in Jerusalem and the absolute separation of the
Israelites from the Canaanite population.615
Apropos self-preservation, it is understandable that Christians in the first century,
who were struggling to form or keep their identity, would say that the "world was created
for the sake of the Church" as expounded by CCC 760 below:
Christians of the first centuries said, "The world was created for the sake of the
Church." God created the world for the sake of communion with his divine life, a
communion brought about by the "convocation" of men in Christ, and this
"convocation" is the Church. The Church is the goal of all things, and God
permitted such painful upheavals as the angels' fall and man's sin only as
occasions and means for displaying all the power of his arm and the whole
measure of the love he wanted to give the world: Just as God's will is creation and
is called "the world," so his intention is the salvation of men, and it is called "the
Church."
Today, however, the language seems dated/out of place/ because of the way it
puts the Church, rather than Christ, at the center, although of course the early Church
may argue that its importance draws from Christ. Yet the teaching that uses
triumphalistic language trickles down to our time, as part of our deposit of faith.
There is nothing wrong of course with the teaching per se as the Church does
believe that God created the world, and from this world God gathered his people through
which the world will attain salvation. However, is it not also valid to say that the Church
was also created for the sake of the whole world?
The language used is in sharp contrast to the text from the International
Theological Commission: Christianity and the World Religions (1997):
29. . . . The plan of salvation in Christ precedes the creation of the world (cf Eph
1:3—10) and is realized with the sending of Jesus into the world, proof of the
615
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infinite love and tenderness which the Father has for humanity (cf. Jn 3:16—17; 1
Jn 4:9—10; etc.). . . .
114. At this end of the second millennium, the Church is called to give witness to
the crucified and risen Christ "to the ends of the earth" (Acts 1:8), in different
cultures and religions throughout the world. The religious dialogue is connatural
to the Christian vocation. It is inscribed in the dynamism of the living tradition of
the mystery of salvation, whose universal sacrament is the Church; it is an act of
this tradition.616
Related to this it is important to note that in 2 Samuel 7:15-16, the negative
reference to Saul is used to signify Christ as the messianic savior, king, and protector.
This has important implications for the Church in light of the tendency to put herself at
the center rather than Christ. By identifying oneself as members of Christ’s body one
cannot help but take on as one’s own the characteristics of Christ as savior, king, and
protector. This, of course, is possible only insofar as Christ the head infuses them with
the necessary grace to make the body function as such in accordance with the head.
Sometimes, however, the Church is caught in double-binds when identifying with
Christ, as seen in our treatment of PDV no. 16 §6 and the analysis of “in the presence of”
as a privileged sign in 2 Samuel 7:15. In both cases, there seems to be a compulsion
owing to the logocentric framework of either-or to “remove from one’s presence,” cast
off or drop that (e.g., an other or outsider) which thwarts one’s holisms or identity.
In light of Alter’s quotation above, it may prove beneficial for the Church to be
mindful of entities or happenings that generate unsettling feelings, and be aware of and
examine any “pseudo-historiographical projects” especially if they incline her to push
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people out, or remove them from her presence or purview. This includes not
acknowledging the “world’s/other religions’” role or importance or the need for the
Church to also learn from them.
The inclusion of women and non-Christians by Pope Francis in the Holy
Thursday ritual of the washing of the feet at a detention center in 2013 is a case in
point.617 In what way does logocentrism figure in the unsettling feelings Catholic faithful,
not to mention the Muslims, may have felt? How is out-of-placeness experienced in this
scenario? Do people feel that “outsiders” are taking their place or undermine their notion
of being in such place, not just in rituals per se, but also in terms of being “in the
presence of God” or being members of the body of Christ? Do they feel that the
inclusion of women and non-Christians challenges what a Church is and should be, in the
here and now? Do they feel that it undermines or challenges “priesthood” (what
priesthood is—as perceived in the here and now)? Do they experience the dissipating of
decidability, with the “past” (tradition/Tradition) and “future” (demands of the
postmodern era) overflowing their logocentric limits, their “definitions”
invading/occupying what is logocentrically the “present.”618
In real life, glitches, unsettling feelings may jolt people to the realization that
what we call “present” is a logocentric construct. The sheer magnitude of natural
calamities and untold suffering of people fleeing their homelands, for example, make us
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reflect not only what the Church can do for them but what they can do for us. As Pope
Francis told a January 18, 2015 youth gathering in Manila:
If you don’t learn how to cry, you cannot be a good Christian. This is a challenge.
When they posed this question to us, why children suffer, why this or that tragedy
occurs in life—our response must be either silence or a word that is born of our
tears. Be courageous, don’t be afraid to cry. . . . Women are able to pose questions
we men are unable to understand. Look out for this fact: she is the only one who
has put a question for which there is no answer. She couldn’t put it into words but
expressed it with tears.619
The words and actions of the pope help the Church in reconstructing what it
means for Christ to stand before the Church and the world, and for bishops and priests to
stand in place of Christ in the fore front of the Church.
Of course, one does not have to wait for calamities and double-binds to jolt our
senses to see differential clues. As what this paper tried to show, the clues are aberrantly
reinscribed in Scripture, Magisterial texts, liturgy, deposit of faith, tradition/Tradition,
etc. One only has to find them or, at least, be attentive enough to let the clues find us in
the way for example that “I will not withdraw my favor from him as I withdrew it from
your predecessor Saul,” read as the first reading, can point to differential clues.
Glitches unearthed by historico-critical/Biblical research
It turns out a number of Biblical commentaries point to a glitch in 2 Samuel 7:15.
A. F. Kirkpatrick writing in The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges, for example,
remarks, “There is perhaps some error in the text.” He is referring to the use of “before
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thee” as space formation in the text: “shall not be taken away from him, as I took it away
from Saul, whom I took away from before thee.” He submits that “before thee” should
be taken as time-formation (suggesting that editors made a change) based on a parallel
text, 1 Chronicles 17:13: “my mercy will I not take away from him, as I took it away
from him who was before thee.620 The fact that there is a change, one can conjecture,
exposes the sleight of hand of editors to transpose or transfer the privileged status of the
promised Messiah to the line of David/the Church. However Kirkpatrick points out that
while the Septuagint version considers “before” as a space-formation, it is used with
“me”: “My mercy will I not take away from him, as I took it away from them that I took
away from before me.”621
R. Payne Smith, meanwhile writing in Pulpit Commentary proffers that for both
verse 15 and 16, “before” refers to space formation but is paired with “thee.”
In one of the most startling observations, John Ellicott agrees that “before” is a
space-formation word but claims that the Septuagint editors surreptitiously changed it to
“me”: 622 He writes thus:
Before thee.—The LXX. has unnecessarily changed this to before me. The
thought is, that David is now made the head of the line in which shall be fulfilled
the primeval promise, “The seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent’s head.”
This was originally given simply to the human race (Genesis 3:15); then restricted
to the nation descended from Abraham (Genesis 22:18, &c); then limited to the
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tribe of Judah (Genesis 49:10, comp. Ezekiel 21:27), and now its fulfillment is
promised in the family of David.
Albert Barnes623 agrees that the text is corrupted. “Before” is a space formation
word but, according to him, it is more common for it to be paired with “me.”
Before thee - Before Me is probably the true reading in 2 Samuel 7:15-16 (if the
rest of the text be sound), according to the analogy of Jeremiah 35:19; 1 Samuel
2:30, 1 Samuel 2:35; and many other places; whereas the idea contained in the
reading, before thee, is unparalleled. But the reading in 1 Chronicles 17:13 is
quite different: "As I took it from him that was before thee," meaning Saul, which
gives a very good sense, and suggests that the text here may have been corrupted.
Table 5.1.7 below lists the text from 2 Samuel 7:15-16 from which other
commentators based their observations. It is interesting to note that unlike most of the
Christian Bibles (the two Septuagint versions, RSV, NAB, NABRE) that use “before me”
in verse 16, the commentaries use “before thee.” Additionally, the wordings for the latter
in both verse 15 and 16 are very close to the wording in the Hebrew Bibles.
At this juncture, one can only speculate as to why versions with “before thee”
were used by the said commentaries. Was it the only Bible version available to them at
the time (17th, 18th centuries)? Was the use of a version using “before thee” intentional?
Was it only the “commentarians” who surreptitiously used “before thee” because it fit
their agenda?
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Table 5.1.7.1.2. Variations in the wording of 2 Samuel 7:15-16: Selected Commentaries
Commentators
Gill's Exposition of the Whole
Bible624
Trapp's Complete Commentary625

Commentary Critical and
Explanatory on the Whole Bible Unabridged626

2 Samuel 7:15
But my mercy shall not depart
away from him as I took it from
Saul, whom I put away before
thee
But my mercy shall not depart
away from him, as I took [it]
from Saul, whom I put away
before thee.
But my mercy shall not depart
away from him, as I took it from
Saul, whom I put away before
thee.

2 Samuel 7:16
And thine house and thy kingdom
shall be established for ever
before thee
And thine house and thy kingdom
shall be established for ever
before thee: thy throne shall be
established for ever.
And thine house and thy kingdom
shall be established for ever
before thee: thy throne shall be
established for ever.

But my mercy shall not depart
away from him . . . - (cf. Psalms
89:33-34.)

Preliminary research shows that John Gill was a Calvinist, John Trapp and
Andrew Fausset (and most probably Robert Jamieson) were Anglicans, and David Brown
belonged to the Free Church of Scotland. Jamieson, Fausset, and Brown based their
commentaries on the King James Version (KVJ), which was commissioned by King
James I as the official or authorized Bible of the Church of England. According to
scholars such as David Daniell, James I gave specific instructions to translators to make
sure that KJV would reflect or be in line with the teachings of the Church of England
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(e.g., ecclesiology, priesthood, structure, etc.).627 Given this context, it is understandable
why the text differed from the version used by English-speaking Catholics at the time, the
Douai-Rheims, which predated KJV. The differences can be gleaned from the following:
Table 5.1.7.1.3 Variations in the wording of 2 Samuel 7:15-16: RHE, KJV
Commentators
Douai-Rheims English (RHE)628

KJV

2 Samuel 7:15
But my mercy I will not take
away from him, as I took it from
Saul, whom I removed from
before my face.
But my mercy shall not depart
away from him, as I took [it]
from Saul, whom I put away
before thee.

2 Samuel 7:16
And thy house shall be faithful,
and thy kingdom for ever before
thy face, and thy throne shall be
firm for ever
And thine house and thy kingdom
shall be established for ever
before thee: thy throne shall be
established for ever.

That John Gill was a Calvinist may give one a better appreciation of the variations
in the text. Calvinists believed in predestination and salvation of only the elect.629 This, in
turn, may influence the interpretation of verse 15 and 16 to highlight the importance of
those predestined by God for salvation.
The preceding raises the question concerning which version of the Bible is the
oldest. There have been claims that the Septuagint, being then older than existing Hebrew
texts, (prior to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls) is a more faithful version.
Christians have reportedly accused the Jews of making changes to the Hebrew Bible to
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make it less christological. In the same vein, Jews have accused Christians of altering the
Septuagint in order to make it more christological.630
Texts from other sources also provide valuable clues. Chapter CXVIII of Justin
Martyr’s Dialogue with Trypho, for example, which dates back to A.D. 160, mentions the
following:
I have frequently remarked that this very Christ is the Judge of all the living and
the dead. And Nathan likewise, speaking to David about Him, thus continued: ‘I
will be His Father, and He shall be my Son; and my mercy shall I not take away
from Him, as I did from them that went before Him; and I will establish Him in
my house, and in His kingdom for ever.’631
The number of variations in the meaning/wording, and stories behind these
variations of 2 Samuel 7:15-16 adds to the dissipating of decidability that thwarts our
understanding of texts as “Bible truth.” It cannot be emphasized enough that
Differentialism /Deconstruction does not deny the truths being conveyed in the Scriptural
texts. It merely demonstrates how making “negative references” has resulted in the
appointment/construction of texts (e.g., Jews wanted a version that is different from the
Septuagint so popular with Christians; Protestants wanted a version that is different from
the version used by Catholics, and so on). Apropos, Differentialism helps expose sleights
of hand in the text that are designed to push one’s own agenda. Recognizing how these
630
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operate is critical insofar as the same principles/logic/tendencies may stand in the way of
interreligious dialogue.
It is important to recognize also that no matter how many cosmetic fixes are
deployed to cover up breaks in our logocentrisms/holisms, traces of such cosmetic fixes
will come up again and again and again as aberrant reinscriptions and double-binds. We
found them in Magisterial texts, in Scriptures, and it can also be found in our “lifeworlds.” Magliola encourages people to be attentive to whatever unsettles the problem at
hand, and to search for differential clues.
Thai Catholics, for example, can reflect on the double-binds they experience in
their day-to-day lives, double-binds similar to those Father Boonlert experienced.
Double-bind
Magliola’s notion of double-bind may be used to examine the identities operative
in Father Boonlert’s case above. Father Boonlert was in a bind. Should he sit on the
floor? Alternatively, should he request a chair from organizers or politely excuse himself
and leave if a chair is not provided? Either case is conclusive against him as the agent.
Considering his identity as a Catholic priest, sitting on the floor can cause “scandal” to
fellow Catholics as the gesture may be taken as an acknowledgment that Buddhism is
superior to Catholicism. Requesting a chair that is not given or leaving the event may be
seen as arrogant and contrary to Jesus’ teaching, “But when you are invited, go and sit in
the lowest place . . . For every one who exalts himself will be humbled, and he who
humbles himself will be exalted” (Luke 14:10-11). In either case, both actions may be
considered “scandalous.”
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Taking into consideration Thai culture and Fr. Boonlert’s identity as a Thai,
sitting on the floor may be taken as an acknowledgment that to be Thai (culturally) is to
be Buddhist (culturally). However, by asking for a chair that is not given or leaving the
event may confirm that (culturally) Thai Catholics are culturally foreign and NOT Thai.
These have actually been the dilemma faced by countless Thai Catholics through
the centuries. On the one hand, there is bind concerning the superiority or inferiority of
religions. On the other hand, there is the bind of being Thai or non-Thai.
Sitting on the floor = Religious action
Sitting on the floor = individual action = Buddhist duty
Sitting on the floor = individual action = Christian humility
Sitting on the floor = Religious identification = Christian inferiority
Sitting on the floor = Religious identification = Buddhist superiority
Sitting on the floor = Buddhist action; Sitting on the floor = Christian action;
Thai cultural action; Sitting on the floor
The Thai Catholic partner in dialogue may use the above for prayer that
does not use reason, allowing the bind to permeate one’s being and to wait for divine
guidance as the following section will show.
Dialogue of Religious Experience
Nowhere is Dialogue of Life and Dialogue of Religious Experience more
important than in a family comprising Buddhist and Catholic members. In interviews,
Catholics who have Buddhist spouses or parents say they usually do not talk about their
religion or religious experiences to Buddhist family members and vice versa.
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For example, Chontawat Wano, 632 a Thai of Chinese descent, has a Catholic
mother and a Buddhist father. Even before his parents wed, his mother insisted that all
children be raised Catholics, to which the father agreed. Thus, Wano and all of his
siblings were baptized shortly after birth. Growing up, he said all the children prayed the
rosary and attended Mass regularly with mother. All the children also studied in Catholic
schools where they received religious instruction.633
The father meanwhile practiced his own faith as a Buddhist, meditating and
“praying” every evening before going to bed. In one part of the house, according to
Wano, there is a Catholic altar with a crucifix, image of the Sacred Heart, and statues of
the Blessed Virgin Mary and other saints. In another part, there is a Buddhist altar for his
father. The altar has a number of Buddha statues and images, typically found in most
homes in Thailand. Wano said he never asked his father about Buddhism and Buddhist
practices. “I was never interested in Buddhism. I wanted to focus on my Catholic faith,”
Wano said. His father also never spoke to them about Buddhism or explained the rituals
he performed at home and in the temple. “He knows we are Catholics and respects our
faith.”
As customary for Thai Buddhists, Wano’s father would also go to the temple to
perform rituals during Buddhist holidays. Sometimes Wano would go with his father, but
he would just sit outside and wait while his father performed the temple rituals. He said
he refused to enter because “I did not feel comfortable. I am a Catholic. I do not know
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what to do there. Besides, I do not want to make a mistake. . . . We were taught not to
pay homage to other gods.”
Wano admits that he wants his “father to convert, but it’s hard for him. He is 63years-old and he is a firm believer in Buddhism.” As a Catholic, Wano said he does not
believe that people, including his own father, would be reborn as another human being or
animal. “I don’t think they will be reborn again. The Buddha never talked about being
reborn again. The Buddha only talked about being aware of oneself. I don’t think he
talked about rebirth.”
Asked about other Buddhist practices his father performed, he talked about
offering food to the monks. Wano said his parents had a food stall and every morning
Buddhist monks came begging for food. His mother and/or the children would help
prepare the food but it is always the father who offered food to the monks. Since they
were young, Wano said his mother forbade the children from offering food, but
“personally, I think to offer food to the monk is not a sin. It’s a sign of generosity. They
are not gods. But mother is very strong in her belief. I can’t convince her.”
Other people interviewed recounted similar experiences. For example, Aida
Panchamnong,634 a Filipina who married a Thai Buddhist, said they never discussed
religion at home. Like Wano, her son was baptized and raised as a Catholic and never
joined the father in meditating or going to the temple. Waraporn Arnupapsrithada635 and
Nopparat Roonkul,636 who converted from Buddhism, said they too do not categorically
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talk about their Catholic faith with other family members, who have remained Buddhist.
Arnupapsrithada, in particular, said the reason is that the family was not happy that she
“abandoned” Buddhism. Both said they no longer go with their family to Buddhist
temples during Buddhist feast days or participate in Buddhist rituals like offering food to
the monks, etc. However, they admitted to still doing Vipassana meditation, either in
adapted form as preparation (i.e., calming down) for silent Christian prayer or in its
original form-- to build awareness or concentration. Panchamnong said her late husband
used to accompany her and their young son to Mass. Reciprocating she said she
sometimes would go to the temple with her husband and perform rituals there. Unlike
Thai Catholics, she said she has no qualms about lighting incense or offering food to the
monks because it is clear in her mind that the Buddha or Buddhist monks are not “gods.”
Besides, she said as a foreigner, her “faux pas” are tolerated by the Thai people, whether
Catholics or Buddhists.
Magliola’s possible contribution to Dialogue of Life
and Dialogue of Religious Practice
Wano’s perception that the Buddha is a god can be easily corrected if there is an
atmosphere of dialogue that would allow Wano to ask his father, “Does Buddhism regard
the Buddha as a God? If not, could you tell me who the Buddha is for you?” Admittedly
it would take time before fear/hesitation/indifference disappears. This writer suggests,
however, the dialogue based on difference or talking about differences is helpful in
clearing misunderstandings that block Buddhist-Catholic encounters. Take the case of
“worship,” for example.
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Catholics are discouraged or prohibited from participating in Buddhist rituals that
are perceived to be idolatrous or involve “worship” of the Buddha. Buddhists, for
example, are known to offer flowers to Buddha images, light candles, and incense or do
the triple prostration. Through dialogue, however, one realizes that Buddhists do not
worship the Buddha the way Catholics worship God.
The situation is akin to the way some Protestant Christians (“born-again”
Christians) distance themselves from Catholics because Catholics pray to or offer flowers
to Mary and the saints. In their view, these actions are tantamount to worship so
Catholics are committing idolatry.
Misunderstandings between Buddhists and Catholics regarding worship can be
avoided if they employ dialogue based on difference. Catholics and Buddhists need to
keep in mind the irreducible difference between the two religions. Catholicism is an
Other-Help religion, relying totally on God for existence and salvation. Theravada
Buddhism, on the other hand, is a Self-Help, or as Magliola puts it, a Self-Power religion.
The Buddha may have shown the way to liberation, but ultimately one has to rely on
oneself.
With this irreducible difference in mind, a Catholic trying to employ dialogue
based on difference may ask a Buddhist friend or relative, “If the Buddha is not a God,
then why offer flowers or pray to the Buddha?” A Theravada Buddhist who really knows
his religion would explain that chants, offering of flowers and lighting of incense are all
signs of respect and gratitude to the Buddha. A person is grateful because, without
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proper guidance contained in the Buddha’s teachings, one has to resort to trial and error,
spanning innumerable lifetimes, before attaining Nirvana. However, this is not all.
It is important to note that while the Pali word for “worship” is used, the intent or
meaning is totally different from the way Christians, Hindus, or Muslims understand
“worship.”
As Venerable Shravasti Dhammika explains:
There are different types of worship. When someone worships a god, they praise
him or her, making offerings and ask for favours, believing that the god will hear
their praise, receive their offerings and answer their prayers. Buddhists do not
indulge in this kind of worship. The other kind of worship is when we show
respect to someone or something we admire. When a teacher walks into a room
we stand up, when we meet a dignitary we shake hands, when the national anthem
is played we salute. These are all gestures of respect and worship and indicate our
admiration for persons and things. This is the type of worship Buddhist practise.
A statue of the Buddha with its hands rested gently in its lap and its
compassionate smile reminds us to strive to develop peace and love within
ourselves. The perfume of incense reminds us of the pervading influence of
virtue, the lamp reminds us of light of knowledge and the flowers which soon
fade and die, reminds us of impermanence. When we bow, we express our
gratitude to the Buddha for what his teachings have given us. This is the nature of
Buddhist worship.637
It may be said, appropriating Derrida, that in the Buddhist scriptures, the Buddha
uses “worship” because like the Greek khora in Plato’s usage, the Pali word for worship
already existed and it is, as it were, caught up in the web of meanings. The Buddha’s use
of the word, to apply to himself, departs from the usual meaning or usage during his time.
As the Buddha explains just before his death in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta:
Then the Blessed One said to Ven. Ananda, "Ananda, the twin sal-trees are in full
bloom, even though it's not the flowering season. They shower, strew, and
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sprinkle on the Tathagata's body in homage to him. Heavenly coral-tree blossoms
are falling from the sky . . . Heavenly sandalwood powder is falling from the sky .
. . Heavenly music is playing in the sky . . . Heavenly songs are sung in the sky, in
homage to the Tathagata. But it is not to this extent that a Tathagata is
worshipped, honored, respected, venerated, or paid homage to. Rather, the monk,
nun, male lay follower, or female lay follower who keeps practicing the Dhamma
in accordance with the Dhamma, who keeps practicing masterfully, who lives in
accordance with the Dhamma: that is the person who worships, honors, respects,
venerates, & pays homage to the Tathagata with the highest homage. So you
should train yourselves: 'We will keep practicing the Dhamma in accordance with
the Dhamma, we will keep practicing masterfully, we will live in accordance with
the Dhamma.' That's how you should train yourselves."638
For this reason, acts of “worship” today such as offering of flowers, lighting of
incense, etc. also have a heuristic function. Theravada Buddhists, for example, would say
the following verses when they offer flowers to Buddha images:
Pujemi Buddham kusumenanena
Puññenametena ca hotu mokkham
Puppham milāyāti yathā idam me
Kāyo tathā yāti vināsa-bhavam
This is translated as:
I worship the Buddha with these flowers;
May this virtue be helpful for my emancipation;
Just as these flowers fade,
Our body will undergo decay.639
Worship here in this sense actually means following the Buddha’s advice or
teaching to practice mindfulness meditation in order to see or experience for oneself the
“impermanence” of all things.
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Apropos it is important to see how “worship” has yielded to disseminating
interpretations in the Derridean sense. Additionally, if the respective Buddhist and
Catholic acts of “worship” (e.g., offering of flowers) were to be included in the joint
meditation as advocated by Magliola, the irreducible differences as well as the
samenesses appointed by such differences would also figure in the Derridean chiasm. It
may be recalled that for Magliola, the chiasm consists of two contradictory ‘texts’
reinscribed in modified form as the subtext of its respective contradictory. In other
words, each Buddhist and each Catholic has ‘inscribed’ under her/his ‘text’ a ‘subtext’
which is the contradicting image of the other religion’s good-willed intentions for
her/him, in this case also as far as “worship” is concerned.
The same differential treatment may be applied to giving food to the monks and
other rituals. Because the chants are in Pali, Catholics who do not understand Pali and are
not mindful of the irreducible differences between the two religions often misconstrue
them.
One of the practices that are misunderstood or taken out of context by Catholics is
chanting to ward off evil spirits in Buddhism. The Catholic Church in Thailand tends to
view them as superstitious beliefs, and thus, to be shunned by Catholics. If a Catholic
were to ask an informed Buddhist what they really mean, however, they may be surprised
to know that they are intended heuristically to transform the person. In many cases, for
example, chants for protection known as parittas, serve the purpose of reminding or
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instructing people that virtues, purity, loving kindness are ultimately what protects one
from evil forces in the world.640
In one story recounted in the Buddhist Scriptures, some monks who are followers
of the Buddha were being harassed by evil spirits whenever they meditated in a secluded
forest area. The Buddha taught them to recite the Karaniya metta sutta in order to
cultivate the meditation on loving kindness. He then instructed them to go back to the
same place to meditate and “assured them that those beings would wish them well.”641
The following is an excerpt from Karaniya metta sutta and it is hardly the hocus
pocus magical tantras Catholics imagine them to be:
This is what should be done
By one who is skilled in goodness,
And who knows the path of peace:
Let them be able and upright,
Straightforward and gentle in speech,
Humble and not conceited,
Contented and easily satisfied,
Unburdened with duties and frugal in their ways.
Peaceful and calm and wise and skillful,
Not proud or demanding in nature.
Let them not do the slightest thing
That the wise would later reprove.
Wishing: In gladness and in safety,
May all beings be at ease.
Whatever living beings there may be;
Whether they are weak or strong, omitting none,
The great or the mighty, medium, short or small,
The seen and the unseen,
Those living near and far away,
Those born and to-be-born —
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May all beings be at ease!642
In Magliola’s proposed joint meditation session, the above may be recited by
Buddhists while Catholics pray St. Patrick’s Breastplate prayer:
Christ with me,
Christ before me,
Christ behind me,
Christ in me,
Christ beneath me,
Christ above me,
Christ on my right,
Christ on my left,
Christ when I lie down,
Christ when I sit down,
Christ when I arise,
Christ in the heart of every man who thinks of me,
Christ in the mouth of everyone who speaks of me,
Christ in every eye that sees me,
Christ in every ear that hears me.
There is a common thread tying the examples above: the hesitation of people to
talk about something precious and meaningful (their faith vis-à-vis their life) with people
of other religions. Because of this hesitation, past encounters between Buddhists and
Catholics tended to be incidental (they happened simply because Buddhists and Catholics
shared the same space) or superficial (because there were mere formalities/there was no
deep sharing).
To recapitulate,-- Magliola’s differential approach is relevant because—while
keeping religious identities intact--it allows one to engage in meaningful dialogue
without worrying about proselytization or syncretism, both of which have vexed
Buddhist-Catholic dialogue for a long time. What makes this possible are the Derridean
642
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thought motifs or models: “pure negative reference” in order to spot the irreducible
differences between the two religions, while being aware that “irreducible differences
found or appoint samenesses,” or conversely the recognition that whatever samenesses
they have in common are not entitative but only appointive of the differences.
In the concrete Magliola demonstrates this in his proposed joint meditation. As
pointed out in the discussion above, “worship” can be incorporated into the joint
meditation sessions. In one part of the room, Catholics can offer flowers and lights
candles before the image of Christ. In another part of the room, Buddhists can offer
flowers and light incense before the image of the Buddha. Before and after the
meditation, one needs to be aware of the irreducible differences between the two
religions. One also needs to be mindful that whatever sameness they share (offering of
flowers in this instance) is non-entitative. The sameness is merely appointed by
irreducible difference.
It cannot be emphasized enough that what is being proposed above differs from a
scenario where both parties are in the same room and just performing their respective
rituals. What makes Magliola’s approach different is precisely how the notion of
Derridean chiasm pertains to the meditation/rituals. It may be recalled that in Magliola’s
proposed meditation, the two contradictory ‘texts’ are reinscribed in modified form as the
subtexts of their respective contradictories. Each Buddhist and each Catholic has
‘inscribed’ under her/his ‘text’ a ‘subtext’ which is the contradicting image of the other
religion’s good-willed intentions for her/him. In the case of the offering flowers and
lighting of candles, Catholics offer flowers and light candles to express their love to Jesus
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while asking Jesus to save the Buddhist meditators. At the same time, however, the
Catholics are mindful that the Buddhists in the room are offering flowers and lighting
incense to show their gratitude to the Buddha. The Buddhists are also meditating on
“impermanence” and wishing that not only the Buddhists gain a profound/experiential
realization of this, but that the Catholics gain this profound/experiential realization as
well. Moreover, while the Buddhists are thinking all these things, they are also aware that
Christians are worshiping Jesus the Christian way and praying that Buddhists will find
celestial bliss, maybe via charitable and compassionate acts exercised within a Buddhist
frame of reference.
It is important to note that in the preceding, Catholics and Buddhists are merely
expressing what their faith teaches. Catholics are urged to reflect, pray over, and wait for
the Holy Spirit’s prompting as to what this Derridean chiasm means in the context of
their lived faith and developmental theology. Buddhists meanwhile are urged to reflect
on how the Derridean chiasm can have an impact on their lived faith and practices. For
example, in wishing that not only Buddhists but also Catholics gain a profound insight or
experience of impermanence, the Buddhists are opening to the possibility that Catholics
can change. Catholics can engage in dialogue without being aggressive and resorting to
proselytization, distortion of Buddhist tenets, etc. With this, Buddhists attitudes can
change too. In this way, meditation on impermanence applies not only to themselves and
Catholics but also to the state of Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. For example, one may ask:
In what sense is the Buddha’s teaching of impermanence relevant to addressing the pain
and suffering of people arising from botched Buddhist-Catholic encounters?
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It may be recalled also that in January 2014 Pope Francis made an impromptu
visit to a Buddhist temple in Colombo to pay his respect and to foster interreligious
dialogue.643 According to Father Federico Lombardi, the Vatican Press Office head who
accompanied him, Pope Francis took off his shoes as all visitors to the temple must do.
Banagala Upatissa, the chief monk, showed the pope a statue of the Buddha. The monk
also invited the pope to witness a key ritual—the opening of the temple’s stupa, a bell
containing relics. The ritual is normally performed only once a year, but Upatissa made
an exception for the pope’s visit because it "is the highest honor and respect we can offer
to his holiness," Upattisa was quoted by the Associated Press as saying.644 According to
Father Lombardi, the monks chanted as the stupa was opened and Pope Francis “was
listening with great respect.”
Out-of-Placeness
Magliola’s treatment of chiasm as out-of-placeness and exposition of space-time
double-bind may also prove useful. From the point of view of Catholics, it may be
considered “out-of-place” for Thai Catholics to offer food to Buddhist monks. The Thai
Catholic Church’s guidelines categorically prohibit Catholics from performing the ritual
“reserved for Buddhists.” The guidelines also prohibit Catholic schools from organizing
such activities. Catholics government officials, especially those with high rank, are
643
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normally expected to perform the ritual. However, they are advised to ask a Buddhist
colleague to perform the rites on their behalf.
From the point of view of Catholics, it may not be considered out-of-place for
Buddhists to accompany their friends and relatives to Mass (as long as they do not
receive communion). They would be considered out-of-place, however, if they were
asked, say, as marginalized hilltribe Buddhists, to participate in the washing of the feet
liturgy on Holy Thursday. A Buddhist woman would certainly be considered out-of-place
if she were chosen by priest/bishop as the one of the people whose feet would be washed.
I proffer that if people’s mindsets become differential enough, it would be considered
acceptable for Catholics to offer food to the monks. Likewise from the point of view of
Catholics, it may be acceptable for Buddhist men and women to participate in the
Washing of the Feet liturgy. However things are not cut and dried because Catholics have
to consider the points of view Buddhists also. This issue will be discussed ahead in more
detail, in the section on “Dialogue of Theological/Doctrinal Exchange.”
Practical applications to Dialogue of Life/Dialogue
of Religious Practice
Magliola’s proposed joint meditation can initially be tried in small groups with
permission from the local ordinary, and if needed, Buddhist authorities. Participants, of
course, have to be sufficiently briefed about Magliola’s dialogue based on difference and
the protocols for the joint meditation. Communities with experience in Buddhist-Catholic
dialogue may be invited to try out the proposed joint meditation.
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The Focolare Movement may be invited to try out the dialogue based on
differences advocated by Magliola. At least once a year, the lay Catholic movement
founded by Chiara Lubich organizes Mariapolises in which Catholics would pray and talk
about their faith experiences. Buddhists too would be invited to pray and speak.
More often than not, the dialogue of Buddhists and Catholics in such gatherings
starts with differences but redound to common ground, for example, talking about love
and living the present moment. It should be noted that while the Focolare is a lay
Catholic organization, one of its charisms interreligious dialogue. In light of this, the
Focolare in Thailand has members who are not Catholics. Buddhist monks have lived in
the Focolare’s formation center in Lopiano, Italy, in the spirit of mutual understanding
and dialogue.
In 1997, Chiara Lubich visited Thailand and was invited to address students and
faculty of a Buddhist University in Chiang Mai. She also met with the late Buddhist
Supreme Patriarch Somdej Phrayanasangworn who encouraged her to “pursue the path of
inter-faith dialogue to build understanding among people of different religions.”645
It is important to note that Archbishop Kriengsak Kovitvanit of Bangkok, one of
the new cardinals installed by Pope Francis in February 2015, is a long time member of
the Focolare Movement. C. B. Tay, one of the co-directors of the Focolare Movement in
Thailand, remarked: “Those who know the new Cardinal well, are aware that he has a
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deep friendship with a good number of Buddhist monks, along with lay people, always
open to followers of all faiths.”646
In one interview the cardinal highlighted the irreducible difference between the
two religions with regard to ceremonies or rites as follows:
Buddhist ceremonies are not similar to religious rites of Christians. The belief in
Christianity is marked by the belief in the world of humans and in God. God loves
us humans and humans love God. We follow God’s commands whereas the real
Theravada Buddhist believes in the Lord Buddha who discovered himself the way
to Nirvana without God. While we find brahmans and gods in oriental religious
contexts, Buddhism states that the Lord Buddha points out resolutions from
sorrow. In this sense, Buddhist ceremonies reflect a warning for Buddhists to
return to Dharma and to follow the Lord Buddha’s exemplary way of life. In
Christianity, we believe that Jesus brings love to those who follow his path. In
addition to this, we believe in God who gives us faith in life and through prayers
we can communicate with God. At the Last Supper, before Jesus Christ died, he
said that sharing his life is a sign and tool for dedication to relations, helping
neighbors, forgiveness to wrong doers and love to others. Christian rites
consequently have a social dimension which culminates in the practice of love for
each other. These ceremonies shall be seen in the context of the community: If we
join together to conduct a ceremony, the power of love will be shared with
everybody, not only to followers of Christianity, but everyone else.647
Highlighting the irreducible difference does not mean, however, that Catholics
should distance themselves from Buddhists and vice versa. In Chiang Mai, members of
the Focolare Movement often visit Buddhist monks and other friends at the temple. They
also listen to the monk’s sermons, practice Vipassana meditation, and learn about
Buddhist rituals and culture. Previously the Focolare in northern Thailand had a
Buddhist member. He lived with Catholics in the same house and tried to live out one of
the charisms of the movement: unity in diversity. He attended Mass but did not receive
646
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communion. They also regularly talked about their respective faith experiences with
externs and the youth. The Focolare also organizes outreach programs that draw
Catholics and Buddhists alike.
Shortly after his installation Cardinal Kriengsak was asked his views about
interreligious dialogue. His response echoes the Focolare charism of unity in diversity in
the areas of Dialogue of Religious Experience and Dialogue of Action.
Christianity must open itself to those people. We firmly believe that this
interreligious dialogue will be advantageous also for Thai society in many
respects. I want to highlight only two examples. A first advantage would be to
concretely contribute to society, for example through dedication and help for
people suffering from floods. A second advantage could be to live up to the idea
of “unity in diversity” resulting from sharing religious experiences. Europeans,
for example, are interested in Buddhist meditation. Although we have different
beliefs, from a Christian perspective we can be united in difference because the
core of Christianity is the belief in God called love.648
Trained in interreligious dialogue, the cardinal is not afraid to talk about
differences and express an inclusivist truth claim (God is the principle that unites people
of different beliefs) because he qualifies it as coming “from a Christian perspective.”
My personal contribution to a differential Dialogue of Life is using carefully
chosen or parallel scriptural texts (e.g., the cosmogonic and creation story contained in
Aggana Sutta and Genesis respectively) in the proposed joint meditation sessions. People
first read the texts and discuss how they relate to the fundamental teachings of
Christianity and Buddhism. I suggest that the aforementioned creation/cosmogonic
stories are windows that allow people to see the core of the religions. It helps people to
648
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understand and appreciate the differences between Buddhism and Catholicism. Following
the protocols of Magliola’s joint meditation, they can then allow the contradictory
thoughts/images/intentions from the discussions to form a Derridean chiasm. This builds
on dialogue initiatives that advocate “listening in respectful silence to prayers and
readings of the Holy Books of others (as) a form of prayer acceptable to most believers in
Asia.”649
After a successful trial run, it can be promoted in areas where dialogue of
religious experience and dialogue life are daily facts of life. Other forms of meditation
suggested by Magliola may also help Catholics in a differential way, for example, the use
of artworks and koans. This is particularly promising because of the way non-verbal signs
operate differentially, or not confined by Aristotlean logic or logocentric thinking.
Dialogue of Action
As pointed out in previous sections unsettling feelings often signal possible
differential readings that provide better ad hoc clues to how things go on.
Apropos Dialogue of Action, this section will first look into issues that have
generated unsettling feelings. It will then try to apply Magliola’s thoughts to assess their
usefulness in the Thai context. Dialogue of action, it may be recalled, pertains to
Christians and, in this case, Buddhists collaborating for the integral development and
liberation of people. “Integral” here means it encompasses all aspects of life: economic,
socio-political, cultural and religious.650
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Catholic social institutions, by virtue of being in a predominantly Buddhist
society, encounter Buddhists on a daily basis. To some extent, this may be considered as
part of Dialogue of Action. However, this thesis would like to focus more on dialogue of
action as defined above, groups with a distinctive Buddhist-Catholic identity
collaborating in building a better society.
Examining the interviews, focus group discussion, and other research, I propose
that there are four issues generating unsettling feelings with regard to Dialogue of Action
among Buddhists and Catholics in Thailand: motivation/instrumentality, action,
triumphalism,651 and suffering.
Unsettling feelings
With regard to motivation, the Church has been reluctant to openly engage in
“official” Dialogue of Action activities that may be construed by Buddhists as
proselytizing. It has been observed that such dialogue at the official level involves mostly
government offices and Christian denominations.652 The day-to-day “dialogue” of action
appearing in Church media, of course not counting concerted action during natural
calamities and social upheavals described in chapter four, involves mostly children (e.g.,
as school-parish-temple activities) and young adults. While such activities are laudable
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in themselves, the tendency to focus on the youth may reflect the Church’s hesitation to
engage in dialogue with Buddhists at an official level, a prudent measure to minimize
conflict. 653 Other measures include organizing interreligious fora that enable participants
to air their views on political and social issues while building solidarity and sharing
accountability (read: minimizing negative impact.)
As pointed out in chapter four, Buddhist-Catholic dialogue has been hampered by
issues concerning motivation. Buddhists have been wary of the Church’s dialogue and
inculturation initiatives, over fears that they would be used for proselytization. They also
decried the Church’s triumphalism654 and what Jesuit Aloysius Pieris calls
“Instrumentality,” which looks at or values a person in terms of that person’s usefulness.
Mother Teresa of Calcutta, for example, is considered by many as a role model
for Catholic social action and interreligious dialogue. Cardinal Kriengsak Kovitvanit of
Bangkok actually considers her his role model in this sense.655 Yet it did not come as a
surprise that a vitriolic article appeared in Bangkok Post as news of her impending
fast-track canonization broke. The article accused her of not helping the sick and dying
enough and using them for her own purposes:
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She merely provided basic facilities in which they could “die beautifully”, in her
favourite phrase. “There is something beautiful in seeing the poor accept their lot,
to suffer it like Christ’s passion,” she was quoted as saying. “The world gains
much from their suffering.” . . . (T)he lives of the lepers, orphans and terminally
ill who passed through her hands were “raw material for the demonstration of
compassion . . . They are in no position to complain, and their passivity is
considered a sterling trait.”656
While the writer is not Thai nor Buddhist, it does reinforce the image especially
among radical Buddhists of Catholics’ tendency to use Buddhism for their own
ends/benefits.657 Critics, as pointed out earlier, have accused Catholics of using the
“wrong approach” and being “too eager and insensitive to others’ beliefs.”658
Misunderstandings of this sort are caused in large part and aggravated by
ignorance, not only of the other’s but one’s own doctrine. Even if one is sufficiently
knowledgeable, one may lack the “thought structure” in dealing with situations where the
doctrines or beliefs of one thwart the other.
Misunderstandings can lead to conflict, and conflict to suffering for both parties.
Preoccupation with oneself often leads to isolation or rejection/neglect of the other. Both
are not able to work together to “heal and the save” the world. Though religions
encourage followers to go out to the margins, sometimes they are concerned about their
own survival or identity especially when these are threatened.
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Recommendations from FABC
The FABC has been working to promote dialogue in Asia. In the final statement
of their Bishops’ Institute for Interreligious Affairs (BIRA V/2) titled, “A Call to
Harmony —Buddhists and Christians in Dialogue,” it made several recommendations for
“Working for Harmony in our Contemporary World.” For example, it expressed the need
for Buddhists and Christians to educate each other in the teaching and practices in the
hope that “they may learn mutual respect and appreciation and be ready for mutual
inspiration and collaboration.” It also advocated for a “common language that will
facilitate a shared understanding of problems and commitment to solving them.” At the
personal level, it encouraged people to “change the attitudes of the mind and to promote
selflessness and social concern as aspects of authentic religion.” Lastly, it exhorted
people to foster dialogue of spiritual experience “as a source of strength and as
experience of community.”659
What follows is an attempt to use Magliola’s thought to foster Dialogue of Action
among Buddhists and Catholics in Thailand. To address “action” this thesis continues to
pursue the differential trail from Dialogue of Life section, this time from the point of
view of space.

To address “triumphalism” this thesis also continues the work from

Dialogue of Life, this time looking at David Coffey’s treatment of the priesthood of the
Church as a distinctive category from ministerial and common priesthood. To address
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“instrumentality”, this thesis proposes a non-entitative way of looking at oneself, Christ
and Mary. Lastly, regarding “suffering,” the thesis will try to appropriate Magliola’s
notion of “Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm.”

Action
In line with Dialogue and Proclamation’s call to “learn and receive from” the
“positive values” of other religions, attempts were made in the previous sections to use
Differentialism to help the Church be mindful of tendencies to, as it were, “remove from
her presence” the world/outsiders/other religions. It began with one Catholic priest’s
experience of sharing the same space with a Buddhist monk that generated unsettling
feelings for many of those present.
In trying to understand the reason behind the feelings, this thesis embarked on a
journey following differential trails that led us, from that experience of the peripheries of
the priest with the monk, to the center or very core that defines what it means to be
Catholic (relationship with Christ, the sacraments of Baptism, Holy Orders, etc.) and
back to the peripheries with previously cut-and-dried notions, concepts, and
understanding (e.g., common priesthood, ordained priesthood, body of Christ, Church
[membership and salvation in], etc., now put under erasure.
It has been a long journey of discovery, discovering hidden clues under the
surface of texts that break open to reveal traces of something that “are”660 neither here
nor there. Yet they “are” conductal clues pointing to the web of significations that
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endlessly crosshatch, revealing other clues. Unsettling feelings help guide the way along
trails marked by these aberrant reinscriptions that appear again and again but
“situationally with a difference.” Differentialism teaches that these double-binds can be
found in all (sorts of) texts: Magisterial texts, Scripture, Christ’s body, our body, hopes,
memories, etc. Time’s becoming space (spacing) and space’s becoming time
(temporalizing) often signal these double binds. “Before” has been especially fertile as it
opens the text’s doors to the past, that come in waves upon waves, inundating the present.
This time around, we look at “before” spacing (time becoming space). As pointed
out earlier, PDV no. 16 §6 may be seen as logically prior to PDV no. 22 §4. Before Christ
took his bride to be his body he was before her and the world. Before PDV no. 16 §6 was
PDV, no. 22 §4. However when “Before” spaces we find a situation where PDV, no. 22
§4 is before (in front of /facing ) PDV, no.16 §6 as illustrated in Diagram 5.2.1.
One can try to graphically represent this, say, on a piece of paper folded in the
middle with the “before” scenario (Christ facing the Church and the world) on one side
and “after” scenario (the ordained in the place of Christ before or in the fore front of the
Church) on the other. Christ, the Church, and the world are represented by rectangles.
The paper is folded in such a way that the “before” and “after” figures coincide
(space=time). One can imagine “before” and “after” as mirror images pressed together
(Diagram 5.2.2).
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Diagram 5.2.1. PDV, no. 22 §4 is before (facing) PDV, no. 16 §6
When the two sides are pressed together (Diagram 5.2.2 below), one understands
more how the convergence of space and time is a logical impossibility. For one, even if
all the rectangles fit exactly, by definition (conceptually and graphically) before ≠ after.
Granted that before = after (e.g., if one is able to conceive of being in an Eternal Present
or from the point of view of God for which “all moments of time are present in their
immediacy),”661 it is clear from the diagram that not all rectangles coincide because in the
“after,” the world is, as it were, removed from God’s presence.
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CCC, no. 600.
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Diagram 5.2.2. PDV, no. 22 §4 is (coinciding with) PDV, no. 16 §6.
Differentially, however, one can say that the world is a trace that is somewhat
there but not there. One could represent this graphically by literally putting an X mark on
the rectangle/spot representing the “world”662 in the “After” scenario.
A bigger conundrum, however, is to represent how the ordained, as it were, can
move to the position of Christ from its place in the Church and still face her. It is not
possible, at least insofar as we understand the concepts “before,” “fore front,” etc., not to
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For convenience, this writer has used strikethrough to represent the crossing out or putting under
erasure, since strikethrough is a built-in feature of Word processing.
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mention the way our minds are conditioned to represent Christ, Church in the world as
same-sized rectangles.
For example, coram that is used in the “original”/”official” Latin text for both
“before” and “fore front” actually means “face to face.” This term “face to face” has a
rather close/intimate connotation. Oxford Dictionaries, for example, defines it as “being
close together and looking directly at each other.”663 The sense of looking directly at each
other is also captured in the word used in the Italian version: di fronte, which means
“opposite, facing, in front of.”
Strictly applying this notion makes diagram 5.2.1/diagram 5.2.2 impossible
scenarios because, as the arrows pointed obliquely indicate, Christ is neither facing the
Church nor the world directly. Facing directly means directly in front of, which is
indicated by a perpendicular arrow (i.e., an arrow that is 90 degrees from the side of the
rectangle, as shown in diagram 5.2.3 below:

Diagram 5.2.3. Representing “face to face,” “coram,” “di fronte”
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Oxford Dictionaries, s.v. “face to face,” accessed November 21, 2014,
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/ fore .
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Accommodating this notion of “face to face” to diagram 5.2.1, the Church would
have to push the world out to get into the privileged position of being face to face with
God (Cf. being in God’s presence) or changing the size of the rectangles as shown in the
diagrams 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 below.

Diagram 5.2.4. The Church pushing down the “world” to be “face to face” with Christ

Diagram 5.2.5. Church pushing the world down to be in a privileged position of being
face-to-face with Christ
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It is hoped that the diagrams help raise awareness of the tendency to push the
other/Buddhists out of one’s/Christ’s presence This writer proposes that apart from the
unfortunate incidents that have marred Catholic-Buddhist dialogue in the past, a
logocentric framework that makes the Church privilege/choose herself over the other,
reinforce her triumphalism, contributing to the impasse. It is hoped that the diagrams also
foster an awareness that sometimes God’s thoughts are not our thoughts, God’s ways are
not our ways (Isaiah 55:8). God is bigger than what we could possibly perceive God to
be.
With regard to the immensity of God, it is worth noting that if diagram 5.2.5 were
to be expressed in terms of space coinciding with time like diagram 5.2.2, it would look
pretty much like diagram 5.2.3 or diagram 5.2.6 below:

Diagram 5.2.6. Ordained priests not totally filling the space left by Christ.
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Indeed, as human beings/not God, ordained priests/bishops cannot totally fill the
space/shoes left by Christ, although they represent him sacramentally. This cannot be
emphasized enough because total identification with Christ, as though priest/bishops are
God, has contributed to clericalism in the Church. This, in turn, has had an impact on
interreligious dialogue. Logically/graphically, since priests/bishops are part of the
Church, the size of the rectangle ought to be smaller than the Church. As pointed out in
the previous sections, while priests are considered giving official witness to Christ in the
Church, the ordained priesthood cannot be disassociated with the common priesthood that
it serves. Additionally, while the ordained priest plays an important role to make Jesus
present in the sacred species of bread and wine, the ordained priest is not Jesus in the
same way we say consecrated bread and wine are the body and blood of Jesus himself.
Certainly, we do not adore and worship priests for representing Christ the head.
Going back to the first point relating to being directly in front of Christ, it is worth
noting that our everyday experience shows how perspective (from whose viewpoint/
whose “memories” are being taken into account) matters.
In diagram 5.2.7 below, one can imagine the Church, World, Christ as persons
with cameras. Assuming both Church and the World want to take a picture of Christ
facing them directly, Christ needs to turn his/face body toward, say, the Church first, and
the world later, or vice-versa for either to have a picture of Christ directly facing each of
them. Both pictures cannot be taken at the same time.
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Diagram 5.2.7. Christ obliquely facing the Church and the world.
If the perspective changes however and it is Christ taking the picture, he may
hypothetically be able to take a picture of the two directly facing him if he has a wideangle lens. Without this lens, he would have to position himself directly in front of one
and take a picture from that position. He then has to move directly in front of the other
and take a picture of the other. Only then can he “stitch” the two pictures together in one
composite picture, as what is usually electronically done in taking large group photos.
Suffice it to say that there is a difference between the two perspectives, and the difference
between these two perspectives usually surfaces as aberrantly reinscribed traces/clues in
the Church’s “texts.”
Going back to standing before two subjects, even if one comes so close, standing
as it were, face-to-face, experience tells us that a person can focus his or her attention on
only one subject at a given time. Take for example two books (Illustration 5.2.1) placed
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right before or in front of us. Although we are facing the two books, we can only read
what is written on the face or cover of the book, one book/title at a time.

Illustration 5.2.1. Face-to-face with two books that can be read only one at a time
The illustration shows the limits and partiality of our vision that does not
necessarily apply to God. “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways
my ways”664 (Isaiah 55:8 RSV). Indeed one wonders if it is God’s thought/way for
Catholics to keep Buddhists at bay (i.e., remove from one’s presence, keep out of sight,
out of mind) especially when the situation calls for joint action.
No doubt at the grassroots level Catholics and Buddhists are working together to
build a better world. Surely there are a number of edifying Thai Catholic priests like
Father Boonlert who go out to the frontiers to engage with Buddhists. It cannot be denied,
664

One can see Isaiah 55:8 as double-binding with Matthew 16:23 “But he turned and said to Peter,
‘Get behind me, Satan! You are a hindrance[e] to me; for you are not on the side of God, but of men.’”
Jesus may have uttered this, however, because in his view Peter is preventing him from doing God’s will of
saving all mankind, not specifically because Peter is preventing him from dying a horrible death.
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however, as Panithan Kitsakul’s observed,665 that there is a pressing need for a joint,
sustainable action that goes beyond relief efforts.
Indeed, it will take some time for the wounds left by unfortunate BuddhistCatholic encounters to heal. In the meantime, however, Catholics may examine how
holisms in the Church, the fissures of which surface in Magisterial, Scriptural, and other
“texts,” drive people to block such encounters. In large part, collaborating with Buddhists
depends very much on priests and other Church leaders.
Speaking of leaders of the Church, it is interesting to note tangentially that plans
for the historic February 12, 2016 meeting of Pope Francis and Patriarch Kirill of
Moscow and all of Russia materialized because of the need for a joint response to the
killing and persecution of Christians by the Islamic State in the Middle East. Senior
Orthodox cleric Metropolitan Hilarion was quoted by Reuters news agency as saying that
while long-standing differences between the two churches remain, “We need to put aside
internal disagreements at this tragic time and join efforts to save Christians in the regions
where they are subject to the most atrocious persecution.”666
The above echoes the situation in Thailand in three ways: (1) It takes a crisis
situation for the two parties to engage in dialogue of action; (2) The drive to maintain
holism (as seen in factors that led to and perpetuated the great schism and more recently
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His observations are discussed in chapter four.
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Philip Pullella, “Pope Francis and Russian Orthodox Patriarch Kirill to Hold Historic Meeting in
Cuba,” Reuters News Agency, February 5, 2016, accessed February 5, 2016
http://blogs.reuters.com/faithworld/2016/02/05/pope-francis-and-russian-orthodox-patriarch-kirill-to-holdhistoric-meeting-in-cuba/ .
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in alleged proselytization)667 continues to undermine dialogue efforts and needs to be
acknowledged/assessed. This writer proffers that differential readings of their respective
“texts” may help both parties become aware of how logocentrism figures in or
perpetuates the conflict;668 (3) Religious leaders play an important role in either
perpetuating or breaking this impasse.
With regard to the third point, the differential trail has led us to examine how the
identity of the ordained Church leaders, acting in the person of Christ as head, is not cutand-dried as people would take them (often for granted) to be. This has important
implications for Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. Indeed, especially at the grassroots level, it
is the Catholic priest who is the official Church representative. If the examples in chapter
four are any indication, it is the bishop/parish priest who sets the direction of BuddhistCatholic dialogue in the diocese/parish.669 In large part, it is his official witness/example
that determines whether a diocese/parish would, as it were, remove non-Catholics from
the Church’s presence, or even from God’s presence.”670 Keeping Buddhism/Buddhists
“out of sight, out of mind” in diocese/parish activities (e.g., outreach and other areas
where Catholics could collaborate with Buddhists) would depend very much on them.
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The Russian Orthodox Church has alleged that Catholics tried to convert Russian Orthodox
Christians after the collapse of the Soviet Union. These allegations have been denied by the Vatican,
according to the report.
668

No doubt factors that make Russian Orthodox - Roman Catholic relations today are complex,
cutting across doctrinal/theological, linguistic/cultural, political/geographical lines but one finds in them
traces due to the “either/or” logical framework/”either you or me” mindset associated with logocentrism.
669
It is important to note that even the Focolare Movement needs permission and support from the
local bishop and parish to organize its activities.
670

Of course, the language used here is taken in the context of previous discussions.
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There are of course other factors that come into play. As will be pointed out later
by Thai royal scholar Warayuth Sriwarakeul, Thais are generally known to be carefree,
freedom-and fun-loving people. Unless absolutely necessary Thais would avoid conflict
and would prefer to maintain the status quo. Be all that as it may, bishops and priests play
an important role.
Escaping/shifting the frame. With regard to bishops/ordained priests being able to
move in the position of Christ and at the same time face the Church, Magisterial texts
refer to a “bond” that links Christ and the ordained priest.
To a certain extent, this bond supports the view that the Catholic priest can, as it
were, escape the head-body scheme. Escaping the frame enables him to face the Church
in the same way that Christ is able to do-- as explained by Coffey. 671
This bond may be represented by a dotted line linking the ordained priest/bishop
with Christ in diagram 5.2.8 below. Apropos there is a need to examine the following:
(1) In some cases, identification with Christ ironically/inadvertently contributes to
clericalism/triumphalism that impacts interreligious dialogue; (2) there may be other
ways (differential ways) of expressing Christ’s relationship to the ordained priests, the
Church and the world.
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Recalling again the words of Coffey: “Historically . . . the problem has been that the christological
reference of the ordained priest, according to which he is recognized as acting in the person of Christ and
even as being "another Christ" (alter Christus), has had the effect of lifting the ordained priesthood out of
the ecclesiological framework altogether and situating it in the christological framework. This did not have
to happen because of the christological reference, but it is what happened in fact. As a result, only the
common priesthood was left in the ecclesiological framework” (Coffey, “The Common and the Ordained
Priesthood,” 224-25).
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Diagram 5.2.8. Bonds (dotted lines) that “link” Christ to the ordained priest, Church, and
the world: fourth lemma formulation
This writer submits that a differential reading offers a better representation of how
the ordained ontologically relates to Christ. Rather than say “The priest is Christ,” as
some have claimed and will be seen ahead, the undistributed fourth lemma formulation
expresses the signification in a more nuanced/open-ended way: “The priest is not Christ
but not not-Christ.” Truly the priest is not Christ because the priest is not the Christ/God.
However, he is somewhat like Christ (not not-Christ/God) ontologically. The overidentification of priests with Christ that makes them or others think that they or any
ordained priest is (the) Christ will be taken up in the discussion on
triumphalism/clericalism later.
This writer submits, too, that a similar formulation can be used to express how the
world relates to Christ and the Church. If the Church can imagine a bond (expressed in
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the fourth lemma) linking Christ to the ordained priest, then it points to the possibility of
a similar bond (i.e., expressed in the fourth lemma) linking Christ to the world, in a way
that is different from how we conceive of it at present.
Difference between Church and People of God
Indeed, differential clues seem to point to a fourth lemma formulation of how the
world relates to Christ and the world. By definition, the Church officially does not count
those who are not baptized as members of the Church or members of Christ’s body. In
this sense, the world672 is not the Church but not not-the Church either. The world is not
not-the Church because Judaism, for example, which is not Christianity, is not notChristianity: Jesus, Mary, and Joseph after all were Jews. Additionally, what Catholics
call the “Old Testament” are Jewish Scriptures. Thus, the Church has a separate category,
“People of God,” which seems to be distinct yet not distinct from the Church/Body of
Christ and the world.
It is interesting to look at the varying treatments of People of God in our deposit
of faith.
The Catechism of the Catholic Church is categorical in describing the People of
God with traits that “clearly distinguish it from all other religious, ethnic, political, or
cultural groups found in history” (CCC 782). It clarifies: “One becomes a member of this
people . . . by . . . faith in Christ, and Baptism.” Relevant to what has been discussed in
the preceding, this people “has for its Head Jesus the Christ (the anointed, the Messiah).”
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It is important to note, lest readers forget, that “world” here is understood in the context of PDV no.
16 §6, and therefore is taken to mean those that are not part of the Church (people who are not baptized;
and also the rest of creation).
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Interestingly in light of our preceding discussion on 2 Samuel 7:15-16: “Because the
same anointing, the Holy Spirit, flows from the head into the body, this is ‘the messianic
people.’” Alluding to Baptism from the first definition that sets People of God apart from
others, it declares that the People of God enjoys the status of “the dignity and freedom”
of being children of God and “in whose hearts the Holy Spirit dwells as in a temple."
Called by God, they are called “to love as Christ loved us." Their mission is to be “salt of
the earth and light of the world.” Interestingly it describes the people as "a most sure seed
of unity, hope, and salvation for the whole human race." Finally, it describes its destiny
as “the Kingdom of God” begun on earth and which will be extended and “brought to
perfection by him (Christ) at the end of time."
If one observes carefully, it is clear that all the above is synonymous with notions
of the Body of Christ/the Church taken up earlier. In point of fact, many Church
documents take People of God to mean the Church and vice-versa. For example, PDV
considers the Church as the People of God. (PDV no. 1) Lumen Gentium also devotes a
whole chapter (chapter two) to talking about the Church as the new People of God.
Yet the Catechism itself and other Church documents seem to include other
religions, in particular, Judaism, as part of People of God. For example in the section “A
plan born in the Father’s heart”:
The gathering together of the People of God began at the moment when sin
destroyed the communion of men with God, and that of men among themselves.
The gathering together of the Church is, as it were, God's reaction to the chaos
provoked by sin. This reunification is achieved secretly in the heart of all peoples:
"In every nation anyone who fears him and does what is right is acceptable" to
God (CCC 761).
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The remote preparation for this gathering together of the People of God begins
when He calls Abraham and promises that he will become the father of a great
people. Its immediate preparation begins with Israel's election as the People of
God. By this election, Israel is to be the sign of the future gathering of All nations.
But the prophets accuse Israel of breaking the covenant and behaving like a
prostitute. They announce a new and eternal covenant. "Christ instituted this New
Covenant" (CCC 762).
Not surprisingly, Jews have not taken kindly to the super-sessionist tenor of the
above statements, considering that in their view the Jewish people are originally and
continue to be, God’s chosen people (read: People of God).
As regards followers of other religions, the reference of CCC 761 to the
“gathering of the People of God began at the moment when sin destroyed the communion
of men with God, and that of men among themselves” harks back to the story of the Fall
in which Adam and Eve are seen as human archetypes, representing all humanity.
However, the frame of reference of CCC 761 constantly shifts, from its reference to all
humanity to “gathering of the Church” to “hearts of all people” to every God-fearing
people.
One wonders if the Church is experiencing a “dissipation of decidability” in
trying to make sense of something that happens at the level of the Eternal Present,
forgetting that, appropriating Magliola:
The present is not the holism that it seems to be. There is loss in that what is
called “present” is “lost” to “past” and “future” and there is surplus or extra in
that what is called “past” and “future” overflow their logocentric limits, their
“definitions” and invade/occupy what is logocentrically the “present.”673
Going back to the question of “whose memories are being invoked” or “whose
perspective is being considered,” it is important to be aware that the CCC statements
673

Robert Magliola, e-mail message to author, January 21, 2016.
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above were framed according to how the Church brought together “memories” from the
past and “hopes” for the future in order to have a sense of who she is at present.
Yes, it is God’s story, but we have to recognize that it is God’s story told and
remembered according to how the Church as People of God have participated in it,
received it, and made it (including all the memories) her own story/memories. And the
story includes Israel’s story. Hypothetically, it should include also the stories of other
religions but we can only anticipate the future. The future has not arrived.674 It is worth
noting also that the Church has removed them from her presence. Stories of how they
have been cast out/obliterated have become part of our deposit of faith.
What has been said about “memories” and “perspective” above resonates with
what (Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI) Joseph Ratzinger says in the Pilgrim Fellowship of
Faith: The Church as Communion:
God mysteriously enters into what is human and purely human authorship is
transcended . . . Certainly Scripture carries “God’s thoughts within it”; that
makes it unique and constitutes its “authority.” Yet it is transmitted by a human
history. It carries within it the life and thought of a historical society that we call
the “People of God,” because they are brought together, and held together, by the
coming of the divine word. There is a reciprocal relationship: This society is the
essential condition for the growth of the biblical Word; and, conversely, this
Word gives the society its identity and its continuity.675
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Anticipating the future here refers to the future gathering of all nations as described in CCC, no.
762. Cf LG 2: “(T)he Church both prays and labors in order that the entire world may become the People
of God, the Body of the Lord and the Temple of the Holy Spirit, and that in Christ, the Head of all, all
honor and glory may be rendered to the Creator and Father of the Universe.”
675

Joseph Ratzinger, Pilgrim Fellowship of Faith: The Church as Communion, ed. Henry Taylor
translator (San Francisco, Calif.: Ignatius Press, 2005), 34, as cited by Aaron Pidel, "Biblical Inspiration
and Inerrancy According to Joseph Ratzinger" (2011), Networked Digital Library of Theses and
Dissertations, EBSCO host (accessed January 10, 2016). Italics supplied.
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It is important to note that the Church in her writings about other religions has
invoked stories/memories from her past and applied/projected them (e.g.,
concepts/categories) to the world/other religions, as though the latter “at present” are
People of God. However in the here and now, other religions are not People of God in
the same way the Church considers herself people of God (i.e., CCC 782) or the same
way she might consider Judaism as People of God or “not not-People of God.”676 Jews,
after all, were called by God. God made a covenant with them, and this covenant has not
been revoked.
Related to this, the Vatican in a recent landmark document declared that while
salvation is possible only through Christ, “it does not in any way follow that the Jews are
excluded from God’s salvation because they do not believe in Jesus Christ as the Messiah
of Israel and the Son of God.”677 Issued by the Commission for Religious Relations with
the Jews, the December 2015 document titled “The Gifts and the Calling of God Are
Irrevocable” declares:
The Church is therefore obliged to view evangelization to Jews, who believe in
the one God, in a different manner from that to people of other religions and
world views. In concrete terms, this means that the Catholic Church neither
conducts nor supports any specific institutional mission work directed towards
Jews. While there is a principled rejection of an institutional Jewish mission,
Christians are nonetheless called to bear witness to their faith in Jesus Christ also
676

Or more colloquially “somewhat” People of God, although “somewhat” may be interpreted in
senses other than the undistributed sense of the fourth lemma.
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(Vatican) Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews, “The Gifts and the Calling of God
Are Irrevocable (Rom 11:29): A Reflection on Theological Questions Pertaining to Catholic-Jewish
Relations on the Occasion of the 50th Anniversary of Nostra Aetate (No. 4).” Retrieved January 4, 2016
from http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/chrstuni/relations-jewsdocs/rc_pc_chrstuni_doc_20151210_ebraismo-nostraaetate_en.html#5._The_universality_of_salvation_in_Jesus_Christ_and_God’s_unrevoked_covenant_with_
Israel.
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to Jews, although they should do so in a humble and sensitive manner,
acknowledging that Jews are bearers of God’s Word, and particularly in view of
the great tragedy of the Shoah.678
Surely from the above, Buddhists are not People of God. However, this writer
submits that they are not People of God in the same way Jews and people of other
religions are not People of God. The Church needs to take exception to Buddhism,
recognizing that it is not a theistic religion like other religions, and thereby treat
Buddhism “in a different manner from that (of) other religions and world views.” It does
not mean of course that the commission’s landmark statement about the Jews should
apply to Buddhists the same way and that Catholics need not “evangelize.”679
What is being advocated is for the Church to recognize that Buddhism is unlike
any other religion, and many of its views are diametrically opposed to Christianity. Not
recognizing Buddhism results in Christians distorting Buddhism as will be shown later.
For example, unlike followers of other religions that may be considered “God fearing
people” (e.g., CCC 761), Buddhists do not ascribe their “goodness” (their good thoughts,
words, and deeds) to a divinity since their religion is a self-help religion.680
One theologian who tried to formulate a notion that is more inclusivist or an
understanding that could accommodate followers of other religions in “People of God” is
Karl Rahner. He describes People of God thus:
678

Ibid.
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Catholics are encouraged and are free to sincerely share their deep/touching experience of God as
the Spirit moves them, as to family and friends/as family and friends do, without imposing their beliefs on
others. The Thai constitution guarantees this, as it does for Buddhists who are free and are encouraged to
share their deep experiences to Catholics. Both parties, it is hoped, would share their experiences in the
spirit of mutual respect and understanding and be open enough to learn from the other.
680

Here of course we are talking mainly about Theravada Buddhism which is the predominant religion
in Thailand.
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As modern terminology distinguishes between a people (nation) and a State,
regarding the State as the tangible, juridical embodiment of the people (as a
biological, historical, cultural entity), we could distinguish between the People of
God (as the totality of all who called to salvation by God’s universal salvific will
and the supernatural existential, and possibly also already justified by the baptism
of desire) and the Church (as the legitimate society which the People of God
form, by Christ’s will, through the external profession of a common faith,
baptism, and obedience to those who exercise Christ’s authority). When all who
belong and wish to belong to the People of God in this sense are publicly known
as such to each other and to all others, the Church of the consummation, the
basileia, has come and in this kingdom the whole people of God has entered in
perfect love in to the glory of God.681
Baptism of desire is one way by which Rahner tries to address the conundrum of
people of other religions being People of God, in the here and now. One can say that
“Baptism of desire” can be represented by the dotted line in Diagram 5.2.8 connecting
Christ and the world. However the notion of “baptism of desire,” of “good” nonChristians unknowingly/secretly wanting to be baptized may not sit well with Buddhists,
along with the Church teaching of the logos spermatikos682 that ascribes all that is good
in other religions to the Eternal Logos. Before continuing, it is important to examine what
Rahner means by “baptism of desire” and to examine the holisms/logocentrisms that
frame his definition.
He explains thus:
A theological concept arising out of the question whether a person can attain
salvation who is not outwardly and officially a full member of the Church as she
681

Theological Dictionary, 1965, s.v. “People of God,” by Karl Rahner and Herbert Vorgrimler. Italics
supplied.
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According to the Church’s teaching about Logos spermatikos (“generative Logos”): “Before Christ,
there existed spermata tou Logou ‘seeds of the Logos’: these seeds are participations in the form of an
inferior and partial knowledge, which only Christ, the incarnate Logos, can bring to completion. In virtue
of this participation, pagan thinkers were able to perceive some rays of truth and to merit the title of
Christians [Apol. 1.46.2-3]. In thus making the Logos the focal point, Justin placed revelation under the
sign of knowledge.” Dictionary of Fundamental Theology, 1994 ed., s.v. “Revelation – The Theology of
the Logos: Meeting Point of Two Cultures,” by René Latourelle.
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fulfils herself in the sacraments, does not explicitly believe in Jesus Christ, and
has not received the sacrament of baptism. On the one hand, the answer must be
in the affirmative, for while God’s salvific will extends to all men, the Gospel has
neither in the past nor in the present reached all men nor reached all in the
appropriate manner. On the other hand, however, the answer must not be allowed
to prejudice the Church’s doctrine that membership of the Church is necessary for
salvation (Extra ecclesiam nulla salus)683. . . . Baptism of desire may be said to
exist in anyone who lives according to his conscience, since such a person is
accomplishing the will of God. As to how such a person can satisfy the necessity
for faith and charity, see the article Jesus Christ. [Boldface mine]684
Here Rahner succeeds in coming up with a theology that conceptually opens the
door (of salvation/the Church) to non-Christians. His and other people’s contribution to
reformulate the Church’s exclusivist Extra ecclesiam nulla salus stance which has
persisted for centuries is praiseworthy. However the fact remains that non-Christians are
not Christians. What is unsettling about “baptism of desire” in the context of BuddhistCatholic “face-to-face” dialogue is that it “forces” people to become Christians, insofar
as they are branded as such. With good intentions to accommodate a non-Christian,
Rahner effectively makes him/her a “Christian,” but at the expense of the person’s
identity as a non-Christian.
Clearly Rahner is conscious that his notion of baptism of desire has to fall within
a Catholic orthodox frame. However recent developments, for example, the Church’s
landmark statement on Judaism, compels one to go back and reexamine the assumptions
that Rahner made . This includes: the “Gospel has neither in the past nor in the present
reached all men nor reached all in the appropriate manner.” What does “appropriate
683

It may be recalled that the Church’s exclusivist position has been re-formulated positively as
expressed by CCC, no. 847: “Those who, through no fault of their own, do not know the Gospel of Christ
or his Church, but who nevertheless seek God with a sincere heart, and, moved by grace, try in their actions
to do his will as they know it through the dictates of their conscience — those too may achieve eternal
salvation.”
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manner mean”? Does it mean the Gospel being disseminated effectively enough that
people are converted to Catholicism/Christianity? Certainly throughout the centuries
Judaism’s encounter with Christianity has made the “Gospel” known to Jews, especially
those living in Christian countries, and yet Jewish people have not converted to
Christianity. In many parts of the world today too, non-Christians are exposed to the
Gospel message in schools (whether Catholic/Christian or public), popular media, the
Internet, etc. In the few years this writer taught Contextual Religions in a Catholic
University in Thailand, students got to know about the Gospel message and showed
interest in Christianity. A number expressed appreciation for Jesus’ teachings and the
work of the Church, and yet they have chosen to remain Buddhists.
In light of “not prejudicing the Church’s doctrine that membership of the Church
is necessary for salvation (Extra ecclesiam nulla salus),” are my students excluded from
the following who “too may achieve salvation,” the positive formulation of Extra
ecclesiam nulla salus expressed in CCC 847?-Those who, through no fault of their own, do not know the Gospel of Christ or his
Church, but who nevertheless seek God with a sincere heart, and, moved by
grace, try in their actions to do his will as they know it through the dictates of
their conscience— those too may achieve eternal salvation.
A Buddhist partner in dialogue who is told about “baptism of desire” would feel
uncomfortable in a way not considered by Rahner. People are caught in a bind because to
be a Christian is not to be a Buddhist; to be a Buddhist is not to be a Christian. Thus,
while Christianity makes salvation possible, not being a Buddhist means not attaining or
delaying liberation/Nibbana. Effectively to say to a Buddhist that he is really a Christian
results in a bind that thwarts his/her being a Buddhist (and as far as some may feel, deny
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their being Buddhists). One internally feels compelled by the logocentric drive,
manifesting in unsettling feelings, to choose between two options: either Catholicism or
Buddhism that respectively offer salvation or liberation. Choosing one ultimately means
not choosing the other.
To a certain extent, it is the same logocentric drive that compels people to choose
oneself over the other. This was taken up in preceding sections in the way the
Church/Israel, for example, removes “the other”/other religions from their presence, and
even God’s presence (e.g., in Samuel 7:15-16 “before thee” being changed to “before
me”). People who are “outside,” who undermine one’s identity/survival, need to be cast
off or removed from one’s presence. If they do not pose any threat and can be assimilated
to be made “one of us” (without contaminating the purity that makes “us,” “us,” of
course), then they do not have to be cast off (e.g., the son of Mephib′osheth allowed to
live, almost becoming a member of the royal court/household).
Apropos it is interesting to note that natural/man-made catastrophes have made
Buddhists and Catholics in Thailand see themselves as one, being in the same boat (of
suffering): they are all victims of floods and civil strife. Similarly to a certain extent, the
threat of ISIS made the Catholic Church and Russian Orthodox Church regard themselves
as one group after centuries of separation: they are all Christians, threatened/persecuted
by ISIS.
The above raises the question. Does God’s logic operate this way (e.g., removing
people who are perceived threats)? Does God really privilege the center (e.g., doctrinal
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truths/”religion” over persons)? As the Commission for Religious Relations with the
Jews points out in its landmark document:
In the past, it may have been that the different religions—against the background
of a narrowly understood claim to truth and a corresponding intolerance—
contributed to the incitement of conflict and confrontation. But today religions
should not be part of the problem, but part of the solution. Only when religions
engage in a successful dialogue with one another, and in that way contribute
towards world peace, can this be realised also on the social and political levels.685
Is “the movement of the logic of God” from the center to the peripheries to the
center, or from the peripheries to the center to the peripheries as Pope Francis suggested?
In the aforementioned attempts to maintain holism, do people experience a gnawing
feeling as though God is saying, “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your
ways my ways” (Isaiah 55:8 RSV). Or alternatively with regard to the diagrams presented
above, and using colloquial/everyday language: “My perspective is different from yours.
My lens is much wider than yours and it could accommodate many people at once. As
God, I can be present before many groups while giving full attention to each individual
even at the same time and in different ways.”
Indeed, there are many ways God can be “before” or be present to the world. In
diagram 5.2.8, the dotted lines connecting Christ and the world may signify Rahner’s
baptism of desire. The same line could signify Logos spermatikos also.
Another way of trying to conceptualize how God can be present or relates to
people in other ways is the shifting of frames of reference. Going back to the idea
discussed in preceding sections about Christ escaping the ecclesiological to christological
685
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frame, which in turn frames PDV no. 22 §4 and PDV no. 16 §6, if it is possible for Christ
to, as it were, escape the head-body frame, and the ordained with God’s grace to do the
same, then could not the frame of reference also shift in the world’s case? This has
implications for the question of whether the world is or is not removed from Christ’s
presence. Could the Church effectively say then that Buddhists can attain salvation only
because of baptism of desire or logos spermatikos?
It is worth noting at this juncture some of the limitations of baptism of desire as
pointed out by Jacques Dupuis:
Can it be taken to mean that the process of becoming a Christian entails on the
part of the new adherent to Christianity a mere reflexive awakening to a reality of
salvation already fully, though unconsciously, possessed? To reduce the transition
from a non-Christian religion to Christianity to a process of self-awakening seems
to do less than justice to the “conversion” from the old to the new which it
implies. Christian revelation does not merely unveil the hidden; it is not just a
mere imparting of knowledge, as if a non-Christian is already a Christian though
still remaining unaware of his true identity. A conversion to Christianity is a break
with the past to embrace the future; a passage from one order in the Christian
economy of salvation to another order. Between an anonymous encounter with
Christ and his open recognition there is more than a difference in awareness.686
Apropos, this writer suggests that there are other ways the “world”/nonChristians/Buddhists may relate to God and the Church than the way that Rahner
proposes.
Although it may seem just like a play of words, to say that a Buddhist is not a
Christian and not not-Christian sends a differing and more subtle message than to say
“Buddhists are Christians, they just do not know it.” Being more open-ended, the
686
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formulation keeps the identity of the Buddhists intact.687 This writer submits that this has
advantages over the formulation of Gaudium et Spes (no. 22) that speaks of grace
operating in the hearts of all men of good will “in an unseen way” or in a “manner known
only to God.” The differential formulation is more contextual, giving people a better
handle on how such a formulation “holds” in the ad hoc situation (or “point” in the
differential trail).
While there is nothing wrong per se with the third lemma formulation that
emphasizes the mysterious way God works, sometimes it is dismissed because of its
vagueness. One the other hand, it may be dismissed also because it challenges one’s
identity. A Christian could argue, for example, if God will find a way or has a way of
saving people who do not believe in Jesus Christ, then God will save him/her too if
he/she converts to another religion, or not have any religion at all. He/she will just live a
good/moral life.
Additionally, the way the fourth lemma formulation crops up in various
situations not only concretizes it in that particular situation; it also gives the sense of the
formulations as naturally or organically emerging on the surface of the body and that they
somehow relate to each other organically. It is not a blanket statement that just
mysteriously covers the body, as it were. The uncanny ways by which the reinscriptions
relate to each other may strike a person more effectively, as compared to—say-- holisms
put under erasure and merely taught or preached to a person.
687
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According to Magliola, Catholics can concur that Buddhists would be right (even
in terms of Catholic orthodoxy) to say: “Catholics are not Buddhists but they are not notBuddhists either.”
We are Buddhist (as well as Catholic) when we agree that all of the world is
conditioned and that beatitude is unconditioned. (It is just that conditioned for us
means “dependent” [on God the Unconditioned] whereas for Buddhists the world
is conditioned because it is not self-inherent and is either ‘illusion’ [Theravada] or
‘really Buddha’ [Mahayana].688
Graphically a less entitative way of representing this is to cross out or remove the
dotted line altogether and imagine that “a Buddhist is not a Christian and not notChristian” as the space separating Christ and the World in diagram 5.2.8.
Divine Impersonality
Differential clues point to the possibility that there may be other ways to conceive
the dynamics of God’s “relationship” with the world than the current logocentric
formulations, even in a way that does not always speak of “personal” God.689
With regard to impersonality, it should be noted that the “one principle” that
spirates the Holy Spirit in Magliola’s differential treatment of the Trinity is a trace: it can
neither be real (or it would be a Fourth Person) nor the Divine Unity (that by definition
does not have distinction or relativity). As such, Catholics cannot apply it entitatively like
logos spermatikos to other religions.
688
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Recalling the words of Magliola (1997, 182-83): “What I have long contended is that Christianity
must learn (and ‘test’, as St. Paul says (1 Thes. 5:21) that which is ‘uncomfortable’. For example, that
‘God’—as Raimundo Pannikar and Karl Rahner remind us—is impersonal as well as personal. Indeed, that
‘God’ is sometimes frighteningly impersonal and that this impersonality double-binds into Divine
personality in erratic, ever-altering ways that do not close into logocentric unity. (Which, by the way, is not
at all to say that God is not a loving God.) That such a God is not encompassed, is not captured by either
the formula or experience of a ‘unifying source’ is unsettling for most Christians.”
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The notion of ‘God’ who is sometimes “frighteningly impersonal and that this
impersonality double-binds into Divine personality in erratic, ever-altering ways that do
not close into logocentric unity” may still be represented in diagram 5.2.8 as the space
not filled by ordained priests, or even the whole space on the page, or even the air that
touches the paper, something that escapes the current frame, but still relates to the frame
in some way, not totally escaping it.
It is interesting to note, similar to my analysis of “body” and “Body,” the word
“God” can refer to any of the three Divine Persons (the Trinity) but also to the Divine
Unity and “Tri-une God.” However because of our logocentric mindsets we tend to think
entitatively of “God” as one of the Divine Persons, but not of the Divine Unity as
impersonal/devoid, much less in terms of a Tri-une God that is “impersonal.” Of course,
this does not mean to infer from the word “impersonal” that the Divine Unity is uncaring.
Magliola’s nuanced treatments derive from the Conciliar formulations that distinguish
between Divine Personhood and Divine Unity.
As Magliola clarified: 690
Keeping in mind that Conciliar hypostasis as a term is meant to avoid
identification with either the Unity (which would be “modalism”) or human
personhood (which would be anthropomorphism), we can go on to propose—
according to the postmodern but orthodox protocols limned above—the following
scenario (and here I distinguish between “Person,” as in the Trinitarian Persons,
and “person,” as in human personhood):—(1) the Divine Unity is devoid and
impersonal, (2) the Trinity—because of its internal voiding oppositions—is
Personal, and (3) the Triune God is “impersonal” (except for the Son, insofar as
the Son is incarnate in Jesus Christ, who in His human nature has “human
consciousness”). . . .
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My access to the “immanent Trinity,” where there is room for dispute (despite
their precision, the councils have left much room), is in most cases Rahnerian, as
the theologians among my readers have already detected. I conclude that the
Divine Unity is “devoid” (a mixed or impure voidness) because the Unity holds
all the definitions of God except what is unique to each hypostasis. The Divine
Unity is “impersonal” in that the anthropomorphic is strictly excluded (nor is God
gendered, as the Catechism reminds us). For the same reason, it must be said the
Tri-une God (the Divine Unity and the Trinitarian Persons consubstantially
united) is “impersonal,” excepting, of course, the human nature of Jesus Christ
that is hypostatically united with His Divine nature.
Quite often contextual clues already signal what “God” means. For example,
John 3:16: “For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes
in him should not perish but have eternal life.” It is clear, since there is a reference to the
Son, that “God” refers here to “God the Father.” Many times, however, we come across
usages of the word “God” in a way that causes the word “God” to disseminate. There is a
fine line differentiating the statement broached earlier, “God willed Jesus to suffer and
die on the cross,” and the statement from CCC 555 that says: “Christ's Passion is the will
of the Father: the Son acts as God's servant.” CCC 555 is carefully worded to avoid any
misinterpretation that Jesus had no free will to follow the Father’s will.
Of God, “monsters,” and “freaks”
Related to this, the graphical representation of Christ as someone huge so that he
can directly face the Church and the world (diagram 5.2.4 in relation diagram 5.2.3), as
opposed to the logocentric view that God, Church, and the world are same sized
rectangles (diagram 5.2.1) may elicit the “frightening” image of a “giant” or some kind of
freak/ “monster.” These rather unsettling terminologies, which will be explained anon,
hark back to Flannery O’Connor’s story, “A Temple of the Holy Ghost” that associates
the hermaphrodite (“freak”) with the monstrance, and the monstrance (through the
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etymological root) to other monsters, like in the “Misfit” in the story, “A Good Man Is
Hard to Find.”
This character “Misfit,” in turn, disseminates. What immediately comes to mind
is ISIS (the Islamic State) that has been broached earlier. ISIS puts one in a kind of bind
or generates unsettling feelings. On the one hand, justice needs to be served. On the
other hand, one recognizes that in spite of all the horrors they inflict on people, no person
is totally incorrigible—God does not cast them away from his presence. It may be God’s
will, for example, that people pray for them, or dialogue with individuals with the aim of
changing their actions, rather than annihilating them. The image can disseminate in many
other ways too to reveal clues about the way the world relates to God and Church.
Matthew 25:40 and Colossians 1:15-20 as subtext of PDV no. 16 §6 and PDV no. 22 §4
It may be worthwhile to once again examine the various aberrant reinscriptions
of “be+fore” and consider the world ’s participation in the following Scriptural verse:
“Truly, I say to you, as you did it to one of the least of these my brethren, you did it to
me” (Matthew 25:40). 691
Matthew 25:40, this writer thinks, is one of the most compelling scriptural
passages that support the notion that the world/other religions are not cast off from God’s
presence ( in the context of PDV no. 16 §6 and PDV no. 22 §40.) In Matthew 25, Jesus
himself identifies with the “least of these my brethren.” This thesis proposes that the
signification is similar to the way the Church represents Christ’s/signal’s Christ’s
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Cf. “Consider the lilies, how they grow; they neither toil nor spin; yet I tell you, even Solomon in
all his glory was not arrayed like one of these” (Luke 12:27 ).
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presence/makes Christ present in Jesus’ physical absence, although not
officially/sacramentally.692 One notices, however that the identification is more
direct/categorical:
I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a
stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you clothed me, I was sick and
you visited me, I was in prison and you came to me. Then the righteous will
answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see thee hungry and feed thee, or thirsty and give
thee drink? And when did we see thee a stranger and welcome thee, or naked and
clothe thee? And when did we see thee sick or in prison and visit thee?’ And the
King will answer them, ‘Truly, I say to you, as you did it to one of the least of
these my brethren, you did it to me’ (Matthew 25:37-40).693
Of course, one can argue that the “I” is the king in the parable, but our deposit of
faith takes this “I” to mean Jesus. One can argue also, in line with the notion of the
Church as the body of Christ that the “least of my brethren” are members of the body of
Christ so this justifies Jesus’ identification with them. This can be gleaned from
I Corinthians 12:12-26:
For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the
body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. For by one Spirit we were
all baptized into one body—Jews or Greeks, slaves or free—and all were made to
drink of one Spirit. . . . But as it is, God arranged the organs in the body, each
one of them, as he chose. . . . If all were a single organ, where would the body
be? . . . (T)he parts of the body which seem to be weaker are indispensable, and
those parts of the body which we think less honorable we invest with the greater
honor, and our unpresentable parts are treated with greater modesty, which our
more presentable parts do not require. But God has so composed the body, giving
the greater honor to the inferior part, that there may be no discord in the body, but
that the members may have the same care for one another. If one member suffers,
all suffer together; if one member is honored, all rejoice together.694
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However, our deposit of faith takes “least of my brethren” to refer to anybody, not
just Christians. While in apostolic times Christian charity was “closely connected with
the Eucharist through the oblations and agapæ and through the activity of the bishops and
deacons (Acts 6:11 sqq),”695 non-Christians were not excluded although they were given
last priority. Still referring to practice in apostolic times:
Private individuals had to care first for members of their own families, the
neglect of whom was likened with apostasy (1 Timothy 5:4, 8, 16), then for needy
members of their community, then for the Christians of other communities, and
finally for non-Christians (Galatians 6:10). 696
Certainly today the Church in following the commandment of Jesus in
Matthew 25:40 does not exclude non-Christians. Nostra Aetate points out for example:
We cannot truly call on God, the Father of all, if we refuse to treat in a brotherly
way any man, created as he is in the image of God. Man's relation to God the
Father and his relation to men his brothers are so linked together that Scripture
says: "He who does not love does not know God" (1 John 4:8).
No foundation therefore remains for any theory or practice that leads to
discrimination between man and man or people and people, so far as their human
dignity and the rights flowing from it are concerned.
The Church reproves, as foreign to the mind of Christ, any discrimination against
men or harassment of them because of their race, color, condition of life, or
religion. On the contrary, following in the footsteps of the holy Apostles Peter
and Paul, this sacred synod ardently implores the Christian faithful to "maintain
good fellowship among the nations" (1 Peter 2:12), and, if possible, to live for
their part in peace with all men, so that they may truly be sons of the Father who
is in heaven.697
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Here then divine sonship/daughtership is introduced to link members of the
Church and followers of other religions. Going back to diagram 5.2.6, the dotted line
linking the Church and the world may represent this link. What emerges are two
different scenarios for what has been discussed before. The alternative scenarios describe
more concretely how God did not remove the world from his presence. In the first
scenario, Christ in taking the Church as his own body, necessarily also takes the world as
his own body because of the links connecting them although the Church as Christ’s body
remains intact. The image is akin to Jesus marrying a bride with a Siamese twin. As he
takes the bride’s body as his own, he has no choice but to take the body of the twin as his
own also, since the two are connected. Insofar as Jesus takes the body of the Siamese
twins (previously regarded as “monsters”/freaks”) as his own body, then Christ may be
thought of as being somewhat of a monster/freak also.698
Tangentially, this writer had the experience of teaching catechism both in
Thailand and the Philippines. Searching the Internet for coloring materials on Google
using the search phrase “We are Christ’s body the Church” yielded the following images:
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Illustration 5.2.2. Catechism/coloring materials: We are Christ’s body, the Church.699
In the second scenario, the link between Church and the world is not imagined as
a physical link as in the case of Siamese twins but as familial bonds between Christ and
the world. Here while Christ takes on the body of the Church as his own, he also takes the
body of the world as his own, to take care of and nurture also, but in a different way, not
as husband to a bride, but as a sibling. This image accommodates the notion not only of
non-Christians being identified with Christ or being/sharing the same body as Christ
(Matthew 25:37-40), but also of inanimate objects being part of Christ’s body, or
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referring to nature as our sisters and brothers. One has a sense of this from the following
scriptural passage:
He is the image of the invisible God, the first-born of all creation; for in him all
things were created, in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones
or dominions or principalities or authorities—all things were created through him
and for him. He is before all things, and in him all things hold together. He is the
head of the body, the church; he is the beginning, the first-born from the dead,
that in everything he might be pre-eminent. For in him all the fullness of God was
pleased to dwell, and through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether on
earth or in heaven, making peace by the blood of his cross (Colossians 1:1520).700
Two important observations need to be made here. First, there is a parallel
structure in which on the one hand, Christ is described as “the first-born of all creation”
and on the other hand as “first-born from the dead.” They talk about Christ being in a preeminent position in creation and in the Church respectively, although in the former it is in
the sense of being first, and in the latter in terms of being in terms of the most
important/being in leading position. It is as though in the former, Christ is the head of his
body, creation, akin to the notion of Christ as head of the Church.
The notion of the world/all creation as the body of Christ is strengthened/
supported by Colossians 1:17, “He is before all things, and in him all things hold
together.” The image of all creation being in Christ, and by virtue of being inside him is
held together by him indeed connotes an image of a body. The notion of the body being
held up this way harks back to images of the body of Christ, the Church, being held up by
Christ, the head. For example: “They have lost connection with the head, from whom the
whole body, supported and held together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God
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causes it to grow (Colossians 2:19). Additionally, “We are to grow up in every way into
him who is the head, into Christ, from whom the whole body, joined and knit together by
every joint with which it is supplied, when each part is working properly, makes bodily
growth and upbuilds itself in love” (Ephesians 4:15-16).
Examined this way, the scriptural passage points to a different way Christ is
relating to the two as presented in PDV no. 16 §6. This becomes more apparent with the
second observation that also justifies “in” being taken as “inside” or spatially above.
Second, if one examines carefully, “before” in “He is before all things, and in him
all things hold together” (Colossians 1:17) refers to a time-formation but can also space
to become space-formation. As such, the world/creation is put in a more privileged
position in terms of being “before,” that is, in the presence of Christ. It may be recalled
that from preceding discussions that biblically, being in the presence of means “being
favored and blessed by God.”701
Whereas before the Church was perceived as being in a privileged position as the
center in the unfolding of creation in chronological time, now the world/the whole of
creation is put in a privileged position by virtue of (its being in the presence of or
participation in) Christ as the alpha and omega. Christ, the “first-born of all creation,”
the one who is “before all things” and through whom “all things hold together” will at the
end of time “reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or in heaven, making peace
by the blood of his cross.”
This “decentering,” in which the movement is no longer from the center as
privileged position, but rather from the peripheries (N.B. the title of the thesis “from the
701
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peripheries to center to peripheries” rather than “from the center to peripheries and back
to the peripheries”) does not detract from the Church’s significance or role in salvation
history as Christ’s body. There is only a shift in perspective or frame of reference.
Whereas PDV, no. 16 §6 and PDV, no. 22 §4 emphasize the sacramental nature of the
Church, Colossians 1:15-20, highlights “The Supremacy of Christ,” the title/heading of
the passage in the Revised Standard Version.
Two important things need to be mentioned at this juncture. First, regarding
Church as the body of Christ, with Christ as head, in spite of tendencies/temptations of
the Church to look at herself (self-reflexivity), the Church always considers Christ as the
center. The Church “is never centered on itself but on the coming true of God’s dream
for the world.”702 Pope Francis has often warned the Church about such tendencies. One
of the most telling is the intervention he made during a pre-conclave meeting shortly
before being elected pope. He said:
The evils that, over time, happen in ecclesial institutions have their root in selfreferentiality703 and a kind of theological narcissism. . . . When the Church is selfreferential, inadvertently, she believes she has her own light; she ceases to be the
mysterium lunae 704 and gives way to that very serious evil, spiritual worldliness
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(which according to De Lubac, is the worst evil that can befall the Church). It
lives to give glory only to one another.705
Second, from the perspective of Christianity, this de-centering provides a
scriptural basis for understanding the place of not only other religions and their followers,
but also non-sentient beings (universe/nature) vis-à-vis Christ and the Church. Save for
the likes of Justin Martyr, who talked about logos spermatikos; Karl Rahner, who talked
about baptism of desire; Francis of Assisi, who praised God “through our Sister, Mother
Earth, who sustains and governs us, and who produces various fruit with coloured
flowers and herb,”706 Raymond Pannikar, who talked about the whole created existence
as a Christophany and proposed the theory of the presence of Christ in all religions,
Teilhard de Chardin, who used Colossians 1:15ff as the basis of his cosmic theology, and
Pope Francis who wrote Laudato Si’, the Church has been quite mum on these issues or
did not engage the world/nature as active subjects.
Christ’s identification with the world/all of creation can also be gleaned from
Laudato Si’. In two references, Pope Francis identifies the earth/nature with the “poor,”
which harks back to Matthew 25:40. The Pope said:
The violence present in our hearts, wounded by sin, is also reflected in the
symptoms of sickness evident in the soil, in the water, in the air and in all forms
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of life. This is why the earth herself, burdened and laid waste, is among the most
abandoned and maltreated of our poor; she “groans in travail” (Rom 8:22).707
Also in “A Christian prayer in union with creation” at the end of the encyclical,
the pope asks the Holy Spirit to “accompany creation as it groans in travail.”708
Most vividly, the pope in part six titled, “Sacramental Signs and the Celebration
of Rest,” elaborates on how nature/creation sacramentilizes or makes present God in our
world.
The universe unfolds in God, who fills it completely. Hence, there is a mystical
meaning to be found in a leaf, in a mountain trail, in a dewdrop, in a poor
person’s face. The ideal is not only to pass from the exterior to the interior to
discover the action of God in the soul, but also to discover God in all things.
Saint Bonaventure teaches us that [as] “contemplation deepens the more we feel
the working of God’s grace within our hearts, and the better we learn to encounter
God in creatures outside ourselves.”709
The pope makes an important qualification, however, as Magliola emphasizes,
that creation is not God:
Saint John of the Cross taught that all the goodness present in the realities and
experiences of this world “is present in God eminently and infinitely, or more
properly, in each of these sublime realities is God.”This is not because the finite
things of this world are really divine, but because the mystic experiences the
intimate connection between God and all beings,710 and thus feels that “all things
are God.”711
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The importance of Laudato Si’ cannot be emphasized enough in correcting the
view that we are at the center of the universe (cf. self-referentiality of the Church above),
and that the world/nature/ “others”712 are merely instruments to be used, as the next
sections will take up.
Triumphalism
The distortion in the signification of the mystical experience described above,
mistaking all things as God, is understandable considering that the mystic comes face-toface or encounters God as Pure Presence or the Eternal Present. As soon as the mystic
exits this mystical experience, he/she enters space that temporalizes, and time that spaces,
making, from the point of view of signification, the return of the same, not the self-same.
In the same way that people mistake all things for God, it may be said that the ordained
priests sometimes, though unconsciously, subconsciously or as a result of the distortion
of mystical experience mentioned above, mistake themselves or consider themselves
almost like God.
The Church in dealing with the difficulty of placing the ordained clergy in the
head-body schema speaks of an ontological bond that unites ordained ministers with
Christ the priest. Pastores Dabo Vorbis, for example, speaks of a “specific ontological
bond which unites the priesthood to Christ the high priest and good shepherd.”713
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Likewise, Mystici Corporis (no. 42) points out that bishops are “united by a very
special bond to the divine Head of the whole Body and so are rightly called ‘principal
parts of the members of the Lord’.”714
The late Cardinal John O’Connor supplies an interesting analogy that came to
mind when he visited a steel mill. He recounted:
The sight of a liquid column of fiery, molten steel pouring down as a waterfall
was indescribable. But what never failed to fascinate me was that one couldn't tell
where the fire left off and the liquid steel began, the two seemed to be so fused
into one. This is what it seems to me the Eucharistic Christ does to and for us, His
priests. He so ‘melts’ us into Himself, that it is difficult to discern where He
‘leaves off’ and we begin.715
Is it proper then to think of priests, as ontologically being both head and body?
The distributed sense of the third lemma conjures an image of a Catholic priest’s
priesthood as being made up of two parts: head (ordained priesthood) on the one hand,
and body (common priesthood) on the other. Both parts come together to form a
mathematical unity. The undistributed sense, however, would consider the Catholic
priest’s priesthood in a mystical or mysterious way as totally head and totally body at the
same time. The indelible character of both the common priesthood and ordained
priesthood may pose some difficulty when considering both priesthoods in the same
person.
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Coffey actually talks about one such scenario when exploring “Priesthood of the
Church” as a category distinct from the common priesthood and ordained priesthood. In
his view, priesthood of the Church needs to be seen as an integration of the common
priesthood and ordained priesthood but not in one person.
(Priesthood of the Church) might be thought so to exist in the ordained priest,
inasmuch as he possesses both forms, the common priesthood by virtue of his
baptism and the ordained priesthood by virtue of his ordination. But this position
too is unacceptable. What it presumes is not integration but sublation (Aufhebung,
to use the Hegelian term), the sublation of the priest's baptismal character into his
ordination character.716
This writer submits that the analogy is best served by the undistributed sense of
the fourth lemma that Magliola uses to talk about grace and Christification. As may be
recalled, for Magliola, such union in/with Christ can be better expressed in terms of
Derridean chiasm than it can in terms of ontic/ontological philosophy. As Magliola
emphasized, to say “’x is not not-correct’ sends a differing and more subtle message than
to say ‘x is correct’ or even ‘x is not wrong’.717 Similarly to say “Catholic
priests/baptized Christians are not not-God” sends a differing, even more powerful
message than to say “Catholic priests are God” or Catholic priests are not God.” It is less
framed/closed yet seems to provide a better representation of how
ordination/baptism/Christification “goes on.”
It is in this sense that St. Norbert, Archbishop of Magdeburg may have composed
the following prayer in the absence of the not not-God formulation:
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O Priest, who are you? You are not yourself because you are God. You are not of
yourself because you are the servant and minister of Christ. You are not your own
because you are the spouse of the Church. You are not yourself because you are
the mediator between God and man. You are not from yourself because you are
nothing. What then are you? Nothing and everything. O Priest! Take care lest
what was said to Christ on the cross be said to you: ‘He saved others, himself he
cannot save’.718
Indeed, as Magliola stresses in pointing out the founding difference between
Buddhism and Catholicism, Christianity subscribes to a belief in Other-help, that is, in a
God or Creator who is distinct from his Creation.
Cardinal O’Connor actually cites the prayer of St. Norbert above. The point he
makes about ontological change of priests, however, takes a mind-boggling turn, when he
associates this with Christ becoming man (read: hypostatic union as verbal sign) and
Christ dissimulating into the sacred species of Bread and Wine:
There is an "ontological change" in our spiritual nature. Such is a profound
mystery. Is it too bold an analogy719 to compare the change [that happens to
priests] to Christ the Son of God's retaining His Divinity while becoming a man?
Or to observe that after bread becomes the Sacred Body of Christ, it still tastes
like bread and feels like bread, but is now the Body of Christ? There has been an
ontological change. A cup of wine still smells like wine and tastes like it, but it is
now the Blood of Christ. At ordination an ontological change takes place.720
It is important to note that in the above, the frame of reference shifts. While the
initial state is maintained, the movements are reversed: descending (as applied to Christ
the Son of God) and ascending (as applied to the priest/bread). Since the cardinal first
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speaks of “our” spiritual nature, the statement could mean that human beings retain their
nature as creatures even as they are divinized (i.e., receive the indelible/divine
mark/experience ontological change.) However the cardinal is also making a bold
assertion by analogy that the priest is God (the “bread is bread”: “bread is Jesus”
translates to “the human is human”: “human is Jesus”). This is consistent with St
Norbert’s statement that the cardinal cites: “You are not yourself because you are God.”
One can say that this notion differs from that of Jesus, however, as the human and divine
natures of priests are not united hypostatically.721
Logocentric vs. Differential reading
It is interesting how a logocentric “take” on PDV no. 16 §6 differs from the
Differential treatment this thesis has made so far. Timothy Costelloe, in his very
insightful paper, “The Catholic Priest Today- Who is He?: A Theological Reflection,”
also talks about issues regarding the priesthood and cites PDV no. 16 &6. He quotes it as
follows:
The apostles and their successors, inasmuch as they exercise an authority which
comes to them from Christ, the head and shepherd, are placed—with their
ministry— in the forefront of the Church as a visible continuation and
sacramental sign of Christ in his own position before the Church and the world, as
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the enduring and ever new source of salvation, he ‘who is head of the Church, his
body, and is himself its savior’ (Eph 5:23) (PDV16).722
As a native English speaker, Costelloe, the archbishop of Perth, may have
corrected “fore front” to be “forefront.” Thus, his treatment focuses on the leadership
style of priests, and likewise comments on the tendency of priests to slip into clericalism
because of their (over) identification with Christ. In reference to “source of salvation,” he
writes:
We must be very clear here. Bishop X and Father Y are not the source of the
Church’s life in the diocese or the parish. Rather Bishop X and Father Y are
sacramental signs, visible and effective signs in other words, of the presence of
Christ in his Church precisely as its ‘head and shepherd.’ It is he who is the
source of the Church’s life. Through their ministry and indeed through their
whole lives, ordained priests and bishops are the living and breathing instruments
of Christ’s presence in and to his Church as its life-giving head, its gathering and
protecting shepherd and its loving spouse.723
While acknowledging the “dangers” of such “high theology” and adopting
measures to guard against clericalism, his treatment of PDV falls short of talking about
the world as an active subject and/or talking about other religions/worldviews (insofar as
the Church can receive and learn from them also).724 Focusing on Christ’s presence
before the Church, less emphasis is given to Christ who also stood/stands/will stand
before the world. The casting off of the world (from “Christ in his own position before
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the Church and the world” to “in the forefront/forefront of the Church” can be gleaned
from the following remarks, also from Costelloe. It is as though all good works are only
mediated through the Church and that the world has nothing to offer her:
Of course it must be stressed that this does not exhaust the depths of the mystery
of the Lord’s presence in and to his Church. He is present as revealer of God’s
love, as healer of bodies and souls, as proclaimer of the Good News, as the
liberator of captives, and so on. It is the whole Church, as the priestly people of
God, which is the sacrament of the Lord’s saving presence in the world.725
His thoughts, of course, are framed according to a chain of signification that looks
at the priest/Church as sacramental signs and should be understood that way. He notes
thus:
Theologians tend to sum up this complex theology with the idea that Christ is the
sacrament (sign and instrument) of God and the Church is the sacrament of Christ.
Although we need to be wary of over-simplifying matters this is a useful way of
trying to express our Catholic understanding of the relationship between God,
Christ and the Church.726
What this thesis tries to show, however, is that as significations are situated in
space/time, there are breaks in them. These ruptures/breaks are worth looking into as they
provide clues to how things really go on. Thus, we must be attentive to unsettling
feelings while putting at the back of our minds the words of “Dialogue and
Proclamation.” It points out, “While keeping their identity intact, Christians must be
prepared to learn and to receive from and through others the positive values of their
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traditions,” adding that “sincere dialogue” requires “mutual acceptance of differences, or
even of contradictions.”727
Costelloe’s caution against clericalism is significant insofar as clericalism is
connected to triumphalism. As official representatives of the Church, the clergy is at the
forefront of interreligious dialogue.
Unfortunately in many of the failed attempts at dialogue in Thailand, it is the
Church leaders who suffer the brunt of attacks from radical dialogue partners. When Pope
John Paul II visited Thailand, some Buddhist groups sent him a letter of protest
denouncing inflammatory statements made by Catholic clergy/Church leaders in
Thailand.728 The so-called pieces of “evidence” are grouped according to the following
classifications:
1. Insulting and lowering the status of the Buddha by distorting,--saying that the
Buddha's enlightenment was inspired by GOD and that the Buddha, though a
noble personage, was only a sage or one of GOD's prophets at most. The Buddha
is made inferior to Jesus Christ. . . .
2. The distortion and transformation of various Buddhist moral principles to be
used in the explanations of Christianity in order to show that Buddhist teachings
and practices are only a means to an end which is to be found in Christianity. . . .
3) The imitation of the attires, religious vocabularies, ways of life and ceremonies
of the Sangha which are based on the code of monastic life, is a means to usurp
the cultural heritage of the noble institution of the Sangha of Buddhism.729
Upon closer examination, a number of the statements cited reflect the Church’s
inclusivist position. For example, a priest named Father Samran was quoted as saying,
727
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“Take care not to lower Jesus Christ to the same level as a sage or other great man of the
world like the Buddha, Confucius, etc.”730 Buddhists may have objected to the word
“lower” but Father Samran has the right to express his belief that Jesus is God, not a
human being. Buddhists, of course, may argue that the Buddha is no ordinary human
being either. In any case, the problem could have been avoided if he had just said, “Take
care not to make Jesus a mere human because as Christians we believe that He is also
God.” Being aware and making the others aware of one’s position (e.g., inclusivist,
exclusivist, etc.) can help avoid conflicts. No doubt, language/tone/wording plays a
significant role in this. With regard to opposing views, one can take the other’s belief as
subtext, as Magliola suggested in the joint meditation session.
As far as opposing views are concerned, Magliola is emphatic in saying that in
Buddhist-Catholic dialogue, the real question is “which doctrines cannot be changed
without violence to the pertaining religion.”731
Indeed, some of the “evidence” cited in the protest letter involve some distortion.
For the first case, one example they cited is a statement that refers to Jesus as the
Metriya/Maitreya Buddha or the Buddha to come:732
If history confirms that the Buddha had prophesied the arrival of Phra Sri Arya
[Metriya Buddha] after 500 years of the Buddha's Nirvana, the Buddha then, is
one of GOD's prophets to whom God has assigned the work to get the people of
the East ready to welcome Jesus Christ . The era of Phra Arya, or Messiah, has
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started since the arrival of Jesus Christ. (Father Manas Chuabsmai,733 in Saeng
Dharma Review, 3rd year, Vol .1, January - April 2522, p. 132).734
All schools of Buddhism today subscribe to the belief in Maitreya, a
bodhisattva735 residing in one of the heavens in Buddhist cosmogony. It is believed that
Maitreya in the future will “descend to earth to preach anew the dharma (‘law’) when the
teachings of Gautama Buddha have completely decayed.”736
For Buddhists, the above cited “evidence” insults and distorts because the
teachings of Gautama Buddha are alive and well in Thailand: Buddhism has not decayed.
Nowhere in Buddhism does it say also that the Maitreya will come five hundred years
after Gautama attains Nirvana.
From the point of view of Christianity, the statement distorts also because it
considers Jesus as just one of the many gods, albeit Maitreya is a bodhisattva living in
one of the heavens in Buddhist cosmogony.
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It also portrays Jesus as someone who is yet to attain enlightenment unlike the
Buddha, a claim that some Buddhists have made, especially when Christians claim that
Jesus/God is superior to the Buddha.737
While the statement may have been made out of ignorance about Maitreya, it does
reveal the Church’s tendency to put herself above others.
The following tries to express the Church’s inclusivist position but the word
“errors” causes problems.
The non-Christians are loved first of all, inasmuch as they are members of Christ,
at least potentially, of that incarnate truth which they do not know and which is
denied them by the errors professed by them .. .. " (P. Rossano, Bulletin 6,
November 1967, p. 141)738
Additionally, this assertion reeks of “Instrumentality,” which will be taken up
ahead. It gives the impression that Buddhists are just instruments to be used, a means to
Christianity’s end.
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Instrumentality
It is interesting how the above intersects with the observations of Aloysius Pieris,
a Jesuit theologian working in the peripheries through his encounter with Buddhism.
Pieris argues that historical circumstances forced Christianity to suppress her Gnostic
idioms. This resulted in Instrumentality: “The Absolute is adored and loved as a person;
all else (human persons not excluded) shrinks to the level of an instrument to be used in
the human quest for God. Ignatius of Loyola makes it the foundational principle of
Christian asceticism.”739
What follows is an attempt to address Instrumentality by proposing a nonentitative view of the self. Following the differential trail left by Coffey, the following
section looks at a different way of looking at the Christian notion of kenosis that relates
to dialogue of action with Buddhists. It provides another way of looking at one of the
major themes that has cropped up so far. God’s will and our will thwart each other: God
gives us freedom, he does not impose his will on us. On our part, because of the effects
of original sin, we struggle or find ourselves not always following God’s will.
Coffey: Christological and pneumatological
references to Christ’s priesthood
David Coffey, aside from calling attention to unsettling feelings surrounding the
Church’s teachings on common and ministerial priesthood, also investigates possible
sleights of hand to raise the status of the unordained faithful to their common priesthood.
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Owing to time and space limitations, this section would only provide a summary of his
analysis of the difference between the christological and pneumatological references to
Christ’s priesthood.
According to Coffey, the Catholic Church traditionally looked at the Incarnation
as expressed in the Gospel of John as the basis for Christ’s priesthood. Wanting to elevate
the status of or empower the lay faithful, the Second Vatican Council wanted to promote
common priesthood and began to look at the Lukan account of Christ’s Baptism at the
River Jordan for scriptural support. Combining the two was not without problems,
however, according to Coffey.
Clearly, the council has combined the Johannine material with the Lukan in order
to embrace a pneumatological theology of Christ's priesthood without
surrendering the traditional incarnational theology. The intention is obvious
enough and admirable enough. Its accomplishment, however, is beset with
difficulties. The priesthood in the broad sense now appears as not fundamental to
the being of Christ, but as something added on to it after its essential constitution,
which means that it no longer deserves to be viewed as a matter of first
importance. The priesthood of Christ is detached from the Incarnation. His
baptism is detached theologically (and not just historically) from his conception.
And the mission of the Holy Spirit is detached from that of the Son.740
To remedy the situation, Coffey proposed a scenario in which the Holy Spirit does
three works in a single act with respect to Jesus: creation, assimilation, and union. “God
the Father bestows the Holy Spirit in the most radical possible way on Jesus, in the one
act calling him into human existence, conferring on him the fullness of grace, and
drawing him into hypostatic union with the pre-existent divine Son.”741
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Coffey also intended it to solve problems associated with the three forms of the
priesthood. In the past, the priestly function carried mostly a cultic connotation. With the
introduction of other aspects, however, the priestly and kingly aspects were regarded as
being collapsed into the prophetic.
The radicality of Coffey’s proposal owes in part to its notion of being able, as it
were, to bend time. As with the formulation of other doctrines, Coffey felt it necessary to
be able to do the three works in a single act to avoid heresies (in this case, “adoptionism”)
and to be in line with existing doctrines.
With the consecration for priesthood no longer locked down to Jesus’ baptism at
the river Jordan, the prophetic function of priesthood can include events prior to
priesthood such as Jesus’ infancy and the so-called silent years Jesus spent growing up.
This has significant implications for this thesis. As pointed out, Thai Catholics
put so much importance on the head and its associated meanings: leadership, power,
identity, respect, prestige, not losing face, etc. Examining obstacles to Buddhist-Catholic
dialogue many of them in one way or the other relate to the aforementioned issues:
leadership, power, respect, etc.
The differential trails emerged from Father Boonlert’s experience could help Thai
Catholics’ reflect on their Catholic identity, priesthood (whether common or ministerial)
and the way these impact dialogue with Buddhists.
Infant/Baby Jesus as model of humility
Thai Catholics for example, can exercise their prophetic priestly ministry/bear
witness as Jesus, prior to his baptism at the River Jordan, did. While a huge chunk of this
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period may be considered Jesus’ silent growing years, it does not mean that Jesus was
passive or did not do anything. As Luke 2:52 points out: “And Jesus increased in wisdom
and in stature, and in favor with God and man.” It may inspire people to devote some
time for prayer and preparation prior to engaging in dialogue.
Thai Catholics may also find an unlikely model for dialogue in the infant or baby
Jesus. The infant narratives may serve as an alternative source of inspiration and
guidance for prayer and living. One theme or theological virtue which immediately
comes to mind is humility. Without a doubt, the Gospels are replete with teachings in this
regard. For example: “Truly, I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you
will never enter the kingdom of heaven. Whoever humbles himself like this child, he is
the greatest in the kingdom of heaven (Matthew 18:3-4). It makes a difference, however,
if such a reflection or inspiration is borne out of a particular or concrete experience as
what Father Boonlert experienced and following the differential trail. The preceding, it is
hoped, has provided useful examples of deconstructed or non-entitative verbal signs or
dialogue of life (e.g., head/body, high/low, inside/outside, out-of-placeness) and how to
do a differential reading from unsettling or unnerving feelings. All Catholics regardless
of being considered part of the common or ministerial priesthood are called to empty
oneself as Christ did before one can truly say, “Nailed to the cross: I live, now not I, but
Christ lives in me.”742
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Kenosis of Mary
Coffey’s proposal makes possible a non-entitative way of looking at our being
entitative beings with a differential take on Mary. His proposal to see the possibility of
three works in a single act enables us to also see Mary being constituted and put under
erasure/crossed out, like a “trace” in the mind of God (Cf. the notion of prefiguring in
CCC 759, CCC 778, CFC 1357, and LG 2) before this actually unfolded in space/time as
the moment by moment constituting and crossing out, a trace of the difference between
the two wills as God has generously allowed: the will of God on the one hand and
Mary’s fiat on another, made not only during the Annunciation but moment by moment.
The same may be said of Jesus whose human nature is related to Mary in a
mysterious way not just at the moment of his conception in Mary’s womb, but also as
planned (in figure)/signified/as an entity in this sense in the mind of God. Like Mary,
Jesus also freely exercised his will.
This is a differential reading of the Church’s teaching on the Immaculate
Conception, that the redemptive action of Christ is extended to Mary by anticipation, in
order to preserve her from original sin, for the saving grace of Christ transcends time, is
eternal.
Today, the Immaculate Conception is understood as taking place in history, when
she was conceived in the womb of her mother. Coffey’s argument, however, makes
possible the interpretation of this happening in the mind of God before it actually
unfolded in history. In light of this, it is important to note that the Church speaks in CCC
759, CCC 778, etc. of God’s plan as prefigured from the beginning of the world. In light
of this, two things need to be pointed out: First, from Colossians 1, it is clear that it is the
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“Lord Jesus Christ”/”Christ Jesus” who is the “the first-born of all creation.” It is
“through him and for him” that “all things were created.”

The Church teaches:
We heartily believe and we proclaim that the incarnation of the Godhead has
taken place, not in the Father or the Holy Spirit, but only in the Son; so that he
who in his divinity was the Son of God the Father, true God from the Father,
became in his humanity son of man, true man from a mother, with a true flesh
taken from the womb of his mother and a rational human soul. [Subsisting] at
once in two natures, as God and as man, he is One person, one Son, one Christ;
one God with the Father and the Holy Spirit and with them creator and ruler of
all, he was born of the Virgin Mary by a true birth in the flesh (ND 640).
Second, Jesus as a divine person is eternal, eternally begotten of the Father.
However, his human nature is created. “Invisible in his nature, he became visible in ours;
surpassing comprehension, he has wished to be comprehended; remaining prior to time,
he began to exist in time” (ND 612).743 Christ’s humanity, the Church teaches, comes
from Mary. It is “from his mother, the Lord has assumed the nature of man, not the guilt”
(ND 612).
In light of this one can conceive of Mary participating in Coffey’s statement
above: “God the Father bestows the Holy Spirit in the most radical possible way on Jesus,
in the one act calling him into human existence, conferring on him the fullness of grace,
and drawing him into hypostatic union with the pre-existent divine Son.” We are faced
with a logical impossibility when we think in terms of the “happenings” as happening in
space/time. On the one hand, Mary as a creature was made through and for Christ. On
the other hand, the human nature of the “Lord Jesus Christ” through and for whom all
743
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things were created is Mary’s. If we try to conceive of the above as happening in the
mind of God, however, things become more manageable. Instead of God’s plan unfolding
in time, one can also conceive of God’s plan at the moment it was signified. Apropos I
propose that it is possible to conceive of Mary’s womb carrying Jesus as signifying the
“mind” or “womb” of God signifying/carrying within it all creation/God’s plan of
salvation centered on Christ.
The notion of the womb of God the Father is not so far-fetched as the Eternal Son
is “begotten of the Father, not made.” This together with the notion of Jesus inside
Mary’s womb shows that Jesus indeed is not just consubstantial to the Father but also to
Mary/human beings.
Additionally, it is important to note that “womb of the Father” appears in the
Syriac liturgy.744 It is also expressed in the imagery of logos endiathetis used by
“apologists (Justin, Tatian, Athenagorus and Theophilus of Antioch)” in the following:
“(T)his internal Word lives in the womb of God, like the embryo in the womb of his
mother.”745
The above notions of Mary having some participation in the events cited by
Coffey above provide a non-entitative view of the self in two ways. First, the notion or
image of carrying someone who created you turns a person inside out and one can
744
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imagine this happening to Mary in the “womb of the Father.” The following lines from a
prayer in Laudato Si’ may also give readers a sense of this: “Son of God, Jesus, through
you all things were made. You were formed in the womb of Mary our Mother.”746
Second, it is not totally farfetched to imagine, in human terms, what it would be
like for Mary, a finite being, to carry inside her someone who is infinite in the “womb of
the Father.” Without God’s grace/intervention, she would burst, not being able to contain
the infinite Jesus, Lord of all creation. Thus, the following quotations may be seen
differently in view of the discussion above:
He whom the entire universe could not contain was contained within your womb,
O Theotokos.747
All of creation rejoices in you, O Full of Grace,
The assembly of Angels and the race of men.
O Sanctified Temple and Rational Paradise! O Glory of Virgins!
From you, God was incarnate and became a child, our God before the ages.
He made your body into a throne, and your womb He made more spacious than
the heavens.
All of creation rejoices in you, O Full of Grace! Glory to you!
(Hymn to the Theotokos from the St. Basil Liturgy)748
For it was by this Breath of grace and truth that the Son of God anointed His soul
in the immaculate womb of the Blessed Virgin; this Spirit delights to dwell in the
beloved soul of our Redeemer as in his most cherished shrine (MC 56).
If anyone, in maintaining the immutability of the divine nature, does not confess
that the Word became flesh and from the very conception in the womb of the
Virgin united to himself according to the hypostasis the human nature in its
origin, but says that God the Word came to be with a man who had already been
746
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in existence with the result that the holy Virgin is not believed to be truly the
Mother of God but is so called in words only, anathema sit (ND, 619).
This eternal only-begotten Son of the eternal Father "was born of the Holy spirit
and the Virgin Mary." This temporal birth took nothing away from, and added
nothing to, his divine and eternal birth (ND, 609).
He was begotten from the Father before all ages as to his divinity and in these last
days, for us and for our salvation, was born as to his humanity of the virgin Mary,
the Mother of God (CCC 467, Council of Chalcedon, DS 301).
It is interesting to note that Pope Francis’s encyclical Laudato Si’ speaks of
Mary’s glorified body which can be read differentially (with italicized “In” to be taken
literally) to support what is proposed above. In section 8 titled “Queen of All Creation,”
the pope writes:
Carried up into heaven, she is the Mother and Queen of all creation. In her
glorified body, together with the Risen Christ, part of creation has reached the
fullness of its beauty. She treasures the entire life of Jesus in her heart (cf. Lk
2:19,51), and now understands the meaning of all things. Hence, we can ask her to
enable us to look at this world with eyes of wisdom.749
Mary, as the mother of God, is also the Mother of creation in the sense that she
carried God who created all things. This does not mean of course that she created all
things since giving birth to Jesus does not mean that she created Jesus. What is being
expressed only is that in the mind of God, her womb contained Jesus. By virtue of this,
her womb (which is inside God the Father’s womb because she is prefigured in the
mind/womb of God) also through Christ contains all creation that is “in” Christ.
Relevant to dialogue of action, Pope Francis’s prayer, “we can ask her to enable
us to look at this world with eyes of wisdom” may be seen in a new light if one considers
the following quote from MC 10:
749
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Now the only-begotten Son of God embraced us in His infinite knowledge and
undying love even before the world began. And that He might give a visible and
exceedingly beautiful expression to this love, He assumed our nature in hypostatic
union: hence—as Maximus of Turin with a certain unaffected simplicity
remarks—"in Christ our own flesh loves us." But the knowledge and love of our
Divine Redeemer, of which we were the object from the first moment of His
Incarnation, exceed all that the human intellect can hope to grasp. For hardly was
He conceived in the womb of the Mother of God, when He began to enjoy the
Beatific Vision, and in that vision all the members of His Mystical Body were
continually and unceasingly present to Him, and He embraced them with His
redeeming love.750
Though of course we are not God, insofar as Christ is in us, we are invited to
meditate and constantly pray for all the people that individually are present in the mind of
and in the midst of Christ.
Phenomenologically one can appropriate the notion of being constituted and
crossed out to apply to oneself in the way that moment by moment we are invited by God
to be/to live each moment as he willed for us at the beginning (N.B. prefiguring) while
allowing us to exercise our will freely. Mary, after all, is a "preeminent and . . . wholly
unique member of the Church"; indeed, she is the "exemplary realization" (typus) of the
Church” (CCC 967, LG 53, 63).
Icons of Christ and Mary
In light of the discussion above, certain images/icons of Jesus and Mary may be
used as a counterpoint to the rather regal depictions of Jesus and Mary in the Thai
context. The image of an infant Jesus as Good shepherd (illustration 5.2.3), for example,
may provide an alternative depiction to the authoritative/powerful or glorified/resurrected
Christ as King /Lord of the universe depictions of Christ.
750
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Illustration 5.2.3 (The Good Shepherd , c.1660.by Bartolomé Esteban Murillo.)

Illustration 5.2.3 (Infant Jesus of Prague)
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Though in full regalia, the image of the Infant Jesus of Prague (illustration 5.2.4)
may help people to see how the divine is hidden in a child. It should be noted that the
child’s right hand signifies the Godchild is blessing. The two raised fingers symbolize
Jesus’ human and divine natures and the three folded fingers represents the Trinity.
A similar position of the hand is seen in the screen grab from the cartoon
animation “The Selfish Giant” based on the short story by Oscar Wilde
(illustration 5.2.5 below).

Illustration 5.2.4 (Screen grab from “The Selfish Giant” animation)
In this heartwarming story, a child who is instrumental to the giant’s “conversion”
is revealed to be the Christ child as indicated by the crucifixion marks on the child’s
palm. That a child would bear such marks may be unsettling. While the narration talks
about this, the marks are not shown in the animation.
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Illustration 5.2.4 (Madonna of humility, c.1433 by Domenico di Bartolo)
The image of Madonna of Humility can likewise be promoted to call attention to
the tendency of the Thai Church, in light of the hierarchical culture, to have, as it were,
one’s head over others’ heads. The Madonna of Humility portrays Mary as sitting on the
floor rather than a high throne.
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Suffering
In On Deconstructing Life Worlds, Magliola talks about how double-binds
demonstrate, whether from the Christian or Buddhist perspective, how life can ‘fall
apart’. He also talks about the Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm in terms of Jesus at the
Cross and his resurrected body that bears the marks of the crucifixion. In Facing Up to
Real Doctrinal Differences Magliola also talks about, without categorically mentioning
God-as-Chiasm, the lack-of-wholeness, fracture-in-wholeness. This lack-of-wholeness,
he said, is not necessarily always taken as the effect of Original Sin but as a trace/a clue
to God. In this sense he talks about the theology of the felix culpa: “‘From all eternity’,
the God of Mystery willed a scenario whereby God the Son would be broken and rise
gloriously broken, and thus save creation from Original Sin. Somehow, beyond our ken,
this scenario is a sign of God.” 751
Appropriating from Magliola and Coffey, who both invoke Rahner, the latter
emphasizing that the Immanent Trinity is the same as the Economic Trinity, this writer
proposes a different way of looking at suffering. Magliola himself does not categorically
talk about how Original Sin is related to the notion of the Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm.
What follows is an attempt to come up with a non-entitative view of suffering based on
what was has been discussed about non-entitativeness in relation to Mary.
Following the same line of argument, this writer proposes that the Father’s plan of
Salvation was “prefigured” in the mind/womb of the Father. In this prefiguring,
everything was created through and for Christ. Seen from the perspective of the Eternal
Present as subtext, insofar as we can imagine it, this writer offers the possibility that the
751
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Christ referred to is the Christ that bears the marks of the crucifixion. What makes this
possible is that as pointed out earlier, “To God, all moments of time are present in their
immediacy.”752 “For ‘nothing is concealed from Him; all lies bare and exposed to the
eyes of Him to whom we must render an account’ (Heb 4:l3). This includes even ‘those
things which are yet to come to existence through the free action of creatures’ (Vatican I,
ND 413).”753 It should be noted also that even from the point of view of Jesus’ disciples
after the Resurrection, Jesus’ glorified body is “no longer subject to the constraints of
space and time (Jn 20:19, 26).”754 It may be recalled also that the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception, the redemptive action of Christ is extended to Mary by
anticipation. Christ is able to preserve her from original sin precisely because from the
point of view of the Eternal Present” he has died on the cross and has resurrected from
the dead. If it were not so, then how can the Church speak of “redemptive action?”
If everything was made through and for Christ, who bears the marks of
crucifixion as trace, this writer argues that creation also bears these marks as trace also.
The marks of the crucifixion are considered trace because they not only signify the
physical wounds that Christ suffered (that are there and not there, cf. walk to Emmaus),
they represent the crosses or binds associated with a loving God who creates and saves
freely: the crossing out or thwarting of the eternal and temporal/spatial, the crossing out
or thwarting of wills. God has a plan/will for everything/everyone, but also respects
people’s freedom and as much as possible allows creation to runs its course. The result of
752
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this thwarting of wills reaches its climax on the cross. In this sense, the marks of the
crucifixion on Jesus’ body may be seen as a trace/surplus.755
God wills for everyone to have the fullness of life with him, the Church teaches
us. Every day we exercise the freedom God gives us to exercise our wills not only for
ourselves but for others also. We can choose to live our lives fully; however, suicide or
murder is also always an option. Even though we do not consider suicide, because we
live in time, we age, our bodies decay.
CCC 389 points out that the “doctrine of original sin is, so to speak, the ‘reverse
side’ of the Good News that Jesus is the Savior of all men, that all need salvation, and
that salvation is offered to all through Christ.” The marks on Jesus’ glorified body may
represent the crossing/double-binding of these two reverse sides. CCC 389 also points
out that “we cannot tamper with the revelation of original sin without undermining the
mystery of Christ.”
Jesus himself, although a divine person has a human will that was not quashed by
his divine will. What has been described earlier in the section entitled “Instrumentality”
about non-entitativeness may be applied to Jesus’ humanity. Jesus was not a robot who
blindly followed the will of the Father. In the Scriptures, he was tempted and struggled
to follow the will of the Father, seen especially in the Agony in the Garden. Like all of
us, Jesus experienced the moment by moment thwarting of the Father’s will and His will,
and he was able to overcome all temptations to follow the will of the Father. Yet Jesus
was not exempt from the effects of original sin. He suffered bodily, emotionally, and
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spiritually as can be gleaned from the cries he uttered because of the pain, anguish and
feeling of abandonment he felt on the cross.
Magliola’s non-entitative treatment of the Trinity may be seen as leaving a mark
in creation. It may be recalled that in the Trinity, difference appoints sameness.
Personhood is appointed by the difference of one person to another, yet the difference
among the Three Persons appoints Divine Unity. Of course, the latter statement and the
opposite, that Unity grounds the Trinitarian differences, are both put under erasure by the
Mystery that is God, who is Unity and Three in an incomprehensible way.
Human beings, being created in the image and likeness of God, may also be seen
as bearing this mark if we consider that it is the difference between persons that appoint
our personhood, and it is difference among all of us that appoints our humanity.
Christians who believe that everything was created through and for Christ can experience
Jesus’ pain, anguish, and desolation as aberrant reinscriptions in their own suffering.
Lack of wholeness can be suffering as the bond that Jesus had with the Father, and as the
absence, seemingly, of the Holy Spirit too, when he cried,-- “My God, my God, why
have you abandoned me.”
Oftentimes in times of great suffering, we too find ourselves being only able to
cry out as Christ did. Through the crosses and binds of life, we experience Jesus both
entitatively and non-entitatively. Sometimes Jesus’ manifests his presence so vividly that
the consolation is overflowing. Oftentimes one gets the sense of something that’s there
but not there, not knowing exactly what that something is, or what it means. We may
have a vague idea of it, but the experience carries us through.
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Non-entitativeness is significant insofar as it guards against tendencies to focus on
the “I,” “me,” “we.” It provides an alternative to the self-reflexive view engendered by
the entitative self that tries to remove from one’s presence anything that is seen as a threat
to this self. It makes one open to the other, especially to Buddhists, insofar as Buddhists
speak the same language of non-entitativeness.
Dialogue of Doctrinal Exchange
Dialogue of theological/(doctrinal) exchange pertains to specialists seeking to
deepen their understanding of their respective religious heritages, and to appreciate each
other's spiritual values. In Thailand mistrust from negative encounters in the past and
insufficient knowledge of the other’s religious paradigm have formed a vicious cycle
impeding not just dialogue of doctrinal exchange but other forms of dialogue.
Dialogue of theological/(doctrinal) exchange may involve few people but its
significance cannot be underestimated. Dialogue of theological exchange informs
interreligious dialogue in all forms: dialogue of life, dialogue of religious experience,
dialogue of action, and even dialogue of theological exchange itself. It has/should play a
role in determining each partner in dialogue’s thought, speech, conduct during the
dialogue encounter itself.
That the Pontifical Council for Inter-Religious Dialogue would list “dialogue of
theological exchange” as one of the four forms of dialogue is “unsettling” indeed, and
illustrates why as mentioned in the preceding section Buddhism should be treated
differently from other religions. Some may even find it ironic/careless/insensitive
considering this Pontifical Council specializes in interreligious dialogue. The unsettling
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issue referred to here, of course, is the word “theological.” Buddhism is not a theistic
religion, so how can Buddhists be expected to participate in a dialogue of “theological
exchange”? How can they feel welcomed to share their deepest/most profound religious
experiences at the dialogue table, say, in a colloquium or workshop/seminar
organized/labeled as a “theological exchange”? In Thailand, where Buddhists are already
wary/suspicious of “Buddhist-Catholic dialogue” some Buddhists may balk at the term
“dialogue of theological exchange,” which they already see as an attempt of Catholics to
impose their religion on Buddhists.
Though not at the level of dialogue among experts, this has actually been the
sentiment of some Buddhist monks invited to interreligious “conversations,” informal
“dialogue”/“sharing” sessions as part of Contextual Religions classes this writer taught at
the undergraduate level in Thailand many years ago. Even my Buddhist monk friends
expressed reservations about “dialoguing” in a public forum as they have been warned
that Catholics tend to “use” Buddhism. Whether intentional or not, since the “sharing”
will be held in a Catholic venue, it cannot be avoided, they surmise, that Catholics would
portray Christianity as better than Buddhism.
In light of this, Catholics engaged in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Asia prefer to
drop “theological” and label it as “dialogue of doctrinal exchange” or dialogue among
scholars or experts. It is interesting to note that the first Bishops’ Institute for
Interreligious Affairs (BIRA-I) of the Federation of Asian Bishops’ Conferences (FABC)
at one pointed listed only three forms of dialogue: “There is the dialogue to promote
mutual understanding and harmony./ There is the dialogue of life where people join
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together to promote whatever leads to unity, love, truth, justice and peace./ There is the
dialogue of prayer and religious experience sharing the riches of our spiritual
heritages.”756 Here “dialogue to promote mutual understanding and harmony” takes the
place/combines “dialogue of action” and “dialogue of doctrinal exchange.”
Be all that as it may, the significance of dialogue of doctrinal exchange cannot be
emphasized enough. On the part of the Catholic partner in dialogue, it is important to
note also that theology plays a crucial role in informing and setting the direction of not
only dialogue of doctrinal exchange itself, but other forms of dialogue.
This is echoed by the statement of the FABC BIRA IV/3 held in Hong Kong in
November of 1986 on the theme “Discerning the Spirit at work in and beyond the Church
in Asia.” It points out: “A deeper knowledge of Asian faiths and ideologies is needed
and this needs to be tied to theological reflection. All of this should lead us to the correct
attitude to the working of the Spirit beyond the boundaries of the Church.”757
Apropos, the FABC perquisites for dialogue broached in chapter four likewise
need to be tied to theological reflection, and this theological reflection needs to foster, not
obstruct dialogue efforts. It may be recalled that the prerequisites are:
1. A very clear knowledge and awareness on the part of the Church of its
characteristics in matters of faith, doctrine, cult, and so on. Without such a
solid foundation, there is no dialogue possible.
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2. A sincere recognition of the specific characteristics of the doctrine of the
other religions. This attitude will eliminate any polemic attitude in dialogue.
The aim in not to compete, but to understand each other.
3. A theology of salvation which can make possible such an understanding.
4. A concrete training in the ways of dialogue on different levels: theological,
liturgical, pastoral, etc.758
Magliola’s Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Difference: How Some Thought-Motifs
From Derrida Can Nourish the Catholic-Buddhist Encounter (FURDD) is very helpful in
addressing the first prerequisite as the book summarizes the salient doctrinal and other
points not only of Christianity but also of Buddhism. It may be recalled that departing
from the highly technical books and articles that he writes, Magliola intended FURDD—
apart from its Annexes-- to be a manual for Buddhist-Catholic dialogue down to the
grassroots level. The technical parts dealing with Deconstruction are discussed in a short
Foreword and in the First Annex for those who wish to engage in dialogue at a more
doctrinal / philosophical / theological / technical level.
With regard to the second prerequisite that fosters a climate that eliminates
polemic attitudes in dialogue, Magliola is helpful in terms of (a) calling attention to the
need for Buddhist and Catholic dialogue partners to be mindful of the position the
partners in dialogue are taking (e.g., exclusivist, inclusivist, etc.); (b) calling attention to
logocentrisms/holisms embedded in the respective religions’ “texts” that reinforce the
“polemic” and “competitive” attitude of dialogue partners; (c) introducing a “thought
structure”/creating a “space” that enables the partners to dialogue (dialogue of life,
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dialogue religious experience, dialogue of action, dialogue of doctrinal exchange) in a
way that does not threaten their respective identities; (d) presenting Differentialism as a
viable way of doing theology (especially in the Asian context) that fosters dialogue;
(e) offering a “tool” to help the Church keep up with developments in the world today
(e.g., “postmodernism”/“postmodernity,” issues relating to difference in culture, religion,
mindsets, etc.).
The above prerequisites are echoed by FABC Office of Theological Concerns that
made several recommendations to local churches in Asia to promote interreligious
dialogue. Below are some of the important recommendations made at the end of the
document “Theses on Interreligious Dialogue”:
i. We need to be conscientized and helped to free ourselves from prejudices,
attitudes of self-defense, and of seeking merely our own benefit, by becoming
open to the positive values in other religions, and ready to learn from them.
Ql. Give examples of our negative attitudes and also give examples of the
positive values in other religions which we can learn from.
ii. With regard to interreligious dialogue, an updated theology and catechesis
must be incorporated in the programs for seminaries, houses of formation and
pastoral centers.
Q2. To what extent is this a reality? What are factors which promote this, and
what hinders this? What can be further done to ensure that this theological
updating reaches to the different levels of the Church: parish priests, seminary
professors, religious, youth leaders, catechists, liturgical team members,
charismatic members, and the ordinary lay person?
iii. A week of prayer and fellowship with people of other religions could be
organized at the diocesan and parochial level. Could we make this an annual
practice throughout the FABC region, perhaps in relation with the CCA Asia
Sunday?
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Q3. How successful has this been? What structures might be useful in order
to ensure that this proposal is better implemented?759
Loyola School of Theology, which has been “working to realize a believing and
praying Church that serves humanity and collaborates with diverse cultural and religious”
presences760 in Asia, has started offering courses on Buddhism and Islam. It is hoped that
this thesis in a small way contributes to the work of LST in preparing students/future
Church leaders and local Churches they represent to “learn and to receive from and
through others the positive values of their traditions.”
The logocentric thrust to maintain one’s identity at all costs cannot be
underestimated when engaging in interreligious dialogue, as interreligious dialogue
proponent, Peter C. Phan, points out: “But does this logic not make interreligious
dialogue an endless monologue among the deaf, with each partner making a claim of
uniqueness and universality for his or her religious founder without ever being able to
settle the truth?”761
Indeed because of this impasse, dialogists try to make inroads by construing a
“universal theology of religion whose possibility is predicated upon a core religious
experience.” However, Phan points out, the “existence of this common religious
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experience has been proved to be highly improbable . . . there is no scholarly agreement
as to the essential features of such alleged common experience.” In light of this, he
proffers that the goal of dialogue of doctrinal exchange is “seeking understanding of the
other faiths and one's own faith in the light of other faiths.” In his view, (s)uch
understanding may and should lead to the other three forms of dialogue.”762
Magliola, in pointing out that those features that are the same are actually
appointed by differences, overcomes these hurdles/breaks the impasse. Additionally, he
shows how “understanding of the other faiths and one's own faith in the light of other
faiths” can be fertile, not “an endless monologue among the deaf.” Encounter with an
“other” often generates unnerving feelings that expose breaks in holisms. These breaks,
in turn, open “texts” up to differential readings that hopefully would provide better clues
as to how happenings go on.
What follows are three related Thai case studies showing how dialogue of
doctrinal exchange may be framed. This section looks at views expressed by:
(1) Buddhist university students who participated in a focus group discussion (appendix
one) conducted by this researcher; (2) Esther Baker, a British woman who after having
lived as Buddhist nun for many years became a Christian missionary in Thailand; and (3)
Warayuth Sriwarakeul, a Thai Royal Scholar763 and Catholic academician who broached
the idea of using the tetralemmas for dialogue.
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While only Sriwarakeul, among the three, has participated in dialogue of doctrinal
exchange764, the views of the Buddhist university students and Baker are included
because they are paradigmatic of how people (with logocentric mindsets) in general, and
dialogue experts in particular, approach Buddhist-Catholic dialogue.
In line with this thesis’ title “from the peripheries to the center to peripheries,” the
views expressed by the three may be considered by some as being peripheral/in the
peripheries. As mentioned, the students are Buddhists.765 Baker’s perspective is unique
because she was a Buddhist nun for many years and wrote about her experiences after she
converted to Protestant Christianity. Sriwarakeul, on the other hand, espouses a radical
kind of postmodernism which is different from Magliola’s differentialism. The rather
long sub-section looking at Sriwarakeul’s arguments is meant to show how some Thai
dialogists may frame Buddhist-Catholic dialogue, but in a way that is different from
Magliola’s.
To aid the discussion this section uses the tetralemmas to facilitate the discussion.
They are also used advisedly to demonstrate how the tetralemmas can be used to navigate
the complex world of interreligious dialogue.
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This writer proposes that people who engage in interreligious dialogue frame the
encounters according to the four lemmas. For example, corresponding to the first lemma,
they focus on the common ground only and look at Buddhism and Christianity to be
essentially the same. This is the view unanimously held by the Buddhist students. With
regard to the second, some dialogists--from the very start--consider Buddhism to be not
Christianity, and Christianity to be not Buddhism. This is the view espoused by Baker. It
should be noted that this writer uses the term “Christianity” rather than “Catholicism”
here, because Baker is a Protestant Christian. The tetralemmas, in turn, are framed
according to the bind, whether to dialogue or not to dialogue.
Tetralemmas and dialogue
The bind, whether to dialogue or not to dialogue, can be assessed using the
tetralemmas. Let X and Y represent Buddhism and Catholic Christianity, respectively.
(1) X is Y,
(2) X is not-Y,
(3) X is both Y and not-Y, and
(4) X is neither Y nor not-Y.”
First Lemma
University students766 were asked how they would respond to a hypothetical
situation where their fiancée is Catholic and wants their children to be raised Catholics.
Unanimously their initial response was: ‘All religions teach human beings to be a good
766

This writer conducted the Focus Group Discussion conducted at St. John’s University, Bangkok on
May 21, 2014. Seven male Communication Arts students, all Buddhists, participated. Please refer to my
Appendix A for details about the Focus Group Discussion.
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person,’ and in this sense all religions are the same. Three said they do not mind at all if
their children were raised Catholics, adding that they themselves were open to “trying
out” Christianity but they do not know enough to make a decision. Another three said
that they have not thought about it and will cross the bridge when they get there. One
participant named Natee was quite frank in saying that while all religions are good, he
himself will not convert. He said he prefers that the children be raised in both traditions
and that the children, later on, will decide for themselves whether they want to be
Buddhist or Catholic.
With regard to the first lemma, Buddhism = Christianity, mention has already
been made of the attempts of dialogists to reduce core differences to common ground. On
the side of Christianity, Magliola points out767 that Paul Knitter makes religions appear
equivalent to affirm “the one universal Spirit.” While ignoring core doctrines, Knitter
highlights those that fit his agenda: “an idealized template for how authentic religions
behave.” Magliola laments that Knitter is perpetuating a “modern approach, although
history has already entered a postmodern episteme.”
In contrast, Magliola cites Francis X. Clooney, the director of Harvard Divinity
School’s Center for the Study of World Religions, whose comparisons “seem not to fit
into a single, coherent, view.”768 Magliola remarks, “Equable holism or ‘openness’ if you
will, is the modern idol, whereas reality is jagged, asymmetrical.”
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On the side of Buddhism, mention has also been made of Buddhadasa Bhikkhu’s
non-religious identification based on his two views of religions: first, the universal
teaching to be good/selfless and second, his view that the ultimate reality of all religions
is emptiness.
The former, according to Warayuth Sriwarakuel, is a commonly held view in
Thailand. “Thai people believe that all religions are good and that all religions teach and
train people to be good persons.” 769 Thus, most Buddhists who comprise 94.6 percent of
the population770 are just happy to co-exist with others but not taking the initiative to
know about their religions, let alone convert since all religions are the same anyway.
Esther Baker, author of Buddhism in the Light of Christ: A Former Buddhist
Nun's Reflections, with Some Helpful Suggestions on How to Reach Out to Your Buddhist
Friends, made the same observation about Thai people. She recounted in her book a
conversation she had with a taxi driver in Thailand. Her reaction is telling:
He asked me what I did, so I told him that I work in the church. He responded
predictably with the same words I’ve heard from many Buddhists all over
Thailand: “Oh, all religions are good, aren’t they?”
He was expecting me just to say “Yes,” affirming him in his social politeness and
superficial spirituality; but I found I was unable to do so.
I was tired by now of this typical response—of adulating, almost deifying
goodness—and was looking to go deeper than this, and if possible, I wanted to
take this man with me!
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Warayuth Sriwarakuel, “Religious Pluralism as a Middle Way” in Cultural Identity, Pluralism and
Globalization, ed. John P. Hogan (Washington: The Council for Research in Values and Philosophy,
2005.) (Cultural heritage and contemporary change, Series 7; Seminars on culture and values, vol. 13), 363.
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I had a quick think and a prayer and then replied: “Goodness is one thing, but
what is more important is truth.”771
Second lemma
Baker’s insistence on the truth coupled with her rather condescending attitude can
be used to illustrate the second lemma: Buddhism is not-Christianity. Baker grew up as
an atheist and in trying to fill a void in her life embraced Buddhism at age 21. However
after thirteen years of Buddhist practice, a considerable part of which as a Buddhist nun,
she accepted Jesus into her life and became a Christian missionary to Buddhists for more
than twenty years. Like Magliola, Baker in her book explains the core differences
between Buddhism and Christianity. However unlike Magliola, Baker adopts an
exclusivist position and so in comparing the two traditions, Buddhism is always
portrayed as inferior.
Similar to Magliola, Sriwarakuel calls attention to how Aristotlean logic has
dominated Western thinking: “Aristotelian logic, or what I would call a logic of noncompromising dualism, has dominated Western scholarship both consciously and
unconsciously. The law of the excluded middle usually leaves only one choice between
the two rivals. One is not allowed to choose both.”772 It may be recalled from Chapter
Two that Aristotlean logic is guided by three laws or principles: the law of identity, the
law of non-contradiction, and the law of excluded middle. Applied to exclusivism and
inclusivism, Aristotlean logic gives the following scenarios, according to Sriwarakuel:
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Either exclusivism or inclusivism
Not exclusivism
Therefore, inclusivism
Or
Either exclusivism or inclusivism
Not inclusivism
Therefore, exclusivism773
It is interesting to note that Sriwarakuel rejects both exclusivism and inclusivism:
In fact, both exclusivism as universalism and inclusivism as relativism are based
on the same attitude: dogmatism. While exclusivists are absolutely cocksure that
only one map is true, inclusivists are extremely dogmatic that all maps are true,
according to their own contexts and tastes. This kind of attitude in religions will
prevent people from having genuine dialogue with one another, and thus mutual
understanding will never occur. Both exclusivists and inclusivists are not well
prepared to listen to others because they believe that their ways are right. They
are well prepared only to defend their ways. Pluralists as fallibilists, on the
contrary, are always ready to listen to others because they hold and practice the
virtue of humility in their own way. Pluralists believe that all major religions have
their own canonical works and traditions, but that people may be wrong in some
of their interpretations. Pluralists further argue that since no one absolutely
knows whether their map is true or false, it is better to hold that their map may be
false rather than that it is always true.
This kind of attitude in religions will also help prevent people from arrogance and
dogmatism. Arrogance and dogmatism forces people to shut the door to selfreflection and reassessment of their maps. If all people in the world, not only
Christians, adhered to this kind of attitude, genuine dialogue leading to selfimprovement, mutual understanding, peaceful coexistence, and fruitful
cooperation would follow. 774
It is important to note that Magliola, while adopting the inclusivist position of the
Church, does not limit himself to the second lemma formulation even though he
emphasizes the irreducible difference between the two religions. As pointed out earlier,
he encourages people to explore the use of the third and the fourth lemmas. Sriwarakuel
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likewise advocates the use of the third and fourth lemmas in what he calls “Buddhist
logic” or the “logic of non-attachment.” However there is a marked difference between
Magliola’s differential postmodernism and Sriwarakuel’s ‘holistic postmodernism.’ This
will be more apparent after examining the third and fourth lemmas more closely.
Third lemma
According to Magliola, the third lemma—presented here as Buddhism is both
Christianity and not-Christianity—can be understood in the distributed and undistributed
sense.775
In the distributed/universal version of the third lemma, Buddhism is ‘both
Christianity and non-Christianity' [both Christianity and not- Christianity] means 'both
totally Christianity and totally non- Christianity' so that Christianity and non- Christianity
come together into a mystical (sometimes called 'paradoxical') unity, a closure.
Buddhadasa Bhikku’s reduction of all religions as emptiness is a case in point.
In the undistributed/non-universal version of the third lemma, ‘both Christianity
and non-Christianity’ means 'partly Christianity and partly non-Christianity, so that these
two parts come together into a mathematical/logical unity, a closure. Here “partly
Christian” may refer to teachings that encourage the followers to be good and selfless,
etc. “Non-Christianity” may refer to parts that make up the irreducible difference from
Buddhism.
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Just to reiterate, the holism in the distributed sense of the third lemma is that of a
mystical/paradoxical unity. In the undistributed sense of the third lemma, it is a
mathematical unity/the whole formed by complements.
Sriwarakuel’s rejection of exclusivism
and inclusivism following a
logocentric frame
Before proceeding it may be helpful to review the reasons for Sriwarakuel’s
rejection of exclusivism and inclusivism and how it differs from the dialogue based on
differences of Magliola. Sriwarakuel believes that since exclusivism and inclusivism are
based on dogmatism, dialogue is not possible. He said for genuine dialogue to happen
the two religions (as pluralists) should acknowledge that they “may be wrong in some of
their interpretations,” that “no one absolutely knows whether their map (or religious
paradigm) is true or false,” and this being the case, “it is better to hold that their map may
be false rather than that it is always true.” As fallibilists, followers need not abandon their
religion if they cannot establish whether the truth claims of their religion (e.g., Self-Help
and Other-Help, the irreducible difference between Buddhism and Catholic Christianity
as pointed out by Magliola) are absolutely true. They are conscious, however, that they
are, as it were, taking a gamble. Christian fallibilists may think, for example: “The
Christian paradigm may be false (i.e., there may not be a God who saves), but I choose to
be Christian anyway. Buddhist fallibilists may think: The Buddhist paradigm may be
false (i.e., Christianity may be correct) but I choose to be a Buddhist anyway.”
It is important to point out that Sriwarakuel uses “dogmatism” which has a
pejorative meaning as opposed to the adjectival form “dogmatic” which may carry a
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neutral or positive connotation. Merriam-Webster defines dogmatism as:
“(1) positiveness in assertion of opinion especially when unwarranted or arrogant;
(2) a viewpoint or system of ideas based on insufficiently examined premises.”
Sriwarakuel’s qualifications show that he uses “dogmatism” in both senses. In the
following he alludes to the Church’s arrogant/exclusivist/dogmatic stance prior to the
Second Vatican Council:
As a Christian, I view Vatican II as a "good sign" for Christians, especially
Catholics, to throw away dogmatism and adopt a more humble approach. The
Lord Jesus Christ himself was very humble and non-dogmatic. He once said to the
Pharisees, "The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath" (Mark 2:
27). 776
Continuing he alludes to the insufficiency of examined premises of Christianity:
I would like to paraphrase that as: the maps were made for man, not man for the
maps. So why we do we remain so attached to and dogmatic about our maps,
despite the fact that we can never be sure whether they are true or false? 777
It is worth noting that Sriwarakuel’s use of “dogmatic” above is consistent with
his use of “dogmatism.” However, the word “dogmatic” does not always carry a negative
connotation like “dogmatism” does. In the following definitions from Merriam-Webster,
for example, the second is not pejorative: “(1) characterized by or given to the expression
of opinions very strongly or positively as if they were facts <a dogmatic critic>; (2) of or
relating to dogma (see dogma).” Of course, it is in the second sense that the Catholic
Church uses the word “dogmatic,” for example, dogmatic theology, dogmatic
constitution, etc.
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It may be recalled from the previous sections that for Magliola, the Catholic
Church continues to be faithful to the deposit of faith/continues to assent to dogmas in
spite of the shift from exclusivism to inclusivism that came with Vatican II. As it were,
the Church became less dogmatic in the negative sense but continues to be dogmatic in
the positive sense, that is, explore her fidelity to Christ’s teachings as contained in
Scripture and Tradition in the context of developmental theology.
As for fallibilism, following Magliola’s arguments, one can say that it is not
necessary for Christians or Buddhists to make the declaration that if their religious truth
claims cannot be shown to be absolutely true, that their religious paradigm or beliefs are
false. It can be said that Magliola still operates on the level of faith while Sriwarakuel
operates more on the level of reason.778
Nonetheless, it does not mean that Magliola does not use reason since, as
explained in Chapter Two, deconstruction relies on reason. It cannot be emphasized
enough that for Magliola, any deconstruction is merely ad hoc and points to
particular/situational clues that may help the people see things that they have never seen
before. Even after deconstruction (exposing cracks in the truth formulation and putting
the formulation under erasure), the truth claims of Buddhism or Christianity remain
intact. Sriwarakuel, however, seems to put into question even the core beliefs or the
fundamental truth claims (e.g., “God that saves” for Christians, “Dependent Origination”
for Buddhists), since these cannot be proven absolutely.
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Analyzing how Sriwarakuel uses the third and fourth lemmas to talk about
exclusivism and inclusivism sheds light on his thinking. For Sriwarakuel, there are two
cases of the third lemma: the Hegelian “law of synthesis” and the Taoist/eastern “law of
complementarity” which are analogous to the distributed/universal and undistributed
senses of the third lemma respectively. He gives the following illustrations:

Hegelian law of synthesis:
White
Black
Gray
Taoist Law of complementarity:
White
Black
Both white and black779

Applying these principles to the notions of exclusivism and inclusivism,
Sriwarakuel suggests:
(I)f we turn to the law of complementarity, we would have a conclusion that
includes both exclusivism and inclusivism. Similarly, if we use the law of
synthesis, our conclusion would be a synthesis of exclusivism and inclusivism. In
fact, however, we should not accept both exclusivism and inclusivism because
both of them are based on dogmatism. How can we avoid or escape from
dogmatism? Buddhist logic can be an alternative to solve this problem. Buddhist
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logic, or, as I would call it, the principle of non-attachment. With the principle of
non-attachment, we can avoid all kinds of dogmatism and attachment.780
For Sriwarakuel, Buddhist logic or the principle of non-attachment is not limited
to the third lemma (both . . . and), but has the “skillful means” to use all lemmas in
particular situations. He proposes for example:
With these ways of thinking, we can talk about "we" in different ways. "Either us
or them," according to the law of the excluded middle, implies differences among
peoples. "Both us and them," according to the law of synthesis, implies unity.
"Both us and them," according to the law of complementarity, implies
interdependence. "Neither us nor them," according to the principle of nonattachment, implies impermanence and emptiness.781
He expressed hope that cultivating such mindsets can help foster dialogue and
lessen conflicts in the world. According to him, Aristotlean logic has made people think
in terms of ‘Christ or Muslims,’ ‘Muslims or Hindus,’ ‘Israelis or Arabs,’ not both.
Sriwarakuel points out, however: “If we are attached to the law of the excluded middle
as the only way of thinking, we will only care for ‘us and ours,’ and finally only, in
Buddhadasa’s terms, ‘me and mine.’”
Examining these opposing groups, he said, one actually can see similarities and
dissimilarities. He quotes Brian Fay to emphasize a point:
If we insist too heavily on dramatic dissimilarity then we lose the capacity to
understand others (and, therefore, the capacity to appreciate their difference). If
we insist on their dramatic similarity, then we lose the capacity to appreciate and
understand difference and therefore see ourselves everywhere we turn. In relating
to others the choice is not difference or similarity; it is difference and
similarity.782
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Magliola, while speaking of sameness appointed by irreducible differences, would
disagree because it is only through acknowledging irreducible difference that one truly
understands the other. The statement about similarity above may be true in the case of
dialogists who focus only on common ground and ignore or gloss over differences.
However a person who employs differential dialogue, mindful that samenesses are not
entitative, but only appointed by differences, would not be accused of losing “the
capacity to appreciate and understand difference” and “see ourselves everywhere we
turn.” As for the last statement, “In relating to others the choice is not difference or
similarity; it is difference and similarity,” it seems that Sriwarakuel is employing the
undistributed version of the third lemma. In his view, there is a part of Buddhism that is
the same as Christianity (teaching to do good to be selfless, etc.), and a part that is not the
same. However, it appears that Sriwarakuel’s treatment is not that rigid or black-andwhite. It seems a better representation of his thinking is X ' is both Y ' and not-Y ', where
X ' is “fallibilist Buddhism” and Y ' is “fallibilist Christianity.”
Some statements of Sriwarakuel seem to point to the distributed version of the
third lemma in which Buddhism and Christianity, with its similarities and differences,
form a mysterious whole. For example, he says:
Christianity has its own tradition, but this tradition takes many forms and is open
to many interpretations. Other religions are similar in this aspect.
Phenomenologically, the universal is found in particulars, but ontologically, all
particulars are in the Universal, the One. As Lao Tse long ago told us: “Without
stirring abroad one can know the whole world; Without looking out the window
one can see the way of heaven. The further one goes, the less one knows.” This
may be interpreted as the One or Universal which is recognized by higher levels
of consciousness but appears as the many when it is reflected into the lower levels
of being. (Arroyo, 1992: xi) In so far as our consciousness does not develop into
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higher levels, we have to be guided by limited maps. In order to improve our
maps we need to dialogue with others. True dialogue is possible only through
pluralism and realizing our limits. Thus neither exclusivism nor inclusivism is the
answer.783
Apropos he criticizes inclusivism which he considers a form of relativism:
If inclusivism as relativism is adopted, then it will follow that all religious maps
are true even though they conflict with one another. If each group is absolutely
sure that their own map is correct, then is a genuine dialogue possible? I do not
think so. Moreover, relativism will eventually lead to conflict, violence and war.
As mentioned above, no one in a Western context wants to be labeled a
"relativist" even though his/her works support relativism. It seems to me that the
ghost of Aristotle is still haunting the West. Western scholars and intellectuals
seem to be afraid of the danger of sophism, and they behave as if they remember
well Isaiah’s admonition: "Woe to those who call what is bad, good, and what is
good, bad, who substitute darkness for light and light for darkness, who substitute
bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter" (Isaiah 5:20).784
It should be noted that Magliola has long appropriated from Derrida to
deconstruct logocentric binary opposites as mentioned above: the ‘either-us-or-them,’ or
‘either-their-truth-or-our-truth’ kind of thinking. For many years now, in light of the
postmodern era, Magliola also has been advocating that people adopt a differential way
of thinking and not get stuck in purely logocentric thinking.
Contrary to inclusivism being an obstacle to dialogue, Magliola proposes that it
can actually foster genuine dialogue if respect, the recognition of irreducible differences,
and the recognition of inclusivism operating in religions are mutually held. For example,
Buddhists and Catholics can meditate together with the other’s ‘subtext,’ the
contradicting image of the other religion’s good-willed intentions, inscribed in their own
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good-willed intentions for the other. Rather than arguing about which truth claim is true,
Magliola proposes for the Catholic:
(1) Silently and devoutly, send love and good-will, in the Name of the Lord, to the
Buddhist counterparts. (2) Open mentally, heartfully, to the Buddhists: receive
their loving-kindness and learn from their virtuous example. (3) Direct your
attention to what we have called the “chiasm,”-- that the Church in this age is
encouraging Buddhist-Catholic Dialogue—including joint meditation—but that
your Buddhist counterparts have existential projects that at this very moment run
radically contrariwise to yours. Pray: “What do You want, Lord? Let me know if
You want me to know, and give me the grace to learn. If you want me to wait, and
to rest in the waiting, please give me the grace to wait and to rest in the waiting.”
In simple yet deep humility and serenity, mentally prostrate to the Divine
Wisdom, to the Divine Mystery. With the “certain Hope” that is so precious, be
open to the future, to the Oncoming, knowing that the Parousia is oncoming . . .
the Parousia when we shall better understand how beautifully, how subtly, God
worked in history, and works.785
One of the thought-provoking statements in Sriwarakuel’s paper that he himself
admits “might evoke many questions and challenges” is his application of pluralism in
his personal life. He said:
On a personal level, Buddhist principles have helped to keep me balanced. Being
a Christian does not make me put in question my personal and Thai identity
because I use the Buddhist way of thinking. With the principle of non-attachment
I am not only attached to one identity because I am conscious that we are new
persons every moment. To understand this, let me make an analogy. Supposing
that we light a candle in the night. Our common sense would tell us that there is
one light in the night because we lit only one candle. In fact, there is not only one
light, but many new lights which are born and extinguished every moment. So if
someone happens to ask me, "Who are you?" in terms of religion, I would
respond, "I am a Catholic in baptism and tradition, Protestant in spirit, and
Buddhist in my way of thinking."
Sriwarakuel actually uses a popular analogy to explain the Buddhist doctrine of
anatta or non-self. It is appropriated from the Buddhist text Milinda Panha or Questions
of Milinda about transmigration:
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The king said: ‘Where there is no transmigration [of a soul], Nagasena, can there
be rebirth?’
‘Yes, there can.’
‘But how can that be? Give me an illustration.’
‘Suppose a man, O king, were to light a lamp from another lamp, can it be said
that the one transmigrates from, or to, the other?’
‘Certainly not.’
‘Just so, great king, is rebirth without transmigration.’786
The flame analogy may pose some difficulties for some readers. First in the
Buddhist context, the flame which many people mistakenly use to represent the
permanent self or soul is actually just an appearance of something that is actually arising
and ceasing at every moment. Not only is the flame regarded as just one flame, but the
flame is not actually a flame, in the same way that what is conventionally referenced as
the “self” is actually a composite of five aggregates that are changing at every moment.
Sriwarakuel appropriates this notion of a flame as his religious identity. Second,
especially in the context of rebirth, the analogy is understood to be happening in linear
time. Applying the analogy to Sriwarakuel’s case, the impression arises that his identity
as a Christian ceased, and with this ceasing arose his Protestant identity, and after this
ceased, his Buddhist identity came into being.
The candle analogy aside, Sriwarakeul may be asserting that he can actually
maintain three identities at the same time. In his profile for the Academia website, he
provides the same description but adds another sentence (provided here in italics): (I)n
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terms of religion, I consider myself as a Catholic by tradition, a Protestant by spirit, and a
Buddhist by the way of thinking. This is also something like “three in one.”787

Buddhism in thinking. It is worth probing how Sriwarakuel in terms of religion
can consider himself “three in one.” One possible reason is that the three operate at
different levels. It is possible, for example, that while remaining a Catholic “in baptism
and tradition,” his logic accommodates the eastern or Buddhist way of thinking, namely
the third and the fourth lemma. This implies that for him, the Catholic way of thinking or
logic has for the most part been “Aristotlean,” with the law of excluded middle not
allowing the case of ‘both X and Y’. Such mindset, it may be recalled according to
Sriwarakuel, is what accounts for the Catholic Church’s “dogmatism.”
Protestant in spirit. It is in this sense that Sriwarakuel also departs from
Catholicism and chooses to identify with Protestantism “in spirit.” In another paper
“Christianity and Thai Culture,”788 Sriwarakuel talks about the “the spirit of ‘do’s and
don’ts’” that has prevented the Catholic Church from attracting converts:
(T)he main reason why Christianity has not been popular in Thai society is the
ineffective "how" of the missionaries. The foreign missionaries did something
which is against the central habit of the Thai people, namely love of freedom and
flexibility. When the earlier groups of missionaries came to Ayutthaya, they had
no problem when working with the Portuguese and expatriate Christians because
787
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Christian tradition was in their particular European traditions. Problems happened
when they tried to preach the Gospel to Thai people. They did not welcome the
cultural contexts of the Thai people, so their preaching was filled with "dos and
don’ts." They ignored the fact that Thai people are lovers of independence and
flexibility. When Thai people sensed that Christianity was very rigid like
Confucianism, it was hard for them to welcome and adopt it because it explicitly
went against their character.789
According to Sriwarakuel,790, phenomenologically Thai people “do not like strict
rules and disciplines.” Apropos, it is worth noting that “Thai” means “free” and
“Thailand” means “land of the free.” This love for freedom finds popular expression in
the motto, "Those who do according to their voluntary minds are authentic Thais."
He also argued that historically the reason why Thai Buddhism is heavily infused
with Brahmanism is because of Thai people’s love for freedom. "Why haven’t the Thai
people been influenced by Chinese culture (except some small matters?) Why have they
been mostly influenced by Indian culture? I suppose that this is so because Chinese
culture is too rigid for the Thai people who are flexible and don’t like strict rules. ‘Indian
culture is more flexible’,” he quoted Thai scholar Kukrit Pramoj as saying.791 In contrast,
the Vietnamese who are highly disciplined assimilated Chinese culture.
According to Sriwarakeul, Protestants are more successful in attracting converts
because their Churches/teachings/services are perceived to be less rigid or more fun
compared to that of Catholics.
Catholic by birth and tradition: implications
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for Thai Catholic identity
It is important to note that while Sriwarakuel acknowledges that he is Catholic by
“birth and tradition,” this identity is shaped (and challenged) by many factors. Mention
has already been made of how the freedom loving spirit and “both-and form of logic” go
against the “do’s and don’ts” spirit, the rigid character and Aristotlean logic of
Catholicism. Mention has also been made about the irreducible differences between
Buddhism and Catholic Christianity.
There is more, however, to why Sriwarakuel said: “Being a Christian does not
make me put in question my personal and Thai identity.”
Fourth lemma
According to Magliola, the fourth lemma can also be understood in the distributed
and undistributed senses. The distributed sense is logocentric while the undistributed
sense is differential. The distributed version which absolutely transcends or escapes is
expressed as: Buddhism is 'neither Christianity nor non-Christianity'. The undistributed
version meanwhile is that which oscillates between escape-from-Christianity and some
open-ended entrammelment in Christianity (so that 'neither Christianity’ means nonChristianity, but 'nor non-Christianity’ means some entanglement in Christianity). It may
be said that Magliola’s brand of dialogue is the undistributed sense of the fourth lemma.
While emphasizing that the irreducible differences between the two religions (nonChristianity), he also points out that such irreducible differences appoint sameness in a
differential way (some entanglement in Christianity).
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'Neither Christianity nor not-Christianity in the undistributed sense means that
Other remains Other ('neither Christianity' = not Christianity), but Other is also somehow
entrammeled in Christianity ('nor not- Christianity'= not not-Christianity.) And this
'oscillating' version of the fourth lemma is not a reduction to the third lemma (=both
Other and non-Other'): it is less closed, framed, totalistic, than the third lemma, whether
the third lemma itself be distributed or undistributed, and thus does not reduce to it.
The fourth lemma is also helpful in describing the open-ended but fragile
entanglement of Buddhism and Christianity as far as truth is concerned. It cannot be
emphasized enough that “Buddhism is not not-correct” sends a differing and more subtle
message than to say “Buddhism is correct” or even “Buddhism is not wrong.” In the
same way, it can be said that “Christianity is not not-correct” sends a differing and more
subtle message than to say “Christianity is correct” or even “Christianity is not wrong.”
Magliola’s differential “take” on the fourth lemma may be seen as an alternative
to Sriwarakuel’s “holistic postmodern” paradigm and avoids problems with having to
assume that the doctrines of Buddhism and Catholicism are false. It may be recalled that
Sriwarakuel is able to adopt pluralism because of fallibilism, and he adopts fallibilism
because of the two religions’ “dogmatism.”
Just to recapitulate,-- Sriwarakuel in applying the fourth lemma to exclusivism
and inclusivism asserts that as long as religions do not develop a higher consciousness to
see that all religions are the One or Universal, they have to make do with their limited
maps or paradigms. He points out, however, “In order to improve our maps we need to
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dialogue with others. True dialogue is possible only through pluralism and realizing our
limits. Thus, neither exclusivism nor inclusivism is the answer.”792
Here the fourth lemma can be understood in both distributed and undistributed
senses. In the distributed sense, each religion is assumed to be false or other than itself,
escaping its identity or truth claims to merge in the One. (X’ = neither Y’ nor Y’) In the
undistributed sense, the religions assumed to be false have similarities (e.g., common
teaching to be good/selfless) as well as samenesses (e.g., being assumed false) appointed
by irreducible differences. In either case, the religions lose their identity. It should be
noted that while Sriwarakuel uses the third and fourth lemma, the application is still
logocentric because the assumption for his arguments redounds to dogmatism that forces
one to choose between either truth claims only.
The undistributed sense of the fourth lemma allows Magliola to go between and
under (like water) rather than building upward like earth and stone do. “Much of the
contribution of Asian theology can be to go between the earth-like formations of Catholic
doctrine that we have already. The ‘earth and stone formations’ are the Hellenized
version (of Semitic truths) that we now have, and that we should and must retain since
defined doctrine is already cast in these Hellenized terms,” Magliola proposes.793
Nowadays, drawing from the widespread Asian philosophical metaphor invoking “water”
as philosophically instructive in its behavior, Magliola proposes that such (Asian)
theology be called “water theology.”
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Thai culture and Thai identity
The tetralemmas may also be appropriated to analyze Thai Catholics’ so-called
identity crisis. As Sriwarakuel points out, it is necessary to distinguish between Thai
culture and Buddhist culture. He argues that Thai culture, which many people see as
synonymous with Buddhist culture, is actually a composite of many cultures. What is
today referred to as Thai culture is actually a composite of animism, Brahmanism or
Hinduism, and Buddhism, among others. Therefore, it is incorrect for someone to say
that Thai culture is Buddhist culture because Thai culture is not “pure” Buddhist
culture.794
Still some may argue that ‘Thai Buddhist culture,’ that is, Buddhism infused with
animism and Brahmanism, is ‘Thai culture’. Such hybridization leaves open the
possibility of Christian or Catholic culture being significantly infused into ‘Thai culture’
in the future. Christmas, for example, in terms of celebrating the birth of Jesus, greeting
each other “Merry Christmas,” holding Christmas parties and gift-giving, is widely
observed in the kingdom although at present it is still deemed “foreign.” Like other
foreign influences from the West and Asian countries (e.g., pop culture), Catholic culture
may be incorporated into or even transform “Thai culture.”
It is important to note at this juncture that culture is not static but dynamic.
Culture is understood as a process—“the production and exchange of meanings—the
‘giving and taking of meaning’—between the members of a society or group.”795
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Appropriating Raymond Williams’ social definition, culture is a “particular way of life
which expresses certain meanings and values not only in art and learning but also in
institutions and ordinary behaviour.”796
In line with this, people participate in the ongoing creation of their own culture.
They are not just objects of culture; they are the authors of their own culture. Jan
Servaes,797 a European academic specializing in development communication, points out- for example--that minorities in the face of cultural hegemony are “continually
constructing new cultural identities” and need to be given the capacity to construct their
identity and culture.
It should be noted, however, that this process takes time and does not involve one
particular group.
Cultural identity is negotiated, co-created and reinforced in communication with
others when we socially interact. They are manifestations of social reality. . . .
Every individual belongs to numerous overlapping and non-overlapping cultural
and sub-cultural groups. Therefore, he has different identities at different levels
that make up his cultural identity.” 798
Communications scholar Robert Hauser adds:
As every individual is a member of several such communities of values at the
same time and successively in the course of his or her life, and is able to identify
with them (multi-collectively), respectively, the act of negotiating identification
versus negation must be performed again and again. Cultural identity, therefore,
must be considered a process, often full of conflicts and designed so as to be
heterogeneous, which ultimately constitutes its dilemma. . . . Cultural identity
almost always has problematic connotations because it must first be searched for
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(in the past), then must be found and developed, respectively (in the present), or
because it threatens to be lost (in the future).799
Thus, Thai Buddhists cannot say that Thai Catholics are not real Thais because
they do not participate in “Thai Buddhist” customs or rituals. Similarly Thai Catholics, as
a minority, cannot just impose their subculture on the majority and say that ‘Thai
Buddhist culture’ is not ‘Thai culture’ until ‘Thai Catholic culture’ is recognized as a
constitutive part. This has to be negotiated before it is recognized as such, as what may be
happening for example in the case of Christmas celebrations. As pointed out by the
writers of “Communication Theory,” “It is possible for members of the dominant or
majority culture to adopt elements of minority culture like dressing or music.”800
Rather than distancing themselves from Buddhism or ‘Thai Buddhist culture,’
Thai Catholics need to encounter the ‘Other’ (read: “socially relate”) without fear of
losing their identity or falling into syncretism. Buddhists too may give Catholics the
benefit of the doubt regarding the issue of proselytization and consider how dialogue
based on differences can truly foster mutual respect, understanding, and cooperation.
There is one caveat, however. Both parties need to acknowledge or be aware of one’s
own and the other’s inclusivist or exclusivist position. It may be recalled that in religion
exclusivism refers to the rejection of the other’s doctrinal paradigm, treating it as false.
Inclusivism meanwhile refers to a religion accommodating, but only in its own terms, the
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doctrinal paradigm of the other. While being aware of the irreducible difference between
their religions, Buddhists and Catholics have to acknowledge that it is natural, in fact,
expected of them, to remain faithful to the truth claims of their respective religions. This
means that they are bound to say something that would contradict the other’s religious
paradigm while engaging in dialogue (e.g., when they are asked to ‘compare’ truth
claims). Catholics, for example, may say, “As Catholics we believe in an almighty801 and
saving802 creator803 God. Our faith tells us that this God is love. This God is truth.”804
Buddhists meanwhile may say, “As Buddhists we believe in what the Lord Buddha
taught us, that god (similar to all beings that are subject to the laws of dependent
origination) has only mistaken himself to be the almighty and saving creator God
(effectively saying, there is no almighty and saving creator God.) Ultimately, I have to
rely on myself to attain liberation.”805
Because of these beliefs, the Catholic exclusivist position may be expressed as:
“As a Catholic I believe there is a God so I have to say, with all due respect to Buddhists,
that I do not believe in the statement (or more bluntly, consider false the statement) that it
801
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is only a ‘god’ who mistook himself to be an almighty, saving creator God. It should be
noted, however, that the Church officially no longer holds this exclusivist position. Since
Vatican II the Catholic Church has adopted an inclusivist position which may be
expressed as: “Buddhists may not believe in an almighty and saving creator God, but our
Catholic faith tells us that in his own mysterious way, God is working in them through
Buddhism, and desires to save them —unless He tells them otherwise in their hearts—via
the love and compassion that Buddhism acts-out for them every day in the world.”
The Buddhist exclusivist position meanwhile may be expressed as: “As a
Buddhist and having so far experienced for myself the Buddha’s teachings to be true, I
have to say with all due respect to Catholics, that I do not believe that the statements they
expressed are true.” The inclusivist position meanwhile may be expressed as: “Catholics
may not believe in what the Buddha said about an almighty, saving creator God, but our
Buddhist faith tells us that the law of dependent origination applies also to Catholics. In
this sense, we believe that Catholicism helps people to be detached from inordinate
attachments. One day because of the merits they have gained as Catholics, they will be
reborn as Buddhists and this will help them to attain liberation.”
One advantage of recognizing the irreducible differences and exclusivist/
inclusivist positions of the other is it fosters mutual respect and understanding, and helps
minimize conflicts. It’s a given that followers of religions accept the core teachings of
their respective religions, otherwise, they cease to be followers of that religion. Thus,
Catholics need not feel offended if Buddhists tell them, “There is no God.” Buddhists, on
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the other hand, need not feel offended when Catholics say: "God is the Truth. All the
truth come from God.”806 In both cases, both sides are just expressing their beliefs.
Another advantage is it makes one sensitive to the feelings of the other and avoid
potentially inflammatory statements. As pointed out earlier during Pope John Paul II’s
visit to Thailand, Buddhists groups wrote a letter decrying the blatant insults and
distortions made by Catholics when talking about Buddhism.807 For example, there is a
difference between saying, “As a Catholic I believe in God” and “As a Catholic I believe
in God and God taught the Buddha the way to liberation.” A problem arises with the
latter statement because of an undue attribution of anthropomorphic qualities to ‘God’ as
though God appeared to the Buddha and personally taught him. It is worth noting the
wording in official Church documents, while Buddhists may still not agree to it, is less
blatant. Gaudium et Spes, for example, speaks of grace operating in the hearts of all men
of good will “in an unseen way” or in a “manner known only to God”.808
Only when people accept the irreducible differences and appointed samenesses
and acknowledge the exclusivist/inclusivist positions can dialogue based on differences
occur. This, in turn, can help Thai Catholics properly form or “co-create” their
identity/subculture and discern their role as a religious minority in their predominantly
Buddhist country. It is hoped that in time Catholic identity would no longer be a
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contentious issue for both Thai Catholics and Thai Buddhists because Thai Catholic
culture is recognized as or becomes constitutive of Thai culture.
As pointed out earlier it is “possible for members of the dominant or majority
culture to adopt elements of minority culture like dressing or music.”809 In the Philippines
for example Muslim dances and attire are considered not only part but representative of
Filipino culture. As pointed out by William Peterson in “Dancing the National Drama:
the Muslim South in Filipino Dance”:
The independent spirit of the Muslim south—expressed through a dance form
with singular, distinctive characteristics—has become the dominant performance
icon of a proud, vigorous, independent nation. From the country’s signature dance
troupe, Bayanihan, to theme-park performances and dinner theater entertainment,
Muslim-influenced dance is ubiquitous not only in the Philippines, but also
abroad where overseas dance tours have served to create an international image of
the country with a mythic past replete with sultans and spectacularly exotic local
color.810
In predominantly Muslim Indonesia, Balinese culture (which is deeply rooted in
Hinduism) is widely accepted as part of or as Indonesian culture. This is worth noting
since the Indonesian government, like the Thai government, has tried to construct a
national culture based on the predominant culture.811
With Thai Catholics playing a greater role in Thai society, there is hope that Thai
Catholic culture will be assimilated into mainstream Thai culture (e.g., dissemination of
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Catholic values through education, music, media, personal witnessing as in the case of
Mother Teresa, Pope Francis, etc.).
The preceding has attempted to show how tetralemmas can be useful for
classifying the different approaches to interreligious dialogue. The first lemma is
considered to be a very common approach treating religions as essentially the same.
Recently, for example, Pope Francis produced a video posted on Youtube titled
“The Pope Video – Inter-religious Dialogue - January 2016.”812 In it, he called on
religions of the world to unite in the name of Love which all of them preach. While there
is nothing wrong per se with the video, it is important to point out that the common
ground “love” is appointed or founded by irreducible differences. As Magliola points out:
In Judaism God is not at all Incarnate in our sense as Catholics, and in fact to
affirm an Incarnate God is a great blasphemy in Judaism. In Islam, God not only
cannot be Incarnate but also cannot be Trinitarian (for Jews, also, of course, God
cannot be Trinitarian). In Buddhism, "Buddha is NOT God." . . . which leads to
my second observation about the video. Pope Francis innocently equates
"Buddha" with God, whereas in Theravada this is most definitely NOT the
case. . . . "God" is precisely what Theravadins reject.813
Here we find that Pope Francis innocently absorbs Buddhism into a Theistic
frame of reference (Catholic "inclusivism"), owing in part to the logocentric framework
that has shaped Christianity for centuries. The nuanced treatments of the second, third,
and fourth lemmas above, differentiating Magliola’s treatment and others’ treatment
shows that it is possible to maintain one’s identity when engaging in dialogue based on
differences. This writer submits that without understanding the tenets of Buddhism, one
cannot appreciate how different the notion of love is in Buddhism from that of
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Christianity. Tables detailing how “love” needs to be understood in the context of
Buddhist detachment is found in my Appendix Two.

Magliola, Church, and the Postmodern Era
Indeed, it is important to distinguish Differentialism from other strands of
“postmodernism.” Perhaps in the same way, that interreligious dialogue is looked
suspiciously by Buddhists in Thailand, the Church has been wary of “Deconstruction”
that has been associated with fragmentism, subjectivism, and other ills associated with
postmodernism. This writer submits that this association may affect the positive reception
of Differentialism by Catholic theologians tasked with informing/assisting/facilitating
interreligious dialogue at all levels. Therefore, there is a need to look at the Church’s
attitude toward Deconstruction and the “ills” of “postmodernism” more.
Catholic theologians have long warned of the so-called ills of postmodernism. In
the Philippines, Jesuit Father Daniel Patrick Huang has called attention to the threat of
the “individualistic and relativistic ethos of the rising global, postmodern culture.” 814
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger just before being elected pope talked about the “dictatorship of
relativism” undermining Christian faith:
Today, having a clear faith based on the Creed of the Church is often labeled as
fundamentalism. Whereas relativism, that is, letting oneself be "tossed here and
814
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there, carried about by every wind of doctrine, seems the only attitude that can
cope with modern times. We are building a dictatorship of relativism that does not
recognize anything as definitive and whose ultimate goal consists solely of one's
own ego and desires. 815
Pope Francis likewise lamented the "’tyranny of relativism,’ which makes
everyone his own criterion and endangers the coexistence of peoples.” Pope Francis calls
it the “spiritual poverty of our time.” 816
At Loyola School of Theology, Jesuit theologian Michael Paul Gallagher spoke
about postmodernism’s ills: “fragmentation, fluidity, fragility, fear of the future,”
“privatisation of sensibility, a decline of social conscience, a retreat to the isolated
self.”817
He advocated “creative postmodernity” as a way of addressing these ills.
Creative postmodernity, as Gallagher explained in Clashing Symbols, is characterized by
a “new sensibility that aims at wholeness.” 818 In theology, he says, the best examples are
those who speak of postmodernity as “a return to religious experience,” a “renewal in the
aesthetic or festive or contemplative aspects of the faith,” and/or “a Christianity that faces
the challenge of differentness of cultures, overcoming modernity’s suppression of this
815
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diversity.” 819 Other examples include trusting “the limited or fragmentary,” critiquing
“the idols of theism . . . and of rationally packaged versions of God” or retrieving
“negative theology or narrative theology.”
Interestingly Huang in the above also calls for a restoration of wholeness by
using aesthetics and/or narrative theology. Instead of emphasizing “doctrines” or “the
Truth,” he says, the Church should communicate the “person” and the “story” of Jesus
more. 820 If people today have a problem with accepting the Truth, a better strategy
would be not to stress so much the Truth, but Beauty. Rather than focusing on doctrines,
the Church should highlight the “radiance,” “harmony,” “wholeness” of the Gospel to
attract people back to the faith. 821
Of course, there is nothing wrong per se with trying to restore or attain a sense of
wholeness. Such efforts are important and should be promoted whenever possible.
However, they need to be seen in the larger framework of the postmodern condition to
ensure that equally life-giving, albeit marginal elements are not excluded from the
discussion. Gallager’s framework that distinguishes between postmodernism and
postmodernity is useful in this regard:
Even though not all users of these terms give them the same meaning, there is a
tendency to use ‘postmodernism’ for the more intellectual school of thinking
associated with Lyotard or Derrida or even tracing its origins as far back as
Nietzsche, and then to reserve ‘postmodernity’ for a wider cultural context that
includes ways of thinking, and which can be viewed more as a ‘sensibility’, or as
‘postmodernity of the street.’ The two realities are not completely separable. Both
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share a certain questioning of the achievements of modernity but whereas
postmodernism seems to remain largely in a mode of refutation, cultural
postmodernity . . . goes beyond negative critique and, in some instances
represents a search for liveable languages beyond the narrowness of modernity.822
In what may be considered paradigmatic of how the Church views the postmodern
condition, Gallagher also identifies two opposing poles of postmodernism/postmodernity:
the negative and the positive, or alternatively the deconstructive and constructive or the
foe and friend. 823 “Theoretical and negative postmodernism,” with its “deconstructive
critique of modernity” and attendant “nihilism, doubts about truths and values” is
considered a foe. Meanwhile creative postmodernity with its “constructive critique of
modernity” and “lived sensibility” marked by “humble searching, healing old wounds,
liberating forms of life” is considered a friend.
It is worth noting that “deconstructive” would carry a different meaning/
connotation when drawn from the “theoretical” or “intellectual” sense as critiqued by
Jacques Derrida. For Gallagher, postmodernism “appears more destructive824 than
constructive.” Its proponents are portrayed as “radical destroyers” as opposed to the
“hopeful purifiers” of creative postmodernity. 825 These “hopeful purifiers” are
considered the “potential dialogue partners for theology in its reflections on culture and
faith.” 826
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Insofar as Gallagher and Huang highlight wholeness in these “potential dialogue
partners,” “creative postmodernity” may be seen as employing “modern” approaches to
postmodern problems. Modern here is understood in the context of “Modernism” 827 that
Derrida critiques, and for which he/Deconstruction is branded as post-modern though he
disassociates himself from the (postmodern) label that has taken on a hodgepodge of
meanings. Gallagher himself speaks of “postmodernity” being in a transitional state:
“mid- to high- modernity.”
Imputing this drive to be whole, complete, or integrated necessarily puts the
Church in a kind of bind: to dialogue or not to dialogue with an ‘other.” On the one hand,
engaging with Postmodernity (with its attendant ills), Postmodernism (which exposes
“cracks” in the Church’s formulations and assumptions), and other religions (which
challenge her truth claims) is daunting because it challenges her core or identity. On the
other hand, not to dialogue runs counter to her mission or calling to go to the peripheries,
to draw what is in the peripheries to the center, and to go back to the peripheries. It is
worth noting that the official position of the Church on dialogue of cultures and religions
is still inclusivism. Belief/practices of other religions and cultures (e.g., Buddhism and
indigenous cultures) are accommodated in the Church’s own terms.828
The preceding raises the question: Can Deconstruction not be used to help the
Church face “the challenge of different-ness of cultures, (and in) overcoming modernity’s
827
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suppression of this diversity?” Gallagher’s framework seems to ignore or set aside
“intellectual” or “theoretical” postmodernists, effectively (in naming Derrida) what he
means by “deconstructionists.” However, not all “intellectual” or “theoretical”
postmodernists are “destroyers’ or anti-religionists. While it is true that some
deconstructionists have abandoned their faith, others have not, and are actually trying to
come up with ways to break the aforementioned impasse of dialogue, as this thesis has
tried to show.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
This chapter provides a conclusion based on the main problem of the thesis:
What specifically are Magliola’s contributions to the Church in the area of interreligious
dialogue (in particular Buddhist-Christian dialogue)? How are they actually useful for the
Thai Church? It will also suggest topics for future research.
Contribution
Repeating what has been enumerated in the previous chapter, Magliola is helpful
in terms of: (a) calling attention to the need for Buddhist and Catholic dialogue partners
to be mindful of the position the partners in dialogue are taking (e.g., exclusivist,
inclusivist, etc.); (b) calling attention to logocentrisms/holisms embedded in the
respective religions’ “texts” that reinforce the “polemic” and “competitive” attitude of
dialogue partners; (c) introducing a “thought structure”/creating a “space” that enables
the partners to dialogue (dialogue of life, dialogue religious experience, dialogue of
action, dialogue of doctrinal exchange) in a way that does not threaten their respective
identities; (d) presenting Differentialism as a viable way of doing theology (especially in
the Asian context) that fosters dialogue; (e) offering a “tool” to help the Church keep up
with developments in the world today (e.g., “postmodernism”/“postmodernity,” issues
relating to difference in culture, religion, mindsets, etc.).
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Magliola also provides practical guidance for people who find themselves at an
impasse. The question of which truth claims are ultimately true has always vexed
Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand. Magliola’s differential approach, especially his
treatment of the tetralemmas, provide a map for people to assess truth claims. People are
no longer constrained to the first and second lemmas that have pitted one’s truth claim
against the other’s. Additionally, the Derridean thought structures show Buddhists and
Catholics how it is possible to remain faithful to one’s faith while engaging the other in
dialogue. (N.B. Joint dialogue meditation session proposed by Magliola.)
Magliola’s notion of dissémination, dénégation, etc., alert people to how language
operates, how meaning is created and reinscribed in particular peoples and situations.
Thus with regard to the question, “Does God exist or not?” it is important for people to be
aware that some words (e.g., “God”) or the sentence itself may have different “meanings”
to the ‘other’. Related to this, it was pointed out that “worship” is a sameness (e.g., in
both senses-- as the translated word being used and as an action such as the offering of
flowers) appointed by irreducible differences. In light of this people are encouraged to
ask each other questions in the spirit of mutual understanding, respect, and dialogue.
Third, Magliola’s differential approach provides the impetus for people to engage
in dialogue. By highlighting irreducible differences and creating awareness of the other’s
exclusivist or inclusivist positions, people can reach out to the other as they are, without
fear of syncretism or proselytization.
Fourth, Magliola’s dialogue based on difference finds concrete expression in his
proposed joint Buddhist-Catholic meditation. Not only do Derridean thought motifs allow
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or make possible such encounters; they also foster an environment that helps people
discern the role of such encounters in shaping their identity and future.
Fifth, in dialogue of action, this translates into Buddhists and Christians edifying
one another and understanding each other because of the recognition of irreducible
difference founding the ‘same’ acts of charity, or the ‘same’ feelings in the face of human
tragedies that cannot be expressed in words.
Sixth, in dialogue of doctrinal exchange, discerning the role of Buddhist-Catholic
dialogue in shaping one’s identity and future translates into how openings created by the
encounter with the other can stimulate the revival of dormant but important analogous
teachings/practices in one’s own religion. This is especially important for Catholicism,
which subscribes to a “developmental theology.”
Seventh, Magliola’s more nuanced approach avoids problems arising from
dialogue based on common ground. While dialogue based on common ground is
laudable, one has to acknowledge that what the two religions share in common are not the
“self-same” (the first lemma, X=X). According to Magliola, the Derridean thought
models provide a better representation of the goings-on in Buddhist-Catholic encounters
and avoid problems when people do not see that the samenesses are actually nonentitative, but only appointed by irreducible differences.
The above contributions are echoed by prominent Buddhists and Christians who
have read Magliola’s latest book. Angelico Press that published FURDD has compiled
several quotes mentioning the book’s contribution to Buddhist-Catholic dialogue and
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Catholic Theology.829 These include praise from Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi, president
of the Pontifical Council for Culture, and Benedictine Father William Skudlarek, a
consultor to the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue. The former wrote: “Your
approach to articulating edifying differences using Derridean deconstruction embodies
many of the dialogue principles that have motivated the Courtyard [of the Gentiles:
Cortile dei Gentili].” 830 The latter’s quotation, which also appears on the back cover of
FURDD, says, “Buddhist scholar and Catholic theologian Robert Magliola makes the
convincing claim that an adaptation of some of Derrida’s strategies makes it possible for
Christians to affirm the positive role of Buddhist spiritual practices and teachings.”
Gavin D’Costa, professor of Catholic theology, known for his writings in
systematic theology and theology of religions, wrote: “Robert Magliola’s book represents
a substantial achievement. Magliola successfully employs Derrida to help Catholics to
understand Buddhists, to learn deeply from them, and all the time without denying deep
differences.” 831 Fra Matteo Nicolini-Zani, coordinator for Monastic Interreligious
Dialogue, Italy,832 credited Magliola for contributing “a new approach based not on
samenesses but on ‘founding and irreducible’ differences.”833 Because of its clear
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exposition of Buddhist and Catholic teachings and positions with regard to BuddhistCatholic dialogue, James Loughran, the director of Graymoor Ecumenical and
Inter-religious Institute, New York, predicts that FURDD “will be a key tool in grassroots
Buddhist-Christian relations.”834
Donald Mitchell, an academician and author known for his work in BuddhistChristian dialogue, writes:
Robert Magliola defends Vatican II, and the Magisterium since then, that have
opened the door, with cautions, to this kind of dialogical encounters with its
similarities and differences. Magliola’s examples from his own work in dialogue
and joint practice in Asia demonstrate how the journey through this door into the
frontier of difference, to which Pope Francis is calling the Church today, can
edify Catholics in underdeveloped aspects of their own faith life.835
Among the Buddhists, Venerable Bhikkhu Bodhi, a Buddhist scholar and
president of the Buddhist Publication Society, writes:
Participants in interreligious dialogue between Christianity and Buddhism often
proceed from the assumption that to achieve mutual understanding they must
dilute their differences and postulate a unifying truth that can comfortably
accommodate the discrepancies between these two great spiritual traditions. In his
book, Robert Magliola . . . takes a different approach, one that does not try to
gloss over doctrinal friction. While remaining faithful to the teachings of the
Catholic Church and reliable in his accounts of Buddhist doctrine, he attempts to
show how mutual respect, appreciation and even love can coexist with honest,
frank, and clear recognition of the real substantive differences between Buddhism
and Christianity regarding the premises and prospects of human salvation.836
Venerable Dhammadipa Sak (Fa Yao), abbot of Chuang Yen Monastery, Carmel,
New York, and the Temple of Enlightenment, in New York City, lauds Magliola for
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demonstrating “a well-rounded understanding of the three main Buddhist traditions—
Theravada, Mahayana, and Vajrayana” in the context of Buddhist-Christian dialogue.
According to him, FURDD is a “scholarly study” that “provides a valuable contribution
to the growing interest not only in the concept of diversity-versus commonness of
Buddhism but also helps both the layperson and the scholar to better understand the
religions having the two largest monastic bases in the world.”837
In one of the first book reviews of Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Difference,
John V. Apczynski, professor emeritus of St. Bonaventure University, said “opening the
Catholic heritage to oriental ways of thinking in ways suggested by Magliola might
eventually prove fruitful for a fuller understanding of the faith.” He describes Magliola’s
notable contribution as follows:
At first, I was put off by his appeal to this relatively narrow, even if authoritative,
range of the Catholic tradition. But as I read further it called to mind the strategy
of Karl Rahner, who would take a scholastic doctrinal formulation from
Denzinger in order to “retrieve” it in an existentially and historically nuanced way
in the manner of Heidegger. Magliola’s strategy, in my estimation, is analogous
insofar as he attempts to “deconstruct” traditional Catholic teachings in light of
Asian insights derived from Buddhist forms of thinking by opening up further
nuances not typically seen from Western modes of thought. 838
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He qualified, however, that “the exploratory and probing nature of this work do
not render it suitable for beginning students; but for advanced students with some
awareness of continental thought and of the practice of shared Buddhist-Christian
dialogue, it should be helpful stimulus.”839
Edith Wyschogrod, then president of the American Academy of Religion,
likewise said of On Deconstructing Life-Worlds:
(It is) . . . a highly unusual book. To identify its genre would already be to
misread it. . . . Only a very few Catholic thinkers—Jean-Luc Marion is another—
are both schooled in classical and medieval metaphysics and have developed
startlingly original positions. Magliola whose work is not only difficult but whose
imbrication in Buddhism increases its complexity deserves the full attention of
those interested in doctrinal issues and in interreligious conversation.840
Strength Becoming Weakness
Here we find Magliola’s strength becoming a weakness. The exploratory nature of
his work, the probity, creativity/uniqueness makes his works “difficult” or “accessible” to
a number of people. Other scholars who have reviewed Magliola’s previous work gave
similar observations.
Some scholars have actually criticized Magliola’s earlier works for being
obscurantist. The difficulty and complexity of Magliola’s writings may hinder its
adoption of his differential approach to dialogue in Thailand. But like all exploratory
works, it may take some time for Magliola’s thoughts to be adopted at the ground level.
Leonard Orr in his review of Derrida on the Mend criticized Magliola for
resorting to “cutesy writing and bad puns, pretentious pseudophilology ("'semiology'
839
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suggests, etymologically, a privileged 'unity'— the root sem indicates 'oneness' or
'togetherness' in Greek and Sanscrit [sic]”), the occasional poem or prose arranged as
poetry, and the putting forth of every assertion as “radical.”841
Similarly James L. Fredericks, critiques On Deconstructing Life Worlds this way:
“The reader is confronted with untranslated material in French and other languages. The
text constantly draws attention to itself by means of eccentric puns, arcane etymological
games and shadowy metaphors. [italics mine]”842
In reply to Fredericks, Magliola explained:
The theatrical language and 'etymological games' characterize texts such as mine
written in the French poststructuralist mode: what may appear 'arcane' is
recognizable to readers familiar with Mallarmé, Blanchot, Bataille, Robbe-Grillet,
and in the English-language metafictive tradition, John Barth or Nabokov. French
thinkers since Baudelaire have interlaced the 'philosophical' and the 'literary',
much as mainstream Chinese and Japanese used to do.843
Derridean style is Talmudic in its game play. As a Sephardic Jew, Derrida was
very familiar with this game play and used it quite often. This style, which is
characteristically “oriental,” is common to Jewish Midrash and Church Fathers.844
Magliola himself in Buddhisms and Deconstructions expressed frustration that
some American academicians tend to misunderstand his writings. In some cases, as
Magliola points out: “The second book [Derrida on the Mend] had been taken by many
readers in either naïve or malicious ways which grossly misconstrued even its available
841
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lexic senses.” These are, he goes on to say, to be distinguished from readings that may be
contrary to his willed intention but that are lexically possible (such negative critiques are
ethically acceptable, Magliola says).845
Reviewing Facing Up to Real Doctrinal Differences, John D’Arcy May points
out: “Though the Derrida-style wordplay and the scrupulous documentation demand
patience of the reader, this important book deserves to be widely read and debated among
all who have Buddhist-Christian relations at heart.”846
It is important to note, however, that FURDD is designed as a manual for
Buddhist-Catholic dialogue at the grassroots level and thus is more readable compared to
other writings of Magliola. The more readable sections intended for non-specialists are
pages 5-24 and 35-135. The sections that are more technical in nature, in terms of
Deconstruction and Catholic theology, are pages 25-33 and 137-182.
Magliola takes some reviewers to task for grossly misrepresenting him. Patrick
Henry, for example, wrote in his review, “I’m not as sure as Magliola is that Magisterial
teaching never changes.”847 Magliola wrote back in a published Reply-article that shows
Henry grievously misrepresents what his book says. Magliola says that his book clearly
affirms the opposite of what Henry attributes to him, affirming instead that “the history of
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the Catholic Church clearly shows that such changes—sometimes big changes—can
happen and, in fact, have happened. I am bewildered that Patrick Henry thinks I can hold
otherwise.” Quoting from his own book, Magliola explains: “I clearly affiliate with the
declaration of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith itself, which asserts that the
‘ordinary Magisterium’ of ‘either a valid ecumenical council or the pope when carrying
out his official functions’ can change its ‘teachings and judgments’ (my p. 61 [of
FURDD]). I continue, ‘Such definitions/judgments are, in the words of the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith, ‘not irreformable’, that is to say, they are subject to change,
or may indeed prove to be wrong.” 848
Magliola explains further that he discussed such changes precisely in relation to
Church authority.849 He continues, “I think I have made my exposition as careful and
nuanced as it can be, given that my purpose in all of Part One is to explain Catholicism to
‘Sangha Buddhists’ and Buddhism to ‘pew Catholics’ for the sake of their more informed
encounter.”850
Other reviewers seemed to have misunderstood the Derridean thought-structures
proposed by Magliola. Joseph S. O’Leary, for example, wrote:
Though Magliola tells us that according to Derrida “purely negative reference’
appoints “samenesses”’ (33) meaning that the constant play of differences that
‘writing’ sets up allows truth, presence, and reference to go on at the conventional
848
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level, his account of doctrinal differences between Buddhism and Catholicism up
to this point makes no use of Derridian motifs. 851
However, that samenesses are appointed, erected, by pure difference is a
Derridean motif. It appears though that O’Leary understands because he disagrees with
Magliola that differences can never be resolved. Relevant to this thesis’s discussion on
Dialogue of Religious Practice, O’Leary thinks it is possible for, say, a parent or a child
to give in to the other’s belief out of love for the other.
Magliola points out, however:
If we extend O’Leary’s analogy here, how does one handle the difference
between Theravada Buddhism’s “self-power” and Catholicism’s “Other-power”?
Should Catholics resolve difference by “giving in” to Theravada’s rejection of a
Creator-God? And how do we handle the difference between Mahayana
Buddhism’s “Same-power” and Catholicism’s “Other-Power”? The Catholic
should resolve the difference by “giving in” to Mahayana’s affirmation that
everything is the absolute Dharmakaya/Emptiness? Should Catholics give up the
distinction that prevails even in the “partaking of Divinity” characterizing
sanctifying grace and brought to fruition in the Beatific Vision…. Should
Catholics “give in,” and affirm there is no distinction whatsoever?852
Several reviewers, among them Henry, also faulted Magliola for just sticking to
the Catholic position and disregarding other Christian denominations. Magliola clarified
that he does not talk about the whole of Christianity because that “scope would require—
given the differing Christian teachings involved—tomes upon tomes upon tomes.”853
More philosophically for O’Leary, the encounter between Buddhism and
Catholicism “is not a matter of contrasting two sets of doctrinal tenets. Rather it is the
851
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encounter of reality-as-such as seen through Buddhist eyes and reality-as-such as seen
through Christian eyes. . . . It is impossible to stage a sectarian quarrel between reality
and itself.” 854 For Magliola, however, “doctrine” or teaching saturates a committed
Catholic’s or Buddhist’s experience of reality. Doctrine or teaching is not just a “tenet”
instrumentally used as “language.” He does not separate out the “beliefs one holds and
‘what is held’ (inside and outside, interfused, constitute the ‘experience’).” Magliola says
he agrees with Heidegger that all experience from the moment of its arising, is from a
“point-of-view.”855 Thus, for example, when a devout Catholic receives Communion,
“the metaphysico-ontological definition has soaked into her/his whole Life-World and the
reception of Communion saturates his whole experience of Communion.”856
Magliola adds that “O’Leary, too, in his previous published work, agrees with
Heidegger-- that knowing is a ‘S !" O relation’, that is, that from the outset, an
experience is a ‘mutual implication’ of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’, of ‘subject’ and ‘object’.”
In light of this, Magliola considers it self-contradictory for O’Leary to retreat to a ‘split’
of subject and object in his review: “O’Leary turns what he calls ‘the experience of
reality itself’ into an object. He strips out from the ‘mutual implication’ what he calls ‘the
Buddhist eyes’ and the ‘Christian eyes’— he makes pure ‘subjects’ out of them!”857
Because the treatment on the side of Christianity is lengthier, some reviewers feel
that FURDD deals more with theology than with Buddhist-Catholic dialogue. Jason Von
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Wachenfeldt in his review of FURDD in the Journal of Comparative Theology, the
electronic journal of Harvard Divinity School, remarks, for example:
As the reader ventures further into the text, however, one finds that Facing Up to
Real Doctrinal Difference is not really an endeavor of interreligious dialogue or
comparative theology in itself but rather a clear, competent, and confident
discussion of Magliola’s own ideas concerning the possibilities and boundaries of
dialogue for “orthodox Catholics.” 858
In light of what has been said about the significance of theology in terms of
informing and setting the direction of interreligious dialogue, however, this writer
disagrees with VonWachenfeldt. Especially in the Thai context, dialogue will not be
fruitful until the Church becomes aware of holisms or attitudes that prevent her from
engaging in dialogue. Part of the adjustment involves being aware of the respective
positions the partners in dialogue are taking, and allowing contradictory beliefs/views to
form a chiasmus, 859 a proposal that VonWachenfeldt himself finds “particularly
valuable.”860
VonWachenfeldt also questions Magliola’s apparent blind acceptance of Church
authority or Magisterial teachings. “It seems somewhat ironic that such a brilliant Derrida
scholar would be so nontransparent and un-self-critical about his views on the
normativity of meaning, interpretation, and supra-mundane Truth,” he said. 861
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This type of criticism has actually been hurled at Magliola since the 1980s. Mark
Taylor862 in reference to Magliola’s Derrida on the Mend, says, for example:
If one remains preoccupied with orthodoxy and with mending, if one remains
devoted to mending orthodoxy and to an orthodoxy that mends, if one’s chief
concern is to overcome insecurity and anxiety and to achieve happiness, then
deconstruction and theology have little to offer each other. If, however, one is
open to errancy, open to rending, if one welcomes the heterodox instead of the
orthodox, if one gives up the dream of security and happiness, without becoming
either insecure or unhappy, then the intercourse between deconstruction and
theology might yet to be productive rather than merely reproductive.863
It appears that heterodoxy is also being advocated by Leo Lefebure, the Matteo
Ricci, S.J. Professor of Theology at Georgetown University. Lefebure says in his review
of FURDD:
Magliola invokes both Derrida and the Mahayana Buddhist logic of “both-and”
and “neither-nor” thinking, suggesting that these can be helpful for Catholics
pondering their own tradition and their relation to Buddhism. However, Magliola
never fully applies these principles to his own assertion of “pure, irreducible
difference” between Catholic faith in the other-power of God and Buddhist
reliance on self- or Same-power.864
It should be pointed out, however, that one of the requirements of interreligious
dialogue is being committed in one’s faith and remaining faithful to the Church. In the
above, Lefebure is effectively asking that Magliola apply the “both-and” to Catholicism
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and Buddhism in such a way that a new religion is born, a religion that is “both Catholic
and Buddhist,” in either the distributed or undistributed senses of this third lemma. This,
in turn, should be succeeded by an even newer religion that is “neither Catholic nor
Buddhist,” in either distributed or undistributed senses of this fourth lemma. It is
important to note here that Lefebure is asking Magliola to apply, right now, the
aforementioned lemmas to “pure, irreducible difference” between Buddhism and
Catholicism.
This does not mean to say, of course, that Magliola, in choosing to remain
orthodox, is not being critical or is just blindly accepting matters of faith. His
deconstructions do not nullify truth formulations, but rather, plumb them more deeply,
delving down into them, to show their subtexts. They cross-out or “put under erasure” the
formulations.865 In using “both-and” and “neither-nor,” care must be taken to keep the
identity of the respective religions intact, since sometimes that which is being actively
advocated nowadays by current “dialogists” (e.g., “Interbeing”) no longer represents
Catholicism or Buddhism.
When asked to comment about reviewers’ suggestions to apply the third and
fourth lemmas to irreducible differences, Magliola pointed out:
They want me to use Derrida against established Church teaching, as if I am a
Derridean deconstructionist first and primarily, and a Catholic only secondarily.
But I am opposite . . . I am a Catholic first and primarily, who is adapting (not
adopting) Derridean tools for the sake of Catholic theology and dialogue. I know
Derridean deconstruction very well . . . Derrida compliments me in his letter for
how well I know it. Of course it would be so easy for me to deconstruct
865
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Catholicism in the name of Derrida. . . . But I choose not to do that, because I
choose to be faithful to Christ and his spouse the Church “first,” even though it
damages my career very very much. Even if it damages the sales of my book and
its “marketing” very very much!866
Weakness Becoming Strength
In spite of what VonWachenfeldt says above, VonWachenfeldt thinks that
FURDD does “indeed provide an insightful discussion on the limits and potentials of
interreligious dialogue and comparative theology that will undoubtedly have import and
applications for any comparativist scholar or theologian.” He adds, “And even though
the subject matter is quite dense, Magliola repeatedly proves himself capable of
delivering even the most opaque theories in a profoundly accessible way.”867
Similarly, Lefebure adds, “Magliola’s insistence on this fundamental difference is
indeed valuable, and his use of Derrida can evoke movements of thought beyond his own
discussion.”868
For many, what makes Magliola compelling is his appropriation of Derrida. In
reference to Magliola’s “microscopic treatments of text,” Francis X. Clooney, S.J., the
director of the Center for the Study of World Religions at Harvard University, wrote in
his review of Buddhisms and Deconstructions:
(W)e have a long way to go before comparative projects are freed of the invasive
effects of unexamined Western, Christian starting points. My intuition, though, is
that we need to learn to be still more specific, paying still more homage to the
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early Derrida, still more closely reading whole texts, contesting but also yielding
to the texts we read. 869
Clooney, who is actively involved in Hindu-Catholic dialogue, remarks at the end
of his review: “Reading Hindu texts through other Catholic and Jesuit eyes, but still with
Derridean care and agility, promises to complement and even reconstruct this pioneering
Buddhisms and Deconstructions and its Magliolan inspiration.”870
Indeed, even aberrant reinscriptions of texts have the power to reconstruct texts,
which is what this thesis has tried to do in its treatments of “before” becoming “be+fore”
and “fore” to “four” and “for.” Apropos the word “four,” Magliola has this to say:
My text's puns, floating graphic traits, etc., are straight out of Derrida, though I
manipulate them in ways differing from his. Nor is this 'mere game-play',
because—given Derrida's philosophy of language—'style' is what one called
'content' in the old dichotomizing system which thought it could strictly
distinguish between 'style' and 'content'. In Derrida, when the English word 'four'
as the magic square, the quadrilateral, the YHVH, crosshatches with the French
word four [= oven], the Furnace which is Yahweh's in Jerusalem but also the Nazi
ovens, it is because life's text behaves in this garbled way. If, for example, il y a is
a scrambled but defective version of Eli-jah, and vice versa, this is a clue to how
life-worlds work. [italics are in the original text]871
According to Magliola, the French il y a , which literally means “there is” in
French, is a defective form of “Elijah” because “Eliyyahu” is Elijah in Hebrew. The
common form of this name in Hebrew when used as a personal name is “Eliyah” which is
Derrida’s real name, the name his parents called him as a child. It is his Jewish name, and
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it sounds almost like il y a in French. Derrida used to love to make that pun among his
friends and in his writing.

Proposed Methodology
As to the general methodology in carrying out a dialogue of doctrinal exchange
based on difference, I provisionally offer the following guidelines:
(1) The partners in dialogue should each present what he/she finds the most
confounding in the other (especially as it has repercussions on the living out of one's life).
In as much as what is being advocated is a dialogue based on differences, topics (one
from each side) that are in dialectical opposition to each other are preferred.
(2) The partners in dialogue will agree on the topics and a specific time frame
within which they will try to learn as much as they can about what they have chosen to
find out from the other. They are encouraged to have an uninhibited willingness to make
use of whatever the other offers, and to the extent that one can/is allowed, to do so. (N.B.
The different types of dialogue may be appropriated here---thus one may read books,
participate in/observe rituals, share the other's ways of life, etc. Of course, this researcher
leaves to the partners' conscience/judgment as to how far one would go in view of the
aforementioned binds regarding dialogue of this sort.)
(3) An outline as to what each has discovered, as well the points which seem
problematic or puzzling shall be presented to the ‘other’ in the dialogue. This will be
followed by a process (which may be lengthy) of correcting misunderstandings /
distortions. The tetralemmas may be used as a heuristic tool, and enable one to be
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mindful of the different logocentrisms . One is advised to especially watch out for, with
regard to the first lemma, taking something for what “it really is” (the line which
separates 'inside' from 'outside') as well as the tendency to accommodate the other to the
same; with regard to the distributed sense of the third lemma, “paradoxes”; with regard to
the undistributed sense of the third lemma, the holism that is formed; with regard to the
distributed sense of the fourth lemma, respecting what the other accepts as a matter of
faith which does not mean to say that it is a blind faith, and as such
examining/understanding/tracking the basis or the point from which a leap of faith is
made; with regard to the undistributed sense of the fourth lemma, pursuing clues which
may lead one to holisms within the “other” itself which may be best served by such a
lemma.
(4) If one encounters a deconstruct-able holism, he/she should get a confirmation
from the other (thereby creating a consensus) if indeed it cannot be accommodated by the
other lemmas as well as if the deconstructed holism (put under erasure) reflects more the
real state of affairs. If the deconstruct-able holism is not really such but a
misunderstanding on one's part, then step no. 3 is repeated.
(5) If the deconstruction is successfully carried out (as also confirmed by the
other), then an examination of the repercussions of the deconstructed holism is made.
Preparation for Dialogue
Before embarking on such dialogue, however, it is necessary to first prepare
people for dialogue and on the part of Catholics, participants should be asked to cultivate
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a mindset “prepared to learn and receive” from Buddhism while remaining faithful to
Church teachings.
This thesis tried to show how this is possible for each level of dialogue. For
dialogue of life, the first case study examined one Catholic priest’s experience of sharing
the same space with a Buddhist monk that generated unsettling feelings for many of those
present. In trying to understand the reason behind the feelings, the thesis embarked on a
journey from the peripheries to the center and back to the peripheries. “Center” here
refers to going to the very core of what it means to be Catholic— relationship with
Christ, the sacraments of Baptism, Holy Orders, etc. Going back to the peripheries
means looking at the situation that generated unsettling or unnerving feelings— seeing
previously inflexibly rigid, black-and-white notions, concepts and understanding (e.g.,
common priesthood, ordained priesthood, body of Christ, membership/salvation in the
Church) now put under erasure.
Following the differential trail led to the discovery of hidden clues under the
surface of texts that break open to reveal traces that are themselves conductal clues that
point to a closer representation of how happenings go on. Unsettling feelings help guide
the way along trails marked by these aberrant reinscriptions or double-binds that appear
in all sorts of texts: Magisterial texts, Scripture, Christ’s body, our body, hopes,
memories, etc. Time’s becoming space (spacing) and space’s becoming time
(temporalizing) often signal these double binds.
Exposed breaks in holisms in one way or another impact interreligious dialogue.
For dialogue of life, a bulk of the discussion revolved around priesthood. On the one
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hand, it showed how holisms can impede dialogue. On the other hand, it showed how
when holisms are deconstructed and put another erasure, they can foster dialogue. In a
very hierarchical society such as Thailand, concerns over the position of the head of
Father Boonlert vis-à-vis the monk’s shows, on the side of Catholics, the preeminent
place of Catholic clergy not just in the Church itself but in terms of its role in determining
and setting the direction of Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand. The various ways of
deconstructing or putting ordained priest’s/Catholic church’s preeminence under erasure
(e.g., body vs. Body, ministerial priesthood vs. common priesthood, fore front vs.
forefront, before me vs. before thee, ‘Church’s vs. God’s’ “memories, past, present,
future,” “Body of Christ” vs. “People of God,” etc.) opened up “new” ways of looking at
a priest/Church that is more humble and/or inclusive.
It should be noted that the call to be humble and inclusive has long been part of
the teachings of the Church. However the logocentric drive to survive, to keep one’s
identity/holisms intact, even to love and defend God, etc., have overridden these calls.
Because of these logocentric drives, there has been a tendency for clergy/Church to fall
into clericalism/triumphalism. The ordained/priests/the Church have “cast people off” or
put themselves “higher than others.”
Apropos, one advantage that Differentialism has is the newness in which the call
to, say, inclusivism and humility is conveyed/experienced through-- in the words of
Magliola-- “a concrete impasse generated in at once a spectacular/blinding fashion by
what is already defined and we know to be true.”
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For dialogue of Religious Practice, the thesis examined case studies of families in
which some members are Catholics and others are Buddhists. The logocentric drive to
maintain one’s identity has prevented Thai Catholics from participating in certain rites
that if examined carefully do not really violate one’s identity. Here Magliola is helpful in
the way he clarifies the essential differences between the two religions as quite often
people are not really aware of the teachings of their own and the other’s religion. Of
course, one should know what is categorically allowed or forbidden to “outsiders.” He is
also helpful in proposing a space for joint religious sessions that the FABC advocates in
such a way that does not lead to syncretism and remains faithful to Church teachings.
For Dialogue of action, the thesis looked at four major problems impeding
dialogue in Thailand: action, triumphalism, instrumentality, and suffering. To assess why
Catholics fail to involve Buddhists in joint social action, the thesis continued the
differential trail in examining Church documents that tended to exclude followers of
other religions not only from the Church’s activities but from the Church’s general
purview. It showed how Differentialism can be used to call attention to these tendencies
and to propose alternative ways in which other religions can be accommodated in the
Church framework. Following the differential trail, it found breaks or fissures in the
logocentric formulations of PDV, no. 16 §6 and PDV, no. 22 §4, using Matthew 25:40,
and Colossians 1:15-20 as subtexts. Related to this, it examined also fissures in the
Church’s logocentric treatment of “People of God” vis-à-vis Church as “Body of Christ.”
Much of the discussion focused on the bond that links Christ to the Church and the world
and offered alternative frameworks or viewpoints.
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For triumphalism and clericalism, the thesis examined how priests’ overidentification with Christ or the Church can lead them to fall into clericalism and
triumphalism. It tried to show how a Differential treatment differs from a Logocentric
treatment that keeps Buddhists “out of sight, out of mind.”
Regarding instrumentality, the thesis tried to propose a non-entitative way of
looking at the self, using Coffey’s work on the difference between the christological and
pneumatological references to Christ’s priesthood, and using the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception as a jumping board.
Regarding the problem of suffering, the thesis tried to propose a non-entitative
way of looking at suffering by looking at doctrines related to Christ and creation. It tried
to look at Original sin in the context of the “Mysterium of God-as-Chiasm” that Magliola
proposes. Both attempts at coming up with non-entitative notions rely on a differential
conception of events, not in temporal time, but in the Eternal Present as a subtext.
For Dialogue of Theological Exchange, the thesis looked at how Magliola
responds to the needs identified by FABC. It was shown that many of the problems that
impede Buddhist-Catholic dialogue in Thailand can be addressed by Magliola’s thought.
The thesis then demonstrated the use of the tetralemmas in analyzing the different
frames people may use in Dialogue. It examined the views of (1) Buddhist students, (2) a
former Buddhist nun who converted to Christianity, and (3) a Catholic academic.
To a certain extent, the thesis addressed the problem of syncretism in Thailand, a problem
that can be avoided by adopting Magliola’s approach.
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In all of the cases mentioned, an advantage of Differentialism is that it allows one
to have a personal participation in the discovery of the ad hoc clues. Certainly another
person may be led along another differential trail. Hopefully, as more people are exposed
to and employ Differentialism, their personal experiences/stories/discoveries may
crosshatch becoming the People of God’s872 collective memory. That the differential
formulation is more contextual gives people a better grasp of how such a formulation
applies in the ad hoc situation (or “point” on the differential trail).
Still another advantage is the way people can do differential readings of various
kinds of texts. The wide range of texts, from Scripture to Church documents, to
paintings, sculpture and various art forms, to “life worlds,” religious practices, social
action, potentially enables people from all walks of life to do differential readings. Of
course, it would take time for Differentialism to be accepted by the Church and to trickle
down to the various parts of the body.
Mention was made of the FABC calling attention to the need for “updated
theology and catechesis” to be “incorporated into the programs for seminaries, houses of
formation and pastoral centers.” It is hoped that Magliola can bridge the gap in preparing
people to “learn and receive from” the “positive values” of other religions, not only in
terms of knowing more about Buddhism and interreligious dialogue but in terms of
keeping step with the world that is entering a deconstructive moment. It may be recalled
that the Western philosophical system grounded on the “theory of presence”/
logocentrism, while instrumental in shaping Christianity’s identity and survival, has
impeded interreligious dialogue by, as it were, either casting the other out or
872
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accommodating the other to be “the same.” It is in this context that Magliola proposes
Differentialism and/or “thought-structure enabling them to properly allocate Catholic and
Buddhist values (including truth-values) in terms of dialogue.”
In all of the above, the movement from the peripheries to the center and back to
the peripheries is symbolic of the journey--the journey of following the differential trail
that is exposed by “unsettling” feelings, …. feelings of being “de-centered” or “turned
inside out.”

Recommendations for Further Study
This thesis proposes the exploration of Differentialism in examining ruptures in
the Church’s text. To do this one can do Content Analysis of the text to determine the
extent to which certain aberrant reinscriptions are embedded in texts, reinforcing
doctrine, attitudes, etc. that impede dialogue. For example, one can start by examining
how words that can refer to space and time formation can alter the meaning of texts,
opening up differential readings.
This thesis also explores ways by which Differentialism can come up with a
Theology helping Catholics to be ready to receive and learn from other religions. The
attempts to come up with a non-entitative view on Instrumentality and Suffering
hopefully demonstrate, albeit provisionally, how Differential thought structures can be
used to come up with a “language” allowing the dialogue partners to dialogue effectively.
As pointed out by Magliola, the “other” can help one to see aspects in one’s tradition that
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have been overlooked: such discoveries can enable not only dialogue but also one’s grasp
of postmodernity.
The thesis also proposes to examine FABC documents, in particulars to see if
there are logocentrisms/holism that impede dialogue. The FABC papers provide a rich
resource in examining past experience of dialogue and for setting the direction of
dialogue for the future.
The thesis also suggests to the Thai Church to consider Differentialism for use in
its pastoral plans. It is interesting to note that the words “Buddhism” and “Buddhist” do
not appear at all873 in the document Pastoral Plan of the Catholic Church in Thailand for
the years 2010 – 2015: Discipleship, Pastoral Care of the Community and Our Mission
of Sharing the Good News. 874 Additionally, the document asserts that interreligious
dialogue now be called “inter-religious relationship,” and defines the latter as follows:
“A dialogue between Catholics and people of other faiths, which is called Inter-religious
relationship,” is “a sharing of the Good News with the spirit of love and service
motivated by interest and concern.”875
Pastoral Considerations
Priority needs to be given to Catholics struggling to live their faith in a
predominantly Buddhist environment. Attention needs to be given to families with
873
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Buddhist and Catholic members. This thesis recommends an urgent review of guidelines
and policies for the Catholics’ participation in Buddhist rituals, as oftentimes the
prohibitions stem from a partial understanding of the rituals. It also recommends a review
and assessment of Magliola’s protocols for joint meditation to enable Catholics to join
Buddhist family members freely without fear of falling into syncretism.
Of course this necessitates that the protocols have been sufficiently disseminated
not only on the side of Catholics, but among Buddhists as well. Thus this writer
recommends that the position of the Church concerning dialogue be highlighted in
catechism and other formation programs, especially those targeting Catholic youth.
Differentialism may be used to empower the laity in taking a more proactive role
in mending the wounds from past dialogue encounters. This thesis recommends that the
Church incorporate this in pastoral plans. When drafting such plans, Church scholars,
theologians and seminarians are encouraged to point out logocentric frameworks or
mindsets embedded in Church texts that impede dialogue. Care must be taken that
religious identity and national identity are not uncritically meshed together to avoid
problems associated with syncretism (Magliola’s thought-structures are designed to
disable syncretism).
Differentialism may prove useful especially in helping people to “live in unity
with brothers and sisters of other faiths” and cultivate “respect for the religious values of
each faith.” The current pastoral plan suggests that “opportunity should be sought in
dioceses and parishes for visits, meetings and the building of relationships with leaders of
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different religions.”876 Differential protocols suggested by Magliola and this thesis may
be tried out in such encounters. Of course, people have to be trained beforehand. As
mentioned earlier, care should be taken to avoid syncretism in such encounters.
Last but not the least, this thesis humbly recommends that seminaries and houses
of formation consider incorporating Differentialism into their courses and formation
programs. In view of the significance of priests in interreligious dialogue, in the words of
Pope Francis, priests are called to be “true prophets,” who “hold within themselves three
different moments: past, present, and future. They keep the promise of God alive, they
see the suffering of their people, and they bring us the strength to look ahead.”877
As Pope Francis reminds us, “When there is no prophecy amongst the people of
God, the emptiness that is created gets filled by clericalism. All memory of the past and
hope for the future are reduced only to the present: no past promise, no future hope.” He
exhorted the faithful “not to forget God’s promise” and “not tire of moving forward”
from the peripheries to the center and back to the peripheries.
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APPENDIXES
Appendix I
Focus Group Discussion: Thai Buddhist University Students
May 20, 2014, St. John’s University, Bangkok
By Jaime M. Rivera, SJ
The invitation to have conversations with non-Christians for this paper is a
welcome move as it allows students to actually dialogue and hear from the ‘other.’ How
does one deal with religious differences considering that the official position of the
Catholic Church today is inclusivism?

Focus Group Discussion
Last summer I had the opportunity to go to Thailand and was able to conduct
interviews and focus group discussions. This paper will only focus on “conversations”
with seven university students, all of them Buddhists, during a focus group discussion
held May 20, 2014 at St. John’s University in Bangkok. The students, Communication
Arts Majors, at St. John’s are: Pichet Kangsodsuwan, aged 26; Natee, 27; Jadsada
Bumrongsin, 21; Phuwapon Yodsurang, 25; Kachen Suppasi, 23; Chutipong Thangtong,
25; Worasan, 24. Helping to facilitate the discussion was Thamrong Rattanaparnudet,
dean of the Department of Communications, St. John’s University. Pantharaks
Rueangswasdi helped in the note-taking.
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This paper will focus only on three points discussed: What they consider the
“most important” teachings/practices in Buddhism; what in Christianity they are
interested in or want to know more about; and what their reaction would be if their
spouse were Catholic and wanted to raise their children as Catholics.
Most important Buddhist teaching/practice
Pichet considers the teaching of the Buddha in the Kalama Sutta to be the most
important. In the said Sutta (scriptural narrative), the Buddha teaches that one must
accept something, even his own teachings, as true only if one sees or experiences it to be
true. He urges followers to adopt a critical attitude and not blindly accept statements,
teachings, rituals, practices, on the basis of tradition, general knowledge, scriptures,
another person’s ability, etc. For things that are beyond one’s experience or knowing, a
person is urged to suspend judgment and just use whatever is useful or beneficial to one’s
mental well-being. For example, most people do not really know what happens to a
person after death. One may continue doing good not because it will be beneficial for him
in the next life, but because doing good produces some positive effects on the person in
this life. In the same vein, one should avoid doing evil because of its negative
consequences. All human beings have a sense of Hiri Ottappa, he said. Hiri means
feeling shame for doing evil; therefore, a person does not do it. Ottapa meanwhile is
being afraid of bad karma, the results of doing evil.
In relation to this, Phuwapon said for him the most important teaching of the
Buddha is the Five Precepts: abstaining from harming living beings, stealing, sexual
misconduct, lying and intoxication. From his own experience, Phuwapon said he realized
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for himself the value of the Five Precepts observed by the lay faithful. For example, he
experienced the harmful effects of lying and drinking alcohol. Drinking is bad for one’s
health and affects one’s studies, he said. Lying often leads one into trouble, he added.
In Kachen’s view, the most important part of being a Buddhist is becoming a
monk. Upon coming of age most young men in Thailand enter the monkhood for a
minimum of three months during the rainy season when monks refrain from leaving the
temple and devote their time to studying Buddhism and practicing meditation. Some
decide to stay for one to three years, after which they return to lay life and marry. Kachen
said his own experience as a monk was an opportunity not only to deepen his
understanding of Buddhist teaching and practices but also to make merit for his parents.
Becoming a monk, he said, is the usual way Thai men get in-depth exposure to Buddhist
teachings and practices, which they carry for the rest of their lives. He said he appreciates
very much listening to the sermons of the monks, or listening to lectures, especially from
the Jataka or stories of the past lives of the Buddha.
Worasan said he has similar firsthand experiences as Phuwapon’s and Kachen’s.
Doing good, he said, is more difficult, but is more fulfilling and gives happiness.
Jadsada considers Buddhist practices such as meditation to be very important.
According to him, in a short time one can notice the benefits of sitting or walking
meditation. His personal experience is meditation has helped him to develop mindfulness
and self-awareness. It helps him to be calm and to control impulses and emotions.
Natee considers the Buddha’s teaching on the Law of Karma as fundamental and
the most important. One reaps what one sows. As long as one has not extinguished
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greed, hatred and delusion that fuel rebirth, suffering and death will continue. He added
that this inexorable law, for better or for worse, guarantees that there is justice in the
world.
Echoing what the others said, Natee noted that one is able to verify the teachings
of the Lord Buddha. The teachings are realistic and practical. The Dharma (teachings of
the Buddha) talks about the true nature of things that one can discover by oneself. It is
interesting, he pointed out, that Science is only discovering now what the Buddha has
long talked about, for example in cosmology, the cyclic theories of the universe (as
expanding and contracting), in the life sciences— psychology and genetics, etc.
Chutiphong, in reference to what Pichet said about the Kalama Sutta, pointed out
that Buddhism in Thailand is mixed with Brahmanism. Many people, therefore, practice
puja or give offerings to the Hindu gods such as Phra Phrom (Brahma). Foreigners can
see the statue of Phra Phrom at the Erawan shrine in Bangkok. People go there to offer
flowers, light incense and pay dancers to perform a dance for Phra Phrom, he said. Many
Thai people also believe in amulets and spells to protect themselves from evil spirits. Of
course, all of these practices are discouraged by the Buddha, he said, but not many people
take this to heart.
To this Pichet added the Buddha’s teaching: Attahi attano nado, ko hi nado paro
siya, which preaches self-help rather than depending on the gods. It means: The self is its
own refuge, in whom else can one take refuge?
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Their reaction if they were to marry a Catholic who wanted to raise their children
as Catholics
Unanimously all said every religion teaches human beings to be good persons. In
this sense, all religions have the same teaching. Apropos, three said they do not mind if
their children are raised Catholics. They admitted that they themselves are open to trying
out Christianity but they do not know enough about it to make a decision. Three persons
said they have not thought about it and will “cross the bridge if and when they get there.”
It all depends on whether I can accept Christianity’s teachings or not, said Phuwapon.
Similarly, Jadsada said it depends on whether it is satisfactory or helpful for him or not.
Natee was quite frank in saying that while all religions are good, he himself will not
convert. He said he prefers that the children be raised in both traditions and that the
children, later on, will decide for themselves whether they want to be Buddhist or
Catholic.
What interests them and what they want to know more about, in Christianity
Natee said he does not know much about Christianity but is attracted by the
singing and social activities. “I want to learn Christian songs. They are nice to listen to,”
he said. Related to this, Kachen said he is curious to know about the Mass, having
attended one with a Catholic friend. He added that he wants to know more about Jesus
and the Christian God. “What are the similarities and differences between Jesus and the
Lord Buddha?” he said. “Why does Jesus have to suffer?” he added, noting that many
Buddhists are appalled when they see the contorted face and body of Jesus on the cross.
In what sense are they the center of faith of their respective followers? He also wanted to
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clarify what is God for Christianity. Four persons said they have watched on TV or have
heard from their Catholic friends about confession. “Can confession really wash away
our sins? How is it possible?” Worasan asked. “Can confession remove our guilt or
release us from tension?” Kachen asked. “What exactly is confession?” asked Phuwapon.
Brief responses
Briefly answering their questions, I tried to explain God in the Christian context.
What follows is a summary of our discussion.
Buddhists’ understanding of God is colored by the Buddhist understanding of
Brahma and other Hindu gods, especially what the Buddha says about Brahma in the
Buddhist scripture Brahmajala-Sutta. Following the advice of the Buddha, students were
asked to suspend their judgment and not equate or associate the God of Christianity with
Buddhist conception of “gods.”
For those unfamiliar I will explain briefly since it is important to understand how
Buddhists wrongly conceive the Christian God. Buddhism, which developed out of
Hinduism, acknowledge the existence of many “gods.” These gods, however, are just
beings who were born in heavenly abodes by virtue of their past heroic deeds. Like other
sentient beings, they are subject to rebirth, decay, and death.
In Hinduism, Brahma is the creator God, Vishnu is the preserver and Shiva the
destroyer. Together they make up the Trinity of Hinduism. With knowledge gained from
his enlightenment, the Buddha claims that Brahma actually just mistook himself to be the
creator. According to Buddha, the universe goes through a cycle of expansion and
contraction, similar to what scientists/cosmologists are saying today. Expansion and
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contraction, however, is marked by coming and going of beings (births and deaths).
Brahma was said to have been reborn in a heavenly abode at the time of contraction and
was alone for an extended period of time. Lonely, he wished for a companion and as he
was making this wish, other beings were born. Because of this, as recounted by the
Buddha in the Buddhist Scripture Brahmajala-sutta of the Digha Nikaya, Brahma
mistakenly concluded:
I am Brahma, Mahābrahmā, the Almighty, Omniscient, the Lord of All, Creator,
Master of all creatures. I am the source of all life, Father to everything which
exists and will come to exist. These creatures are my creations. How can I
conclude this? Because, just as I was thinking, "Let it be that another being may
come here and accompany me", then my wish made that being come into
existence. Beings that came after thought the same thing. They worshiped and
revered the Brahma because "He was here even before I existed! Surely he is the
Lord and Creator of All."
Jewish, Christian, and Islamic traditions are careful to distinguish God from other
gods of Hinduism and other religions. More than being an omniscient and omnipotent
God who created all things, the Christian God takes care and reaches out to his creation.
He is just and merciful in ways that people cannot understand. He can be personal, loving
or intimate but also hidden or (appear to be) impersonal, beyond human comprehension.
For Christians the supreme expression of God’s love is to send Jesus, the second person
of the Trinity, to “save” humanity. After Jesus’ earthly life, the Holy Spirit, the third
person was sent to guide, strengthen and sanctify people.
Regarding confession, Jesus during his lifetime showed that he had the divine
authority and power to forgive sins. This forgiveness continues to be dispensed through
the divine authority and power given to the Church in what Catholics call confession or
the Sacrament of Reconciliation. I pointed out that for Christians, Jesus did not commit
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any sin and was not born with original sin. This elicited a number of questions, for
example, how it this possible given that Jesus lashed out at people and overturned tables,
etc. (as Buddhist scholars had pointed out to them)?
Owing to time limitations and given that the frameworks and assumptions are so
different, I suggested that their Dean, Thamrong Rattanaparnudet, may have to explain in
another session the Christian doctrines vis-à-vis Buddhist doctrines, not to mention the
similarities and differences between Jesus and the Buddha. Thamrong, a Catholic, is a
member of the Focolare movement that engages in Buddhist-Catholic dialogue.
Alternatively, the next session may be scheduled when I go back to Thailand.
With regard to similarities and differences between Jesus and the Buddha,
offhandedly the participants mentioned that the Buddha and Jesus both are known to be
wise, compassionate and merciful, and teach their followers to “be good persons.” For
differences, I pointed out that the Buddha is a human being who has attained
Enlightenment while Jesus is God incarnate, fully human and at the same time fully
divine. I pointed out also that some Buddhist scholars have noted that the Buddha always
maintains a “calm” demeanor while Jesus can be “emotional,” confrontational, traits
which are viewed negatively by Buddhists and which may have contributed to his
suffering. Owing to time limitations it was decided that this discussion be continued in
the next session.
It is important to note that during the focus group discussion questions about the
story of Adam and Eve, the cause of suffering in the world, especially suffering of the
innocent cropped up. If God is good, omniscient, omnipotent and forgiving, why does he
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allow suffering in the world? For Chutipong, it seemed the Buddhist cosmogonic myth
makes more sense and is consistent with Buddhist teachings. For those unfamiliar with
this subject-matter, a short exposition of the Aggana Sutta follows.
Unlike myths that speak of a “beginning,” the Aggana Sutta as narrated by the
Buddha, speaks of cycles (as already mentioned the expansion-contraction of the universe
in cosmological theories today). The “world” at that time was undergoing a period of
contraction, and there lived sentient, luminous beings “feeding on delight, self-luminous,
moving.” According to the Sutta:
There was just one mass of water, and all was darkness, blinding darkness.
Neither moon nor sun appeared, no constellations or stars appeared, night and day
were not distinguished, nor months and fortnights, no years or seasons, and no
male and female, beings being reckoned just as beings.
After a long time, “savoury earth” that looked like butter appeared on the waters.
One being of “greedy nature” tasted it and craving arose. Other beings followed suit and
the more they ate, the more their self-luminance disappeared. Because of this, the sun and
moon appeared. (N.B. No creation. Sun and moon appeared as a result of the
disappearance of light in beings.)
As the beings gave in to their craving, their bodies became coarse, and differences
in their appearance became apparent. The good-looking ones began despising the others.
However, the more they became arrogant and conceited the more their butter-like food
disappeared. Over time, fungus grew to replace the buttery substance and the more they
ate it, the coarser their bodies became. The cycle of craving, despising, becoming and
disappearing is repeated. After a long time fungus was replaced by creeping vegetation,
and after the creeping vegetation, rice appeared. As the beings ate the rice their bodies
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became even more coarse, and the beings developed sexual organs. Thus, the beings were
overcome with lust and sexual activity. Others expressed their disgust by throwing dirt at
the beings who were copulating out in the open.
As the population grew, food became scarce. Hoarding and private property came
to be, and not soon after stealing and other crimes, not to mention punishment and
violence followed. Out of this scenario emerged classes of men, among them the
Brahmins who set themselves apart from the community in order to meditate and do
ascetical practices.
The Agganna Sutta emphasizes that regardless of class anyone who has led a bad
life will suffer the consequences in the present or next life. Similarly, anyone who has led
a good life will reap their reward in this life and the next.
The Aggana Sutta tries to explain many things-- formation and
interconnectedness of various realities or beings: the corporeal (human beings, moon,
and stars, etc.), the psycho-spiritual (pride, conceit, lust, hate, etc.), socio-political
realities (farming, private property, crime and punishment, etc.). It does not speak so
much of their origins. It attempts to describe their place in the cycle of being and
becoming, also of how ignorance can lead to desiring, and desiring to suffering.
Like the Genesis creation myths that impart core beliefs of Christianity (creation,
omnipotent/loving God, etc.), the Aggana Sutta also touches on one of the most
fundamental Buddhist teachings: Patticcasamuppada or the Doctrine of Dependent
Origination, related to the law of Karma mentioned by our focus group participants.
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Patticcasamuppada (conditioned genesis) is the principle of
conditionality/relativity and interdependence governing all things. According to it,
ignorance gives rise to volitional actions/formations, volitional actions/formations give
rise to consciousness, consciousness to mental and physical phenomena, mental and
physical phenomena to the physical sense organs and the mind. These six faculties, in
turn, give rise to contact, contact gives rise to sensation, sensation to desire, desire to
clinging, clinging to the process of becoming, the process of becoming to birth, and
through birth come decay, death, lamentation, pain, etc.
It can be deduced that the sentient beings became unmindful/ignorant of the law
of dependent origination, and consequently, become increasingly subject to it. From a
rarified state, the cycle of rebirth took on many iterations resulting in coarser forms of
being and higher levels of desiring, clinging, becoming and suffering.
Going back to the question of evil, the core belief of evil in Buddhism revolves
around ignorance, greed and hate that give rise to suffering. Respectively they are
represented by a pig, rooster and snake at the center of and turning the wheels of
samsara. Evil is not something external, although it may be perceived, symbolized or
personified as such at coarser or higher levels of ignorance, greed and hate,-- as alluded
to by dirt throwing and banishing of ‘others’ who are deemed evil (e.g., robbers,
fornicators, etc.). Neither is it something internal, an entity residing in a person. Evil is
the result and cause of our actions that grow or develop as spelled out according to the
law of Paticcasamuppada.
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The “three poisons,” ignorance, greed, and hate, are countered by wisdom, ethical
conduct and compassion spelled out in the Eightfold Noble Path taught by the Buddha,
namely: Wisdom (Right View, Right Intention, Right Speech), Ethical Conduct (Right
Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort) and Concentration (Right Mindfulness, Right
Concentration). It is worth noting that what the participants regarded as important is
connected to the Aggana Sutta.
I proposed for the students to read the Book of Job in the Bible and to compare
this with the story of King Harishchandra of the Hindu text Markandeya Purana-featured in the epic tale Ramayana and adapted into movies and TV series shown in
Thailand. What teachings (about God, freedom, human nature, justice, etc.) can they get
from the two stories?
It is significant that several of the focus group participants are interested in the
forgiveness of sins, since from the Buddhist perspective, this would free them from
karmic debt. This requires a more in-depth investigation and can be recommended for
future research and dialogue sessions.

Appendix II

In Buddhism, an enlightened being like the Buddha is one who has purified
himself of all attachments. In the Theravada tradition, such purification is a very gradual
process spanning eons/many lifetimes.878 The process begins with the eradication of gross
attachments in the sense-sphere leading to the eradication of subtler and subtler forms of
attachments in the form, formless and supra-mundane spheres.
Christians, for the most part, do not have problems understanding notions in the
early stages of the so-called path of purification because they have counterparts in
Christianity. They have difficulty understanding the later stages, however, simply
because they do not meditate nor observe Buddhist practices normally required to reach
such sublime states. The tables below provide a summary describing the path of
purification in the various spheres.
Catholics may argue that Buddhists would have difficulty understanding the
Christian God/Love unless they have a personal encounter/relationship with God through
prayer/Scripture/Sacraments, etc. Similarly, Buddhists may argue that Catholics would
have difficulty understanding how arahants or Buddhas view love from the perspective
of “Buddhist Detachment” unless they do meditation and attain the trance states that help
them to be detached from subtle attachments.

878

According to some texts, spanning more than a hundred thousand eons. See Naomi Appleton,
Jātaka Stories in Theravāda Buddhism Narrating the Bodhisatta Path (Farnham, Surrey, England:
Ashgate: 2010), 107. <http://public.eblib.com/choice/publicfullrecord.aspx?p=605135>.
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Appendix 2.1. Purification Process in the Sense Plane.
Objective: Eradication of Gross
Defilements:

Mode of
Eradication

Classification of
Practitioner

May start with:

Phuthujjhana

Nivaranas (Hindrances)
-Sensual desires
-Hatred
-Sloth-torpor

(ordinary
Ethical Conduct

Worldling)

-Restlessness- Remorse
-Doubt

The Five Precepts879
The Eight Precepts
The Ten Precepts

879

This is the minimum expected of the layperson, viz., abstinence from killing living beings, stealing,
sexual misconduct, lying, taking of intoxicants.
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Appendix 2.2. Purification Process in the Form-Plane.880
Stage (A-E)
Trance constituents or Mental
elements (1-5) 4

I Progressive
Mode of
(temporary) inhibition Eradication
of five Hindrances
(nivaranas)

A. First Jhana (Trance)
1.
Initial Application
2.
Continued Application
3.
Joy
4.
Ease
5.
Concentration

Indirect
Method: Tranquility
Meditation

Laziness
Doubt
Hatred
Restlessness &
Remorse
Desire for pleasure

Direct Method
-Insight
Meditation

Classification
of
Practitioner

Phuthujjhana
(ordinary
worldling)

B. Second Jhana
1.
Continued Application
2.
Joy
3.
Ease
4.
Concentration

Doubt
Hatred
Restlessness &
Remorse
Desire for pleasure

Successive
stage of:
Tranquility or
Insight
Meditation

-ditto-

c. Third Jhana
1.
Joy
2.
Ease
3.
Concentration

Hatred
Restlessness &
Remorse
Desire for pleasure

-ditto-

-ditto-

D. Fourth Jhana
1.
Ease
2.
Concentration

Restlessness &
Remorse
Desire for pleasure

-ditto-

-ditto-

E. Fifth Jhana Equanimity
concentration (capable of
superintellection)

In lieu of pleasurable dittofeeling which is still
considered gross,
upekkha (detachment),
which is “subtle and
peaceful,” is
developed.'

880

-ditto-

The Abhidhamma Pitaka considers the five jhanas to be the result of the five morals.
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Appendix 2.3. Purification Process in the Formless Plane.
Object of
Meditation

Trance constituents:

Classification of
Practitioner

A. First Jhana

Infinity of Space

Concentration and
Equanimity

Ordinary
worldling

B. Second Jhana

Infinity of
Thought

Progressive
development of
Concentration and
Equanimity

Stage (A-D)

-ditto-

c. Third Jhana

Nothingness

-ditto-

-ditto-

D. Fourth Jhana

Sublimity of
Nothingness

-dittoalso
Moral thought of
neither perception nor
non-perception

ditto-
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Appendix 2.4. Purification Process in the Supramundane Plane.
Stage (A-D)

A. First Stage (Sotappati Magga
Citta) of Stream Winner

Progressive
eradication/
thinning out of
fetters

Mode of
eradication
according to
Insight
Meditation,
implanting:

Wisdom/Experience
Acquired (Following
Insight Meditation)

False View of:
-Self
-Belief in Ritual

Purity of views

Wisdom to discern
mind and matter

-Doubt
(Also, thinning of Purity
Transcending
other
defilements)
Doubt
Purity that
discerns Path
from Non-Path

Wisdom in
discernment of
conditions

B. Second Stage (Sakadagami
Magga Citta) of Once-Returner

Thinning of
Fetters of Lust
for the Sensuous
and of Hate

c. Third Stage (Anagami Magga
Citta) of Non-returner

Destruction of
Purity of
fetters of Lust for Knowledge of
sensuous and of Progress
Hate

NineWisdoms:
Contemplation of:
rise and fall;
dissolution;
appearance as terror;
danger; dispassion;
desire for
deliverance;
Contemplation of
analysis; equanimity
about the formations;
conforming to Truth.

D. Fourth Stage (Arahatta Magga
Citta of Arahant

Destruction of
fetters
- Lust for Form
Existence
-Lust for
Formless
Existence
-Conceit
–Restlessness
-Ignorance

Enlightenment

Purity that sees
the truth with
the thirty-seven
functions of
Enlightenment
as constituents

Experiences:
Illumination, Joy,
Composure,
Resolution, Exertion,
Ease, Knowledge,
Equanimity,
Mindfulness, Subtle
Attachment
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